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How do I get access to LaunchPad?How do I get access to LaunchPad?
Go to LaunchPadWorks.comGo to LaunchPadWorks.com

Click "Find Your Course"Click "Find Your Course"

Search for your titleSearch for your title
Enter your author's last name or your product's title.
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Click "Go to product"Click "Go to product"

Request instructor accessRequest instructor access
At the bottom of the screen, enter your email address and click GoGo.

I ALREADY HAVE AN ACCOUNTI ALREADY HAVE AN ACCOUNT
If you already have an account, then I already have a Macmillan accountI already have a Macmillan account will be selected on the
screen below, and a message confirming that the account exists will be displayed in a pink
banner.
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Enter your password and click NextNext.

If you DO NOT already have an account, skip down to the step titled "I DO NOT HAVE AN
ACCOUNT."

Forgot password?Forgot password?

If you forgot your password then click Forgot Password?Forgot Password? and reenter your email address. Your
password will be emailed to you.

Instructor Access GrantedInstructor Access Granted
If you have already requested access to a product with us in the past and your information is in
our system, then you will automatically be granted access to your LaunchPad product and you
will see the screen below.

Click Proceed to the website.Proceed to the website.
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Instructor RegistrationInstructor Registration
If you need to re-verify your instructor status before you're granted access, then you will see
the registration screen below. Your account information will already be populated.

In the Find Your School column on the right, By zip codeBy zip code will be selected by default. You should
enter the institution zip code and click SearchSearch.
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If you don't know the zip code, select By City, State, or Country.If you don't know the zip code, select By City, State, or Country.

If you don’t know the zip code, you can select By City, State, or Country;By City, State, or Country; enter the city; select the
state from the drop-down menu; make any additional selections, if needed, and click SearchSearch.

Select your schoolSelect your school
• After clicking SearchSearch, new fields will appear at the bottom of the Find Your School

column. You should select your school from the list and your department and position
from the drop-down menus.

◦ If you can’t find your school in the list or your department in the drop-down
menu, you can submit the information by clicking Can’t find your school?Can’t find your school? or Can’tCan’t
find your department?find your department? and completing the Missing School or Missing Department
forms.

• You must tick I accept the company privacy policyI accept the company privacy policy.
• Click SubmitSubmit.
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Check your email for your confirmation messageCheck your email for your confirmation message
• You will receive a “You’re almost there!” message prompting you to look in your email for

a confirmation message.
• You will need to click the link in the confirmation email, which will prompt your sales

representative to approve you in our system.
• You can expect to receive a welcome email in 48 hours or fewer.
• Please note:Please note: This page also contains a Proceed to Web siteProceed to Web site button. If you click here, then

you’ll be taken to the Web site log-in page but told you don’t have access. Please do not
click this button for now, but look in your inbox for the confirmation email.
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I DO NOT HAVE AN ACCOUNTI DO NOT HAVE AN ACCOUNT
If you don’t already have an account, then you will receive a message saying that no account
exists with that email, and the I don’t have an account yet. I want to sign upI don’t have an account yet. I want to sign up option will be
selected. The email address that you entered will be auto-filled.

Click NextNext.

Fill out all the Instructor Registration InformationFill out all the Instructor Registration Information
You must fill in all the information in the Instructor Information column on the left.

In the Find Your School column on the right, By zip codeBy zip code will be selected by default. You should
enter the institution zip code and click SearchSearch.
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If you don't know the zip code, select By City, State, or CountryIf you don't know the zip code, select By City, State, or Country

If you don’t know the zip code, you can select By City, State, or Country;By City, State, or Country; enter the city; select the
state from the drop-down menu; make any additional selections, if needed, and click SearchSearch.

Select your schoolSelect your school
• After clicking SearchSearch, new fields will appear at the bottom of the Find Your School

column. You should select your school from the list and your department and position
from the drop-down menus.

◦ If you can’t find your school in the list or your department in the drop-down
menu, you can submit the information by clicking Can’t find your school?Can’t find your school? or Can’tCan’t
find your department?find your department? and completing the Missing School or Missing Department
forms.

• You must tick I accept the company privacy policyI accept the company privacy policy.
• Click SubmitSubmit.
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Check your email for your confirmation messageCheck your email for your confirmation message
• You will receive a “You’re almost there!” message prompting you to look in your email for

a confirmation message.
• You will need to click the link in the confirmation email, which will prompt your sales

representative to approve you in our system.
• You can expect to receive a welcome email in 48 hours or fewer.
• Please note:Please note: This page also contains a Proceed to Web siteProceed to Web site button. If you click here, then

you’ll be taken to the Web site log-in page but told you don’t have access. Please do not
click this button for now, but look in your inbox for the confirmation email.
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Can I use LaunchPad for its resources only?Can I use LaunchPad for its resources only?

Yes, absolutely! You'll need to get access to LaunchPad and then create a course, but it's
possible to use all of LaunchPad's resources without any students in it. Read on to learn
how.

1. Follow the instructions to get access to LaunchPad1. Follow the instructions to get access to LaunchPad
Complete the process in this article "How do I get access to LaunchPad?" to be granted access.

2. Create a course2. Create a course
Create a course by following the directions in this article "How do I create my first course?"

3. Once you've created your course, leave it inactive, but avail3. Once you've created your course, leave it inactive, but avail
yourself of any resources you're interested inyourself of any resources you're interested in

In your dashboard, you'll notice that the course is "CLOSED" with zero students in it. When you
create your course, by default, it will be inactive and closed. Just because you've created a
course, doesn't mean it needs to have students in it for you to be able to take advantage of the
resources within LaunchPad. You can enter the course and use it as you wish.
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The yellow bar and note will remain on your home page reminding youThe yellow bar and note will remain on your home page reminding you
that your course is not activethat your course is not active

If you decide to open your course to students, simply activate itIf you decide to open your course to students, simply activate it
If you'd like to allow students into your course, simply activate it using the information in this
article "How do I activate my course? (How do I make my course available to students?)."

Not sure how'd you incorporate LaunchPad into your course?Not sure how'd you incorporate LaunchPad into your course?

Talk to an expert! We offer regularly scheduled training sessions hosted by our Learning
Solutions Specialists. Learn how to use LaunchPad in face-to-face, hybrid, or fully online class
environments.

Interested? Sign up for a session at our Support Center:

Higher Ed Support Center

High School Support Center
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How do I get international access toHow do I get international access to
LaunchPad?LaunchPad?
Go to LaunchPadWorks.comGo to LaunchPadWorks.com

Click "Find Your Course"Click "Find Your Course"

Search for your titleSearch for your title
Enter your author's last name or your product's title.
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Click "Go to product"Click "Go to product"

Request instructor accessRequest instructor access
At the bottom of the screen, enter your email address and click GoGo.

Click Request International AccessClick Request International Access

At the top of the Request Instructor Access screen, you'll see the request international accessrequest international access
link. Clicking here will bring up a form letter from which you can request access.
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Enter an instructor activation codeEnter an instructor activation code

If you have an activation code, enter it and click Instant ActivationInstant Activation. If you do not have an
activation code, click Request Instructor AccessRequest Instructor Access at the bottom of the page.

Fill out the Instructor Access FormFill out the Instructor Access Form

If you clicked "Request Instructor Access" fill out the below form and click SubmitSubmit.

After your personal contact and adoption information is verified you will receive an email
granting you access. This may take from two days to several weeks.
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What if I've forgotten my username/password?What if I've forgotten my username/password?
Step 1: Go to your log-in page.Step 1: Go to your log-in page.

From the Sign InSign In box, click Forgot password?Forgot password?.

Step 2: Forgot password?Step 2: Forgot password?

Enter your e-mail address and click SubmitSubmit. The system will email you a link to reset your
password.
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How do I create my first course?How do I create my first course?
Log in to your LaunchPad titleLog in to your LaunchPad title
Once you have received log-in credentials for your LaunchPad title, go to the log in screen for
your title and enter your email address and password in the sign in box on the right. Click SignSign
InIn.

Click Create CourseClick Create Course
After signing in, you'll see your instructor dashboard. To create your first course, click CreateCreate
CourseCourse.

Confirm your titleConfirm your title
You will be asked to confirm that the product you are using to create the course is the same
one that your students will be purchasing. Some products have multiple versions, and if titles
are not exactly the same, your students may not be able to access your course. Click Next.Next.
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Enter your course informationEnter your course information
Fill in the course information that you would like to appear when your students register for the
course. When you are finished, click “Create.”“Create.”

Open your courseOpen your course
Your course will now appear under My CoursesMy Courses on your dashboard. To access your course, click
on your course title.
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Click Enter Your CourseClick Enter Your Course

You will now be on your course home page and can begin exploring and creating assignments.
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How do I change my password?How do I change my password?
Hover the mouse over your name in the top banner of yourHover the mouse over your name in the top banner of your
coursecourse

Select "Manage Profile" from the drop down menuSelect "Manage Profile" from the drop down menu

This will open your profile in a new tab or window.
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From your profile window, click "Change Password"From your profile window, click "Change Password"

Enter passwordEnter password
Type your old password and then your new password along with a password hint into the
appropriate boxes.
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Click ContinueClick Continue

Close your profile tab or windowClose your profile tab or window
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It’s been more than 48 hours since I requestedIt’s been more than 48 hours since I requested
access to your media. What can I do to followaccess to your media. What can I do to follow
up?up?
Check your junk mail folderCheck your junk mail folder

Check Additional inbox foldersCheck Additional inbox folders

If you're using Gmail, please also check your additional inbox folders.

Check with your IT administratorCheck with your IT administrator
It's possible your email is being held up by you campus firewall. Check with your IT
administrator to get more details.

Contact Sales SupportContact Sales Support
If you still need help, call our sales support team and they can help you.

College Sales SupportCollege Sales Support

Phone: 800.446.8923

E-mail: salessupport@bfwpub.com
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High School Sales SupportHigh School Sales Support

Phone: 866.843.3715, prompt #7

E-mail: hssupport@bfwpub.com

Sales Support hours of operation:Sales Support hours of operation:

Monday-Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ET

Summer hours: Monday-Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. ET; Friday 8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. ET
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How do I find my course? The course doesn’tHow do I find my course? The course doesn’t
appear in my Dashboard or I can’t see myappear in my Dashboard or I can’t see my
course.course.
At the moment, we do not have a single dashboard that you can use to enter ALL your
LaunchPad courses from one URL. If you are teaching with two different books, then you will
need to use two separate URLs to access those different books. (For example, if you are
teaching a microeconomics course and a macroeconomics class and are using two different
books for those courses, then there will be one URL for your micro course and a different URL
for your macro course). If this does not solve your issues, contact tech support.
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Get startedGet started
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What are the minimum system requirementsWhat are the minimum system requirements
for your media?for your media?
Supported BrowsersSupported Browsers
We recommend the following browsers:

• Chrome 28 and above
• Firefox 13 and above
• Safari 6 and above
• Internet Explorer 10 and above

Mobile devicesMobile devices
Because our rich media runs on Flash, iPads, iPods, iPhones, and other mobile devices are not
supported. Using an unsupported device or browser may prevent you from registering, logging
in, navigating the site, assigning items, and submitting answers to a quiz.

Pop-upsPop-ups
We do use pop-ups, especially during the process of completing an online purchase to one of
our sites.

Allow pop-ups on www.macmillanlearning.com.

CookiesCookies
You must allow session cookies.

JavaJava
JavaScript must be enabled (usually enabled by default). Click here for instructions on how to
enable JavaScript in Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Internet Explorer.

Multimedia requirementsMultimedia requirements
• Animations and interactive tutorials for some titles require Adobe Flash Player version

10 or higher (We recommend, however, using version 11 or the most current version
available.)

• To view PDFs, you will need the latest version of Adobe Reader.
• Various video players/codecs depending on title: Brightcove, Apple QuickTime, Windows

Media Player, RealPlayer, OggVorbis.
• Some content requires Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Powerpoint).
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Monitor Resolution and Color DepthMonitor Resolution and Color Depth
1024x768 minimum required; larger resolutions are recommended.
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How do I get instructor access to LaunchPad?How do I get instructor access to LaunchPad?

To find and get access to your LaunchPad title, please read this article.
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How does my TA or co-instructor get access toHow does my TA or co-instructor get access to
LaunchPad?LaunchPad?

1. The Owner of the course should first make sure their co-instructor/TA has
requested instructor access and has gone through the verification process. For
more information, please review How do I get access to LaunchPad?

2. Once this is done, the course Owner can contact Technical Support to request
the co-instructor/TA be added as an instructor.
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How to Create a New CourseHow to Create a New Course
Step 1Step 1
When you log in to LaunchPad, you will be taken to your dashboard. Click “Create Course”“Create Course” at the
top of the page.

Step 2Step 2
You will be asked to confirm that the product you are using to create the course is the same
one that your students will be purchasing. Some products have multiple versions, and if titles
are not exactly the same, your students may not be able to access your course. Click "Next.""Next."

Step 3Step 3
If you have not created a course for this title, the following option will not appear and you may
move on to Step 4. If you do already have another course created for this title, you will be asked
if you wish to base your new course on a previous course. Choose “Yes”“Yes” if you wish to create a
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copy of a previous course. (For instructions on how to create course copies, see the help article
I want to teach with a copy of this course again next semester. What do I do?). Choose “No”“No” to
create a new course. Then, click "Next.""Next."

Step 4Step 4
Fill in the course information that you would like to appear when your students register for the
course. When you are finished, click “Create.”“Create.”
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Step 5Step 5
Your course will now appear under “My Courses”“My Courses” on your dashboard.

Step 6Step 6
To access your course, click on the course title from your dashboard. Then, click “Enter Course.”“Enter Course.”
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Step 7Step 7
You can now begin customizing your course (creating assignments, setting due dates, etc). For
instructions on how to activate your course for student registration, see the help article How do
I activate my course? (How do I make my course available to students?).
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How to create a new course (VIDEO)How to create a new course (VIDEO)
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Where are my instructor supplements locatedWhere are my instructor supplements located
in this course?in this course?

You may be used to accessing instructor resources on a CD, a flash drive, or from your
book's page on our Web site. For your convenience, we're now loading instructor resources
into our LaunchPad, LaunchPad Solo, and Writer's Help 2.0 titles. Here's how to find them:

Click Resources.Click Resources.

From the home page, click ResourcesResources.

If your home page doesn't have a Resources button, click Add NewIf your home page doesn't have a Resources button, click Add New
Content.Content.

Some titles don't have a ResourcesResources button. If your home page is missing one, click Add NewAdd New
ContentContent and select Add from ResourcesAdd from Resources from the drop-down menu.
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Click Content by Type.Click Content by Type.

From the ResourcesResources menu, click Content by TypeContent by Type.

Scroll down to Instructor Resources.Scroll down to Instructor Resources.
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The first things you'll see are student resources. Use the scroll bar to scroll down to the
Instructor Resources and click on a title to see the items within it.

To see instructor resources by chapter, open the appropriate chapterTo see instructor resources by chapter, open the appropriate chapter
in the table of contents.in the table of contents.

Also from the home page, you can see the instructor resources for each unit, or chapter, by
opening the unit and scrolling to the bottom. Click the title of a resource to open it.
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How do I create assignments?How do I create assignments?

There are three ways to create assignments from the content within your LaunchPad
course:

1. Assign an entire LaunchPad unit as is.
2. Assign certain content items within a LaunchPad unit.
3. Create your own content items and assign them within a LaunchPad unit (e.g., a

quiz).

Assigning an Entire LaunchPad UnitAssigning an Entire LaunchPad Unit

Step 1Step 1

To assign an entire LaunchPad unit as is, click "Assign” to the right of the unit title.To assign an entire LaunchPad unit as is, click "Assign” to the right of the unit title.

Step 2Step 2

Select a due date for all of the items within the unit and click “Assign.”Select a due date for all of the items within the unit and click “Assign.”
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Step 3Step 3

Confirm that you would like to assign all of the content items in the unit to be due on the dateConfirm that you would like to assign all of the content items in the unit to be due on the date
selected by clicking “OK.”selected by clicking “OK.”

Step 4Step 4

Assignments in the unit will be due on the specified date and worth a default point value.Assignments in the unit will be due on the specified date and worth a default point value.

A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE:A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE: In some situations, students will complete their work and it will
submit properly, but it doesn't show as completed on the home page. (The “To Do” button still
appears, even though the student has completed the assignment.) The gradebook, however,
will show the accurate information. There is no loss of data. We are aware of the issue and are
working to resolve it.
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Assigning Certain Content Items Within a LaunchPad UnitAssigning Certain Content Items Within a LaunchPad Unit

Step 1Step 1

To assign a particular item within a LaunchPad unit, open the unit and hover over the resourceTo assign a particular item within a LaunchPad unit, open the unit and hover over the resource
you would like to assign. Then click the “Assign” button at the right.you would like to assign. Then click the “Assign” button at the right.

Step 2Step 2

Select a due date, enter a point value, and select or create a gradebook category for theSelect a due date, enter a point value, and select or create a gradebook category for the
resource. Click Assign when you're done.resource. Click Assign when you're done.
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Step 3Step 3

The resource is now assigned within the unit.The resource is now assigned within the unit.

Creating Your Own Content Items and Assigning Them Within aCreating Your Own Content Items and Assigning Them Within a
LaunchPad UnitLaunchPad Unit

Step 1Step 1

To create your own content item and then assign it within a LaunchPad unit, open the unit youTo create your own content item and then assign it within a LaunchPad unit, open the unit you
want to create an item within and click “Add to this Unit.”want to create an item within and click “Add to this Unit.”

Step 2Step 2

Click “Create new.”Click “Create new.”
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Step 3Step 3

Select the type of item you want to create.Select the type of item you want to create.

Step 4Step 4

Provide basic information for the item and click “Save.”Provide basic information for the item and click “Save.”
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Step 5Step 5

Click the “Assignment” tab at the top left of the screen.Click the “Assignment” tab at the top left of the screen.

Step 6Step 6

Select a due date, point value, Gradebook Category and other assignment settings. Then assignSelect a due date, point value, Gradebook Category and other assignment settings. Then assign
the item.the item.

NOTE: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has passed," your students will not
have access to their grades until the due date passes. This can sometimes confuse students
who expect to see their grades immediately after submitting their answers. WE RECOMMEND
that if you choose this setting you ALERT your students so they know what to expect.
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Step 7Step 7

Click the “Settings” tab at the top left of the screen.Click the “Settings” tab at the top left of the screen.

Step 8Step 8

Adjust the settings for the assignment and click “Save.”Adjust the settings for the assignment and click “Save.”
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Step 9Step 9

Click the “Questions” tab at the top left of the screen.Click the “Questions” tab at the top left of the screen.

Step 10Step 10

To add questions to your item, select the chapter you wish to pull questions from.To add questions to your item, select the chapter you wish to pull questions from.
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Step 11Step 11

Select the bank of questions you wish to pull from.Select the bank of questions you wish to pull from.

Step 12Step 12

To add questions to your assignment, check the box at the left of each question and then clickTo add questions to your assignment, check the box at the left of each question and then click
the “Add” button.the “Add” button.
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Step 13Step 13

The questions are now part of your assignment.The questions are now part of your assignment.

Step 14Step 14

When finished adding content to your assignment, click the “Done Editing” button at the topWhen finished adding content to your assignment, click the “Done Editing” button at the top
left.left.
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Step 15Step 15

You can see the assignment policies and content.You can see the assignment policies and content.

Step 16Step 16

Click the “Home” button to get back to the home page.Click the “Home” button to get back to the home page.

Step 17Step 17

You can see that your new assignment now exists within the LaunchPad unit.You can see that your new assignment now exists within the LaunchPad unit.
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How do I return to my course dashboard?How do I return to my course dashboard?
Step 1Step 1
From the LaunchPad home page, select Switch/Create New CoursesSwitch/Create New Courses from the drop-down menu
in the upper-right corner of the screen.

Step 2Step 2
This will return you to the 'dashboard' where you can do all of the following:

• access any course you've created.
• copy the URL of any course you've activated.
• activate or deactivate courses.
• create new courses.
• copy existing courses.
• make branches, or sections, of a master course.
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How do I create independent copies of aHow do I create independent copies of a
course?course?
Step 1Step 1
If you are taken directly into a course upon log in, you will need to get to your course
dashboard. To get to your course dashboard, click the drop-down arrow to the right of your
name at the top of your screen, and then click "Switch/Create New CoursesSwitch/Create New Courses." If you are taken
directly to your dashboard upon log in, skip to step 2.

Step 2Step 2
From your course dashboard, click the "Create CourseCreate Course" button.
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Step 3Step 3
You will be asked to confirm that the product you are using to create the course is the same
one that your students will be purchasing. Some products have multiple versions, and if titles
are not exactly the same, your students may not be able to access your course. Click "Next.""Next."

Step 4Step 4
1. When the box below appears asking if you’d like to base your new course on an

existing course, select "Yes"Yes".
2. Select the course you wish to copy from in the list provided.
3. Click "Next"Next".
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Step 5Step 5
Fill out the course information for your new course and then click the “CreateCreate” button.

Step 6Step 6
Your new course has been created and now appears at the top of your course dashboard.
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How do I create course sections that areHow do I create course sections that are
connected to a master?connected to a master?

In LaunchPad, instructors can create branches of courses to serve as copies of a mastercopies of a master
course that are linked to that mastercourse that are linked to that master. Changes an instructor makes to the master flow toflow to
the branches;the branches; however, changes made to a branch do not flow back to the master or to any
other branch.

Please act on a few best practices:

• Once you activate a branch, it will have a unique URL, which you should give to your
students as you would any other course. If you're not sure how, see How do I
activate my course? (How do I make my course available to students?)

• If you're using a master course as a place to push changes to your branches, and
you don't want students to enroll in it, don't activate the master. Activate only the
branches and send your students from each section the appropriate course URL and
enrollment instructions.

• In each branch title, include the section number and the days and times the class
meets. Doing so will help ensure students enroll in the correct course.

NOTENOTE: Do not activate your new course until AFTER you've updated it with your new dates.
For information on how to use the Batch Due Date Updater to change due dates, please
read this article.

In particularIn particular, be sure not to activate your course until after you've updated it with your new
dates if you're using the "Zero Score for Unsubmitted AssignmentZero Score for Unsubmitted Assignment" feature. If you copy a
course with this feature enabled and do not update the due dates prior to activating the
course, students will receive 0's for every assignment. If that has already happened, please
contact tech support.

Go to your course dashboardGo to your course dashboard
If you are taken directly into a course upon log in, you will need to get to your course
dashboard. To get to your course dashboard, click the drop-down arrow to the right of your
name at the top of your screen, and then click "Switch/Create New CoursesSwitch/Create New Courses." If you are taken
directly to your dashboard upon log in, skip to the next step.
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Branch a courseBranch a course
To create a section of a course, click Branch this courseBranch this course or Create another branch.Create another branch. You'll see the
latter if you've created branches before, but the former if you've never branched a course.

Confirm that you wish to branch a courseConfirm that you wish to branch a course

If this is your first branch, a box will appear explaining what course branching is. Click the
button that says, “Yes, I’d like to branch this courseYes, I’d like to branch this course.”
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Click CreateClick Create
Fill out your course branch information, and click the “CreateCreate” button.
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Confirm that your branch is appearing correctly in yourConfirm that your branch is appearing correctly in your
dashboarddashboard
You can now see your course branch in the dashboard. When you're ready, you must Activate
the branch to open it for student registration. If you're not sure how, please see How do I
activate my course? (How do I make my course available to students?).
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How do I deactivate my course?How do I deactivate my course?
Select "Switch/Create Courses" from the dropdown menuSelect "Switch/Create Courses" from the dropdown menu
under your nameunder your name

Click "Deactivate"Click "Deactivate"

IMPORTANT NOTE:IMPORTANT NOTE: Activate courses you're teaching with /Activate courses you're teaching with /
Deactivate courses you're not teaching withDeactivate courses you're not teaching with
If a course is active, students can register in it. You'll make it easier for your students and
yourself if you activate only the courses that you want students to enroll in.

You should also re-name and deactivate courses from previous semesters.
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What can I do to help ensure my studentsWhat can I do to help ensure my students
enroll in the correct course?enroll in the correct course?

Here are a few best practices you can employ to help make sure registration is easy for
your students.

Name your course using section number, days and timesName your course using section number, days and times
When naming a course, whether it's a branch of a master or an independent copy, include your
name, the course number, the section number, and the days and times your class meets. Doing
so will help students identify the course they should be in.

Avoid student confusionAvoid student confusion

If you don't name each of your courses something distinctive, it can get confusing for your
students when they're registering.

The example below shows what a student might see while trying to register for a section of a
course. Note here that the instructor gave all the courses the same name.
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Activate courses you're teaching with / Deactivate coursesActivate courses you're teaching with / Deactivate courses
you're not teaching withyou're not teaching with
If a course is active, students can register in it. You'll make it easier for your students and
yourself if you activate only the courses that you want students to enroll in.

You should also re-name and deactivate courses from previous semesters.

Give students your course URLGive students your course URL
Each course that you activate, including each branch of a master, has a unique URL. Give the
correct URL, along with information on registering a code, purchasing access, or signing up for
free trial access, to each of your sections. If you're not sure where to find these instructions,
click View Activation MessageView Activation Message for each course on your dashboard.
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Copy and paste Course Activated messageCopy and paste Course Activated message

Don't activate a master courseDon't activate a master course
If you're using a master course as a place to push changes to your branches, and you don't
want students to enroll in the master, don't activate it. Activate only the branches and send
your students from each section the appropriate course URL and enrollment instructions.

Notice in the example below that the master has not been activated.
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Video: How do I activate my course? (How do IVideo: How do I activate my course? (How do I
make my course available to students?)make my course available to students?)
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How do I activate my course? (How do I makeHow do I activate my course? (How do I make
my course available to students?)my course available to students?)

To watch a screencast on how to open your course to your students, click the play button
on the video below. Or, to read the article, scroll down to the text below the video.

Step 1Step 1
Once you have created a course and made all customizations necessary for the semester, click
the “activate your course”“activate your course” button that appears in the yellow banner toward the top of your
LaunchPad home page.

NOTE: If you're using the due date batch update feature, do not activate your new course until
AFTER you've updated it with your new dates. For more information on using the Batch Due
Date Update, please refer to this article.

In particularIn particular, be sure not to activate your course until after you've updated it with your new
dates if you're using the "Zero Score for Unsubmitted AssignmentZero Score for Unsubmitted Assignment" feature. If you copy a course
with this feature enabled and do not update the due dates prior to activating the course,
students will receive 0's for every assignment. If that has already happened, please contact tech
support.

Step 1a.Step 1a.

You can also activate from your dashboard by clicking "Activate""Activate" beneath your course title.
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Step 2Step 2
Once you have selected "activate""activate" (from either location), you will see a screen listing the details
of your course. If you need to make changes to this information, you may do so by clicking "Edit"Edit
this information."this information." If you do not need to edit click "Activate.""Activate."

Step 3Step 3
A window will appear telling you that you have successfully activated your course. That window
will also provide you with two things:

1. Your specific course URL. BOOKMARK THIS URL IMMEDIATELY! You might also copy
and paste it into a Word document and save with your other course materials. Taking
these measures will enable you to return to/log in to your course easily.

2. A sample email that you can distribute to your students, which contains your specific
course URL. This sample email will also be emailed to you, but you can copy and
paste it into a Word document as a backup.

When you have bookmarked and/or copied your course URL and saved the sample email to
distribute to students, click the “Done”“Done” button at the bottom of the message to complete the
activation process.
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Step 4Step 4
Now that your course is activated, you can make any changes you wish to the “getting started”
email, and distribute it to your students. Your students can then go to your course-specific URL
and enroll in your course in one of three ways:

1. Enter the student access code they purchased from the bookstore.
2. Purchase a subscription through e-commerce.
3. Sign up for 21 days of free trial access, after which they will need to enter a code or

purchase online.
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Do you have a video that shows my studentsDo you have a video that shows my students
how to use LaunchPad?how to use LaunchPad?

Send this screencast to your students to provide them a brief orientation to LaunchPad. For
more information, please browse the other articles in your instructor and student manuals.

A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE:A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE: In some situations, students will complete their work and it
will submit properly, but it doesn't show as completed on the home page. (The “To Do”
button still appears, even though the student has completed the assignment.) The
gradebook, however, will show the accurate information. There is no loss of data. We are
aware of the issue and are working to resolve it.
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FDOC: Do you have registration informationFDOC: Do you have registration information
that I can share with my students?that I can share with my students?
Please download the attached slides and syllabus insert, input your course information, and
share them with your students. You can post them in your learning management system, email
them, or print them out to distribute in class.

FDOC_LaunchPad_SyllabusInsert_Customizable_F1.docx

FDOC_LaunchPad_slides_customizable_F16.pptx
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How do I browse LaunchPads that are availableHow do I browse LaunchPads that are available
in my discipline?in my discipline?
Go to launchpadworks.comGo to launchpadworks.com

Click BrowseClick Browse

Filter by DisciplineFilter by Discipline
Click on a discipline in the left sidebar to filter your results to that discipline.
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Other FiltersOther Filters

You can also filter by author name (in some disciplines) and whether or not the LaunchPad has
LearningCurve exercises.

Sort ResultsSort Results

At the top of the right panel, you can choose how to sort your results.
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View resultsView results
Scroll down to view the results in the right panel under eLearningeLearning.

Click a LaunchPad's title for more detailsClick a LaunchPad's title for more details
From this page you can view more information about the LaunchPad, such as features and
demos.

Click Go To LaunchPadGo To LaunchPad when you are ready to request free instructor access.
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Get students accessGet students access
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How do students enroll in my course?How do students enroll in my course?
Once you've activated a course, you'll be given a unique URLOnce you've activated a course, you'll be given a unique URL
and instructions for sharing it with your students.and instructions for sharing it with your students.
Immediately after you activate your course, you'll receive a message with instructions for
student enrollment that you can copy, customize (if needed), and paste into your syllabus, an
email, and/or your campus course management system. Be sure to include--and encourage the
use of!--the link to our student quick start, which covers all enrollment options:

1. Registration with an access code purchased from the bookstore.
2. Online purchase.
3. Signing up for 21 days of free trial access, after which the student can pursue options

1 or 2.

To locate your course URL or return to the student instructionsTo locate your course URL or return to the student instructions
any time, consult the following articles:any time, consult the following articles:

• If you didn't save this message for your students, you can see them again by following
these instructions.

• If you'd like to write your own student enrollment instructions but are not sure where to
find your course ID, see How do I find my course ID?.
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How do I find my course ID?How do I find my course ID?

Every course that you create has a unique course ID. This holds true whether you create a
course from scratch, copy a course from another course, or branch a course from a master.
When you direct your students to enroll in your course, you should give them the entire
course URL, which contains the ID as a string of numbers at the end. Doing so will ensure
your students enroll in their correct course so that you can track their work.

Go to your instructor dashboard.Go to your instructor dashboard.

From your course home page, select Switch/Create CoursesSwitch/Create Courses from the top right under your
name.
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Locate course URL and ID.Locate course URL and ID.

Find the title of your course. The URL is located directly under the course title, and the ID is
located under the URL. Share this URL with your students so that they can enroll in your course.
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When I activated my course, I received aWhen I activated my course, I received a
message to share with my students to helpmessage to share with my students to help
them enroll. How can I see that message again?them enroll. How can I see that message again?
Go to your instructor dashboardGo to your instructor dashboard

From your course home page, select Switch/Create CoursesSwitch/Create Courses under your name in the upper right
hand corner.

Click View Activation MessageClick View Activation Message

The Activation Message opens in a new window and can be viewed at any time from this page.
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Scroll to view message.Scroll to view message.

Scroll down to view the instructions for your students. You can copy, customize (if needed), and
paste the message into your syllabus, an email, and/or your campus course management
system. Be sure to include--and encourage the use of!--the link to our student quick start, which
covers all enrollment options:

1. Registration with an access code purchased from the bookstore.
2. Online purchase.
3. Signing up for 21 days of free trial access, after which the student can pursue options

1 or 2.

To close this message, click DoneDone.
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Can my students get free trial access to myCan my students get free trial access to my
course?course?

Yes! Free trial access allows students to register for and work inside your course for 2121
daysdays, which gives them time to purchase their books and/or media from the bookstore or
our e-commerce site.

Note:Note: When students' free trial access has expired, they must re-enroll with an access code
they've purchased from the bookstore or purchase access through our e-commerce site.
They should enter the same first name, last name, email address, and password to ensureThey should enter the same first name, last name, email address, and password to ensure
that their work and grades remain associated with their account.that their work and grades remain associated with their account. If students do not use the
same email address, all the work they've completed will be lost.

To provide students with detailed information on getting temporary access, please share
"Can I get free trial access to my course?" with them.
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What should my students do after their freeWhat should my students do after their free
trial access has expired?trial access has expired?

Your students can purchase their course materials from the bookstore or purchase access
from our e-commerce site any time after they acquire free trial access, either before or
after their free trial access has expired.

*PLEASE NOTE:*PLEASE NOTE: When they're ready to purchase or when their free trial access has expired,
students will need to go through the account creation process again. Students must enterStudents must enter
the same first name, last name, email address, and password that they used to create theirthe same first name, last name, email address, and password that they used to create their
free trial account.free trial account. Doing so will ensure that their work remains associated with their
account.

To provide detailed instructions on how to enroll after one's free trial access has expired,
please share "What should I do after my free trial access has expired?" with your students.
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How will my students know when their free trialHow will my students know when their free trial
access expires?access expires?

Please refer to this article to learn more about how your students will know their free trial
access is going to expire.
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Can my students get a refund if they drop myCan my students get a refund if they drop my
course?course?
RefundsRefunds
If students purchase access online and drop the course, they can contact tech support within
two weeks of purchasing access to get a refund.
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How long will students have access to thisHow long will students have access to this
product?product?
Length of AccessLength of Access
Access to LaunchPad products varies by product.Access to LaunchPad products varies by product.
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How can students switch into the correctHow can students switch into the correct
course if they registered for the wrong course?course if they registered for the wrong course?

If students accidentally register for the wrong LaunchPad course, please refer them to this
article: I'm in the wrong course. How can I get into the correct one?
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How do my students enroll in a second courseHow do my students enroll in a second course
if they have a 2-year or 4-year access code?if they have a 2-year or 4-year access code?

If students purchased a subscription that spans more than one term, they can switch
themselves into their new instructor's course at the beginning of each new term. Please
have them follow the instructions in "How can students switch into the correct course if
they registered for the wrong course?"
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My students are having trouble getting into thisMy students are having trouble getting into this
course. How can I help them?course. How can I help them?

If your students are having trouble getting into a course, there are a few things that you can
have them try.

Are they entering the correct code?Are they entering the correct code?
First, if they are having trouble registering their access code, ask your students to make sure
they are entering all the characters correctly (including any dashes).

Is your course open for student enrollment?Is your course open for student enrollment?

Next, double check to make sure you've opened your course for student enrollment.

Did you share the course URL?Did you share the course URL?

Finally, each course you create has a unique URL associated with it. Sending students this URL
will give them a direct path to the correct course. To share it, log into the product and copy it
from your dashboard. The URL will be listed beneath the title of the course you wish students to
join.

Once copied, paste the URL into an email to your students, into a Word document, or into your
campus course management system. Students should register their access code from this URL
to gain access to your course.
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Still stuck? Contact technical support.Still stuck? Contact technical support.
If students continue to have problems, have them contact tech support.
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What can my students do if their access codesWhat can my students do if their access codes
aren't working?aren't working?

If your students are having difficulty with their access codes, please share this article with
them: What do I do if my access code doesn't work?
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Can my students access my course using aCan my students access my course using a
public or shared computer, such as in mypublic or shared computer, such as in my
school's computer lab?school's computer lab?

Yes, they can! There are a few things to consider first so here's what you need to know.

1. Check to see if your campus computers meet the minimum1. Check to see if your campus computers meet the minimum
system requirements.system requirements.
Please read this article to familiarize yourself with the minimum system requirements: What are
the minimum system requirements for your media?

We recommend that you, or your course coordinator—if multiple faculty in your department
have adopted LaunchPad—work with campus IT or the computer lab administrator(s) to make
sure the browsers up-to-date and the required plug-ins have been loaded on all machines,
ideally before the semester starts.

2. Share this article with your students so they know how to2. Share this article with your students so they know how to
access and use their course from a public or shared computer.access and use their course from a public or shared computer.
Please send your students this article: Can I access my course using a public or shared
computer, such as in my school's computer lab?
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Set up your courseSet up your course
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How can I browse through all the contentHow can I browse through all the content
available in LaunchPad? (VIDEO)available in LaunchPad? (VIDEO)
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How do I set point values and gradebookHow do I set point values and gradebook
categories? (VIDEO)categories? (VIDEO)
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How can I copy my LaunchPad course andHow can I copy my LaunchPad course and
update my due dates for the next semester?update my due dates for the next semester?
(VIDEO)(VIDEO)

NOTENOTE: Do not activate your new course until AFTER you've updated it with your new dates.

In particularIn particular, be sure not to activate your course until after you've updated it with your new
dates if you're using the "Zero Score for Unsubmitted AssignmentZero Score for Unsubmitted Assignment" feature. If you copy a
course with this feature enabled and do not update the due dates prior to activating the
course, students will receive 0's for every assignment. If that has already happened, please
contact tech support.
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How can I make copies of a LaunchPad courseHow can I make copies of a LaunchPad course
if I'm teaching multiple courses in a semester?if I'm teaching multiple courses in a semester?
(VIDEO)(VIDEO)
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How do I navigate LaunchPad?How do I navigate LaunchPad?

LaunchPad content is organized in one of two ways, depending on your title. This article will
demonstrate the basic differences between them.

MENU LOCATIONMENU LOCATION
The menu will either be located vertically on the left side of your screen, or horizontally across
the top. The images below demonstrate the difference.

The vertical alignment looks like this:The vertical alignment looks like this:

The horizontal alignment looks like this:The horizontal alignment looks like this:
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TABLE OF CONTENTSTABLE OF CONTENTS

The LaunchPad table of contents appears in the center of your screenThe LaunchPad table of contents appears in the center of your screen
in the vertical alignmentin the vertical alignment

Click the arrows to view the contents of a chapter and its sections.

Click on the title of a resource to open it. Note that the resource will expand to full screen.

From full screen mode, you can navigate as follows:

1. Click "Home" to return to the home page.
2. Use the Previous and Next buttons to navigate from one resource to the next.
3. In the e-book, use the Read-on button at the bottom to read the next section of the

same reading (using the Previous and Next buttons will take you to the next reading
in the e-book or into another resource entirely).

4. The e-book also has a circle menu at the top left with a circle for each section of the
current reading.

5. Click the square below the circle menu to access a table of contents for the reading
or show all sections of the reading.
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The LaunchPad table of contents appears on the left side in theThe LaunchPad table of contents appears on the left side in the
horizontal alignmenthorizontal alignment

1. Click the arrow to view the contents of a chapter and its sections.
2. Click the previous and next arrows to navigate through the pages.
3. Note that in this version, when you click on the title of a resource in the table of

contents, it will appear in the center of your screen while the table of contents
remains visible on the left. To go to full screen, click the expand button.

If you've opened a resource in full screen, you can navigate as follows:

1. Click "Home" to return to the home page, or
2. Use the Previous and Next buttons to navigate through the pages.
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ASSIGNMENTSASSIGNMENTS

The assignments appear at the top of the home page in the verticalThe assignments appear at the top of the home page in the vertical
alignmentalignment

1. You can toggle between showing and hiding past due assignments by clicking "Show
past due/Hide past due"

2. The colored banners indicate the status of an assigned item. You will see “To Do” or
“Extra Credit” for items you have assigned for points and "Optional" for items you
assigned without points. You will see “Past Due” when assignments have passed the
due date. The Student also sees “To Do” and “Extra Credit” for items that are
assigned for points and "Optional" for items assigned without points, and they see
“Past Due” when assignments have passed the due date (items assigned without
points will always say "Optional"). When the student completes an assignment, the
original indicator flips to “Done” in all cases except manually graded items. In this
case the item retains its original state until you grade the item, at which point it flips
to “Done”.

For more information on creating assignments in this version of the LaunchPad, please refer to
this article.

A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE:A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE: In some situations, students will complete their work and it will
submit properly, but it doesn't show as completed on the home page. (The “To Do” button still
appears, even though the student has completed the assignment.) The gradebook, however,
will show the accurate information. There is no loss of data. We are aware of the issue and are
working to resolve it.
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Click the Assignments tab on the menu to view and createClick the Assignments tab on the menu to view and create
assignments in the horizontal alignmentassignments in the horizontal alignment

All assignments, including past due assignments, will be visible.

1. Click "Add New Assignment" to create a new assignment.
2. The colored banners indicate the status of an assigned item.

For more information on creating assignments in this version of LaunchPad, please refer to this
article.
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How do I change my course settings?How do I change my course settings?

Depending on the layout of your LaunchPad title, your course may or may not have the
settings described below.

Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console
To alter the settings for your course, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console in the menu on the left.
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General, Navigation, and LaunchPad SettingsGeneral, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings

Click General, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings.General, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings.

GeneralGeneral

General course settings include academic term, course title, course number, section number,
instructor name(s), time zone, and office hours. To facilitate syncing your LaunchPad gradebook
with that in your campus learning management system, you can also require your students add
their LMS ID the next time they log in. Finally, you can add your syllabus to the course either by
uploading it as a file or a link. Click SaveSave when you're done.
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NavigationNavigation

The NavigationNavigation setting allows you turn the Welcome screen on or off. Click SaveSave if you make any
changes.

LaunchPadLaunchPad

The LaunchPadLaunchPad setting allows you to remove the curated units from your course, as well as to
change other default organizational settings. Click SaveSave if you make any changes.
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How do I remove the welcome page?How do I remove the welcome page?
Click the Instructor Console icon on the left-hand navigation barClick the Instructor Console icon on the left-hand navigation bar

Click General, Navigation, and LaunchPad SettingsClick General, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings
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Click NavigationClick Navigation

Uncheck the boxUncheck the box

Click saveClick save
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How do I use the welcome page?How do I use the welcome page?
How do I get to the Welcome Page?How do I get to the Welcome Page?
To get to the Welcome PageWelcome Page from your home page, click the Welcome PageWelcome Page button.

What can I do with it?What can I do with it?
The course Welcome Page features the following:

1. an area for instructors to post announcements for all students to see.
2. RSS feed articles from Scientific American, The Economist, or any other feed of your

choice.
3. a list of upcoming assignments organized by those due today, this week, and next

week.
4. access to the course calendar.

How can I change the Welcome Page?How can I change the Welcome Page?
To make edits to the Welcome Page, click the Edit PageEdit Page.
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Add or change announcementsAdd or change announcements

Hover your cursor over the announcements area and click to open the Welcome MessageWelcome Message html
editor. Click SaveSave when you're done.

Remove widgetsRemove widgets

To remove a widget from the Welcome Page, click RemoveRemove in the top-right corner of the widget.

Add new widgetsAdd new widgets

To add a widget to the Welcome Page, click the + ADD NEW WIDGET+ ADD NEW WIDGET button, and choose the
type of widget you’d like to add.
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New widgets: RSS FeedNew widgets: RSS Feed

One very cool feature that can be added is a new RSS FeedRSS Feed. RSS feeds are very popular, real
time feeds done by a variety of news services. Let’s use one from APA for Psych as an example.
Use this URL and paste it into the box below. Click SaveSave when you're done.

Exit the Welcome Page editorExit the Welcome Page editor

Click Done EditingDone Editing when you've finished making changes.

How can I use the Welcome Page to keep my course current?How can I use the Welcome Page to keep my course current?
1. Update your announcements daily to give students a reason to log in regularly.
2. Assign articles from one or more RSS feeds to incorporate topical resources into your

course.

How to assign an RSS feed articleHow to assign an RSS feed article

1. From the RSS feed widget, click on the title of an article you'd like to assign.
2. Click Add to Course in the top-right corner of the screen.
3. Assign the article from the table of contents, as you would any other resource.
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I want to teach with a copy of this course againI want to teach with a copy of this course again
next semester. What do I do?next semester. What do I do?
STEP ONE:STEP ONE: COPY YOUR COURSECOPY YOUR COURSE
After you complete the following steps, your new course will appear in your course dashboard
and will contain all of the assignments, point values, due dates and settings of the course you
copied.

Go to your course dashboard if neededGo to your course dashboard if needed
If you are taken directly into a course upon log in, you will need to get to your course
dashboard. To get to your course dashboard, click the drop-down arrow to the right of your
name at the top of your screen, and then click "Switch/Create New CoursesSwitch/Create New Courses." If you are taken
directly to your dashboard upon log in, skip to the next step.
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From your course dashboard, click the "Create Course" button.From your course dashboard, click the "Create Course" button.

You will be asked to confirm that the product you are using to create the course is the same
one that your students will be purchasing. Some products have multiple versions, and if titles
are not exactly the same, your students may not be able to access your course.

Click "Next.""Next."

1. When the box below appears asking if you’d like to base your new course on an
existing course, select "Yes"Yes".
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2. Select the course you wish to copy from in the list provided.
3. Click "Next"Next".

Fill out the course information for your new course and thenFill out the course information for your new course and then
click the “Create” button.click the “Create” button.
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Your new course has been created and now appears at the top of your course dashboard.

STEP TWO (OPTIONAL):STEP TWO (OPTIONAL): UPDATE DUE DATES ON ASSIGNMENTSUPDATE DUE DATES ON ASSIGNMENTS
After you copy a course from a previous semester, you may want to update the due dates on
your assignments. To update all the dates at once, you can follow the steps below to employ a
feature called the Batch Due Date Updater. It's important to note that this step is optional,optional, but
updating your assignments will make using your copied course much easier.

DO NOT ACTIVATE YOUR NEW COURSE UNTIL AFTER YOU'VE UPDATED IT with your new dates.

In particularIn particular, be sure not to activate your course until after you've updated it with your new
dates if you're using the "Zero Score for Unsubmitted AssignmentZero Score for Unsubmitted Assignment" feature. If you copy a course
with this feature enabled and do not update the due dates prior to activating the course,
students will receive 0's for every assignment. If that has already happened, please contact tech
support.
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From the home page, click Instructor Console.From the home page, click Instructor Console.

Click Batch Due Date UpdaterClick Batch Due Date Updater

Enter your due datesEnter your due dates
This will bring you to a screen where you can enter the dates from the previous semester that
you would like to update. Clicking in the empty boxes will bring up a calendar from which to
select the dates.
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Choose a new start dateChoose a new start date
Once you have filled in the assignment date range, choose a new start date. This may be the
first day of class or the date to which you want to map your first assignment.
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Select Update due datesSelect Update due dates
You will see a summary message that tells you how many assignments are being updated. This
window also shows you the number of days each assignment will be shifted. If this information
looks correct, select Update due datesUpdate due dates.

*NOTE**NOTE*

It is important to remember that this is an automatic shift, and some items may still need to be
manually updated. For example, if there were holidays or vacations (Spring Break or reading
days) in your previous semester that do not occur in the current semester, you may need to
make manual changes to account for the differences in each semester.
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How do I see my syllabus once I've uploaded it?How do I see my syllabus once I've uploaded it?

This article will show you how you can find your syllabus after you've uploaded it through
the Instructor Console. For more information on how to upload your syllabus, please refer
to this article.

NOTE that you will not be able to view your syllabus from the Student Preview Mode, but
your students can see your syllabus following the directions below.

Click on the "Course Info" link in the upper rightClick on the "Course Info" link in the upper right

Click "Download Syllabus"Click "Download Syllabus"
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How can I attach my syllabus to my course?How can I attach my syllabus to my course?

You can attach your syllabus in one of two ways.

(1) Link to syllabus on an external site.(1) Link to syllabus on an external site.
Click on Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

From the console, click on General settingsGeneral settings.
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At the bottom of the general settings window, select Link to my syllabusLink to my syllabus. Provide the URL in the
box labeled Enter syllabus URLEnter syllabus URL. Then click SaveSave.

Your students can find the link to your syllabus by clicking Course InfoCourse Info under the red band on
any content page.
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(2) Upload syllabus(2) Upload syllabus
Click on Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

From the console, click on General SettingsGeneral Settings.

At the bottom of the general settings window, select Upload my syllabusUpload my syllabus. Click Choose FileChoose File and
browse to locate it. Then click UploadUpload and Save.Save.
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Your students can find your syllabus and download it by clicking Course InfoCourse Info under the red
band on any content page.
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I want to teach with this product again nextI want to teach with this product again next
semester, but I need a new course. What do Isemester, but I need a new course. What do I
do?do?

Please see the article "How to Create a New Course." Once you complete those steps, a
clean course will appear on your dashboard.
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Can I talk to someone who is already using theCan I talk to someone who is already using the
product?product?

Yes! The best way to learn more about using LaunchPad from other instructors is to join our
online communities for high school teachers or for high ed instructors.

As a member, you can:

• Download free high-value resources from our growing professional enrichment library.
• Interact with fellow educators and scholars, including our authors.
• Access blogs covering developments in your discipline.
• Get exclusive invitations to webinars and other professional development events.
• Share and discuss teaching tips and assignment ideas with fellow educators.
• Find out the latest on our textbooks and educational media.

Joining a community is fast and free!

 Higher ed instructors: To send an email to one of our Faculty Consultants, whether or
not you're a member, visit our LaunchPad Faculty Consultants page.
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How should I decide what to assign?How should I decide what to assign?

You can learn more about what to assign in LaunchPad in two ways:

1)1) Take a look at the "What's in your LaunchPad" section for your title in our onlineTake a look at the "What's in your LaunchPad" section for your title in our online helphelp.. To
easily find your book, use the search bar at the top to search for your author's name.

2)2) (Higher Ed Only) Check out our online LaunchPad(Higher Ed Only) Check out our online LaunchPad CommunityCommunity.. Here you can talk toHere you can talk to FacultyFaculty
ConsultantsConsultants as well as get otheras well as get other tips and trickstips and tricks..

As a member, you can:

• Download free high-value resources from our growing professional enrichment library.
• Interact with fellow educators and scholars, including our authors.
• Access blogs covering developments in your discipline.
• Get exclusive invitations to webinars and other professional development events.
• Share and discuss teaching tips and assignment ideas with fellow educators.
• Find out the latest on Macmillan textbooks and educational media.

Joining the Macmillan Community is fast and free.
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What are some best practices or great ideas forWhat are some best practices or great ideas for
teaching with LaunchPad? (Higher Ed Only)teaching with LaunchPad? (Higher Ed Only)

The best way to learn some best practices or get great ideas for teaching with LaunchPad is to
join our online Community.

As a member, you can:

• Download free high-value resources from our growing professional enrichment library.
• Interact with fellow educators and scholars, including our authors.
• Access blogs covering developments in your discipline.
• Get exclusive invitations to webinars and other professional development events.
• Share and discuss teaching tips and assignment ideas with fellow educators.
• Find out the latest on Macmillan textbooks and educational media.

Joining the Macmillan Community is fast and free.
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Winter 2016 Content UpdatesWinter 2016 Content Updates
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What is the Winter 2016 Content Update folderWhat is the Winter 2016 Content Update folder
and how can I use it?and how can I use it?

You may find updated resources, quizzes or quiz questions in a folder called "Summer 2015
Content Update" in your course. This article will show you how to locate and open the
update folder. It's important to note, however, that not all LaunchPad courses have these
updates.

• For more detailed instructions on how to access updated resources, please refer to
Resource Updates.

• For more detailed instructions on how to access updated quizzes, please refer to
Quiz Updates.

Scroll to the bottom of your LaunchPad units to find the WinterScroll to the bottom of your LaunchPad units to find the Winter
2016 Content Updates2016 Content Updates

Click the arrow to view the updatesClick the arrow to view the updates
In this example the content update is a new Summative quiz.
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Resource UpdatesResource Updates

Note that not all LaunchPad courses have these updates. If yours does, then this article will
show you how to 1) find new instructor resources; and 2) replace outdated instructor
resources with updated versions.

Scroll to the bottom of your LaunchPad units to find the WinterScroll to the bottom of your LaunchPad units to find the Winter
2016 Content Updates2016 Content Updates

TO FIND AND ASSIGN NEW RESOURCESTO FIND AND ASSIGN NEW RESOURCES
In some versions of LaunchPad you will find new resources. You can easily find them and begin
assigning them by following the instructions below.
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Locate the new resource you wish to useLocate the new resource you wish to use

Assign the ResourceAssign the Resource

Note that you can also find new resources by simply clicking on "Add from Resources" on your
home page.

For more information on creating assignments, please refer to How do I create assignments?.

TO FIND AND REPLACE UPDATED RESOURCESTO FIND AND REPLACE UPDATED RESOURCES
In some versions of LaunchPad you will find updated resources that you can use to replace
outdated versions. If you've never assigned an earlier version of this resource, however, then
you can assign the new version now as you would any other resource. For more information on
creating assignments, please refer to How do I create assignments?.

If you assigned an earlier version of one of these resources and want to replace it now then
follow the instructions below.

Locate the updated resource you wish to useLocate the updated resource you wish to use
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Click and Drag the updated resource to the proper unitClick and Drag the updated resource to the proper unit

Click Remove from the options drop down on the outdated resourceClick Remove from the options drop down on the outdated resource

Click Assign to assign the new resource.Click Assign to assign the new resource.
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Quiz UpdatesQuiz Updates

Note that not all LaunchPad courses have these updates. If yours does, then this article will
show you how to swap end-of-chapter quizzes with updated versions.

Scroll to the bottom of your units to find the Winter 2016Scroll to the bottom of your units to find the Winter 2016
Content UpdatesContent Updates

Click the chapter drop-down arrow if necessaryClick the chapter drop-down arrow if necessary
In some cases you may see the updates organized by chapter. In that case you'll have to click to
open the chapter to find your updates.
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If you have copied your course from a previous course in whichIf you have copied your course from a previous course in which
these quizzes had been assigned then you should:these quizzes had been assigned then you should:

Drag and drop the new homework to the appropriate unit.Drag and drop the new homework to the appropriate unit.

Write down the assignment due date information from your priorWrite down the assignment due date information from your prior
assignment.assignment.

Click assign on the previously assigned homework and note any pertinent assignment settings.
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Write down the quiz setting information from your prior assignment.Write down the quiz setting information from your prior assignment.

Click settings on the previously assigned homework and note any pertinent assignment
settings.
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Assign the updated homework.Assign the updated homework.

Click Assigning items within a LaunchPad Unit for instructions on how to assign items within
LaunchPad.

Remove the assignment the update is meant to replace from theRemove the assignment the update is meant to replace from the
already existing unit.already existing unit.

Click How do I remove items from a LaunchPad Unit for instructions on how to remove content.

If you have never used these quizzes before but want to beginIf you have never used these quizzes before but want to begin
using them, then you should:using them, then you should:

Drag and drop the new homework to the appropriate unit.Drag and drop the new homework to the appropriate unit.

Assign the updated homework.Assign the updated homework.

Click Assigning Items in a LaunchPad Unit for instructions on how to assign items within
LaunchPad.

Remove the assignment the update is meant to replace from theRemove the assignment the update is meant to replace from the
already existing unit.already existing unit.

Click How to remove items from a LaunchPad unit for instructions on how to remove content.
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Summer 2016 Content UpdatesSummer 2016 Content Updates
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Assign, edit, and manage:Assign, edit, and manage:
GeneralGeneral
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How do I assign content in LaunchPad? (VIDEO)How do I assign content in LaunchPad? (VIDEO)
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How are LaunchPad and LaunchPad SoloHow are LaunchPad and LaunchPad Solo
different?different?

LaunchPad and LaunchPad Solo are both intuitive course spaces with curated, pre-built
lessons, but there is one important difference between the two.

For more information on your specific LaunchPad or LaunchPad SoloFor more information on your specific LaunchPad or LaunchPad Solo titletitle, please check it, please check it
out in ourout in our catalogcatalog..

LaunchPad has an e-book and LaunchPad Solo does notLaunchPad has an e-book and LaunchPad Solo does not
• LaunchPadLaunchPad combines an interactive e-bookan interactive e-book with high-quality multimedia content and

ready-made assessment options, often including LearningCurve adaptive quizzing to
engage your students.

• LaunchPad SoloLaunchPad Solo provides high-quality multimedia content and ready-made assessment
options, often including LearningCurve adaptive quizzing to engage your students, butbut
without an e-bookwithout an e-book.

• BothBoth also provide access to a gradebook that provide a clear window on performance
for your whole class, for individual students, and for individual assignments, to help you
to continue to provide individual support as needed. While a streamlined interface helps
students focus on what’s due next, social commenting tools let them engage, make
connections, and learn from each other.

LaunchPad with eBookLaunchPad with eBook

Scroll down to the pre-built units that are organized around e-book chapters. You can
customize the unit by clicking either "Add to the Unit" or "Browse Resources for this Unit."

• For more information on setting up units and creating assignments, please refer to this
article.

• For more information on how to browse to add content to a Unit from our selection of
pre-made resources, please refer to this article.
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LaunchPad Solo without e-bookLaunchPad Solo without e-book

The units in LaunchPad Solo contain easy-to-use and easy-to-assign modules and chapters, butbut
do not contain an e-bookdo not contain an e-book. You can customize the unit by clicking either "Add to the Unit" or
"Browse Resources for this Unit."

• For more information on setting up units and creating assignments, please refer to this
article.

• For more information on how to browse to add content to a Unit from our selection of
pre-made resources, please refer to this article.
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Viewing a LaunchPad UnitViewing a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
LaunchPad units consist of publisher-curated resources that are designed to be easily assigned.
There is a LaunchPad unit for each chapter in the book. LaunchPad units are always accessible
from your course home page.

Step 2Step 2
To view a LaunchPad unit for a particular chapter and the resources within it, click on the
chapter you wish to view.
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Step 3Step 3
To view an item within the LaunchPad unit, simply click on the item and you will be directed to
its contents. To get back to your LaunchPad unit, click the “HomeHome” button at the top left.

NOTENOTE: If you are happy with the publisher curated contents of the LaunchPad unit and would
only like to assign particular items or the entirety of the unit (i.e. you do notnot want to rearrange,
remove, or add resources to the unit), go to "Assigning a LaunchPad Unit".
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Tips for Setting up AssignmentsTips for Setting up Assignments
ZERO SCORE FOR UNSUBMITTED ASSIGNMENTSZERO SCORE FOR UNSUBMITTED ASSIGNMENTS
We recommend you check the "Zero score for unsubmitted assignments after due date has
passed" box in the instructor console. Doing so will mean that the gradebook will record zeros
for all unsubmitted assignments once the due date passes. For more information on using this
feature please refer to this article.

BASIC INFORMATION -- using the settingBASIC INFORMATION -- using the setting
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SubtitlesSubtitles

For many assignment types, the subtitle information is displayed on the home page. You can
use this to provide supplemental information to your students (e.g. "This is an extra credit or
optional assignment").

DirectionsDirections

While most assignments allow you to add directions, note that not every assignment has this. If
it's not there it's because most instructors don't add directions to that type of assignment.
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ASSIGNMENT -- using the settingASSIGNMENT -- using the setting

Grace periodGrace period

• If you have chosen to use a grace period, any auto filling of grade earned that would
happen at the due date is delayed by the grace period setting;

• In the gradebook the student’s grade will appear with a red/pink background to indicate
the student worked into the grace period.

For more information about using a grace period, please refer to this article.
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PointsPoints

Although points are not required to assign an activity, if no points are allocated to an
assignment, no gradebook column will appear.

Gradebook categoryGradebook category

This feature can help you organize how you and your students view their grade information.

• Each gradebook category can be selected for view in the instructor gradebook. This
allows for a more structured and organized way to view student progress and
performance.
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• In the gradebook your students will see the assignments you have given a due date to in
a list that is grouped by gradebook category.

• Inconsistent use of gradebook categories can result in a messy/confusing presentation
of grading information to students.

• The gradebook categories can also be rearranged using the instructor console,
"Gradebook Preferences" feature. For more information on changing the order of
assignments or categories, please refer to this article.

Hide grade from student until due date has passedHide grade from student until due date has passed

Students expect to see grades for quizzes and other assignments immediately after they
complete them. If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has passed" your students
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obviously will not have access to their grades until the due date passes. This can sometimes
confuse students who expect to see their grades immediately after submitting their answers.
We recommendWe recommend that if you choose this setting you alert your studentsalert your students so they know not to
expect to see their grades right away.

Currently, no grade will show up in the student gradebook until the due date has passed. You
may want to let your students know so they don't panic when they don't see their grade
recorded. To that end, we recommend you add the following alert in the Directions: "NOTENOTE:
Your grade will be NOT be posted in your gradebook until the due date has passed."

SETTINGS -- using the settingSETTINGS -- using the setting
Note that some of these tips pertain only to quiz settings.
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ExtensionsExtensions

You can use the drop-down menu here to give student or group extensions. For more
information on granting extensions to individuals, please refer to this article. For more
information on granting extensions to a group of students, please refer to this article.

Time LimitTime Limit

Many people give students too much time to complete their assessments and this can add
unnecessary stress to your students' experience. If you're adding additional time to help reduce
cheating or looking up answers, consider taking the quiz yourself and then giving the students 3
or 4 times as long as it took you to complete the quiz. This requires the student to work quickly,
while still having time to consider questions that are more difficult. Note that this is only a rule
of thumb.
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Question DeliveryQuestion Delivery

When you click "one question at a time" the students will only see one question at a time but
will still have the option of returning to a prior question.

Save and continueSave and continue

Checking "save and continue" allows your students to save their progress and return to the quiz
later after starting.

• We recommend that you uncheck "save and continue" for higher stakes assessments.
• Check "save and continue" if the assessment is designed to be a learning experience.

Show questions and student answers after...Show questions and student answers after...

1. Every attempt;
2. Due Date has passed;
3. Never.

Please note that some students will use cameras to capture assessment questions, so true
question security cannot be assured.
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Show whether answers are right/wrong after...Show whether answers are right/wrong after...

This option is useful to use with assessments to make it more difficult for students to share
information with other students.

1. Every attempt;
2. Due Date has passed;
3. Never.

Please note that some students will use cameras to capture assessment questions, so true
question security can not be assured.

Show question score after...Show question score after...

This can be useful if questions have different grade/score values.
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1. Every attempt;
2. Due Date has passed;
3. Never.

Please note that some students will use cameras to capture assessment questions, so true
question security can not be assured.

Show correct answers after...Show correct answers after...

1. Every attempt;
2. Due Date has passed;
3. Never.

Please note that some students will use cameras to capture assessment questions, so true
question security can not be assured.
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Show feedbacks and grader remarks after...Show feedbacks and grader remarks after...

If feedback and/or remarks have solutions or explanation, then using this feature would be
helpful.

Show solutions after...Show solutions after...

1. Every attempt;
2. Due Date has passed;
3. Never.

Please note that some students will use cameras to capture assessment questions, so true
question security can not be assured.
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VisibilityVisibility

It's important to note that if either hide function is used, the column is NOT visible in the
gradebook until after the assignment is made visible.

COMMUNICATION WITH YOUR STUDENTS IS ALWAYS HELPFULCOMMUNICATION WITH YOUR STUDENTS IS ALWAYS HELPFUL
It's a great idea to let your students know what each assignment setting means. We've found
that this will help students avoid a lot of stress and confusion.
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How can I control how scores will display to myHow can I control how scores will display to my
students?students?

There are three options for how to display scores to your students:

• Points earned out of points possible (9/10);
• Percentage points earned out of points possible (90%);
• Letter Grade (A, B, C, etc...).

To choose an option, follow the instructions below. NOTE that you can choose one, two or
all three display options at the same time.

Click Instructor ConsoleClick Instructor Console
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Click Gradebook PreferencesClick Gradebook Preferences

Choose how you want scores to display to your studentsChoose how you want scores to display to your students
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Assigning Items Within a LaunchPad UnitAssigning Items Within a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
Open the LaunchPad unit you wish to assign an item within. With your mouse, hover over the
item you wish to assign and click AssignAssign.

Step 2Step 2
In the box that appears, select a due date, change the default number of points, if needed, and
choose a gradebook category. When finished, click AssignAssign.
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Step 3Step 3
The item is now assigned in the LaunchPad unit.

A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE:A TEMPORARY ISSUE TO NOTE: In some situations, students will complete their work and it will
submit properly, but it doesn't show as completed on the home page. (The “To Do” button still
appears, even though the student has completed the assignment.) The gradebook, however,
will show the accurate information. There is no loss of data. We are aware of the issue and are
working to resolve it.
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Assigning a LaunchPad UnitAssigning a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
Hover your cursor over the title of the LaunchPad unit you wish to assign and click AssignAssign to the
right.

Step 2Step 2
Select the date you wish to have all assessable items in the LaunchPad unit due. Once the date
is selected, click AssignAssign.

Note:Note: eBook chapters are not assessable and will not be assigned.eBook chapters are not assessable and will not be assigned.
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Step 3Step 3
All assessable items in the LaunchPad unit will now be due on the date you assigned.

Note:Note: eBook chapters are not assessable and will not be assigned.eBook chapters are not assessable and will not be assigned.
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Assigning Articles from an RSS News FeedAssigning Articles from an RSS News Feed

The articles that appear in the RSS news feeds on your Welcome Page can be added to your
LaunchPad assignments list. Although the news feeds only display the latest relevant
articles, adding an article to your course will save it for future use.

from your Welcome Pagefrom your Welcome Page
From your Welcome Page, click on the title of an article to open it.

Add to courseAdd to course
Select the "Add to course""Add to course" button in the top right-hand corner of the page to add the article to
your course. A confirmation message will appear when the article is successfully added.
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Assigning from inside the article: Step 1Assigning from inside the article: Step 1
To assign the article now, click AssignAssign in the top right-hand corner of the page. If you do not
wish to assign the article now, skip to Step 7.
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Assigning from inside the article: Step 2Assigning from inside the article: Step 2
From the Assignment page, you can set a due date and time for the article and set the points
and gradebook category for the assignment. When you are done, click "Assign.Assign."

Assigning from inside the article: Step 3Assigning from inside the article: Step 3
Click "Done Editing""Done Editing" to return to the article.

Assigning from inside the article: Step 4Assigning from inside the article: Step 4
Select "Home""Home" in the top left-hand corner of the page to return to your welcome screen.
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Assigned vs. UnassignedAssigned vs. Unassigned
After adding an article to your course, you will see it on your LaunchPad home page. If you
assigned it already, it will appear under "Assigned.Assigned." If you have not yet assigned it, the article
will appear under "Unassigned.""Unassigned."

Assigning from the table of contentsAssigning from the table of contents
To assign an unassigned article from the table of contents, hover your cursor over article and
click the blue AssignAssign arrow to the right. Set the due date and grade point value, if applicable.
Click AssignAssign when you're done.
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How can I see assignments with unique dueHow can I see assignments with unique due
dates in my assignment calendar?dates in my assignment calendar?
Step 1Step 1
By default, your assignment calendar will show you all the assignments in your course. For
assignments that are unique to a student or group, you will see these items include an “info”
icon. Clicking on the item itself will show you the student or group to which the item is assigned
as well as the unique due date.

Step 2Step 2
You can also filter your view of the calendar so that you only see assignments for specific
groups or students in your course. To select a particular student or group, use the “Schedule“Schedule
for”for” drop-down menu in header of the assignment calendar.
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Time Change in November WeekendTime Change in November Weekend
For Daylight Saving Time the clock will reset at 2 a.m. Therefore, we recommend adding a grace
period to any assignments due on Saturday night. We also recommend logging in after
November 5th to check that your due dates/times remain the way you intended.
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How do I apply gradebook and other settingsHow do I apply gradebook and other settings
for all resources within a particular contentfor all resources within a particular content
type? (How do I use Batch Item Settings?)type? (How do I use Batch Item Settings?)

You can use the Batch Item Settings tool to apply consistent gradebook and other settings
across all resources within a particular content type that is in use in your course. For
example, you could use Batch Item Settings to make all LearningCurve activities worth 20
points upon completion or to set all end-of-chapter quiz questions to be scrambled and
delivered one question at a time.

What this feature won't do is allow you to batch assign items of a particular content type.
After you batch change item settings, if you haven't already assigned the items you wish
students to complete, you'll still need to complete the normal steps for assigning items one-
by-one.

• Do note that it is not recommended to use the Batch Item Settings after students
have been enrolled in your course and have begun completing assignments.

• Also, it is best used on a new, clean course as it will override any assignment settings
present in a course copy that you may wish to preserve.

From your home page, click Instructor Console.From your home page, click Instructor Console.
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Click Batch Item Settings.Click Batch Item Settings.

Select the content type for which you'd like to standardizeSelect the content type for which you'd like to standardize
settings.settings.
Choose the Content TypeContent Type you would like to apply settings to from the drop-down menu. A
warning will remind you that the tool will overwrite any existing item and assignment settings
and advise you against making changes after your students have begun work in your course.

What does "No assigned content found" mean?What does "No assigned content found" mean?

If the content type you select produces a "no assigned content found" message, then you'll
need return to your LaunchPad HomeHome page, go to ResourcesResources, and add one or more this content
type to your course. For more information on how to do this, please see Adding Content to a
LaunchPad Unit.
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Apply settings.Apply settings.
After choosing a Content Type, the resources of that type will appear in a list. Select the
resources you wish to apply settings for and adjust the settings to your needs.

• For example, you could standardize gradebook settings of Points, Gradebook Category,
Calculation Type, or Visibility.

• In addition, for quizzes, you could standardize the options you find under the Edit >Edit >
SettingsSettings menu, which includes setting attempts, time limits, question and answer choice
delivery, and allowing student to save their work before submitting.

When you are finished, click Apply Settings to Selected ItemsApply Settings to Selected Items.
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Click Update Assignment Settings.Click Update Assignment Settings.
A window will open for you to confirm that you will be changing assignment settings and tells
you how many items of the content type you chose will be updated. Again, a warning will
remind you that the tool will overwrite any existing item and assignment settings and advise
you against making changes after your students have begun work in your course.

Click Update Assignment Settings.Update Assignment Settings.
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I used Batch Item Settings to set a gradebookI used Batch Item Settings to set a gradebook
category, but when I assign the item, thecategory, but when I assign the item, the
category isn't selected. How can I fix this?category isn't selected. How can I fix this?

You may on occasion discover that after you use the Batch Item Settings to set a gradebook
category and then attempt to assign one of the individual items from the table of contents
on the home page, the gradebook category will display as "uncategorized" rather than the
category you set. This article will show you your options for revealing the category you
chose, starting from the Assign button on the home page.

For more information on how to use the Batch Item Settings function in LaunchPad, refer to
the help article How do I apply gradebook and other settings for all resources within a
particular content type? (How do I use Batch Item Settings?).

From the LaunchPad home page, click AssignFrom the LaunchPad home page, click Assign

Note the "Uncategorized" categoryNote the "Uncategorized" category
At this point you will expect to see the category you designated for the item in the Assign pop-
up menu that appears. Instead, however, you see that the category is listed as "Uncategorized."
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Choose your category to assignChoose your category to assign
At this point, there are three ways to see the category that you anticipated appearing when you
clicked Assign.

Option 1Option 1
If you remember the category you selected for the assignment when you used the Batch Item
Settings function, click the Category Drop-down menu and select the category.

If you don't remember the category, proceed to Option 2.
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Assign your due date and click AssignAssign your due date and click Assign

Option 2Option 2
Click the Edit option next to Manage Content Item. This will bring up a new edit menu in which
you will be able to change your assignment settings.
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Click AssignmentClick Assignment

When you click the assignment tab you will see that the category you selected using the Batch
Item Settings feature is now available.
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Assign your due date and click AssignAssign your due date and click Assign

Option 3Option 3
Click the More Options link to the right of your assignment when you go to assign your item. In
this option you will bypass using the Assign link altogether.

Click EditClick Edit

Choose AssignmentChoose Assignment

As with Option 2, you will see that the category you selected when you used the Batch Item
Settings feature is now available.
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Assign your due date and click AssignAssign your due date and click Assign
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How to change Assignment Settings for a singleHow to change Assignment Settings for a single
studentstudent

You can adjust assignment settings for a single student or groups of students. Examples of
settings you may want to change include:

• Due dateDue date, such as giving a due date extension. You can grant due date extensions
for all assignment types.

• Time limitTime limit, such as giving students with disabilities extra time to complete an
assignment. The time limit setting is available only for the quiz assignment type.

• Number of attemptsNumber of attempts, such as giving a group of students a chance to redo their work.
The number of attempts setting is available only for the quiz assignment type.

NOTE about Assignment SettingsNOTE about Assignment Settings: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has
passed," your students will not have access to their grades until the due date passes. This
can sometimes confuse students who expect to see their grades immediately after
submitting their answers. WE RECOMMENDWE RECOMMEND that if you choose this setting you ALERTALERT your
students so they know what to expect.

Step 1Step 1
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the
assignment title to open it or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

Step 2Step 2
From the Basic InfoBasic Info screen, select Assignment.Assignment.
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Step 3Step 3
At the top of the page, there will be a drop-down menu that says “Settings for.”“Settings for.” If this is the first
time you are editing an assignment for this individual, select “Add Individual.”“Add Individual.” A window will
appear that allows you to search/type in student names from your roster. The student will now
appear as an option in the list.

*Please note that the individual will not be automatically selected in the drop-down menu. You
will need to select the individual in the drop-down menu to apply the settings (see Step 4).

Step 4Step 4
To change the assignment due date for your student, use the settings bar under the
“Assignment”Assignment” tab.
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Step 5Step 5
Use the “Settings”“Settings” tab to adjust time limit, number of attempts, etc.

Step 6Step 6
Once you have selected your desired settings, click “AssignAssign” at the bottom of the page.
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Step 7Step 7
Your assignment will now appear for the individual student with the settings you have selected.

Step 8Step 8
You may also view assignments that are unique to a single student or a group of students on
the assignment calendar.

By default, your assignment calendar will show you all the assignments in your course. For
assignments that are unique to a student or group, you will see these items include an “info”
icon. Clicking on the item itself will show you the student or group to which the item is assigned
as well as the unique due date.

You can also filter your view of the calendar so that you only see assignments for specific
groups or students in your course. To select a particular student or group, use the “Schedule“Schedule
for”for” drop-down menu in header of the assignment calendar.
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How do I give a due date extension to a singleHow do I give a due date extension to a single
student?student?

Note: this feature is not available if your version of LaunchPad arranges your icons
horizontally across the top of the screen (as opposed to vertically down the left side of your
screen). Click here to see the difference.

Edit the assignmentEdit the assignment
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor
over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

From the Basic Info screen, select Assignment.From the Basic Info screen, select Assignment.

Select the studentSelect the student
At the top of the page there will be a drop-down menu that says “Settings for.” If this is the first
time you are editing an assignment for this individual, click the drop-down arrow and select
“Add Individual.”
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If you've already edited the assignment settings for this student in the past then the student's
name will appear in the drop-down list. Choose the student's name and skip down to "Change
the due date settings for the individual student."

Enter the student's nameEnter the student's name
Begin typing the student's name in the window that appears. You will then be able to select the
student from the drop-down list and click Add.

Select the student from the drop-down listSelect the student from the drop-down list
The student's name will now appear in the drop-down list.
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Change the due date settings for the individual studentChange the due date settings for the individual student
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Click Save Changes at the bottom of the screenClick Save Changes at the bottom of the screen
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How do I change an assignment’s time limit forHow do I change an assignment’s time limit for
a single student?a single student?
Edit the assignmentEdit the assignment
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor
over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

From the Basic Info screen, select SettingsFrom the Basic Info screen, select Settings

Select the studentSelect the student
At the top of the page there will be a drop-down menu that says “Settings for.” If this is the first
time you are editing an assignment for this individual, click the drop-down arrow and select
“Add Individual.”

If you've already edited the assignment settings for this student in the past then the student's
name will appear in the drop-down list. Choose the student's name and skip down to "Select
the Radio Button to change the time limit."
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Enter the student's nameEnter the student's name
Begin typing the student's name in the window that appears. You will then be able to select the
student from the drop-down list and click Add.

Select the student from the drop-down listSelect the student from the drop-down list
The student's name will now appear in the drop-down list.
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Select the Radio Button to change the time limitSelect the Radio Button to change the time limit

Enter the new time limitEnter the new time limit
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Click Save at the bottom of the screenClick Save at the bottom of the screen
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How do I give a student another chance toHow do I give a student another chance to
complete an assignment?complete an assignment?

In order to give a student another chance to complete an assignment you must change the
number of attempts for the student.

It is IMPORTANTIMPORTANT to avoidto avoid using the First Score setting under "Scored Attempt"using the First Score setting under "Scored Attempt" when you're
giving a student another chance to complete an assignment. If the "First" scoring setting
for the assignment is selected and you give a student a second chance to complete that
assignment then the student's new score will not report to the gradebook. Instead choose
one of the other options, defined below.

Scored Attempt Menu:

1. Last -- The score that counts will be the students’ final attempt.
2. First -- The score that counts will be the students’ first attempt.
3. Highest -- The score that counts will be the highest score of all attempts.
4. Lowest -- The score that counts will be the lowest score of all attempts.
5. Average -- The score that counts will be the average of all attempts.
6. Total -- The score that counts is the sum of the scores for all attempts.

For more information on altering settings, please refer to this article.

Edit the assignmentEdit the assignment
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor
over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.
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From the Basic Info screen, select SettingsFrom the Basic Info screen, select Settings

Select the studentSelect the student
At the top of the page there will be a drop-down menu that says “Settings for.” If this is the first
time you are editing an assignment for this individual, click the drop-down arrow and select
“Add Individual.”

If you've already edited the assignment settings for this student in the past then the student's
name will appear in the drop-down list. Choose the student's name and skip down to "Select
the Radio Button to change the time limit."

Enter the student's nameEnter the student's name
Begin typing the student's name in the window that appears. You will then be able to select the
student from the drop-down list and click Add.

Select the student from the drop-down listSelect the student from the drop-down list
The student's name will now appear in the drop-down list.
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Select Number of Attempts to change the number of attemptsSelect Number of Attempts to change the number of attempts
Now that you've selected your student you can change the number of attempts by selecting
"Number of Attempts" in the Settings.

Click Save at the bottom of the screenClick Save at the bottom of the screen
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Using the Grace Period SettingUsing the Grace Period Setting
Step 1Step 1
When creating an assignment, you can offer a grace period in which late assignments will be
received but marked as late in your LaunchPad gradebook. You have the option of adding a
grace period to an assignment when you select the date and time it is due.

Step 2Step 2
In the example above, the quiz is set to be due at 4:00 PM with a 15-minute grace period.

This means that if a student were to look at the quiz at 4:06 PM, the student would still be able
to start the quiz, but a message would indicate that the due date had passed.
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Step 3Step 3
After 4:15 PM (when both the due date and the grace period have expired), the student would
not be able to attempt the quiz. The student would instead see a message (similar to the
message below) listing the assignment policies and any previous submissions (if the quiz has
multiple attempts). The student would no longer see the button to “Start the Quiz.”“Start the Quiz.”

Step 4Step 4
In the gradebook, the scores for assignments that are submitted late show up with a red
background. Hovering the cursor over these scores reveals how late the assignments were
submitted.
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How do I edit assignment content?How do I edit assignment content?
Step 1Step 1
To edit the content for an assignment such as a quiz, hover over the “Edit” button at the topTo edit the content for an assignment such as a quiz, hover over the “Edit” button at the top
right of the screen and click “Questions.”right of the screen and click “Questions.”

Step 2Step 2
The screen below shows the content of your assignment on the right and the chapters you canThe screen below shows the content of your assignment on the right and the chapters you can
pull questions from on the left (if you wanted to add new questions to the assignment).pull questions from on the left (if you wanted to add new questions to the assignment).

Step 3Step 3
To preview a question that already exists within the assignment, hover over the question andTo preview a question that already exists within the assignment, hover over the question and
click the “Preview” button. To edit a question that already exists within the assignment, hoverclick the “Preview” button. To edit a question that already exists within the assignment, hover
over the question and click the “Edit” button. To remove a question that already exists withinover the question and click the “Edit” button. To remove a question that already exists within
the assignment, hover over the question and click the “Remove” button.the assignment, hover over the question and click the “Remove” button.
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Step 4Step 4
To write a new question to be included in an assignment, click the “Create” dropdown buttonTo write a new question to be included in an assignment, click the “Create” dropdown button
and select the type of question you’d like to write.and select the type of question you’d like to write.

Step 5Step 5
The questions existing in your assignment will appear on the left, and the Question Editor toolThe questions existing in your assignment will appear on the left, and the Question Editor tool
will appear on the right.will appear on the right. Key in your question and answer choices (to enter an answer choiceKey in your question and answer choices (to enter an answer choice
you must press the return button on your keyboard), select the correct answer, provide anyyou must press the return button on your keyboard), select the correct answer, provide any
feedback by clicking on the "Edit Feedback" button, and click "Save."feedback by clicking on the "Edit Feedback" button, and click "Save."
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Step 6Step 6
To add a new question from the Publisher-supplied test banks, first click on the chapter.To add a new question from the Publisher-supplied test banks, first click on the chapter.

Step 7Step 7
Select the type of question bank you would like to pull from.Select the type of question bank you would like to pull from.
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Step 8Step 8
Select the questions you would like to include in your assignment by clicking the box to the leftSelect the questions you would like to include in your assignment by clicking the box to the left
of the question. Then click the “Add” button at the top of the screen.of the question. Then click the “Add” button at the top of the screen.
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How to Change Assignment Settings for aHow to Change Assignment Settings for a
Specific Group of StudentsSpecific Group of Students

You can adjust assignment settings for a single student or groups of students. Examples of
settings you may want to change include:

• Due dateDue date, such as giving a due date extension. You can grant due date extensions
for all assignment types.

• Time limitTime limit, such as giving students with disabilities extra time to complete an
assignment. The time limit setting is available only for the quiz assignment type.

• Number of attemptsNumber of attempts, such as giving a group of students a chance to redo their work.
The number of attempts setting is available only for the quiz assignment type.

Begin by creating a group of students.Begin by creating a group of students.
You should first create the group of students for which you want to change their assignment
settings. For more information on creating a group, read How to Create a Group of Students.

Edit an assignment.Edit an assignment.
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the
assignment title to open it or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

To change a due date:To change a due date:
From the Basic InfoBasic Info screen, select Assignment.Assignment.
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Select the group.Select the group.

From the Settings for:Settings for: drop-down menu, select the group name. In this example, the group is
called Time Extension Students.

Select the new date date.Select the new date date.

To change the assignment due date for your group, select the date from the calendar and click
Save ChangesSave Changes.

NOTENOTE: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has passed," your students will not
have access to their grades until the due date passes. This can sometimes confuse students
who expect to see their grades immediately after submitting their answers. WE RECOMMENDWE RECOMMEND
that if you choose this setting you ALERTALERT your students so they know what to expect.hey know
what to expect.
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To change an assignment time limit or number of attempts:To change an assignment time limit or number of attempts:
Go to the SettingsSettings tab to adjust time limit and/or number of attempts. You may have to select
your group from the Settings for:Settings for: drop-menu again. Here, too, you should click SaveSave when
you're done making changes.
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How to Change Due Date Settings for a SpecificHow to Change Due Date Settings for a Specific
Group of StudentsGroup of Students
Begin by creating a group of students.Begin by creating a group of students.
If you haven't already, you should first create the group of students for which you want to
change their assignment settings. For more information on creating a group, read How to
Create a Group of Students.

Edit an assignment.Edit an assignment.
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the
assignment title to open it or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

To change a due date:To change a due date:
From the Basic InfoBasic Info screen, select Assignment.Assignment.

Select the group.Select the group.

From the Settings for:Settings for: drop-down menu, select the group name. In this example, the group is
called Time Extension Students.
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Select the new date date.Select the new date date.

To change the assignment due date for your group, select the date from the calendar and click
Save ChangesSave Changes.
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How to Change Time Limit Settings for aHow to Change Time Limit Settings for a
Specific Group of StudentsSpecific Group of Students
Begin by creating a group of students.Begin by creating a group of students.
If you haven't already, you should create the group of students for which you want to change
their assignment settings. For more information on creating a group, read How to Create a
Group of Students.

Edit an assignment.Edit an assignment.
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the
assignment title to open it or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

To change an assignment time limit:To change an assignment time limit:

From the Basic InfoBasic Info screen, select Settings.Settings.

Select the group.Select the group.

From the SettingsSettings for:for: drop-down menu, select the group name. In this example, the group is
called Time Extension Students.
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Change the time limitChange the time limit

Click SaveClick Save
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How to Change Number of Attempts for aHow to Change Number of Attempts for a
Specific Group of StudentsSpecific Group of Students
If you haven't already, begin by creating a group of students.If you haven't already, begin by creating a group of students.
You should first create the group of students for which you want to change their assignment
settings. For more information on creating a group, read How to Create a Group of Students.

Edit an assignment.Edit an assignment.
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the
assignment title to open it or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

To change the number of attempts for an assignment:To change the number of attempts for an assignment:

From the Basic InfoBasic Info screen, select Settings.Settings.

Select the group.Select the group.

From the SettingsSettings for:for: drop-down menu, select the group name. In this example, the group is
called Time Extension Students.
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Change the number of attempts.Change the number of attempts.

Click SaveClick Save
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How do I change multiple assignment dueHow do I change multiple assignment due
dates at once (to move assignments from onedates at once (to move assignments from one
term to the next)?term to the next)?

After you copy a course from a previous semester, you will want to update the due dates on
your assignments. To update all the dates at once, you can use a feature called the Batch
Due Date Updater.

NOTENOTE: Do not activate your new course until AFTER you've updated it with your new dates.

In particularIn particular, be sure not to activate your course until after you've updated it with your new
dates if you're using the "Zero Score for Unsubmitted AssignmentZero Score for Unsubmitted Assignment" feature. If you copy a
course with this feature enabled and do not update the due dates prior to activating the
course, students will receive 0's for every assignment. If that has already happened, please
contact tech support.

Go to your home page.Go to your home page.
From the home page, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.
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Click Batch Due Date UpdaterClick Batch Due Date Updater
In the Instructor Console, click on the link for the Batch Due Date Updater.Batch Due Date Updater.

Enter your due dates.Enter your due dates.
This will bring you to a screen where you can enter the dates from the previous semester that
you would like to update. Clicking in the empty boxes will bring up a calendar from which to
select the dates.
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Choose a new start date.Choose a new start date.
Once you have filled in the assignment date range, choose a new start date. This may be the
first day of class or the date to which you want to map your first assignment.

Select Update due dates.Select Update due dates.
You will see a summary message that tells you how many assignments are being updated. This
window also shows you the number of days each assignment will be shifted. If this information
looks correct, select Update due datesUpdate due dates.
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*NOTE**NOTE*
It is important to remember that this is an automatic shift, and some items may still need to be
manually updated. For example, if there were holidays or vacations (Spring Break or reading
days) in your previous semester that do not occur in the current semester, you may need to
make manual changes to account for the differences in each semester.
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Changing Due Dates with a Drag and DropChanging Due Dates with a Drag and Drop
Using the Assignment CalendarUsing the Assignment Calendar

If you have assigned one or more items within any particular LaunchPad unit, you can
change the due dates (if necessary) by using the Assignment Calendar in your course. This
can be done in 5 easy steps.

Step 1Step 1
From your LaunchPad home page, click CalendarCalendar.

Step 2Step 2
A calendar will appear showing all items you have assigned. In this example, we'll focus on the 5
assignments for Mach 21st.
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Step 3Step 3
To change the due date for these 5 items from March 21st to March 25thMarch 25th, simply drag and drop
each item to the appropriate box on the calendar.

Drag and drop process…Drag and drop process…

All items moved…All items moved…

Step 4Step 4
After moving the items to the appropriate date using the drag and drop, click the “HomeHome”
button at the top left of your screen. To make sure the assignment due dates have changed,
open the LaunchPad unit.
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Changing Assignment Settings Using theChanging Assignment Settings Using the
Assignment CalendarAssignment Calendar
Step 1Step 1
From your LaunchPad home page, click CalendarCalendar.

Step 2Step 2
When the Assignment Calendar opens, you will see all assignments.

Step 3Step 3
To change the settings for any of these, first click on the assignment you wish to make a change
to (in this case, “Chapter IntroductionChapter Introduction”).You can see that once you click on an assignment in the
Assignment Calendar, you are given three options: editedit, openopen and clear due dateclear due date. Choosing the
“editedit” option will allow you to edit the assignment settings. Choosing the “openopen” option will
allow you to view the contents of the assignment. Finally, choosing the “clear due dateclear due date” option
will allow you to remove the existing due date for the assignment.
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Step 4Step 4
In this case, let’s assume you want to edit the assignment settings for the Chapter IntroductionChapter Introduction.
When you click the “editedit” button, you are directed to a screen that allows you to change all the
settings pertaining to the assignment. Let’s assume you wanted to change the due date for the
Chapter Introduction from February 20thFebruary 20th to February 25thFebruary 25th, and the point value from 55 to 10.10.
Make the changes and click the “Save ChangesSave Changes” button at the bottom of the screen.

Step 5Step 5
Once you’ve clicked “Save ChangesSave Changes,” click the “Done EditingDone Editing” button at the top left.
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Step 6Step 6
You will be taken directly to the contents of the assignment. From here, you can click the
“HomeHome” button to go back to the home page.
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Adding Content to a LaunchPad UnitAdding Content to a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
Open the LaunchPad unit to which you would like to add one or more resources. Click BrowseBrowse
Resources for this UnitResources for this Unit toward the top of the unit.

Step 2Step 2
You can preview resources from the management card by clicking on the title. Doing so will
open the resource in full-screen view. Click Home in the upper-left corner of the screen to
return to the management card.

If a resource has a green check mark and the words "in use" to the left of the title, then that
resource is already featured in the unit. If the resource doesn't contain a notation to the left of
the title, then it's available for you to add to the unit.
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Step 3Step 3
You can add resources to a unit in two ways:

Step 3aStep 3a

If previewing a resource in full-screen view, click Add to courseAdd to course in the upper-right corner of the
screen.
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Step 3bStep 3b

From the management card, hover your cursor to the left of the title. The message +Add+Add will
appear in blue. Click it.

Step 4Step 4
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Resources you add will appear at the top of the unit. Drag and drop them to wherever you'd
like them to reside.
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Adding a Link to a LaunchPad UnitAdding a Link to a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
From your home page, open the unit to which you want to add a link and click Add to this UnitAdd to this Unit.

Step 2Step 2
Select Create newCreate new.

Step 3Step 3
From the menu that appears, click “LinkLink.”
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Step 4Step 4
Under the “Basic Info”Basic Info” tab you are brought to, choose a title and paste the URL (in this case,
http://www.scientificamerican.com/) into the box labeled “URL.URL.” When you are done, click
“SaveSave.”

Step 5Step 5
Go to the “AssignmentAssignment” tab. Choose a due date, point value, category, calculation type, etc.
When you are done, click “AssignAssign.”
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Step 6Step 6
When you are finished making any changes to the assignment you want, click “Done EditingDone Editing” at
the top of the page. You will be brought to the link you added (in this case, Scientific American).
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Step 7Step 7
To return to your home page, click HomeHome. Your link assignment will now appear within the unit.
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Adding a Discussion Board to a LaunchPad UnitAdding a Discussion Board to a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
From your home page, open the unit to which you want to add a link and click Add to this UnitAdd to this Unit.

Step 2Step 2
Select Create newCreate new.

Step 3Step 3
From the menu that appears, click Discussion BoardDiscussion Board.
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Step 4Step 4
Under the “Basic Info”Basic Info” tab you are brought to, title your discussion board, and add any
directions. Then click “Save."Save."
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Step 5Step 5
Go to the “AssignmentAssignment” tab. Choose a due date, point value, category, calculation type, etc.
When you are done, click “AssignAssign.”

Step 6Step 6
When you are finished making any changes, click “Done EditingDone Editing” at the top of the page. You will
be brought to the "Discussion Board,""Discussion Board," where you can add a new thread, read posts, etc.
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Step 7Step 7
To return to your home page, click HomeHome. Your discussion board assignment will now appear
within the unit.
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Adding a Dropbox to a LaunchPad UnitAdding a Dropbox to a LaunchPad Unit

Students can submit files up to 25 megabytes (MB) in size through the dropbox feature of
LaunchPad.

You can download and grade items from your Dropbox. Just remember that when you first
create your Dropbox you must remember to both assign it a due date and enter points inmust remember to both assign it a due date and enter points in
the Gradebook Settingsthe Gradebook Settings.

• If you don't assign your Dropbox your students will be able to see it (assuming
you've made it visible) but will not be able to upload documents.

• If you assign it but don't make it worth any points then your students will be able to
upload assignments, but you will not be able to see or download the submissions.

For more information on how to use a dropbox to grade student submissions, please read
this article.

To download your students' submissions, follow the steps below.

Step 1Step 1
From your home page, open the unit to which you want to add a link and click Add to this UnitAdd to this Unit.

Step 2Step 2
Select Create newCreate new.
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Step 3Step 3
From the menu that appears, click DropboxDropbox.

Step 4Step 4
Under the “Basic InfoBasic Info” tab you are brought to, title your Dropbox (in this case, “Dropbox
Assignment”), enter any directions for your students, and click “SaveSave.”
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Step 5Step 5
Go to the “AssignmentAssignment” tab. Choose a due date, point value, category, calculation type, etc.
When you are done, click “AssignAssign.”
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Step 6Step 6
When you are finished making any changes to the assignment you want, click “Done EditingDone Editing” at
the top of the page.

Step 7Step 7
Click HomeHome to return to your home page. Your dropbox assignment will now appear within the
unit.
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How do I use a dropbox to grade studentHow do I use a dropbox to grade student
submissions?submissions?

You can download and grade items from your Dropbox. Just remember that when you first
create your Dropbox you must remember to both assign it a due date and enter points inmust remember to both assign it a due date and enter points in
the Gradebook Settingsthe Gradebook Settings.

• If you don't assign your Dropbox your students will be able to see it (assuming
you've made it visible) but will not be able to upload documents.

• If you assign it but don't make it worth any points then your students will be able to
upload assignments, but you will not be able to see or download the submissions.

For more information on how to add a Dropbox to a LaunchPad unit, please read this
article. To download your students' submissions and upload a mark-up, follow the steps
below.

Download your student's workDownload your student's work
See the below steps for instructions on how to download a student's work.

Click on the DropboxClick on the Dropbox
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Click the ungraded submissions linkClick the ungraded submissions link

Clicking on the ungraded submissions link will take you to your results page for this dropbox.

If you plan to manually grade your students' submissions then you should be sure to click
"manually graded" when you're creating your dropbox assignment. If you choose "Full credit
on completion" then your students will receive full credit for the Dropbox assignment as soon
as they upload it.

For more information on how to assign resources in LaunchPad, please visit this article.

Click on the "page" icon next to your student's nameClick on the "page" icon next to your student's name

Ungraded student submissions will appear to the right of your student's name as an icon that
looks like a page from a book.
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Click on the Student Document link to download the submission toClick on the Student Document link to download the submission to
your computeryour computer

If you plan to upload a revised document you can do that by using the "Teacher Document"
link. See "Uploading your mark-up" below for instructions on how to upload marked-up
documents.

Enter gradeEnter grade

Once you've read your student's work you can enter a grade in the Score box. You can also
click "Continue Later" if you plan to enter a grade at a later date. See the following steps for
more information.
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Submit ScoreSubmit Score

Choose "Submit Score" to return the grade to your student.

Click Continue Later to delay sending the final grade to the gradebookClick Continue Later to delay sending the final grade to the gradebook

Clicking "Continue Later" will enable you to leave the student's grade box empty or to enter a
temporary grade. The grade will not report to the gradebook and the student will not see it.

When you're ready you can submit the student's final score and upload a revision.

Uploading your mark-upUploading your mark-up
See the below steps for instructions on how to upload a marked-up copy of your student's
work.

Click the green plus sign to upload your marked-up documentClick the green plus sign to upload your marked-up document
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Click Choose File to Upload the documentClick Choose File to Upload the document

Select your document and click OpenSelect your document and click Open
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Enter gradeEnter grade

Once you've uploaded your student's paper you can enter a grade in the Score box. You can
also click "Continue Later" if you plan to enter a grade at a later date, but it's IMPORTANT TOIMPORTANT TO
NOTE that your students will not see your marked-up copy of their paper until you submit theirNOTE that your students will not see your marked-up copy of their paper until you submit their
scorescore . See the following steps for more information.

Submit ScoreSubmit Score

• If you choose "Submit Score" then your student will be able to see their score ANDsee their score AND
receive their revisionreceive their revision.

Click Continue Later to delay sending the marked-up document to yourClick Continue Later to delay sending the marked-up document to your
studentstudent

• If you choose "Continue Later" your student will NOT be able to see their score OR yourNOT be able to see their score OR your
mark-upmark-up. The mark-up will be visible only to you in the dropbox.

What your students seeWhat your students see
If you've submitted your student's score, then he or she can now download your mark-up from
their dropbox.
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Unassigning an Item within a LaunchPad UnitUnassigning an Item within a LaunchPad Unit
There are two ways to unassign an item:

UNASSIGN BY CLICKING "MORE OPTIONS"UNASSIGN BY CLICKING "MORE OPTIONS"

Navigate to the assignment you wish to unassign.Navigate to the assignment you wish to unassign.

From AssignmentsAssignments, hover your cursor over the due date of the activity you wish to unassign.
Click More OptionsMore Options.

Select Edit.Select Edit.
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Click Assignment.Click Assignment.

Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Unassign.Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Unassign.
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UNASSIGN USING THE "ASSIGN" BUTTONUNASSIGN USING THE "ASSIGN" BUTTON

Navigate to the assignment you wish to unassignNavigate to the assignment you wish to unassign

Select "Unassign"Select "Unassign"

Select "Unassign"Select "Unassign"
This action will remove the gradebook entry for the assigned item, including existing student
grades.
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Reordering LaunchPad UnitsReordering LaunchPad Units

LaunchPad units that are unassigned can be reorganized by simply dragging and dropping
them to the desired location. PleasePlease nnote:ote: LaunchPad units can only be reordered if they
are unassigned. Units that are assigned will appear in chronological order by assignment
date.

Step 1Step 1
On your LaunchPad home page, identify an UnassignedUnassigned unit that you would like to move. In this
example, we'll move chapter 2 beneath chapter 4.

Step 2Step 2
Grab the unit you wish to move by placing your cursor over it and left clicking. Hold your finger
down on the mouse as you drag the item. When a yellow line appears in your desired location,
release your finger from the mouse, and the resource will appear in the new location.
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Reordering Content Within a LaunchPad UnitReordering Content Within a LaunchPad Unit

LaunchPad resources can be reorganized by simply dragging and dropping them to the
desired location.

Step 1Step 1
To change the order in which content appears on your LaunchPad home page, first identify the
resource you would like to move. In this example, we'll move a LearningCurve activity to the top
of the chapter section.

Step 2Step 2
Click to open the section of the LaunchPad unit where you wish to move the resource.
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Step 3Step 3
"Grab" the item you wish to move by placing your cursor over it and left clicking. Hold your
finger down on the mouse as you drag the item. When the yellow line appears in the desired
location, release your finger from the mouse, and the resource will appear under the new
section.
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Removing the Publisher-Provided LaunchPadRemoving the Publisher-Provided LaunchPad
UnitsUnits
Note: While you can add individual items back into your course if you remove them, you cannot
currently re-add a unit if you remove it. If you have removed a unit and wish to restore it,
please contact tech support.

Step 1Step 1
If an instructor does not want to use the pre-curated content in each LaunchPad unit, it is
possible to remove all of the units and start from scratch. To do this, first click the InstructorInstructor
ConsoleConsole button on the home page.

Step 2Step 2
Click General, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings.General, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings.

Step 3Step 3
At the following screen, select Launch PadLaunch Pad from the left-hand menu and click Remove theseRemove these
units from your course?units from your course?
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Step 4Step 4

You will be asked to confirm that you wish to remove them. Click Remove UnitsRemove Units.
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Adding Removed Content Back into aAdding Removed Content Back into a
LaunchPad UnitLaunchPad Unit
Note: While you can add individual items back into your course using the method described
below, you cannot currently re-add a unit if you remove it. If you have removed a unit and wish
to restore it, please contact tech support.

Step 1Step 1
Click Resources.Resources.

Step 2Step 2
In the management card, click Removed ContentRemoved Content.

Step 3Step 3
Hover over the resource you want to add back into LaunchPad. Click the + Add+ Add.
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How to Hide Assignments from or MakeHow to Hide Assignments from or Make
Assignments Visible to StudentsAssignments Visible to Students
Step 1Step 1
If you hide an assignment from students, it will not appear on students' LaunchPad home page
unless you make it visible to them. While you are creating quizzes or working on assignments,
you may wish to hide them from student view. On your LaunchPad home page, a hidden item
will appear light gray in color.

Step 2Step 2
You can hide a resource or make it visible in two locations.
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Step 2aStep 2a

If you're on the LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor over the resource and click AssignAssign.
From the Manage AssignmentManage Assignment window, tick Visible to StudentsVisible to Students if you want to make it visible or
untick it if you want to hide it.

Step 2bStep 2b

For more advanced visibility options, from the LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor over
the resource and click More OptionsMore Options and EditEdit, then select Settings.Settings. At the bottom of the SettingsSettings
tab, under Visibility, you’ll see three options:

• Visible to students
• Hide from students
• Hide from students until date, which will display a calendar so that you can select the

date on which you wish the assignment to become visible to students
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Step 3Step 3
After selecting an option, click SaveSave.
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How to Make Assignments Visible to StudentsHow to Make Assignments Visible to Students
for a Specific Period of Timefor a Specific Period of Time

If you hide an assignment until a certain date, it will not be available in the student’s
LaunchPad until the date you specify. Once the item becomes visible, it will remain available
from that time forward. After the due date passes, students will still be able to view the
assignment, but they will not be able to complete it.

Step 1Step 1
To set the date an assignment becomes available to students, from the LaunchPad home page,
hover your cursor over the assignment title and click More OptionsMore Options on the right. Select EditEdit.

Step 2Step 2
Click SettingsSettings. Under VisibilityVisibility, select Hide from students until date.Hide from students until date. A calendar will appear.
Select the date you would like the assignment to become visible to students. When you're done,
click Save.Save.
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Step 3Step 3
On the instructor’s LaunchPad home page, the assignment will appear in gray to indicate it is
hidden, but the due date and point value will remain visible.

Step 4Step 4
On the student’s LaunchPad home page, the unit will show a due date to alert the student that
a future assignment exists within the unit, but the actual assignment will not be visible.
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Step 5Step 5
Once the view-by date has occurred, the assignment will show up on the student’s LaunchPad
home page and in the CalendarCalendar.
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How do I stop assignments from automaticallyHow do I stop assignments from automatically
hiding after a due date?hiding after a due date?

When an assignment's due date has passed, it will appear to be hidden to you and your
students. Below are instructions to make all assignments visible, regardless of their due
dates.

The default setting in LaunchPad is to hide past-due assignments. This means that only future
assignments are visible to you and your students. One way to reveal homework assignments
(and the units in which the assignments are located), is to click on the “Show past due”“Show past due” link.

If you'd like past-due assignment to remain visible, take the following steps:

Step 1Step 1

Go to the Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.
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Step 2Step 2

Click General, Navigation, and LaunchPad SettingsGeneral, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings

Step 3Step 3

First, click on Launch PadLaunch Pad in the left-hand menu.

You’ll see an option to "Collapse past-due items by default.""Collapse past-due items by default." When this box is checked, the items
that are past due will be automatically hidden.

If you uncheck the box and click “Save,”“Save,” all assignments from the course will be shown to
students, regardless of whether the due date has passed.
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How do I give students extra credit on anHow do I give students extra credit on an
assignment?assignment?

You can make an assignment worth extra credit, which means that the assignment will add
to earned points, but not to total points. You can do this when you create the assignment or
later when you edit the assignment settings.

Note: Extra Credit can only be indicated with settings on assignments, not categories
(regardless of how you name the category).

Settings to give extra creditSettings to give extra credit

Edit the assignmentEdit the assignment

To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor
over the More Options menu and select Edit.

From the Basic Info screen, select AssignmentFrom the Basic Info screen, select Assignment

Put a check mark in the Extra Credit boxPut a check mark in the Extra Credit box

Any assignment which you designate extra credit will only count toward your students' grades if
they do some or part of the assignment. The points earned will be added to a student’s “Earned
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Points”. No points will be added to “Total Possible Points.” In other words, the extra credit
assignment can only improve an overall grade.

Click Save ChangesClick Save Changes

The impact on the overall grading depends upon your gradingThe impact on the overall grading depends upon your grading
preference.preference. There are two possible scenarios.There are two possible scenarios.

Scenario 1 -- Giving Extra Credit when using a Points based gradingScenario 1 -- Giving Extra Credit when using a Points based grading
systemsystem

Since any assignment which you designate extra credit will add to a student’s “Earned Points”
without increasing the “Total Possible Points”, then the extra credit assignment can only
improve a grade.
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Scenario 2 -- Giving Extra Credit when using a Weighted PercentageScenario 2 -- Giving Extra Credit when using a Weighted Percentage
based grading systembased grading system

For weighted grading, the extra credit assignment should be placed in a category that alsothe extra credit assignment should be placed in a category that also
houses normally graded assignmentshouses normally graded assignments. An extra credit assignment will add to the earned points
in the category, but not to the total points within that category. The weighing percentage for the
category will apply to the overall grade as expected. Greater than 100% will be allowed.

Note:Note: Since extra credit assignments do not add to total points for a category, placing only extra
credit assignments in one weighted category would have the effect of multiplying the weight by
a percentage of zero total category points. This would result in the extra credit assignments
having no impact on the final grade, so should be avoided.
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How do I remove content from a LaunchPadHow do I remove content from a LaunchPad
unit?unit?

 Note: While you can add individual items back into your course if you remove them,
you cannot currently re-add a unit if you remove it. If you have removed a unit and
wish to restore it, please contact tech support.

Step 1Step 1
Select (click) the LaunchPad unit you would like to remove an item from (in this case, Chapter 3Chapter 3).

Step 2Step 2
With your mouse, hover over the item you’d like to remove (“Section 3b,” in this case) and click
the More OptionsMore Options button to the right of AssignAssign.
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Step 3Step 3
In the box that appears, select RemoveRemove.

Step 4Step 4
When the prompt appears asking if you’re sure you’d like to remove the section, click the
“RemoveRemove” button again.
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Step 5Step 5
The section will no longer appear in the LaunchPad unit. However, you can always add any item
you've removed back into the unit. It is never permanently deleted. See "Adding RemovedAdding Removed
Content Back into a LaunchPad UnitContent Back into a LaunchPad Unit.."
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I can’t find a unit or chapter. How can I locate it?I can’t find a unit or chapter. How can I locate it?

It is possible that you may have, without intending to, moved that unit or chapter.

Search units and chapters for "missing chapter"Search units and chapters for "missing chapter"
Before you contact tech support, simply look through the units/chapters before and after the
‘missing’ chapter to see if it was simply moved. If it was, you can drag it back to the right spot.

In the example below you can see that Chapter 9 was accidentally dragged inside Chapter 10.

If you still can’t locate the item, please contact tech support.

Check "Removed Content" area.Check "Removed Content" area.
You may have removed an entire unit when you intended to remove just one resource in the
unit/chapter. To check the Remove Content area follow the instructions below.

Note: While you can add individual items back into your course if you remove them, you cannot
currently re-add a unit if you remove it. If you have removed a unit and wish to restore it,
please contact technical support.
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Click the Resources iconClick the Resources icon

Click "Removed content"Click "Removed content"
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Hover the mouse and click "add" to restore the removed contentHover the mouse and click "add" to restore the removed content

The item will return to the location where it last lived so you may have to click and drag it
elsewhere if you want it to live in another unit/chapter.
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How do I remove a unit or chapter?How do I remove a unit or chapter?
Note: While you can add individual items back into your course, you cannot currently re-add a
unit if you remove it. If you have removed a unit and wish to restore it, please contact technical
support.

Hover over the unit or chapter you wish to hide and click "MoreHover over the unit or chapter you wish to hide and click "More
Options" and then "Remove"Options" and then "Remove"

Click "Remove"Click "Remove"
Once you remove the unit or chapter you can always re-add it from "Removed content" within
Resources. Please read I can’t find a unit or chapter. How can I locate it? to learn how to do this.
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How do I locate my e-book inside LaunchPad?How do I locate my e-book inside LaunchPad?

LaunchPad combines an interactive e-bookinteractive e-book with high-quality multimedia content and ready-
made assessment options, often including LearningCurve adaptive quizzing to engage your
students.

LaunchPad Solo provides high-quality multimedia content and ready-made assessment
options, often including LearningCurve adaptive quizzing to engage your students, butbut
without an e-book.without an e-book. For more information on the differences between LaunchPad and
LaunchPad Solo, please refer to this article.

There are two methods you can use to locate your e-book in LaunchPad:

1. Locate your e-book chapters inside LaunchPad units;
2. Locate your entire e-book using e-book filtering.

We will explain both methods below.

Method 1: Locating your e-book chapters inside LaunchPadMethod 1: Locating your e-book chapters inside LaunchPad
unitsunits

Click on a unit to open it.Click on a unit to open it.

Click on the unit subchapter you want to viewClick on the unit subchapter you want to view

You can then click the e-book page.

1. Note that e-book pages have an "(e-book)" link to the right of the chapter name.
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Method 2: Locating your entire e-book usingMethod 2: Locating your entire e-book using e-book filteringe-book filtering
If you want to view your entire e-book at once, click on the e-book link in the toolbar.

You will now be able to view your entire e-book.

1. Note that you will know you're viewing the entire e-book because LaunchPad will tell
you that at the top of the page;

2. By clicking on chapters, you can view sub-chapters;
3. Click on the chapter link to view it.
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Navigating within the e-book pagesNavigating within the e-book pages
1. In the e-book, use the Read onRead on button at the bottom to read the next section of the

same reading (using the PreviousPrevious and NextNext buttons will take you to the next reading
in the e-book or into another resource entirely).

2. The e-book also has a circle menu at the top left with a circle for each section of the
current reading.

3. Click the square below the circle menu to access a table of contents for the reading
or show all sections of the reading.

For more information on how to navigate the pages of LaunchPad, please see this article.
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How do I give students access to an assignmentHow do I give students access to an assignment
for practice after the due date has passed?for practice after the due date has passed?

Should you desire to have a firm due date for grade purposes, with the opportunity for
students to continue to access the problems purely for practice, the following process will
accomplish these goals.

Prior to doing the following steps, you should have in mind where you intend to place the
practice assignments. They could reside next to the scored attempts, or could be grouped
together in a review unit or folder.

Choose the Assignment option on the right of the assignmentChoose the Assignment option on the right of the assignment
for which you would like create a practice versionfor which you would like create a practice version
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Choose to “copy or move”Choose to “copy or move”

Select the Unit where you would like the practice assignment toSelect the Unit where you would like the practice assignment to
residereside
Select COPY.
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Edit the title, and directions to fit the practice purpose of yourEdit the title, and directions to fit the practice purpose of your
new assignmentnew assignment
Choose "Save."

Move assignment to desired locationMove assignment to desired location
The assignment will be created and placed at the top of the section you indicated. Click and
drag it to your desired location.
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It is important that a due date is associated with the assignment, orIt is important that a due date is associated with the assignment, or
students will be unable to access the problemsstudents will be unable to access the problems

If the purpose of creating this practice assignment is to allow students to practice before an
exam, then the due date could be right before exam time.
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How do I use Solution Master? (Math and Stats)How do I use Solution Master? (Math and Stats)
SolutionMasterSolutionMaster is an instructor utility that will allow you to create a pdf document of selected
solutions taken from the instructor’s solution manual.

Choose Resources from the menu on the left margin of theChoose Resources from the menu on the left margin of the
home page to open SolutionMasterhome page to open SolutionMaster

Choose to view Content by TypeChoose to view Content by Type
Scroll down to Instructor Resources, and choose SolutionMasterSolutionMaster from the listing.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster will open with the following view. Any of the circle icon buttons will display their
function if you hover over the button.

Frequently Asked Questions about Solution Master:Frequently Asked Questions about Solution Master:
Q:Q: Can I include questions from more than one Chapter?
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A:A: Yes, select the questions you want from one chapter, then select another chapter and add to
your listing. You will note in the image above that there are questions from 4 chapters included
in this Solution Set.

Q:Q: Is there a faster way to add desired solutions than one at a time?

A:A: Yes! If you click and hold down the control key, you can choose any number of solutions you
would like and drag them all at once to the bottom right of the screen.

Q:Q: Can I add a question as an after-thought and place it in order?

A:A: Yes, the numbered solutions that you have selected can be click-and-dragged to place them
in your desired order.

Q:Q: Can I edit the solution given?

A:A: Any edits of the solutions given through SolutionMasterSolutionMaster would be done outside this utility
program. If you have a program that allows you to edit pdf documents, then that can be
utilized for your purposes.

Q:Q: I cannot get my title to SAVE in the naming pop-up window. Now what?

A:A: The title must be entered, then tab though the other text boxes for the SAVE button to be
active.

Q:Q: I am trying to add solutions to the lower right box, but it isn’t working. Suggestions?

A:A: Make sure the title of the Solution Set you are wanting to work on is highlighted with a light
blue background. This signals to the system the document that you are editing.
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Where can I find more information on the LineWhere can I find more information on the Line
Graphing Tool? (Economics)Graphing Tool? (Economics)
You can look at a slideshow within Resources to learn more about the Line Graphing Tool found
in some versions of LaunchPad. Follow the instructions below to find the slideshow or
download the powerpoint attached to this article.

Click on ResourcesClick on Resources

Graphing_Guide_PPT_(1).pptx
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Click on "Content by Type"Click on "Content by Type"

Click "Guide: Using the Graphing Tools"Click "Guide: Using the Graphing Tools"
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Click "Guide: Using the Graphing Tools"Click "Guide: Using the Graphing Tools"

Use the tools at the bottom to move through the slideshowUse the tools at the bottom to move through the slideshow
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Assign, edit, and manage:Assign, edit, and manage:
QuizzesQuizzes
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How can I create a quiz using LaunchPad'sHow can I create a quiz using LaunchPad's
question filters?question filters?
For several of our titles across the disciplines, we are updating and improving the way quizzes
are created. There will be five tabs -- Basic InfoBasic Info, Search QuestionsSearch Questions, Review & ModifyReview & Modify, SettingsSettings,
and Assign Due DateAssign Due Date -- when you go to create a new quiz. The Search QuestionsSearch Questions tab will have
new filters, so you can search by chapterchapter, question typequestion type, level of difficultylevel of difficulty, and Bloom's levelBloom's level.
The Review & ModifyReview & Modify tab is designed to make editing your quiz easier, and the order of the tabs
was re-done to be more intuitive.

Check the following list to find out if your course is receiving the update. If it is, look at the
instructions below to learn how to create a quiz in LaunchPad.

DisciplineDiscipline TitleTitle

Biology -- Morris, How Life Works, 2e

Biology -- Friedland, Environmental Science for AP, 2e

Biology -- Stacy, Living by Chemistry, 2e

Communication -- Campbell, Media & Culture, 10e update

Developmental -- LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers

Economics -- Goolsbee/Levitt/Syverson, Microeconomics, 2e

Economics -- Krugman, Economics for AP, 2e

Economics -- Chiang, Macroeconomics, 4e; Economics, 4e; Microeconomics, 4e

Economics -- Krugman, Essentials, 4e

English -- Writer's Help 2.0, Hacker Version

English -- Writer's Help 2.0, Lunsford Version

History -- Strayer/Nelson, Ways of the World: A Brief History, With Sources, 3e, Combined AP

Psychology -- Myers, Exploring Psychology, 10e

Psychology -- Lewandowski, Research Methods: The Scientist Within, 1e

Psychology -- Myers, Exploring Psychology in Modules, 10e

Psychology -- SciAm Brief

Psychology -- Kolb, Intro Brain & Behavior, 5e
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Psychology -- Berger, Invitation to the Lifespan, 3e

Psychology -- Hockenbury, Discovering Psychology, 7e

Psychology -- Comer, Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology, 8e

Psychology -- Licht, Scientific American: Presenting Psychology

Psychology -- Nolan, Essentials of Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, 3e

Psychology -- Corty, Using and Interpreting Statistics, 3e

Psychology -- Myers' Psychology for AP, 2e, HS

Readers -- Lunsford, Everything is an Argument, 7e (regular, HS and with Readings)

Rhetorics -- Axelrod/Cooper, St. Martin's Guide, 11e

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Click "+Add New" to begin creating a new quizClick "+Add New" to begin creating a new quiz
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Select "Quiz"Select "Quiz"

Enter Basic InformationEnter Basic Information
1. Enter Title
2. Subtitle (if necessary)
3. Instructions for your students (if necessary)
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Search for Quiz QuestionsSearch for Quiz Questions

Follow these steps to filter the list of questionsFollow these steps to filter the list of questions:

Click in the empty box to choose a filter from the drop-down menuClick in the empty box to choose a filter from the drop-down menu
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You can add more filters in the same category if you wish.

Click "Apply Filters" when you've made all your filtering selectionsClick "Apply Filters" when you've made all your filtering selections

Important Note:Important Note: If you add too many filters you will limit the number of results.If you add too many filters you will limit the number of results.

Simply click the "x" on any filter and click "Apply" again to remove that filter.
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View your results in the right paneView your results in the right pane

Select the question you wish to add to your quiz and click "AddSelect the question you wish to add to your quiz and click "Add
Question"Question"

You can continue adding questions one at a time in this way or you can select multipleselect multiple
questionsquestions and click "Add Checked"Add Checked."

When you're done, move to the next step.
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Click "Review & Modify"Click "Review & Modify"
From here you can:

1. Edit the question
2. Move the question to a different part of the quiz
3. Remove the question from the quiz

Click "Settings"Click "Settings"

From here you can edit the number of attempts, set a time limit, control question delivery,
allow or disallow students to save and continue their work, and choose to scramble the order of
questions and/or answer choices. If you make changes, click Save when you're done.

Note: If you set a time limit and tick "Allow save and continue," the quiz timer will pause whenNote: If you set a time limit and tick "Allow save and continue," the quiz timer will pause when
students save their work. When they return, the timer will resume. If your goal is for students tostudents save their work. When they return, the timer will resume. If your goal is for students to
take a quiz in one sitting for a set amount of time, enter the time limit and untick" Allow savetake a quiz in one sitting for a set amount of time, enter the time limit and untick" Allow save
and continue."and continue."
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Select your desired option to display quiz answers and feedbackSelect your desired option to display quiz answers and feedback

1. Show questions and student answers afterShow questions and student answers after: Displays the question text and the
student’s answers, but not the correct answers after the designated time or never,
depending on which option is chosen.

2. Show whether answers were right or wrong afterShow whether answers were right or wrong after: For student answers, displays a
check for right answers and an x for wrong answers but does not display the correct
answer after the designated time or never, depending on which option is chosen.

3. Show question score afterShow question score after: Displays how many points the question was worth and
how many points the student earned, but does not display the correct answer after
the designated time or never, depending on which option is chosen.

4. Show correct answers afterShow correct answers after: Displays the correct answer for the question after the
designated time or never, depending on which option is chosen.

5. Show feedback and grader remarks afterShow feedback and grader remarks after: If applicable, displays feedback for answer
choices and any remarks a grader has made after the designated time or never,
depending on which option is chosen.

6. Show solutions afterShow solutions after: If applicable, displays problem solutions after the designated
time or never, depending on which option is chosen.
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Click "Assign Due Date"Click "Assign Due Date"

Change the due date and time, grace period settings, and gradebook settings. Click "Assign"
when you're ready to assign your quiz.

NOTE: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has passed," your students will notNOTE: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has passed," your students will not
have access to their grades until the due date passes. This can sometimes confuse studentshave access to their grades until the due date passes. This can sometimes confuse students
who expect to see their grades immediately after submitting their answers. WE RECOMMENDwho expect to see their grades immediately after submitting their answers. WE RECOMMEND
that if you choose this setting you ALERT your students so they know what to expect.that if you choose this setting you ALERT your students so they know what to expect.
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Click "Done Editing"Click "Done Editing"
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Introduction to Quiz Filters (VIDEO)Introduction to Quiz Filters (VIDEO)

For several of our titles across the disciplines, we are updating and improving the way
quizzes are created. There will be five tabs -- Basic InfoBasic Info, Search QuestionsSearch Questions, Review & ModifyReview & Modify,
SettingsSettings, and Assign Due DateAssign Due Date -- when you go to create a new quiz. The Search QuestionsSearch Questions
tab will have new filters, so you can search by chapterchapter, question typequestion type, level of difficultylevel of difficulty, and
Bloom's levelBloom's level. The Review & ModifyReview & Modify tab is designed to make editing your quiz easier, and
the order of the tabs was re-done to be more intuitive.

For an article explaining how to use these filters, please click here.

Check the following list to find out if your course is receiving the update. If it is, watch the
video below to learn more about this feature.

DisciplineDiscipline TitleTitle

Biology -- Morris, How Life Works, 2e

Biology -- Friedland, Environmental Science for AP, 2e

Biology -- Stacy, Living by Chemistry, 2e

Communication -- Campbell, Media & Culture, 10e update

Developmental -- LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers

Economics -- Goolsbee/Levitt/Syverson, Microeconomics, 2e

Economics -- Krugman, Economics for AP, 2e

Economics -- Chiang, Macroeconomics, 4e; Economics, 4e; Microeconomics, 4e

Economics -- Krugman, Essentials, 4e

English -- Writer's Help 2.0, Hacker Version

English -- Writer's Help 2.0, Lunsford Version

History -- Strayer/Nelson, Ways of the World: A Brief History, With Sources, 3e, Combined
AP
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Psychology -- Myers, Exploring Psychology, 10e

Psychology -- Lewandowski, Research Methods: The Scientist Within, 1e

Psychology -- Myers, Exploring Psychology in Modules, 10e

Psychology -- SciAm Brief

Psychology -- Kolb, Intro Brain & Behavior, 5e

Psychology -- Berger, Invitation to the Lifespan, 3e

Psychology -- Hockenbury, Discovering Psychology, 7e

Psychology -- Comer, Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology, 8e

Psychology -- Licht, Scientific American: Presenting Psychology

Psychology -- Nolan, Essentials of Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, 3e

Psychology -- Corty, Using and Interpreting Statistics, 3e

Psychology -- Myers' Psychology for AP, 2e, HS

Readers -- Lunsford, Everything is an Argument, 7e (regular, HS and with Readings)

Rhetorics -- Axelrod/Cooper, St. Martin's Guide, 11e
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How do I edit quiz settings such as time limits,How do I edit quiz settings such as time limits,
attempts, and randomization?attempts, and randomization?
Go to the Edit menuGo to the Edit menu
To alter these settings, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the quiz title to open it
or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

Click SettingsClick Settings
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Here you can edit the number of attempts, set a time limit, control question delivery, allow or
disallow students to save and continue their work, and choose to scramble the order of
questions and/or answer choices. If you make changes, click SaveSave when you're done.

Note:Note: If you set a time limit and tick Allow save and continueAllow save and continue, the quiz timer will pause when
students save their work. When they return, the timer will resume. If your goal is for students to
take a quiz in one sitting for a set amount of time, enter the time limit and untick Allow saveAllow save
and continueand continue.

Done EditingDone Editing

Click Done EditingDone Editing when you've made all your changes. Doing so will bring to you the main
settings page.
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Can I apply all of the same settings to aCan I apply all of the same settings to a
particular type of quiz? (How do I use Batchparticular type of quiz? (How do I use Batch
Item Settings for quizzes?)Item Settings for quizzes?)

Yes! You can use the Batch Item Settings tool to apply consistent quiz settings within a
particular content type that is in use in your course. For example, you could use Batch Item
Settings to make all LearningCurve activities worth 20 points upon completion or to set all
end-of-chapter quiz questions to be scrambled and delivered one question at a time.

What this feature won't do is allow you to batch assign items of a particular content type.
After you batch change item settings, if you haven't already assigned the items you wish
students to complete, you'll still need to complete the normal steps for assigning items one-
by-one.

• Do note that it is not recommended to use the Batch Item Settings after students
have been enrolled in your course and have begun completing assignments.

• Also, it is best used on a new, clean course as it will override any assignment settings
present in a course copy that you may wish to preserve.

NOTE on Assignment SettingsNOTE on Assignment Settings: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has
passed," your students will not have access to their grades until the due date passes. This
can sometimes confuse students who expect to see their grades immediately after
submitting their answers. WE RECOMMENDWE RECOMMEND that if you choose this setting you ALERTALERT your
students so they know what to expect.

From your home page, click Instructor Console.From your home page, click Instructor Console.
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Click Batch Item Settings.Click Batch Item Settings.

Select the content type for which you'd like to standardizeSelect the content type for which you'd like to standardize
settings.settings.
Choose the Content TypeContent Type you would like to apply settings to from the drop-down menu. A
warning will remind you that the tool will overwrite any existing item and assignment settings
and advise you against making changes after your students have begun work in your course.

What does "No assigned content found" mean?What does "No assigned content found" mean?

If the content type you select produces a "no assigned content found" message, then you'll
need return to your LaunchPad HomeHome page, go to ResourcesResources, and add one or more of this
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content type to your course. For more information on how to do this, please see Adding
Content to a LaunchPad Unit.

Apply settings.Apply settings.
After choosing a Content Type, the resources of that type will appear in a list. Select the
resources you wish to apply settings for and adjust the settings to your needs.

• For example, you could standardize gradebook settings of Points, Gradebook Category,
Calculation Type, or Visibility.

• In addition, for quizzes, you could standardize the options you find under the Edit >Edit >
SettingsSettings menu, which includes setting attempts, time limits, question and answer choice
delivery, and allowing student to save their work before submitting.

When you are finished, click Apply Settings to Selected ItemsApply Settings to Selected Items.
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Click Update Assignment Settings.Click Update Assignment Settings.
A window will open for you to confirm that you will be changing assignment settings and tells
you how many items of the content type you chose will be updated. Again, a warning will
remind you that the tool will overwrite any existing item and assignment settings and advise
you against making changes after your students have begun work in your course.

Click Update Assignment Settings.Update Assignment Settings.
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Altering Quiz Settings on a Pre-Built QuizAltering Quiz Settings on a Pre-Built Quiz

This article will show you how to alter "Quiz Settings" for a pre-built quiz.This article will show you how to alter "Quiz Settings" for a pre-built quiz.

NOTE on Assignment SettingsNOTE on Assignment Settings: If you check "Hide grade from student until due date has
passed," under Assignment Settings your students will not have access to their grades until
the due date passes. This can sometimes confuse students who expect to see their grades
immediately after submitting their answers. WE RECOMMENDWE RECOMMEND that if you choose this setting
you ALERTALERT your students so they know what to expect.

Step 1Step 1
To alter the settings for a quiz, first open the LaunchPad unit containing the quiz for which you
wish to alter the settings, then click on the title of the quiz. In this example, we'll open chapter 3
and Chapter 3 Summative Quiz.

Step 2Step 2
You will see that there are “default” settings. These can be easily changed by the instructor.
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Step 3Step 3
When the quiz opens, hover your mouse over the “EditEdit” menu at the top right and select
“SettingsSettings” from the dropdown menu.

Step 4Step 4
In the screen that appears, you have the ability to change a number of different settings for
your quiz.

Number of Attempts and Scored AttemptNumber of Attempts and Scored Attempt

To change the number of attemptsnumber of attempts or select the scored attemptscored attempt (i.e. the quiz that will count),
use the dropdown menus.
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Time Limit and Question DeliveryTime Limit and Question Delivery

You can set a time limit or alter the way in which questions are displayed to students by making
changes to the “Time Limit”“Time Limit” and “Question Delivery”“Question Delivery” fields.

Save and Continue and ScramblingSave and Continue and Scrambling

You can choose whether to allow your students to save and continue the quiz. You can also
choose whether to randomize questions.

HintsHints

You can choose whether to let your students view hints by making changes to the field below.

FeedbackFeedback

You can decide how and when students receive quiz feedback.
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Communication and VisibilityCommunication and Visibility

Finally, you can choose whether students are allowed to email the instructor regarding quiz
results, and make changes to quiz visibility. The option to "hide from students until date" allows
you to select a date on which you would like your students to be able to view the assignment.

Step 5Step 5
After making any changes to the settings of a quiz, be sure to click the “Save”“Save” button at the
bottom (you should see a green check mark indicating that your settings have been saved).

Step 6Step 6
After you’ve saved your settings for the quiz, click the “Done EditingDone Editing” button to go back to your
quiz.
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Adding a New Quiz to a LaunchPad UnitAdding a New Quiz to a LaunchPad Unit
Step 1Step 1
Open the LaunchPad unit to which you would like to add a new quiz. In this example, we'll open
chapter 3.

Step 2Step 2
Click Add to this UnitAdd to this Unit, and select Create NewCreate New.
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Step 3Step 3
Select QuizQuiz.

Step 4Step 4
Provide a title (“Untitled QuizUntitled Quiz,” in this case) and any necessary directions in the text box
provided, then click “SaveSave.”
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Step 5Step 5
Choose “QuestionsQuestions” to browse the question banks for questions or to create your own.

Step 6Step 6
To browse a question bank for questions, click on the appropriate chapter in question (in this
case, Chapter 3Chapter 3). To create your own questions, click on the “CreateCreate” button at the right. In this
example, we will choose to browse a question bank.
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Step 7Step 7
Choose the test bank you wish to view questions in (“Test Bank 1Test Bank 1,” in this case).

Step 8Step 8
Check (at the left) the questions you would like added to your quiz and click the “AddAdd” button.

Step 9Step 9
When finished adding questions (added questions appear at the right under “Questions in thisQuestions in this
assessmentassessment”) click the “Done EditingDone Editing” button at the top left.
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Step 10Step 10
At this point your quiz has been created. You can go back to the home page, assign the quiz or
make additional edits.
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Creating a Quiz with One Question PoolCreating a Quiz with One Question Pool

Creating a question pool allows you to create a group of questions from which one or more
(depending on the setting) is chosen at random for students.

Step 1Step 1
Let’s assume you want to create a quiz for the Chapter 4Chapter 4 LaunchPad unit that consists of both
standard questions and one question pool. In the Chapter 4 unit, first click “Add to this UnitAdd to this Unit”
and then “Create newCreate new.”

Step 2Step 2
When the “Create a new assignmentCreate a new assignment” box appears, click “QuizQuiz.”
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Step 3Step 3
Provide a title for your quiz (in this case, “Quiz with 1 PoolQuiz with 1 Pool”) and click the “SaveSave” button.

Step 4Step 4
To begin adding questions to your quiz, click the “QuestionsQuestions” button at the top of your screen.
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Step 5Step 5
On the page that appears, there will be a list of chapters for which you can view publisher
supplied questions. Here we have selected “Chapter 4.Chapter 4."

Step 6Step 6
Select the bank from which you’d like to pull questions from to create your quiz (in this case,
“Study GuideStudy Guide”).
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Step 7Step 7
When the Study GuideStudy Guide questions appear, select the questions you would like to become part of
your pool.

Step 8Step 8
Click the "Add to poolAdd to pool" button at the top, and then click "Add to new poolAdd to new pool."

Step 9Step 9
Give the pool a title (in this case, “Pool #1Pool #1”), and provide the number of questions you would
like pulled from the pool (in this case, 5 questions5 questions). Click the “SaveSave” button.
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Step 10Step 10
You can see that your pool now contains the questions you’ve selected from the Study GuideStudy Guide (in
this case, 10 questions10 questions). If you’d like to hide the questions, simply click the “Hide questionsHide questions”
button.

Step 11Step 11
Now that you’ve created your pool of 10 questions (in which 5 will be pulled), you can select the
rest of the questions from the Study Guide that you’d like to be part of your quiz (in this case, 5
more questions). Since these questions are NOTNOT being added to the pool, once you’ve selected
the questions, just click the “AddAdd” button.
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Step 12Step 12
You can see that your quiz now consists of the 10 questions in your pool as well as 5 additional
questions.

Step 13Step 13
Now that you’re done creating your quiz, click the “Done EditingDone Editing” button at the top left.
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Step 14Step 14
Your quiz is finished. You can now choose to go back to the home page or assign your quiz (of
course, you can also go back to the home page and assign your quiz from the Chapter 4 LP unit
as well).
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Creating a Quiz with Multiple Question PoolsCreating a Quiz with Multiple Question Pools
Step 1Step 1
Let's assume you want to create a quiz with questions pulling from more than one question
pool. To do this, first repeat steps 1-5steps 1-5 in the section "Creating a Quiz with One Question PoolCreating a Quiz with One Question Pool" to
establish your quiz, except title the quiz "Quiz with 2 Question Pools.Quiz with 2 Question Pools."

Step 2Step 2
When you get to the screen prompting you to select which bank of publisher-supplied content
you'd like to select questions from, click "Study Guide.Study Guide."

Step 3Step 3
Select the questions you would like to be part of your first pool in this quiz (in this case, 1010
questions). Then click the "Add to poolAdd to pool" dropdown button, then "Add to new pool.Add to new pool."
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Step 4Step 4
Provide a title for the pool (in this case, "Study guideStudy guide") and number of questions to be pulled
from the pool (in this case, 55). Then click the "SaveSave" button.

Step 5Step 5
You can see that your first pool in this quiz, consisting of 10 questions (in which 5 are being
pulled) now exists. If you would like to hide the questions, click the "Hide questionsHide questions" button.

Step 6Step 6
To go back to the question bank options you can return to the options for this chapter (click
"Chapter 4") or return to the entire list of chapters to choose from (click "Question Banks").

Step 7Step 7
Now select the next bank of publisher-supplied questions you wish to create a pool from (in this
case, "Test Bank 1Test Bank 1").
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Step 8Step 8
Select the questions you would like to be part of your second pool (in this case, 1010 questions).
Then click the "Add to poolAdd to pool" dropdown button, then "Add to new poolAdd to new pool."

Step 9Step 9
Provide a title for the pool (in this case, "Test Bank 1Test Bank 1") and number of questions to be pulled
from the pool (in this case, 55). Then click the "SaveSave" button.
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Step 10Step 10
You can see that your second pool in this quiz, consisting of 10 questions (in which 5 are being
pulled) now exists. If you would like to hide the questions, click the "Hide questionsHide questions" button.

Step 11Step 11
Now that you have created your quiz with two pools, you can also add any additional questions
to the quiz.

Step 12Step 12
When you are done adding questions to your quiz, click the "Done EditingDone Editing" button at the top
left.

Step 13Step 13
Your quiz is finished. You can now choose to go back to the home page or assign your quiz (of
course, you can also go back to the home page and assign your quiz from the Chapter 4 LP unit
as well).
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How do I print a quiz within LaunchPad?How do I print a quiz within LaunchPad?

You can print any of your LaunchPad quizzes by taking the following steps:

Open the quiz you'd like to print.Open the quiz you'd like to print.

From your table of contents, click on the title of the quiz you'd like to print.
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Click Print.Click Print.

Click Print.

From the Print Quiz window, click Print.From the Print Quiz window, click Print.

From the Print Quiz window, click Print.
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From your browser's print window, click Print.From your browser's print window, click Print.

From your browser's print window, click Print.
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How do I change the number of questionsHow do I change the number of questions
delivered in each pool?delivered in each pool?
Open the quiz.Open the quiz.

From the LaunchPad home page, click the title of the pooled quiz you'd like to edit.
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Select a pool and click Edit.Select a pool and click Edit.

The quiz will open, and you'll see the pools listed. For any given pool, hover your cursor to the
right of Show Questions.Show Questions. The commands EditEdit and RemoveRemove will appear in a hover menu. Click
EditEdit.
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Click Hide Questions.Click Hide Questions.

The screen will refresh, and the pool you picked will be expanded on the left. Click Hide
Questions to collapse the pool.

Click Edit.Click Edit.
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The pool will collapse, and the Hide QuestionsHide Questions command will change to Show QuestionsShow Questions. Hover
your cursor to the right of Show QuestionsShow Questions and click EditEdit.

Adjust the number of questions pulled from the pool.Adjust the number of questions pulled from the pool.

Information about the pool will appear in the fields on the right. To change the number of
questions being pulled from the pool, place your cursor in the field labeled Pull how manyPull how many
questions from this pool?questions from this pool? and enter the new number.
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Click Save Pool.Click Save Pool.

When you're done making changes, click Save PoolSave Pool.

Edit any other pools and save your changes.Edit any other pools and save your changes.
Edit any other pools and click Save PoolSave Pool when you're done with each.
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Creating a Quiz Pool Using Multiple QuestionCreating a Quiz Pool Using Multiple Question
BanksBanks
Step 1Step 1
Select the LaunchPad unit to which you would like to add a new quiz (in this case, Chapter 1Chapter 1).
Under this unit, select "Add to this UnitAdd to this Unit" and click "Create New""Create New" from the drop-down menu that
appears.

Step 2Step 2
Click the “QuizQuiz” link.
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Step 3Step 3
Provide a title for your quiz or assignment (in this case, "Quiz 1"), and add any necessary
directions in the text box. Then click "Save.""Save."

Step 4Step 4
Choose the "QuestionsQuestions" tab.
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Step 5Step 5
Click the menu button next to "CreateCreate" and select "Question PoolQuestion Pool" from the drop-down menu
that appears.

Step 6Step 6
Enter a title for your question pool (in this case, "Pool 1"), and enter the number of questions to
select from the pool (in this case, "3"). Then click "Create.Create."

Step 7Step 7
To add a question to your pool, select the question bank you wish to use from the left side of
your screen.

First, choose the chapter or assessment from which to pull the questions (in this case, "Chapter
1: Life").
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Next (if applicable), choose a subset of questions within your selected question bank (in this
case, "Multiple Choice").

Step 8Step 8
A list of available questions will appear. To add a question to the pool, hover your mouse over
the question and click "Add to this assessment.Add to this assessment."

In the drop-down menu that appears, select the pool to which you would like to add the
question (in this case, "Add to 'Pool 1' pool""Add to 'Pool 1' pool").
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When a question has been successfully added, a green box labeled "Quiz UpdatedQuiz Updated" should
appear in the top right-hand corner of your screen.

Step 9Step 9
To add questions to the pool from a different question bank, click on the "Questions""Questions" tab and
select a new question bank. Repeat the instructions in Step 8.
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*Note:Note: You can add as many questions as you wish. Students will only receive the number of
questions you chose to be selected from the question pool.

Step 10Step 10
When you have finished adding questions to the pool, you may edit any assignment settings
(due date, point values, number of attempts, etc.) by going to the "AssignmentAssignment" and "Settings"Settings"
tabs.

Step 11Step 11
Once the quiz is complete, click "Done Editing."Done Editing."
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How do I enter my own questions into a quiz?How do I enter my own questions into a quiz?
Step 1Step 1
Choose the LaunchPad unit in which you want to create a quiz. In this example, we're working
in chapter 4. Click Add to this unitAdd to this unit and then Create NewCreate New.

Step 2Step 2
Select "QuizQuiz" from the menu that appears.
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Step 3Step 3
Title your quiz, and add a subtitle or directions as needed. Select "Save.Save." You'll see a green
checkmark letting you know your quiz has been saved.

Step 4Step 4
Click on the "QuestionsQuestions" tab.
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Step 5Step 5
Select “CreateCreate” and then “Multiple ChoiceMultiple Choice.”

Step 6Step 6
Click into the question editor field and type in a question.
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Step 7Step 7
Hit the return button for each answer choice that you want to add (every time you hit return, a
bubble for an answer choice will appear). Mark the correct answer and click "SaveSave."

Note: The system does not label answer choices A B C D. You will need to add those labels in
yourself.

Step 8Step 8
The question is added into the quiz (which is now on the right since the editor opened on the
left side of the screen).
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How do I give my quiz questions a title?How do I give my quiz questions a title?
From the Question Editor, click Properties.From the Question Editor, click Properties.

Click the Metadata tab.Click the Metadata tab.
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Enter your question title and click Close.Enter your question title and click Close.

Click Save when you're done.Click Save when you're done.
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Check Questions in this Assessment to ensure your questionCheck Questions in this Assessment to ensure your question
now has a title.now has a title.
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How do I reorder quiz questions?How do I reorder quiz questions?

Two options are shown in this article:

• Option A: Reorder question to Top or Bottom
• Option B: Drag and Drop question

From the Instructor View screen, click Edit QuestionsEdit Questions to land on Edit Question page.

Step 1: Reorder question to Top or BottomStep 1: Reorder question to Top or Bottom
Hover over the "Move""Move" option of the question you would like to reorder.

Step 2: Reorder question to Top or BottomStep 2: Reorder question to Top or Bottom
Click "Move""Move", and choose "Top" or "Bottom" to reorder the question.
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Step 1: Drag and DropStep 1: Drag and Drop
Hover over the Drag and DropDrag and Drop option of the question you would like to reorder.

Step 2: Drag and DropStep 2: Drag and Drop
• Drag icon displays
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• Click icon to drag question up or down

Step 3: Drag and DropStep 3: Drag and Drop
• While dragging, position directions display
• When positioned, release cursor to drop question into new position
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How do I add a fill-in-the-blank question to aHow do I add a fill-in-the-blank question to a
quiz?quiz?

Use the short answer question type to create a fill-in-the-blank question. You can add fill-in-
the-blank questions to a publisher-supplied quiz, such as the summative quizzes that you'll
often find at the the end of chapters, or to quizzes that you create from scratch.

If you're creating a quiz from scratch, start from your home page and go through the usual
steps to add a new quiz. Enter any information you'd like into the Basic InformationBasic Information and/or
SettingsSettings tabs. When you're ready, proceed to the QuestionsQuestions tab.

If you're adding a question to a publisher-supplied quiz, open the quiz from your home
page and select QuestionsQuestions from the EditEdit drop-down menu.

From the Create drop-down menu, select Short Answer.From the Create drop-down menu, select Short Answer.
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Type more than three consecutive underline characters toType more than three consecutive underline characters to
create one or more blanks.create one or more blanks.

You can create one or more blanks by typing more than three consecutive underline characters.

Provide the answer for each blank.Provide the answer for each blank.

In this example, the blank labeled "1" maps to the answer labeled "A," and the blank labeled "2"
maps to the answer labeled "B."
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Click Save.Click Save.

When you're done, click SaveSave.
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Can the blanks in fill-in-the-blank questionsCan the blanks in fill-in-the-blank questions
accept more than one correct answer?accept more than one correct answer?

Yes! To learn more about adding fill-in-the-blank questions to a quiz, read this article.
Otherwise, follow these steps:

Click Properties.Click Properties.

From the short answer question editor, click PropertiesProperties.. You can do so before you begin writing
your fill-in-the-blank question stem or after you've already written your question.
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Tick Multiple Correct Answers.Tick Multiple Correct Answers.

In the Answer TypeAnswer Type tab, tick Multiple Correct AnswersMultiple Correct Answers and CloseClose to exit the Question Properties
window.

Type your fill-in-the-blank question and hit Enter.Type your fill-in-the-blank question and hit Enter.
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Type the first possible correct answer for your first blank andType the first possible correct answer for your first blank and
hit Enter.hit Enter.

Continue typing possible correct answers, hitting Enter afterContinue typing possible correct answers, hitting Enter after
each.each.
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Hit Enter to move from possible answers for the first blank to possibleHit Enter to move from possible answers for the first blank to possible
answers for the second.answers for the second.

If your question contains more than one blank, hitting EnterEnter after the last possible answer for
the first blank will bring you to a new field where you can begin providing possible answers for
the second blank.

Click Save when you're done.Click Save when you're done.
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Can I set up multiple choice questions so thatCan I set up multiple choice questions so that
they accept more than one correct answer?they accept more than one correct answer?

Yes! Students will get full credit for the question if they pick one of the answer choices that
you designate as correct.

Click Properties.Click Properties.

From the multiple choice Question Editor, click PropertiesProperties.
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Tick Allow Multiple Correct Answers and click Close.Tick Allow Multiple Correct Answers and click Close.

From the GeneralGeneral tab, tick Allow multiple correct answersAllow multiple correct answers and click CloseClose to exit the Question
Properties window.

Add your question and click Save.Add your question and click Save.
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Write your question stem, enter your answer choices, and tick the choices that should be
counted as correct. (In this example, blue and red could both be correct, for the sky might be
blue during the day but red at sunset.) When you're done, click SaveSave.

Note the student experience.Note the student experience.

Please note that the question will look like a normal multiple choice question to students. They
will be presented radio buttons, not check boxes, and will be expected to answer the question
by selecting one radio button, as they do with other multiple choice questions.
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For multiple choice questions, can I lock certainFor multiple choice questions, can I lock certain
answer choices in place while scramblinganswer choices in place while scrambling
others?others?

Yes! For more information on scrambling question and answer-choice order, please
reference this article. When you have your scrambling settings in place, open a multiple
choice question in the Question Editor and take the following steps:

Click the symbol of the lock(s) to the left of the answer choice(s)Click the symbol of the lock(s) to the left of the answer choice(s)
you wish to lock in place.you wish to lock in place.

In this example, we've clicked the locks next to A, B, and E, since answer choice E states "Both A
and B." Another common example would be an answer choice of "All of the above" appearing at
the bottom of a multiple choice question. You'd probably want that choice to remain the last
choice while the others scramble.
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Click Save.Click Save.
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Importing Questions to Create a QuizImporting Questions to Create a Quiz
Step 1Step 1
Choose the LaunchPad unit in which you want to create a quiz (in this case, Unit 4Unit 4). Click "Add toAdd to
this unitthis unit" and then "Create newCreate new" from the drop-down menu.

Step 2Step 2
Select "QuizQuiz" from the menu that appears.
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Step 3Step 3
Title your quiz, and add a subtitle or directions as needed. Select "Save.Save." You'll see a green
checkmark letting you know your quiz has been saved.
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Step 4Step 4
Click on the "QuestionsQuestions" tab.

Step 5Step 5
Click “CreateCreate” and select “Import QuestionsImport Questions” from the drop-down menu that appears.
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Step 6Step 6
he window that appears gives directions on how questions should be formatted in order for
them to be properly uploaded. NOTE: questions cannotcannot be imported by uploading a file.

For a multiple choice question, each question should start with “11” and be successively
numbered. Each answer choice should occupy its own line. The first answer choice should be
“A.A.” and each successive choice should start with the next letter followed by a period. The
correct answer choice should have an asterisk (**) before the letter. If you wish to view a sample
multiple choice question, click “+ Sample questions+ Sample questions.” NOTE: Fill in the blank questions can be
imported as well. A sample fill in the blank question is also provided when you click “+ Sample
questions.” Just click the “Fill in the blank” button (second screenshot below).

Step 7Step 7
Once you have made sure your questions (in this case, multiple choice) are in the proper
format, paste them into the text box. It should look like the example given below. When you are
ready, click “Import questionsImport questions.”
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Step 8Step 8
The questions will then appear under “Questions in this assessmentQuestions in this assessment.”

Step 9Step 9
If you wish to preview a question to ensure that it has uploaded correctly, click “PreviewPreview.”
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Step 10Step 10
When you are finished importing your questions, assign your quiz and adjust any settings by
using the “AssignmentAssignment” and “SettingsSettings” tabs on the toolbar at the top of the screen.

Step 11Step 11
When you are done changing any settings, click “Done Editing.”Done Editing.” Click “Home”Home” to return to your
home page.
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How do I edit a quiz question?How do I edit a quiz question?

Whether you've built your own pooled or non-pooled quiz, or you're working with one
we've supplied, you can edit quiz questions one at a time.

Note:Note: This article focuses on editing the text of a question stem and/or answer choices. If
you wish to do more advanced formatting, such as adding images to questions, see How do
I add an image to a quiz question?

Warning: You should NOT use the edit button to preview a question -- only use it if you
intend to alter the question. You should use the "Preview" button to preview questions.
Choosing "Edit" tells LaunchPad that you do not want this question replaced by a publisher

provider update, should one occur. This will happen even if you don't actually alter the
question in any way.

Go to the LaunchPad question editor.Go to the LaunchPad question editor.

If you're on the LaunchPad home page, click the title of the quiz and Edit QuestionsEdit Questions. Or, if you're
already editing a quiz, go to QuestionsQuestions.
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Open the question editor.Open the question editor.

If you're editing questions within a pooled quiz, you'll first need to click Show QuestionsShow Questions to
expand all questions within the pool. Otherwise, hover your cursor over the question you wish
to edit and click EditEdit.

Edit the question stem and/or answer choices.Edit the question stem and/or answer choices.
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Click into the text to edit the stem and/or answer choices. When you're done making changes,
click SaveSave.
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How do I exclude a quiz question from beingHow do I exclude a quiz question from being
graded after the students have taken it?graded after the students have taken it?

 You have the option of excluding a quiz question from being graded after your
students have taken the quiz. Before you do so, however, consider these important
notes about the process:

1. If you exclude a quiz question from being graded after your students have taken
the quiz, your students will be given creditwill be given credit for that question. If, for example, the
quiz has ten questions, LaunchPad doesn't re-grade the quiz based on nine
questions. It just awards full credit to the "excluded" question.

2. If you are using a Master Course as a section and exclude a quiz question from
being graded, the exclusion doesn't flow into the branchesdoesn't flow into the branches. You must, therefore,
make the exclusion in each branch. However, using a Master Course as a section
is a practice we do not recommend. We urge you not to activate the MasterWe urge you not to activate the Master
CourseCourse.

3. If you're having issues excluding the grade of an algorithmic questions from a
quiz, please call technical support.

4. If you decide to exclude a quiz question from a quiz while some students are still
taking the quiz, we recommend that you exclude the question from the quiz only.
If you also delete the question from the quiz the students who have already

started it will be credited with getting the removed question correct while the
students who have yet to take it will never see that question. As in the example
from point 1, if your quiz has ten questions and you remove one after some
students have completed the quiz and others have not, then the students who
have yet to take the quiz will be graded on the remaining nine questions only,
while the students who have already taken the quiz will be graded on ten and will
be credited with getting the excluded question correct.
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Click the "Gradebook"Click the "Gradebook"

Select the quiz from which you wish to exclude a question fromSelect the quiz from which you wish to exclude a question from
being gradedbeing graded
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Scroll to the bottom to find the list of quiz questionsScroll to the bottom to find the list of quiz questions

Hit the plus sign to expand the options next to the quizHit the plus sign to expand the options next to the quiz
question you wish to exclude from the gradebookquestion you wish to exclude from the gradebook
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Click "here" to exclude the question from the scoreClick "here" to exclude the question from the score

Click "Yes"Click "Yes"

• You will see that the question now appears greyed out.
• You can click "here" again at the bottom of the question to restore it to the gradebook.
• Click the minus sign to the left of the question if you no longer wish to review the

question.
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How do I add an image to a quiz question?How do I add an image to a quiz question?

It's best to add images to quiz questions that already have a stem and answer choices.
Whether you've built your own pooled or non-pooled quiz, or you're working with one
we've supplied, you can add images to quiz questions by editing them one at a time.

Go to the LaunchPad question editor.Go to the LaunchPad question editor.

If you're on the LaunchPad home page, click the title of the quiz and Edit QuestionsEdit Questions. Or, if you're
already editing a quiz, go to QuestionsQuestions.
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Open the question editor.Open the question editor.

If you're editing questions within a pooled quiz, you'll first need to click Show QuestionsShow Questions to
expand all questions within the pool. Otherwise, hover your cursor over the question to which
you wish to add an image and click EditEdit.

Open the Advanced Formatting html editor.Open the Advanced Formatting html editor.

To the left of the question stem, click the Advanced FormattingAdvanced Formatting icon, which looks like a sheet of
paper and a pen.
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Position your cursor on the first empty line after the questionPosition your cursor on the first empty line after the question
stem.stem.

The advanced formatting text editor will appear as a pop-up. If the question stem is selected,
click your cursor at the end of the stem and hit Enter on your keyboard so that your cursor
appears on the next line.
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Click Insert/Edit Image.Click Insert/Edit Image.

Click Browse.Click Browse.

In the Insert/Edit Image pop-pop, click the BrowseBrowse button.
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Select a file from the list or click Upload File.Select a file from the list or click Upload File.

If you want to add an image you've previously uploaded into the question editor, select the file
from the Course FilesCourse Files list. Otherwise, click Upload FileUpload File to continue to browse. For the purposes
of this tutorial, we will continue to browse, thus will click Upload FileUpload File.
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Click Choose File.Click Choose File.

Click Choose FileChoose File to browse for the image on your hard drive or flash drive.

Select the image file.Select the image file.
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Select the image file from wherever you have it saved.

Click OK.Click OK.

The file name should appear to the right of the Choose File button. When you've confirmed that
it's there, click OK.
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Click Insert.Click Insert.

You should now see a preview of the image in the Preview Window of the Insert/Edit Image
pop-up. Click InsertInsert.

Click OK.Click OK.
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You will now see the image beneath your question stem in the Advanced Formatting html
editor. From here, you can add another hard return or adjust the size of the image. When
you're done making changes, click OKOK.

Click Save.Click Save.

Click SaveSave.
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Creating an Advanced QuestionCreating an Advanced Question

The advanced question feature allows you to enter questions that have multiple parts or
special features that are hard to include in other types of questions, such as images,
equations, etc.

Step 1Step 1
Choose the LaunchPad unit in which you want to create a quiz (in this case, Unit 4Unit 4). Click "Add toAdd to
this unitthis unit" and then "Create newCreate new" from the drop-down menu.

Step 2Step 2
Select "QuizQuiz" from the menu that appears.
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Step 3Step 3
Title your quiz, and add a subtitle or directions as needed. Select "Save.Save." You'll see a green
checkmark letting you know your quiz has been saved.
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Step 4Step 4
Click on the "QuestionsQuestions" tab.

Step 5Step 5
Click “CreateCreate” and select “Advanced QuestionAdvanced Question” from the drop-down menu that appears.
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Step 6Step 6
Type your question into the textbox that says “click here and start typing.”click here and start typing.” There are several
features available in the advanced question editor that you can use when you write your
question. These tools are displayed in the toolbar at the top of the page.

HyperlinksHyperlinks

To add a hyperlink, highlight the text you wish to hyperlink, click on the link symbol, and enter
the URL of the website you wish to hyperlink. Then click “InsertInsert.”
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ImagesImages

To add a picture, click on the symbol of the tree and enter the image URL into the appropriate
box. The image should appear under the “PreviewPreview” box. Then press “Insert.Insert.”

EquationsEquations

To add an equation, click on the equation symbol on the tool bar. Enter the equation into the
window that appears. When you are done, press “submitsubmit.”
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Step 7Step 7
When you are ready to add an answer to your question, press the “Insert Response Area“Insert Response Area” icon
on the toolbar. From the drop-down menu that appears, choose the type of response you wish
to insert (in this case, “Text“Text”).

Step 8Step 8
Enter your answer into the text box provided, click the “SaveSave” icon next to the text, and then
click “Save.Save.”
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Step 9Step 9
You can add a hint to your question by pressing the “Add Hint”Add Hint” button. A textbox will appear in
which you can add a hint that your students can view when taking the quiz.
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Step 10Step 10
You can add another step in the advanced question maker by clicking “Add StepAdd Step” at the bottom
of the Question Editor.

Step 11Step 11
If you are creating a multiple step problem, you can add a final solution by clicking on the “AddAdd
SolutionSolution” button at the bottom of the Question Editor and entering your solution into the text
box that appears.

Step 12Step 12
When you are finished writing your question, click “SaveSave” at the bottom of the question editor. A
green check mark will appear indicating your question correctly saved.
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Step 13Step 13
Your question will now appear under “Questions in this assessment.Questions in this assessment.”
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How can I create an ordering question?How can I create an ordering question?

An ordering question allows you to ask your students to order a list of words or phrases.
For example, you might ask your students to put a list of words in alphabetical order.

If you haven't already created your quiz and need information on how to get started, please
read this article on How to Enter Your Own Questions into a Quiz.

If you want to add an ordering question to a quiz, follow the below instructions.

Edit your quizEdit your quiz
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor
over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.
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Click QuestionsClick Questions

Click the Create drop-down arrow and select "OrderingClick the Create drop-down arrow and select "Ordering
Question"Question"
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Type your question in the Question EditorType your question in the Question Editor

Click enter and input the answers you want the students toClick enter and input the answers you want the students to
orderorder
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Click Save to save your questionClick Save to save your question

Your question, from the student's perspective, will look like theYour question, from the student's perspective, will look like the
image belowimage below
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Can I create feedback for more than oneCan I create feedback for more than one
answer in a fill-in-the-blank question?answer in a fill-in-the-blank question?

Yes! You can set up your short answer questions so students receive feedback on every
incorrect answer they attempt. For more information on how to create fill-in-the-blank
questions with multiple blanks, please reference this article. When you have created your
fill-in-the-blank question, open it in the question editor and take the following steps.

Click Add Feedback in the lower right hand corner of theClick Add Feedback in the lower right hand corner of the
Question EditorQuestion Editor

NOTE that if you're editing a question for which you've already created feedback then the link in
the lower right will read "Edit Feedback."
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Add general feedback in the first text editor.Add general feedback in the first text editor.

Notice that the question is visible below the gray bar at the top of the editor. That is how you
know this box is appropriate for adding general feedback.

Students will receive this feedback whether or not they get any of the answers correct.Students will receive this feedback whether or not they get any of the answers correct.
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Add feedback for the first answer in the following text editor.Add feedback for the first answer in the following text editor.

Notice that the correct answer is visible here beneath the gray bar at the top of the text editor.

Students will only receive this feedback if they get this part of the question incorrect.Students will only receive this feedback if they get this part of the question incorrect.
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Add feedback for the next answer in the following text editor.Add feedback for the next answer in the following text editor.

Notice again that the second answer is visible beneath the gray bar at the top of the text editor.

Students will only receive this feedback if they get this part of the question incorrect.Students will only receive this feedback if they get this part of the question incorrect.
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Click Hide Feedback in the lower right hand side of theClick Hide Feedback in the lower right hand side of the
Question Editor.Question Editor.

Click Save to save the question.Click Save to save the question.
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How can I grade one quiz question at a time?How can I grade one quiz question at a time?
Method 1 -- Enter different scores for every studentMethod 1 -- Enter different scores for every student

Click on the quiz in your Gradebook for which you want to enterClick on the quiz in your Gradebook for which you want to enter
grades.grades.

Click Grouped SubmissionsClick Grouped Submissions
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Once here you will see every one of your student's submission for the first question of your
exam.

Input gradesInput grades

Use the scroll bar on the right side to navigate down through your list of students.

Click Save in the lower right to save changes after every question.Click Save in the lower right to save changes after every question.

Be sure to save frequently and remember to hit Save if you're going to take a break.
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Use the drop-down menu or the up and down arrows to navigate toUse the drop-down menu or the up and down arrows to navigate to
other questionsother questions

If you forget to click Save and attempt to navigate to another questionIf you forget to click Save and attempt to navigate to another question
you will be reminded to saveyou will be reminded to save

Method 2 -- Give every student the same score using the BatchMethod 2 -- Give every student the same score using the Batch
featurefeature
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Click on the quiz in your Gradebook for which you want to enterClick on the quiz in your Gradebook for which you want to enter
grades.grades.

Click Grouped SubmissionsClick Grouped Submissions

Once here you will see every one of your student's submission for the first question of your
exam.
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Click Batch Score All in lower rightClick Batch Score All in lower right

Enter the scoreEnter the score

Enter a score and click submit. Doing this will give every student the same score for thisevery student the same score for this
questionquestion. If you do NOT want to do this, click Cancel.

Click YesClick Yes

If you are sure you want to give every student the same score for this question click Yes.
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How can I change the label choices for multipleHow can I change the label choices for multiple
choice questions?choice questions?

Use this option if you prefer another label for the answers in your multiple choice
questions. For example, you might prefer to use uppercase letters instead of numbers.

Begin by adding a multiple choice question into your quiz. For more information on how to
do this see the help article How do I enter my own questions into a quiz?. Once you're
ready follow the instructions below to change the answer labels.

Click Edit to open your quiz settings.Click Edit to open your quiz settings.
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor
over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.
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Select QuestionsSelect Questions

Click the Edit link for the question you want to change.Click the Edit link for the question you want to change.
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Click the properties link.Click the properties link.

Click the Display choice labels checkbox.Click the Display choice labels checkbox.
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Click the drop-down arrow to choose your preference.Click the drop-down arrow to choose your preference.

Click the close button.Click the close button.
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Click Save to save your question.Click Save to save your question.

Note that the label choices are now uppercase letters.
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How do I give a student another chance toHow do I give a student another chance to
complete a quiz?complete a quiz?
There are two ways to give a student another chance to complete a quiz:

• Method 1 -- You can change the number of attempts for the student;
• Method 2 -- You can click the "Retry" button next to a student's score in the gradebook.

Either way, it is IMPORTANTIMPORTANT to avoidto avoid using the First Score setting under "Scored Attempt"using the First Score setting under "Scored Attempt" when
you're giving a student another chance to complete an assignment. If the "First" scoring setting
for the assignment is selected and you give a student a second chance to complete that
assignment then the student's new score will not report to the gradebook. Instead choose one
of the other options, defined below.

Scored Attempt Menu:

1. Last -- The score that counts will be the students’ final attempt.
2. First -- The score that counts will be the students’ first attempt.
3. Highest -- The score that counts will be the highest score of all attempts.
4. Lowest -- The score that counts will be the lowest score of all attempts.
5. Average -- The score that counts will be the average of all attempts.
6. Total -- The score that counts is the sum of the scores for all attempts.

For more information on altering quiz settings, please refer to the help article Altering Quiz
Settings on a Pre-Built Quiz.

Method 1 -- Change the number of attempts for the studentsMethod 1 -- Change the number of attempts for the students

Edit the quizEdit the quiz

To alter the settings for a quiz, from your LaunchPad home page, hover your cursor over the
More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.
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From the Basic Info screen, select SettingsFrom the Basic Info screen, select Settings

Select the studentSelect the student

At the top of the page there will be a drop-down menu that says “Settings for.” If this is the first
time you are editing a quiz for this individual, click the drop-down arrow and select “Add
Individual.”

If you've already edited the quiz settings for this student in the past, then the student's name
will appear in the drop-down list. Choose the student's name and skip down to "Select the
Radio Button to change the time limit."

Enter the student's nameEnter the student's name

Begin typing the student's name in the window that appears. You will then be able to select the
student from the drop-down list and click Add.

Select the student from the drop-down listSelect the student from the drop-down list

The student's name will now appear in the drop-down list.
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Select Number of Attempts to change the number of attemptsSelect Number of Attempts to change the number of attempts

Now that you've selected your student you can change the number of attempts by selecting
"Number of Attempts" in the Settings.
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Click Save at the bottom of the screenClick Save at the bottom of the screen

Method 2 -- click the "Retry" button next to a student's score inMethod 2 -- click the "Retry" button next to a student's score in
the gradebook.the gradebook.

Click on the Gradebook icon to go to the gradebookClick on the Gradebook icon to go to the gradebook

Click to gradeClick to grade

In the gradebook click on the grade for the student you want to give another chance. This will
bring up the gradebook dialog box for that assignment for that student.
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Click the Allow Retry buttonClick the Allow Retry button

Notify studentNotify student

After you've clicked "Allow Retry" a blue retry arrow will appear next to the student's name in
the gradebook to indicate they're permitted to take the quiz a second time. You must then
notify the student to take the quiz again.
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How do I find the Test Bank?How do I find the Test Bank?

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for
student practice or higher stakes assessment.

Access the Test Bank by choosing "Add New," then "Quiz."Access the Test Bank by choosing "Add New," then "Quiz."

Click "Questions" to see the available Test Banks, which areClick "Questions" to see the available Test Banks, which are
divided by chapter and assessment.divided by chapter and assessment.
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To see more information on creating new quizzes and selecting questions from the Test Bank,
visit the help article Adding a New Quiz to a LaunchPad Unit.
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How do I preview a quiz question?How do I preview a quiz question?

Warning about previewing questions: You should always use the "Preview" button (as
described in the article below) to preview a question and NOT the "Edit" button. Choosing
"Edit" tells LaunchPad that you do not want this question replaced by a publisher provider
update, should one occur. This will happen even if you don't actually alter the question in
any way.

This article will describe how to preview a question both 1) afterafter you've created a Quiz and
2) duringduring the Quiz creation process.

1) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION AFTER YOU'VE CREATED A1) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION AFTER YOU'VE CREATED A
QUIZQUIZ

Click on the QuizClick on the Quiz

Hover the mouse over the question and choose "Preview"Hover the mouse over the question and choose "Preview"

Note that you won't see the "Preview" option until you hover your mouse over the question
you're trying to preview.

Preview the questionPreview the question

A box will appear showing you to see the full question. Once again, only click "Edit" if you
intend to change the question.
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2) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION DURING THE QUIZ CREATION2) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION DURING THE QUIZ CREATION
PROCESSPROCESS

Create a QuizCreate a Quiz

For more information on how to create a quiz please visit this section of our LaunchPad manual
and choose the article that best describes the type of quiz you're trying to create.

Click on the question tabClick on the question tab
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Choose "Preview"Choose "Preview"

Preview the questionPreview the question

A box will appear showing you to see the full question. Once again, only click "Edit" if you
intend to modify the question.
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How do I add Exercise Central questions to myHow do I add Exercise Central questions to my
quiz?quiz?

Exercise Central quiz questions are now available in several LaunchPads including:

• The St. Martin's Guide to Writing, 11e
• LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers
• Everything's an Argument, 7e
• Current Issues and Enduring Questions 11e
• Practical Argument 3e
• The Bedford Guide for College Writers 11e
• LaunchPad Solo for Hacker Handbooks
• LaunchPad Solo for Lunsford Handbooks

For step-by-step instructions on how to create a quiz, visit the help article How can I create
a quiz using LaunchPad's question filters?.

In the quiz editing toolIn the quiz editing tool
Click Search Questions.Search Questions.
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Locate the Exercise Central Quiz filterLocate the Exercise Central Quiz filter

Click in the text box to see suggested question topics or start typing to search for topics.
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You might also try the Topic and Subtopic filtersYou might also try the Topic and Subtopic filters

Click Apply Filters to view search resultsClick Apply Filters to view search results

Add questionsAdd questions
There are two ways to add questions.

1. Select multiple questions using the checkboxes and click Add checked to>>Add checked to>>.
2. Preview a question and click Add QuestionAdd Question.
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Can I supplement an existing chapter quiz withCan I supplement an existing chapter quiz with
questions from that chapter’s test bank?questions from that chapter’s test bank?

Yes! This goes for pre-made, publisher-supplied chapter quizzes, such as summative
quizzes, or quizzes that you write with your own questions. Follow the instructions below to
see how.

Select the quiz you want to supplement with a test bankSelect the quiz you want to supplement with a test bank
questionquestion

Select “Questions” from the “Edit” drop-down menu in theSelect “Questions” from the “Edit” drop-down menu in the
upper-right corner of the screenupper-right corner of the screen
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Click the chapter from which you want to pull test bankClick the chapter from which you want to pull test bank
questionsquestions

Click on the Test Bank Chapter questionsClick on the Test Bank Chapter questions
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Hover the mouse under the question and choose "add to thisHover the mouse under the question and choose "add to this
assessment"assessment"

Alternatively, you can select the quiz questions you want to add to the assessment and click
"Add"
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Click "Done Editing" in the upper left when you're done addingClick "Done Editing" in the upper left when you're done adding
questionsquestions
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How can I control when my students will seeHow can I control when my students will see
the correct answers for and receive feedbackthe correct answers for and receive feedback
on their quiz responses?on their quiz responses?

Edit the quiz for which you wish to view results and/or feedbackEdit the quiz for which you wish to view results and/or feedback
settingssettings

Click the "Settings" tabClick the "Settings" tab

Select your desired option to display quiz answers andSelect your desired option to display quiz answers and
feedbackfeedback

1. Show questions and student answers afterShow questions and student answers after: Displays the question text and the
student’s answers, but not the correct answers after the designated time or never,
depending on which option is chosen.

2. Show whether answers were right or wrong afterShow whether answers were right or wrong after: For student answers, displays a
check for right answers and an x for wrong answers but does not display the correct
answer after the designated time or never, depending on which option is chosen.
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3. Show question score afterShow question score after: Displays how many points the question was worth and
how many points the student earned, but does not display the correct answer after
the designated time or never, depending on which option is chosen.

4. Show correct answers afterShow correct answers after: Displays the correct answer for the question after the
designated time or never, depending on which option is chosen.

5. Show feedback and grader remarks afterShow feedback and grader remarks after: If applicable, displays feedback for answer
choices and any remarks a grader has made after the designated time or never,
depending on which option is chosen.

6. Show solutions afterShow solutions after: If applicable, displays problem solutions after the designated
time or never, depending on which option is chosen.
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How to hide quizzes from or make quizzesHow to hide quizzes from or make quizzes
visible to student viewvisible to student view

To understand how to hide quizzes from or make quizzes visible to students, please refer to
this article.
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How can I grade essay quiz questions usingHow can I grade essay quiz questions using
feedback?feedback?

Creating and grading an essay with feedback is a two-step process:

1. Create your essay question quiz;
2. Grade and offer feedback.

If you've already created your quiz and only need to know how to score and offer feedback,
click here to jump down to step 2.

Create your quizCreate your quiz

Open the LaunchPad unit to which you would like to add a new quizOpen the LaunchPad unit to which you would like to add a new quiz
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Select "Add to this Unit" and click "Create New" from the drop-downSelect "Add to this Unit" and click "Create New" from the drop-down
menu that appearsmenu that appears

Click "Quiz"Click "Quiz"

Click "Questions"Click "Questions"

You will, of course, have to fill out the Basic Info, Assignment and Settings tabs for your quiz,
but we will not cover that here. To learn more about creating assignments, please refer to this
article.
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Click the drop down arrow on the Create button and choose "Essay"Click the drop down arrow on the Create button and choose "Essay"

We recommend using "Essay" if your questions are truly essay questions -- if you choose "Short
Answer" questions you must also supply the answers to the questions so LaunchPad can
automatically grade them.

Type your question in the space providedType your question in the space provided
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Click properties if you want to title your questionClick properties if you want to title your question

Note that this step is optional, but recommended if you are going to ask more than one
question in this quiz.

Click the Metadata tabClick the Metadata tab
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Enter a titleEnter a title

Click CloseClick Close
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Click SaveClick Save

Your titled questions will look like the questions below.
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Repeat the process if you want to add more essay questionsRepeat the process if you want to add more essay questions

Click Done Editing when you've completed creating your quizClick Done Editing when you've completed creating your quiz

Grade the essay and add feedbackGrade the essay and add feedback
After your students have completed the quiz, you can grade their essays and offer them
feedback following the steps below.
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Select the Gradebook from the Home PageSelect the Gradebook from the Home Page

Click the paper icon to open a Grading Dialog Box and grade a quizClick the paper icon to open a Grading Dialog Box and grade a quiz

Read and evaluateRead and evaluate

Use the scroll bar on the right to navigate down through the responses.
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Enter scores in the appropriate boxesEnter scores in the appropriate boxes

Note that you can use fractions for the scores in these boxes.
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To add feedback, Click "Add Notes" next to "Feedback" to open up aTo add feedback, Click "Add Notes" next to "Feedback" to open up a
Feedback Dialog BoxFeedback Dialog Box

Add FeedbackAdd Feedback

You can add feedback to multiple questions by using the numbering or bulleting feature in the
toolbar at the top of the dialog box.
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Click Submit Score when you've completed grading the assignmentClick Submit Score when you've completed grading the assignment

If you need to regrade the assignment, click on the student's score in the gradebook. That will
open the grading dialog box again so you can make changes.
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How can I move a quiz from one course intoHow can I move a quiz from one course into
another course?another course?

If you want to move a quiz from one LaunchPad course to another -- either from one title to
another or within the same title -- follow the instructions below.

Open the LaunchPad course that contains the quiz you wouldOpen the LaunchPad course that contains the quiz you would
like to move.like to move.

Click on the title of the quiz that you would like to move.Click on the title of the quiz that you would like to move.
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Click on PrintClick on Print

Click on PrintClick on Print
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Make sure a PDF file will be created and click OKMake sure a PDF file will be created and click OK

Save the pdf using a filename of your choiceSave the pdf using a filename of your choice
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Your system may have different save options, please continueYour system may have different save options, please continue
and save the pdf fileand save the pdf file

Open the pdf fileOpen the pdf file
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Highlight and copy the questionsHighlight and copy the questions

Paste only the text (no formatting) onto a blank word documentPaste only the text (no formatting) onto a blank word document

Make sure that all of the questions conform to the belowMake sure that all of the questions conform to the below
formattingformatting
1. Each question should start with "1" or be successively numbered.

A. If there are choices, the first should start with "A."

B. Each successive choice should start with the next letter and period.

C. Each choice should be on a single line, but it's OK if it is longer than will fit in the text area
and it wraps on it's own.

Use the following instructions from the User guide to create theUse the following instructions from the User guide to create the
quiz in the new LaunchPad coursequiz in the new LaunchPad course
Importing Questions to Create a Quiz
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How can I limit answer sharing?How can I limit answer sharing?

• One way to make answer sharing unlikely is to use question pools from which
questions will be chosen at random for students. For more information on how to
do this, please refer to this article.

• If you have additional concerns, please follow the instructions below to modify your
quiz settings to make answer sharing unlikely.

Click "Edit"Click "Edit"

Click "Settings"Click "Settings"

Choose one or more of the following options:Choose one or more of the following options:

1. Limit the possible attempts to 1
2. Set a time limit
3. Randomize the question order
4. Randomize the answer order within questions
5. Don't show answers until after the due date has passed
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Click "Save"Click "Save"
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How do I assign Diagnostics?How do I assign Diagnostics?

Diagnostic quiz questions are now available in several LaunchPads including:

• The St. Martin's Guide to Writing, 11e
• LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers
• Everything's an Argument, 7e
• McWhorter, Successful College Writing, 6e
• Ruszkiewicz, How to Write Anything, 3e
• Current Issues and Enduring Questions 11e
• Practical Argument 3e
• The Bedford Guide for College Writers 11e
• LaunchPad Solo for Hacker Handbooks
• LaunchPad Solo for Lunsford Handbooks

Eight Diagnostic testsDiagnostic tests are available to help instructors identify potential problem areas in
each student's study of reading and writing. Each of the four topics: Sentence Grammar;
Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills; and Reading Strategies features a pre-
and post-test to assess each student's improvement over time.

Click AssignClick Assign
You should see DiagnosticsDiagnostics listed in your Resources on the main page of your LaunchPad. From
here you can:

Assign all Diagnostics at onceAssign all Diagnostics at once

If you'd like to assign all eight tests as a unit, hover your cursor over DiagnosticsDiagnostics, then click
AssignAssign.
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Assign one Diagnostic at a time:Assign one Diagnostic at a time:

Expand the cluster to select the DiagnosticDiagnostic you'd like to assign. Hover your cursor over the title,
then click AssignAssign.

Manage AssignmentManage Assignment
Set a due date for your assignment, then click AssignAssign.
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How do I view Diagnostic reports?How do I view Diagnostic reports?

There are four types of Diagnostic reports. ClassClass and RosterRoster reports appear in both the Pre-
and Post-Test Diagnostics. ClassClass and Roster Comparison ReportsRoster Comparison Reports are available only in the
Post-Test Diagnostic. You can View QuestionsView Questions in both Pre- and Post-Test Diagnostics. See
below for more details.

For more information on assigning Diagnostics, please view the help article How do I assign
Diagnostics?.

Click the down-arrow to view available DiagnosticsClick the down-arrow to view available Diagnostics
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Choose the DiagnosticChoose the Diagnostic

Diagnostic Report pageDiagnostic Report page
Note that the example below shows a Diagnostic Post-Test page and, thus, displays all four
report types. You will not see Class Comparison Reports when you view the Diagnostic Pre-Test.

Once your students have completed the DiagnosticsDiagnostics that you assigned, you will be able to view
the following reports:

• a Class Report:Class Report: to see reports showing students' scores per topic;
• a Roster Report:Roster Report: to see individual students' performance reports;
• a Class Comparison ReportClass Comparison Report: to compare individual students scores per topic on the pre-

test and post-test;
• a Roster Comparison ReportRoster Comparison Report: to compare all students' scores on the pre-test and post-

test;
• the Diagnostic questionsDiagnostic questions: to preview the questions and their relevant topics.
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Class ReportClass Report

The Class ReportClass Report report shows your class's performance overall and per topic. Expressed as a
percentage, the bar indicates how many questions students answered correctly compared to all
the questions on that topic. You can use this report to manage class time—spending more time
on topics your students are finding more challenging.

Use the dropdowns to sort and to see an individual student's performance report.
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Roster ReportRoster Report

The Roster ReportRoster Report shows your class's performance overall and per topic. Expressed as a
percentage, the bar indicates how many questions students answered correctly compared to all
the questions on that topic.

• Use the dropdowns to review results overall or per topic, and to sort.
• Click on a student's name to view that individual's performance report.

Class Comparison ReportClass Comparison Report

The Class Comparison ReportClass Comparison Report compares your class's performance overall and per topic on the
diagnostic pre- and post-tests. For each topic, the result for the pre-test appears above the
result for the post-test. Students' scores are expressed within the bar as a percentage of
questions answered correctly out of all available questions in the tests. Only students who have
taken both the pre-test and the post-test appear in this report.

Use the dropdowns to sort and to see an individual student's performance report. Reordering
of scores will be determined using post-test scores.
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Roster Comparison ReportRoster Comparison Report

The Roster Comparison ReportRoster Comparison Report compares overall and per-topic results on the diagnostic pre-
and post-tests. Students’ pre-test results appear above their post-test results. Students' scores
are expressed within the bar as a percentage of questions answered correctly out of all
available questions in the tests. Only students that have taken both the pre-test and post-test
appear in this report.

Use the dropdowns to review results overall and per topic, and to reorder scores. Reordering of
scores will be determined using post-test scores.
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List of QuestionsList of Questions

List of QuestionsList of Questions allows you to preview the DiagnosticsDiagnostics questions and their relevant topics.
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Scores in GradebookScores in Gradebook
Go to the Gradebook and click on the Diagnostic assignment for more information on
Frequency of ScoresFrequency of Scores, NumbersNumbers (students, score, mean, etc.) SubmissionsSubmissions, and the breakdown of
the QuestionsQuestions for DifficultyDifficulty and DiscriminationDiscrimination. For more information on reading any of these
reports, please see the Gradebook tutorial.
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How do I use the Equation Editor? (Math andHow do I use the Equation Editor? (Math and
Stats)Stats)
For some questions in quizzes and homework, an Equation Editor will pop-up for you to enter
your answer. You will see this option anytime the input expected is not a common keyboard
entry string.

Place your cursor in the entry box by clicking the equation entryPlace your cursor in the entry box by clicking the equation entry
boxbox

• Enter your answer as an expression (no = sign). Use the symbol and formatting options
as appropriate.

• Choose Submit from the bottom right corner.

Example 1: Entering “twelve-thirteenths” in the Equation EditorExample 1: Entering “twelve-thirteenths” in the Equation Editor

From the menu on the left, choose the highlighted top option to create a numerator and
denominator. Then place your cursor in the numerator to type 12, and tab or move your cursor
to the denominator to type 13. Then select SubmitSubmit from the lower right.
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Example 2: Entering both a super-script and a sub-script on a symbolExample 2: Entering both a super-script and a sub-script on a symbol

All of the highlighted menus in the image below were used to write the formula shown. From
the quick-pick options on the left, the fractional form and exponent were used. At the upper
left the menu option to display a symbol with both a super-script and sub script was chosen.
From the statistical symbols menu on the upper right, sigma was chosen.

The Equation Editor menus across the top allow all of the followingThe Equation Editor menus across the top allow all of the following
symbols:symbols:

The options in each of the drop-down menus are shown below, with the menu being displayed
highlighted in red.

In the first menu the object highlighted is the one chosen in Example 2 to display sigma with
both a super-script and a sub-script.
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Why are parentheses in the Equation EditorWhy are parentheses in the Equation Editor
sometimes red?sometimes red?
When you are using the Equation Editor to submit your answers, the system tries to give clues
when something is wrong. Note the parentheses below are not at the same level, and so
remain red. (NOTE THE REDRED PARENTHESES)

When the system detects parentheses that are closed, then they are shown in black. It is an
indication that the input is viewed by the system as acceptable. (NOTE THE BLACKBLACK
PARENTHESES)

Examples of how the system will evaluate the input with balanced and unbalanced
parentheses:
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Can I make changes to the content of anCan I make changes to the content of an
assessment after students have begun takingassessment after students have begun taking
it?it?
No. Once you make changes LaunchPad does not go back and regrade the assignment.does not go back and regrade the assignment. Thus,
there will be inconsistent grading if changes are made to any of the below settings.

Assignment or Assign Due Date tabAssignment or Assign Due Date tab:: the only settings that can be changed without impacting
grading is the due date. Changing anything else will cause inconsistent grading.

Settings tabSettings tab:: inconsistent grading will occur if changes are made to "number of attempts" or
"scored attempts." You can make changes to any other settings without impacting grading.
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Questions tabQuestions tab:: Any change here will impact grading. Do not make changes to questions once
students have begun the assignment.

Search Questions tabSearch Questions tab:: Any change here will impact grading. Do not make changes to questions
once students have begun the assignment.
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Review and Modify tabReview and Modify tab:: Any change here will impact grading. Do not make changes to
questions once students have begun the assignment.
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Assign, edit and manage:Assign, edit and manage:
Homework (beta, Math andHomework (beta, Math and
Stats titles only)Stats titles only)
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Introduction to Homework AssignmentsIntroduction to Homework Assignments

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

What are Homework activities?What are Homework activities?
Homework is an assignment primarily designed to reinforce knowledge provided in lecture,
reading, or other activities. Homework is generally graded and often incorporates some level of
support to help students arrive at the correct answer or understand where they need help. For
example, homework may link to the ebook, tutorials, or answer-specific feedback.

Typical Uses

• Student self-check or practice problems
• Reading verification
• PreLecture, PreLab, or formative assessment

Please click the following link for an introductory video on creating Homework sets. NOTE:
Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If they don’t hit

"submit" for every question, the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input
the assignment grade in the gradebook. You may want to tell students verbally, as well as
include a statement in the homework activity's directions.

What makes Homework different from Quizzes?What makes Homework different from Quizzes?
Homework activities allow students to submit each question in an assignment independently
from the next. In that way it mirrors the pencil and paper process of doing math homework.
Your student does a problem. She checks it. She tries again if it's not right. And when she's

ready she moves on to the next problem.

The homework activities will remind you of LaunchPad's Quiz feature, but there are several
differences, noted below.

Homework activities allow instructorsinstructors to:

• Assign settings by question. This includes the title visible to students, number of
attempts, weighting points for grading, and review settings;

Homework activities allow studentsstudents to:

• View the question title to know the source of the question (example: Chapter 04, Section
3, Exercise 15);

• Submit each question independently from the next question in the assignment;
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• Review individual question submissions, as permitted by instructor settings, without
completing other questions;

• Try a question again if they got it wrong the first time (or multiple times, depending on
how many chances you give them).

What courses have homework?What courses have homework?
A list of the titles with homework activities can be found on the discipline catalog pages:

• Math (Higher Ed)
• Stats (Higher Ed)

How can I Preview Homework activities as a student?How can I Preview Homework activities as a student?
Once a student has submitted an attempt to a Homework Assignment, you will be unable to
make edits to questions, question settings and overall activity settings for the homework. This
includes when you take the Homework Assignment in "View as Student" mode.

If you want to be able preview a Homework Assignment, and be able to edit the assignmentIf you want to be able preview a Homework Assignment, and be able to edit the assignment
afterwards, you will need to create a special branch of your course to be used solely forafterwards, you will need to create a special branch of your course to be used solely for
previewing homework assignments.previewing homework assignments. Please follow the instructions in this article to see how to
do this. Otherwise, remember to make edits to all of the questions and settings before
students begin the activity and avoid previewing the activity in "View as Student" mode.

Previewing vs. editing questionsPreviewing vs. editing questions
You should always use the "Preview" button to preview a question and NOT the "Edit" button.
Choosing "Edit" tells LaunchPad that you do not want this question replaced by a publisher

provider update, should one occur. This will happen even if you don't actually alter the
question in any way.

For more information on how to preview a question, please refer to this article.

For more information on how to edit a question, please refer to this article.
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Homework Assignment Requirements and BestHomework Assignment Requirements and Best
PracticesPractices
Browser notes:Browser notes:
Be sure flash is activated in your browserBe sure flash is activated in your browser.

• To activate flash in Chrome, please refer to Enable for Chrome.
• To activate flash in Firefox, please refer to Enable for Firefox.
• To activate flash in Internet Explorer, please refer to Enable for Internet Explorer.

If your students work in two tabs at once they may receive incorrect grading of theirIf your students work in two tabs at once they may receive incorrect grading of their
assignments.assignments.

Settings notes:Settings notes:
• Within a course, once a student has submitted an attempt to a Homework Assignment,

you will be unable to make edits to questions, question settings and overall activity
settings for the homework. This includes when you take the Homework Assignment in
"View as Student" mode. For this reason, we are recommending a three-course
approach as outlined in this articlethis article.

• For more information on creating a new course, please refer to this article.
• For more information on creating course sections that are connected to a parent/

master, please refer to this article.
• Be sure to make any course additions or edits you want to flow to subsequent branches

or copies of your course in the parent/master course.
• CAUTIONCAUTION: Do not edit settings for points or attempts in a Parent course while students

are making submissions in a branch course. To do so will cause grading irregularities for
students and will require manual grading.

• It is also a best practice to copy the parent/master course (and not the branch) for use in
subsequent semesters. A copy of a parent/master course can be edited prior to the
next semester. Copying a branch would also copy edit restrictions.

What to do if you're receiving a "Needs to be manually graded"What to do if you're receiving a "Needs to be manually graded"
message for your Homework assignment in the gradebookmessage for your Homework assignment in the gradebook
During the fall, you may have experienced an issue where, if a student didn't completely answer
all the questions in their homework assignment, then the entire assignment appeared in your
gradebook as "needs to be manually graded." Originally, this was designed to allow you to
decide how to handle incomplete assignments, but we recognize that this isn't an acceptable
path when you have a large number of students in your classes. As a result, we want to offerAs a result, we want to offer
the following suggestion for making this process more efficient for you:the following suggestion for making this process more efficient for you:

• Once the due date for your assignment has passed, please contact tech support and
give them your course ID and assignment names that are affected.
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• The agents will escalate your request to our Customer Care group, who will go into the
system and initiate an auto-grade of all submissions. Customer Care is NOT going to be
manually entering grades, but rather using technology to auto-grade the incomplete
submissions through the system.

Some questions that you may have, with answers:Some questions that you may have, with answers:

1.1. Should I call after every assignment, or can you put me on a 'watch list' of sorts to do thisShould I call after every assignment, or can you put me on a 'watch list' of sorts to do this
weekly?weekly?

ANSWER: After we do this once, we will contact you to ask if you want us to do this in the future.
It will be your choice if you want to be on a 'watch list' or not.

2.2. How long does it take for the grades to appear?How long does it take for the grades to appear?

ANSWER: Depending on the volume of requests, we anticipate 2-5 business days.

3.3. How do I know this worked?How do I know this worked?

ANSWER: The submissions which previously had the "manual grading needed" icon will now
have grades.

4.4. How will this effect multi-part questions where students have answered for some but not allHow will this effect multi-part questions where students have answered for some but not all
parts?parts?

ANSWER: It will treat the full question as zero.

To avoid this problem, try the following:To avoid this problem, try the following:
• Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every questionstudents submit answers to every question. If they don't

know the answer to a certain question they still should hit "submit." If they don’t hit
"submit" for every question, the questions won’t auto-score (see below), and you’ll have
to manually input the assignment grade in the gradebook. You may want to tell
students verbally, as well as include a statement in the homework activity's directions.

• If your students fail to submit answers to every questions, please follow the instructions
below so you don't have to manually input the assignment grades in the gradebook.
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• Note that opting to use the "Zero score for unsubmitted assignments after due date has
passed" option available in the Gradebook Preferences in the Instructor Console WILLWILL
NOTNOT mean your students' assignments will be recorded if they fail to hit "Submit" on
certain questions. Zero for unsubmitted functionality only gives a zero for an entireZero for unsubmitted functionality only gives a zero for an entire
assignment that your students might fail to submit, but not to individual questionsassignment that your students might fail to submit, but not to individual questions
within a Homework assignment.within a Homework assignment.

• Please refer your students to this article for information on submitting Homework for
grading.
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How do I create a Homework activity?How do I create a Homework activity?

NOTE:NOTE: Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If theyMake sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If they
don’t, the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input the assignmentdon’t, the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input the assignment
grade in the gradebook. You may want to tell students verbally, as well as include agrade in the gradebook. You may want to tell students verbally, as well as include a
statement in the homework activity's directions.statement in the homework activity's directions. Also note that if your students work in twoAlso note that if your students work in two
tabs at once they may receive incorrect grading of their assignments.tabs at once they may receive incorrect grading of their assignments.

Be sure flash is activated in your browserBe sure flash is activated in your browser.

• To activate flash in Chrome, please refer to Enable for Chrome.
• To activate flash in Firefox, please refer to Enable for Firefox.
• To activate flash in Internet Explorer, please refer to Enable for Internet Explorer.

From the home page, click "+ Add New"From the home page, click "+ Add New"
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Click Homework from the Add a new assignment screenClick Homework from the Add a new assignment screen

Click the basic info tab to edit the assignment title, subtitle andClick the basic info tab to edit the assignment title, subtitle and
instructions from the Basic Info screen.instructions from the Basic Info screen.

Once you've made changes, click Save.
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Click the Assignment tab to change the due date and time, graceClick the Assignment tab to change the due date and time, grace
period settings, and gradebook settings.period settings, and gradebook settings.

If you make changes, click Assign.

Click the Settings screen to edit the number of attempts, set a timeClick the Settings screen to edit the number of attempts, set a time
limit, control question delivery for ALL questions.limit, control question delivery for ALL questions.

You can also allow or disallow students to save and continue their work, and choose to
scramble the order of questions and/or answer choices. If you make changes, click Save when
you're done.

It's important to note that you can change the settings in Homework for each question or forIt's important to note that you can change the settings in Homework for each question or for
groups of questions.groups of questions.

• For more details on applying settings for an entire Homework activity, please refer toFor more details on applying settings for an entire Homework activity, please refer to
this articlethis article..

• For more details on applying settings for individual questions, please refer toFor more details on applying settings for individual questions, please refer to this articlethis article..
• For more details on applying settings for groups of questions, please refer toFor more details on applying settings for groups of questions, please refer to this articlethis article..
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Click the Questions tab to add questions to your HomeworkClick the Questions tab to add questions to your Homework
assignment.assignment.

• For detailed instructions on how to add a question from a question bank, please refer toFor detailed instructions on how to add a question from a question bank, please refer to
this articlethis article..

• For more information on how to create your own questions, please refer toFor more information on how to create your own questions, please refer to this articlethis article..
• For more information on how to edit a question, please refer toFor more information on how to edit a question, please refer to this articlethis article..

Click "Home" to return to the Home pageClick "Home" to return to the Home page
Once the Homework activity is created, you can return to the home page, assign the
Homework, or make additional edits.
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NOTE:NOTE: Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If they don’t,Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If they don’t,
the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input the assignment grade in thethe questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input the assignment grade in the
gradebook.gradebook.
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How to create Homework sets and chooseHow to create Homework sets and choose
settings (VIDEO)settings (VIDEO)

NOTE:NOTE: Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If theyMake sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If they
don’t, the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input the assignmentdon’t, the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll have to manually input the assignment
grade in the gradebook. You may want to tell students verbally, as well as include agrade in the gradebook. You may want to tell students verbally, as well as include a
statement in the homework activity's directions.statement in the homework activity's directions. Also note that if your students work in twoAlso note that if your students work in two
tabs at once they may receive incorrect grading of their assignments.tabs at once they may receive incorrect grading of their assignments.

Be sure flash is activated in your browserBe sure flash is activated in your browser.

• To activate flash in Chrome, please refer to Enable for Chrome.
• To activate flash in Firefox, please refer to Enable for Firefox.
• To activate flash in Internet Explorer, please refer to Enable for Internet Explorer.

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.
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How do I add questions to a HomeworkHow do I add questions to a Homework
activity?activity?

You can add questions to Homework activities following the same steps you use to add
questions to your quizzes. For more information, please see steps 6-9 in Adding a New
Quiz to a LaunchPad Unit.

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.
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How do I edit a Homework activity question?How do I edit a Homework activity question?

This article will show you how to edit Homework Activity questions. If you want information
on how to edit question settings, please review the help article How do I apply settings for
an entire Homework activity?

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

Click "Edit" from the Home PageClick "Edit" from the Home Page

Click "Questions" to access the Question EditorClick "Questions" to access the Question Editor
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Click "Edit" on the individual question in the assessment youClick "Edit" on the individual question in the assessment you
wish to modifywish to modify

Edit the questionEdit the question
From the "Question Editor" you can edit the question. Please remember to click "Save" when
you're finished making your edits.
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Click "Done Editing"Click "Done Editing"
Doing this will return you to the Activity Information page. From here you can 1) Return to the
home page; 2) Return to the Question Banks by clicking "Edit Questions;" or 3) Choose to edit a
single question by clicking "Edit."

WARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overallWARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overall
activity settings in a Homework activity cannot be made after aactivity settings in a Homework activity cannot be made after a
student has submitted an attemptstudent has submitted an attempt
Once a student has submitted an attempt to a homework activity, you will be unable to make
edits to questions, question settings and overall activity settings for the homework activity. This
includes when you take the homework activity in "View as Student" mode. Please remember to
make edits to all of the questions and settings before students begin the activity.
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How do I apply settings for an entire HomeworkHow do I apply settings for an entire Homework
activity?activity?

Time limit, number of attempts, and review settings can be set in three ways:

• In this article you will learn how to edit these settings for an entire HomeworkIn this article you will learn how to edit these settings for an entire Homework
activity.activity.

• For information on how to edit questions settings on a question by question basis,For information on how to edit questions settings on a question by question basis,
please readplease read this articlethis article..

• For more information on how to edit question settings for a group of questions,For more information on how to edit question settings for a group of questions,
please readplease read this articlethis article..

We recommend that you first set a general base value here for all the questions in your
assessment and then change each individual question setting at the question level as
necessary.

Note: The steps in this article will help you edit question settings, not the question itself. For
help editing a question please view this article.

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

Click "Edit" from the Home PageClick "Edit" from the Home Page
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Click "Settings" to navigate to the Edit Settings pageClick "Settings" to navigate to the Edit Settings page

You can also access Settings from the Instructor view page.

Apply settings for the entire assessmentApply settings for the entire assessment
The settings indicated with an arrow below can be applied on a question-by-question basis, but
we recommend that you first set a general base value here for all the questions in yourwe recommend that you first set a general base value here for all the questions in your
assessment and then change each individual question setting at the question level asassessment and then change each individual question setting at the question level as
necessarynecessary.

Each of the settings listed below can be modified for the entire assessment or on a question-by-Each of the settings listed below can be modified for the entire assessment or on a question-by-
question basisquestion basis:

• The number of attempts per question
• Which attempt submitted by student will report to gradebook as part of final score
• Time limit to answer each question*
• Feedback review settings: when should responses, feedback and correct answers appear

to students after s/he has submitted answer:
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• Allow or disallow students to save and continue their work Choose to scramble the
order of questions and/or answer choices

*Note: if you set a time limit and select "Allow save and continue", the quiz timer will pause
when students save their work. When they return, the timer will resume.

The following settings can only be applied to an entire activityThe following settings can only be applied to an entire activity:

• Allowing students to save and continue work
• Allowing randomization of answer options ordering within questions

Note: For each activity, you can apply these settings for an entire class or a specific group of
students.

Edit settingsEdit settings
Click "Save""Save" when you're finished editing your settings. The red boxes below show changes we
made for this quiz.
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WARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overallWARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overall
activity settings in a Homework activity can not be made after aactivity settings in a Homework activity can not be made after a
student has submitted an attempt.student has submitted an attempt.
Once a student has submitted an attempt to a homework activity, you will be unable to make
edits to questions, question settings and overall activity settings for the homework activity. This
includes when you take the homework activity in "View as Student" mode. Please remember to
make edits to all of the questions and settings before students begin the activity.
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How do I reorder Homework activity questions?How do I reorder Homework activity questions?

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

Click EditClick Edit

Click the Question Tab to open the Question EditorClick the Question Tab to open the Question Editor

There are two ways to reorder questions in a Homework Activity:

• Option A: Move a question directly to the top or bottom of your list;
• Option B: Drag and drop your question to a new location.

From activity information page, click Edit Questions.Edit Questions. This will take you to the Assessment
Editting page.

Option A:Option A: Move a question directly to the top or bottom of yourMove a question directly to the top or bottom of your
listlist
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Hover over the "Move" option of the question you want to reorderHover over the "Move" option of the question you want to reorder

NOTE: The "Move" option won't appear until you hover the mouse.

Click "Move", and choose "Top" or "Bottom" to reorder the questionClick "Move", and choose "Top" or "Bottom" to reorder the question

Option B:Option B: Drag and drop your question to a new locationDrag and drop your question to a new location
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Hover over the Drag and drop option of the question you want toHover over the Drag and drop option of the question you want to
reorder.reorder.

NOTE: The drag and drop option won't display until you hover the mouse.

Click and hold to drag the question up or downClick and hold to drag the question up or down
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When positioned, release the cursor to drop the question into its newWhen positioned, release the cursor to drop the question into its new
positionposition
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How do I apply question-by-question settingsHow do I apply question-by-question settings
for a Homework activity?for a Homework activity?

Time limit, number of attempts, and review settings can be edited in three ways:

• In this article you will learn how to edit these settings for individual questions.In this article you will learn how to edit these settings for individual questions.
• For information on how to edit questions settings for an entire assessment, pleaseFor information on how to edit questions settings for an entire assessment, please

readread this articlethis article..
• For more information on how to edit question settings for a group of questions,For more information on how to edit question settings for a group of questions,

please readplease read this articlethis article..

We recommend that you first set a general base value here for all the questions in your
assessment and then change each individual question setting at the question level as
necessary.

Note: The steps in this article will help you edit question settings, not the question itself. For
help editing a question please view this article.

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

Click to open the Homework ActivityClick to open the Homework Activity
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Click the check box next to the question you want to editClick the check box next to the question you want to edit

Click "Edit question settings"Click "Edit question settings"
Note: Do not click "Edit" next to the question or "Edit questions" (outlined in black, below).
These options are there if you want to edit the TEXT of the question and NOT the question
settings.
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Edit the settings from the "Edit Question Settings" screenEdit the settings from the "Edit Question Settings" screen
You can change the following settings on a question by question basis:

• Points possible;
• Number of attempts per question;
• Which attempt submitted by a student will report to the gradebook as part of his/her

final score;
• Time limit to answer each question;
• Feedback review settings.

In this example, we changed points possible to 15.

Be sure to click "Save""Save" when you're done editing the settings.

• From the activity information page you can now see the updated question settings In
this example, 15 points is now the value for question 2.

• The settings for all the other questions remain the same.
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WARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overallWARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overall
activity settings in a Homework activity cannot be made after aactivity settings in a Homework activity cannot be made after a
student has submitted an attemptstudent has submitted an attempt
Once a student has submitted an attempt to a homework activity, you will be unable to make
edits to questions, question settings and overall activity settings for the homework activity. This
includes when you take the homework activity in "View as Student" mode. Please remember to
make edits to all of the questions and settings before students begin the activity.
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How do I apply settings for a group ofHow do I apply settings for a group of
questions in a Homework activity?questions in a Homework activity?

Time limit, number of attempts, and review settings can be edited in three ways:

• In this article you will learn how to edit these settings for a group of questions.In this article you will learn how to edit these settings for a group of questions.
• For information on how to edit questions settings for an entire assessment, pleaseFor information on how to edit questions settings for an entire assessment, please

readread this articlethis article..
• For more information on how to edit question settings for individual questions,For more information on how to edit question settings for individual questions,

please readplease read this articlethis article..

We recommend that you first set a general base value here for all the questions in your
assessment and then change each individual question setting at the question level as
necessary.

Note: The steps in this article will help you edit question settings, not the question itself. For
help editing a question please view this article.

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

Click to open the Homework ActivityClick to open the Homework Activity
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Click the check box next to multiple questions that you want toClick the check box next to multiple questions that you want to
editedit

Click "Edit question settings"Click "Edit question settings"
Note: Do not click "Edit" next to the question or "Edit questions" (outlined in black, below).
These options are there if you want to edit the TEXT of the question and NOT the question
settings.
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Edit the settings from the "Edit Question Settings" screenEdit the settings from the "Edit Question Settings" screen
You can change the following settings for a group of questions:

• Points possible;
• Number of attempts per question;
• Which attempt submitted by a student will report to the gradebook as part of his/her

final score;
• Time limit to answer each question;
• Feedback review settings.

In this example, we changed points possible to 15.

Note:

• If a setting option does match for all selected questions, then that field will be populated
and you will be able to edit the setting.

• If a setting option does not match for all selected questions, then that field will be
grayed out and you will be unable to edit the setting.

Be sure to click "SaveSave" when you're done editing the settings.
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• From the activity information page you can now see the updated question settings.
• The settings for all the other questions remain the same.
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WARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overallWARNING: Edits to the questions, question settings or overall
activity settings in a Homework activity can not be made after aactivity settings in a Homework activity can not be made after a
student has submitted an attempt.student has submitted an attempt.
Once a student has submitted an attempt to a homework activity, you will be unable to make
edits to questions, question settings and overall activity settings for the homework activity. This
includes when you take the homework activity in "View as Student" mode. Please remember to
make edits to all of the questions and settings before students begin the activity.
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How do I assign a Homework activity?How do I assign a Homework activity?

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

This article will show you how to assign your homework activity after you've created it.

You have two options for assigning a Homework activity:

Option 1: Assign the Homework activity from the Table of Contents

Option 2: Assign the Homework activity from the Activity Information Page.

• For more information on how to create a Homework activity, please read this article.
• To learn more about how to choose questions from the Question Picker to add to

your activity, please read this article.
• To learn more about adding your own questions to a Homework activity, please read

this article.
• NOTE:NOTE: Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If

they don’t hit submit for every question, the questions won’t auto-score, and you’ll
have to manually input the assignment grade in the gradebook. You may want to tell
students verbally, as well as include a statement in the homework activity's
directions..
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Option 1:Option 1: Assign the Homework activity from the Table ofAssign the Homework activity from the Table of
ContentsContents

From the LaunchPad home page, click "Assign" to Open the "ManageFrom the LaunchPad home page, click "Assign" to Open the "Manage
Assignment" screenAssignment" screen

From the Manage Assignment screen you can set the following assignment information:

1. Due date using the calendar widget OR you can use the"Enter Date" and "Enter
Time" text fields to enter information these manually;

2. Visibility to students.
3. Activity point value;
4. Gradebook category;

From this screen, you can also:

• Edit the content item and/or more settings
• Move or copy the content item
• Remove the content item
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Click on the calendar widget to assign a due date:Click on the calendar widget to assign a due date:

When you click on a due date the "Enter Date" text field will automatically populate.

The "Enter Time" text field will automatically default to 11:59 PM.
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Choose a gradebook point valueChoose a gradebook point value

Click the Due Time text field to access the Time widgetClick the Due Time text field to access the Time widget

From here you can either navigate to the time in the widget or enter the due date time
manually.
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Choose your gradebook categoryChoose your gradebook category

You can also create a new category by selecting Create New CategoryCreate New Category from the dropdown list.

Type in a new category name and click Add.Add. The new category will automatically become the
gradebook category for that assignment.

Click "Assign"Click "Assign"

Once you're done editing the assignment options, click Assign.
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On the LaunchPad homepage, the due date will now display next to the Homework activity.

Option 2:Option 2: Assign the Homework activity from the ActivityAssign the Homework activity from the Activity
Information Page.Information Page.

Click on the Homework activity from the Home PageClick on the Homework activity from the Home Page

Doing this will take you to the Activity Information Page.
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Click the "Assign"buttonClick the "Assign"button

From the Assignment Page screen you can set the following assignment information:

1. Due date using the calendar widget OR you can use the"Enter Date" and "Enter
Time" text fields to enter information these manually;

2. Grace Period;
3. Email reminder (Click to activate and add message);
4. Point value;
5. Gradebook category;
6. Extra credit;
7. Calculation Type;
8. Hide grade until due date has passed option.

Note: For each activity, you can choose to apply these settings for an entire class or a specific
group of students.
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Click "Assign"Click "Assign"

Once you're done editing the assignment options, click Assign.

• From the assignment tab you will receive a confirmation that your assignment settings
have been saved.

• The "Assign" button will change to an inactive "Save Changes" button.
• An "Unassign" button will also appear.
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How do I add my own questions to aHow do I add my own questions to a
Homework activity?Homework activity?
You can add your own questions to Homework activities following the same steps you use to
create your own questions for your quizzes. For more information, please see steps 5-8 in the
help article How to enter your own questions into a quiz.
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How do I preview a Homework activityHow do I preview a Homework activity
question?question?

Warning about previewing questions: You should always use the "Preview" button (as
described in the article below) to preview a question and NOT the "Edit" button. Choosing
"Edit" tells LaunchPad that you do not want this question replaced by a publisher provider
update, should one occur. This will happen even if you don't actually alter the question in
any way.

This article will describe how to preview a question both 1) afterafter you've created a
Homework Assignment and 2) duringduring the Homework Assignment creation process.

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

1) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION AFTER YOU'VE CREATED A1) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION AFTER YOU'VE CREATED A
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTHOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT

Click on the Homework AssignmentClick on the Homework Assignment

Hover the mouse over the question and choose "Preview"Hover the mouse over the question and choose "Preview"

Note that you won't see the "Preview" option until you hover your mouse over the question
you're trying to preview.
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Preview the questionPreview the question

A box will appear showing you to see the full question. Once again, only click "Edit" if you
intend to change the question.

2) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION DURING THE HOMEWORK2) HOW TO PREVIEW A QUESTION DURING THE HOMEWORK
ASSIGNMENT CREATION PROCESSASSIGNMENT CREATION PROCESS

Create a Homework ActivityCreate a Homework Activity

For more information on how to create a Homework Assignment, please review this article.

Click on the question tabClick on the question tab
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Choose "Preview"Choose "Preview"

Preview the questionPreview the question

A box will appear showing you to see the full question. Once again, only click "Edit" if you
intend to modify the question.
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How can I manually grade HomeworkHow can I manually grade Homework
Assignments?Assignments?

Make sure to require that your students submit answers to every question. If they don't
know the answer to a certain question they still should hit "submit." You may want to tell
students verbally, as well as include a statement in the homework activity's directions. If
they don’t hit "submit" for every question, the questions won’t auto-score. In that case you
will have two choices:

1. You’ll have to manually input the assignment grade in the gradebook for that
student. See below for instructions on how to do that.

2. Contact tech support and they will grade the assignment for you.

Click on "Gradebook" from the homepageClick on "Gradebook" from the homepage
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Click the paper icon that indicates an assignment needs manualClick the paper icon that indicates an assignment needs manual
gradinggrading

Enter point totalEnter point total

Note that you can also enter individual point values for each problem, if needed.
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If, however, your student failed to hit "Submit" on a particular question then that option will not
be available and you must enter the grade, as above.
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How do I change the tolerance for numericHow do I change the tolerance for numeric
answers?answers?
This article is for questions that were authored using the Advanced Editor. To determine if the
question you are working with was authored with the Advanced Editor, choose to “Edit
Questions.” If in the line just below the title of the question, you see “Advanced” then the
following directions apply.

By default, tolerance is not the same for each question since the nature of each question isBy default, tolerance is not the same for each question since the nature of each question is
different, but it is set up within each question where appropriate.different, but it is set up within each question where appropriate.

TO CONTROL TOLERANCE WITHIN EACH QUESTION:TO CONTROL TOLERANCE WITHIN EACH QUESTION:

Click “Edit”Click “Edit”
When the question editor screen is open, numerical answer blanks will be indicated with a hash
sign “#”
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Double click on the hashtag sign of the answer blank where youDouble click on the hashtag sign of the answer blank where you
would like to change the tolerance.would like to change the tolerance.
A “Numeric Response Editor” screen will open.

• Note: each answer blank can have a separate tolerance (so in the example, all four
answer blanks could have different tolerances).
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Click on the pencil icon to edit the toleranceClick on the pencil icon to edit the tolerance

Type into the Tolerance field to change the toleranceType into the Tolerance field to change the tolerance

• The current tolerance setting of this answer blank is “0” which means only answers
equivalent to 0.75 will be accepted. If the instructor would like to accept a range of 0.73 -
- 0.77 for example, then the tolerance should be edited to 0.02, then the “Weight” will
need to be changed to “1”,

• Click Save next to the Tolerance, and then Click “Save” at the bottom of the Numeric
Response Editor to exit the editor.

• Note: the “WeightWeight” field signifies how much weight the particular answer blank will be
worth--you can have it weighted more than 1 if you choose to. By default, all answer
blanks are weighted as “1” but when you change the tolerance or the correct answer you
need to re-specify the weight of that particular answer blank.
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How can I review Homework activities as aHow can I review Homework activities as a
student?student?

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.

Once a student has submitted an attempt to a Homework Assignment, you will be unable to
make edits to questions, question settings and overall activity settings for the homework. This
includes when you take the Homework Assignment in "View as Student" mode.

If you want to be able preview a Homework Assignment, you will need to create a specialIf you want to be able preview a Homework Assignment, you will need to create a special
branch of your course to be used solely for previewing homework assignments.branch of your course to be used solely for previewing homework assignments. Please follow
the instructions below to see how to do this. Otherwise, remember to make edits to all of the
questions and settings before students begin the activity and avoid previewing the activity in
"View as Student" mode.

Create a course, and label it Parent or MasterCreate a course, and label it Parent or Master
The goal of the Parent course is to create a pristine copy of the course that you can use to
create new courses without restriction. Student activity should be confined to branches (copies)
of the Parent course.

For more information on how to create a course, please refer to this article.
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Build the desired Homework Assignments.Build the desired Homework Assignments.
For more information on creating Homework Assignments, please refer to this article.

Branch the course for review purposesBranch the course for review purposes
To review a Homework Assignment as a student, branch the course for review purposes. After
you review the homework assignments in the review branch, change any settings, add andchange any settings, add and
delete questionsdelete questions in the Parent coursein the Parent course.

For more information on how to branch a course, please refer to this article.

Branch the course for student enrollmentBranch the course for student enrollment
When the semester begins, activate the branch you created for student enrollment. For more
information on how to activate a course, please refer to this article.
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How to view student work and submissionsHow to view student work and submissions
(VIDEO)(VIDEO)

We highly recommend you reviewWe highly recommend you review Homework Assignment Requirements and Best PracticesHomework Assignment Requirements and Best Practices
before beginning to create Homework Assignments.before beginning to create Homework Assignments.
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Assign, edit and manage: VideoAssign, edit and manage: Video
AssignmentsAssignments
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What is a Video Assignment?What is a Video Assignment?

1. Instructor Submitted Video Assignments allow you to load a video that your
students must comment on and possibly score.

2. Student Submitted Video Assignments require students to upload a video. You
can further require them to comment on their own videos and those of their
classmates.

3. You can add a rubric to any video assignment, allowing for detailed qualitative
assessment.

Please refer to our other articles to learn more about video assignments, commenting and
rubrics.
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Tips and TroubleshootingTips and Troubleshooting
Can I use a different rubric from the one my students areCan I use a different rubric from the one my students are
using?using?
No. Â You cannot have two rubrics for one assignment.

What is the size limit for videos?What is the size limit for videos?
The individual file size limitindividual file size limit for a video is 600mb600mb. There are nono limits on the number of file
uploads you make, nor on your total storage.

How do I compress my video if it's too large to load into a VideoHow do I compress my video if it's too large to load into a Video
Assignment?Assignment?
For more information on video compression, please refer to this article.
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How do I create an instructor submitted VideoHow do I create an instructor submitted Video
Assignment?Assignment?
Click "Add New" from the home page to add a new assignmentClick "Add New" from the home page to add a new assignment

Click "Video Assignment"Click "Video Assignment"

Click the Basic Info tabClick the Basic Info tab
You can add a TitleTitle, SubtitleSubtitle and DirectionsDirections here. Remember to click "Save" when you're done.
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If you forget to click Save you will see the reminder below.

Click the Assignment tabClick the Assignment tab
1. Select a due date;
2. Assign a point value;
3. Select an assignment category; and
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4. Choose a calculation type.

For more information on creating an assignment, please review this article.

Remember to click "Assign" when you're done.

Click the Settings tabClick the Settings tab
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Choose Visibility statusChoose Visibility status

1. Choose "Visible to students" to make the assignment visible;
2. Choose "Hide from students" to hide the assignment. You can go back later and

manually change this to "Visible" when you're ready for your students to see the
assignment;

3. Choose "Hide from students until date" to bring up a calendar so you can select a
date upon which your students will be able to see the assignment. They will not see
it before this date.

Choose Assignment TypeChoose Assignment Type

1. Choose "Private" if you want student submissions to go only to you;
2. Choose "Shared" if you want student submissions to go to both instructors and

peers.

Choose "Instructor"Choose "Instructor"

Selecting "Instructor" here means you will submit the video that your students will review.
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For more information on creating student submitted Video Assignments, please review this
article.

1. Choose whether or not you want students to submit comments. You can also set a
minimum number of comments that they must submit before their assignment will
be considered complete. Note: students can submit MORE than the minimum if they
wish. Students can also leave comments even if the "Add comments" box isn’t
checked.

2. Choose whether or not you want to use a rubric. For more information on adding a
rubric to a Video Assignment, please review this article. Note on using a rubric: you
must "Save" your settings before clicking "Add or edit rubric" so it makes sense to
wait to add your rubric until you're done finalizing your other settings.

Choose who can see student commentsChoose who can see student comments
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Choose who can see instructor commentsChoose who can see instructor comments

Click "Save" to save your settingsClick "Save" to save your settings
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How do I create a student submitted VideoHow do I create a student submitted Video
Assignment?Assignment?
Click "Add New" from the home page to add a new assignmentClick "Add New" from the home page to add a new assignment

Click "Video Assignment"Click "Video Assignment"

Click the Basic Info tabClick the Basic Info tab
You can add a TitleTitle, SubtitleSubtitle and DirectionsDirections here. Remember to click "Save" when you're done.
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If you forget to click Save you will see the reminder below.

Click the Assignment tabClick the Assignment tab
1. Select a due date;
2. Assign a point value;
3. Select an assignment category; and
4. Choose a calculation type.

For more information on creating an assignment, please review this article.
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Remember to click "Assign" when you're done.

Click the Settings TabClick the Settings Tab

Choose Visibility statusChoose Visibility status

1. Choose "Visible to students" to make the assignment visible;
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2. Choose "Hide from students" to hide the assignment. You can go back later and
manually change this to "Visible" when you're ready for your students to see the
assignment;

3. Choose "Hide from students until date" to bring up a calendar so you can select a
date upon which your students will be able to see the assignment. They will not see
it before this date.

Choose Assignment TypeChoose Assignment Type

1. Choose "Private" if you want student submissions to go only to you;
2. Choose "Shared" if you want student submissions to go to both instructors and

peers.

Choose "Students"Choose "Students"

Selecting "Students" here means your students will submit a video for review by just you or by
everyone in the class including you.

For more information on creating instructor submitted Video Assignments, please review this
article.
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For Student uploaded videos choose whether or not:

1. To use peer review groups. For more information on managing peer review groups,
please refer to this article.

2. To require students to add comments to peers' videos;
3. To require students to add comments to their own videos;
4. To use a rubric. "Use Rubric" enables you to add or edit a rubric. For more

information on creating rubrics, please refer to this article. You will also be able to
choose if students use a rubric to score their peers' videos, to score their own videos
or to score both.

• Note about rubricsNote about rubrics: You must "Save" your settings before clicking "Add or edit rubric" so
it makes sense to wait to add your rubric until you're done finalizing your other settings.

• Note about commentsNote about comments: You can set a minimum number of comments that students
must submit before their assignment will be considered complete. Students can submit
MORE than the minimum if they wish. Students can also leave comments even if the
"add comments" box isn’t checked.

Choose who can see student commentsChoose who can see student comments
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Choose who can see instructor commentsChoose who can see instructor comments

Click "Save" to save your settingsClick "Save" to save your settings
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How do I load a video into a Video Assignment?How do I load a video into a Video Assignment?

This article will describe the four ways you can load a video into a Video Assignment. Â For
more information on how to create an instructor submitted Video Assignment, please refer
to this article. Â For more information on how to create a student submitted Video
Assignment please refer to this article.

Edit the assignmentEdit the assignment
To alter the settings for an assignment, from your LaunchPad home page, either click on the
assignment title to open it or hover your cursor over the More OptionsMore Options menu and select EditEdit.

Click "Done Editing" in the upper left hand cornerClick "Done Editing" in the upper left hand corner
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Click "Add File"Click "Add File"

YOU HAVE FOUR OPTIONS FOR UPLOADING YOUR VIDEO FILEYOU HAVE FOUR OPTIONS FOR UPLOADING YOUR VIDEO FILE:

1. Select UploadUpload to upload a video from a file on your computer;
2. Select EmbedEmbed to embed the file using an embed code or URL;
3. Select Video LibraryVideo Library to choose from an array of publisher provided videos that have

been uploaded here specifically for this course;
4. Choose My VideosMy Videos to select a video that you've already uploaded or embeded. Â Note

that the My Videos tab will contain videos from all of your courses and not just from
the course you're currently in.
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OPTION 1: ÂOPTION 1: Â Upload a VideoUpload a Video

Click the "Upload" tabClick the "Upload" tab

Click "Browse" to select a video to uploadClick "Browse" to select a video to upload

The following formats are supported:: Â avi, flv, mov, mpeg, mpg, mp4, m4v, qt, wmv, 3gp
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Select the file from your computer and click "Open"Select the file from your computer and click "Open"
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Check the "Terms of Use" boxCheck the "Terms of Use" box

Add a Title and DescriptionAdd a Title and Description
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Click "Submit"Click "Submit"

You will see the following dialog box while the video uploads. Â Closing this window will
terminate the upload.

OPTION 2: ÂOPTION 2: Â Embed a video fileEmbed a video file

Click the "Embed" tabClick the "Embed" tab

IMPORTANT NOTEIMPORTANT NOTE: You can currently only embed Youtube videos. We are, however, currently
working to change this.

Paste the URL or embed code of the videoPaste the URL or embed code of the video

You can use the URL for a video, but if you prefer to use the embed code you can find it
following the instructions below.

For a Youtube video:

1. Click the Share link under the video.
2. Click the Embed link.
3. Copy the code provided in the expanded box.
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You can view this video to learn how to get the embed code for any video.

Check the "Terms of Use" boxCheck the "Terms of Use" box
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Add a Title and DescriptionAdd a Title and Description

Click "Submit"Click "Submit"

You will see the following dialog box while the video uploads. Â Closing this window will
terminate the upload.
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You will see the following dialog box when the video upload completes. Â If you are not
redirected, click "click here."

OPTION 3: ÂOPTION 3: Â Select a video from the Video LibrarySelect a video from the Video Library

Click the "Video Library" tabClick the "Video Library" tab

The Video Library allows you to choose from an array of publisher provided videos that have
been uploaded here specifically for this course;

Click on the video you want to assignClick on the video you want to assign
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Click "Submit"Click "Submit"

1. Note that you can also choose to preview the video on this screen by pressing the
play button.

OPTION 4: ÂOPTION 4: Â

Click the "My Videos" tabClick the "My Videos" tab

The My Videos tab allows you to browse and select a video that you've already uploaded or
embeded in this course or in another course. Â Note that the My Videos tab will contain videos
from all of your courses and not just from the course you're currently in.
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Click on the video you want to assignClick on the video you want to assign

Click "Submit"Click "Submit"

1. Note that you can also choose to preview the video on this screen by pressing the
play button.
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How do I remove a video from a VideoHow do I remove a video from a Video
Assignment?Assignment?
Click on the Video Assignment from the home pageClick on the Video Assignment from the home page

Click "Remove Video"Click "Remove Video"
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Confirm that you want to remove the videoConfirm that you want to remove the video
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What is a rubric?What is a rubric?

• A rubric is a tool that communicates your expectations for an assignment. Â
• It lists the criteria and describes levels of quality from excellent to poor. Â
• A rubric can be used to grade student work, but can also be used to teach students

how to evaluate their own work or the work of their classmates.

Â

This image shows the rubric for an impromptu speech assignment.

Why use a rubric?Why use a rubric?
• Rubrics help you define "quality" for your students' work;
• Rubrics can help you cut down how much time you spend grading;
• Rubrics will help you explain to your students how you determined their grade;
• Rubrics, when used by students, can help students learn to accept responsibility for the

quality of their own work.
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How do I add a rubric to a Video Assignment?How do I add a rubric to a Video Assignment?

Note: Â If you are going to create a rubric for both you and your students for a particular
assignment, you cannot use a different rubricyou cannot use a different rubric from the one you assign to the class.

Click "More Options" and choose "Edit"Click "More Options" and choose "Edit"

Click on the Rubrics tabClick on the Rubrics tab

Click "Add a rubric"Click "Add a rubric"

Click to choose your rubricClick to choose your rubric
There are two ways to create your rubric:

1. Rubric Library.Rubric Library. ÂÂ From here you can choose a rubric to add to your assignment or
edit a copy of a rubric to create your own version.
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2. My RubricsMy Rubrics. Â From here you can create and edit your own rubrics to use in any ofany of
your coursesyour courses.

1. Â1. Â Click Rubric LibraryClick Rubric Library
Click here to choose a rubric to add to your assignment or edit a copy of a rubric to create your
own version.

Choose a rubricChoose a rubric

From here you can also:

1. Click "PreviewPreview" to see the rubric without editing it. Â
2. Click "DownloadDownload.."
3. Click "Edit a CopyEdit a Copy" to customize the rubric. Â For more information on editing a

rubric, please review this article.
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Click "Add to Assignment"Click "Add to Assignment"
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Review your rubricReview your rubric

Click Done Editing if you're satisfied with the rubric as it isClick Done Editing if you're satisfied with the rubric as it is

Click "Edit a Copy" to make changes to your rubricClick "Edit a Copy" to make changes to your rubric

For more information on editing a rubric, please review this article.
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2. Â2. Â Click My RubricsClick My Rubrics
Here you will see a list of all the pre-made rubrics available to you in addition to any you've
customized for use in any of your classesany of your classes.

Click to choose a template to editClick to choose a template to edit

From here you can also:

1. Click "PreviewPreview" to see the rubric without editing it. Â
2. Click "EditEdit" to customize the rubric. Â For more information on editing a rubric,

please see this article.
3. Click "CopyCopy.."
4. Click "DeleteDelete" to delete this rubric from your My Rubrics library.

If you prefer to create your rubric from scratch skip down to Click "Create a new Rubric" to start
building a rubric from scratch.
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Click "Add to Assignment"Click "Add to Assignment"
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Click Done Editing if you're satisfied with the rubric as it isClick Done Editing if you're satisfied with the rubric as it is

Review your rubricReview your rubric

Click "Edit a Copy" to make changes to your rubricClick "Edit a Copy" to make changes to your rubric

For more information on editing a rubric, please see this article.
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Click "Create a new Rubric" to start building a rubric from scratchClick "Create a new Rubric" to start building a rubric from scratch

For more information on editing a rubric, please see this article.

Click "Save" after you've finished building your rubric.Click "Save" after you've finished building your rubric.
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Select your new rubric from the listSelect your new rubric from the list

Click "Add to Assignment"Click "Add to Assignment"
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Click Done Editing if you're satisfied with the rubric as it isClick Done Editing if you're satisfied with the rubric as it is
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How do I remove a rubric from a VideoHow do I remove a rubric from a Video
Assignment?Assignment?

Note: Â You cannot remove the rubric from a Video Assignment once your students have
started the assignment.

Click "Edit" from the Home PageClick "Edit" from the Home Page

Click the "Rubrics" tabClick the "Rubrics" tab
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Click "Remove" at the bottom of the pageClick "Remove" at the bottom of the page
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How do I edit a rubric?How do I edit a rubric?

You can edit a rubric before or after you create a Video Assignment. Â This article will show
you the steps for editing the rubric after you've already created your Video Assignment, but
the steps for editing the rubric before creating the assignment ere essentially the same
once you click "Edit" in your list of rubrics.

For more information on adding rubrics, please read this article.

Click "Edit" from the home pageClick "Edit" from the home page

Click the "Rubrics" tabClick the "Rubrics" tab

Click "Edit a copy" at the bottom of the pageClick "Edit a copy" at the bottom of the page
Doing this creates a copycreates a copy of the rubric that you can then edit. Â Be aware, then, that you will
have to assign this new copy to your Video Assignment when you're done. Â

If you haven't already created a rubric for this assignment, you will instead see the "Add a
Rubric" bar. Â For more information on adding rubrics, please see this article.
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Edit the titleEdit the title
It's important to give the copy a new name so you'll be able to distinguish it from the original in
your list of rubrics.

Click "Add a Competency"Click "Add a Competency"
Only do this if you want to add another category. Â

You will then see a new untitled competency at the bottom of the list.
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Â

Click the pencil icon next to the competency you want to edit.Click the pencil icon next to the competency you want to edit.

1. Edit the Criterion
2. Change the minimum and maximum point values. Â
3. Click the trash icon to delete a criterion.

NOTE: Â the maximum score MUST be higherMUST be higher than the minimum score.
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Click the checkmark to accept changes or the X to decline changesClick the checkmark to accept changes or the X to decline changes

Click "Save" at the bottom of the screenClick "Save" at the bottom of the screen

Select the revised rubricSelect the revised rubric
If you want to now assign the new rubric to the video, first choose it from the dropdown list and
then click "Add to Assignment."

Â
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Edit, Copy or DeleteEdit, Copy or Delete
You can also click ANY of the rubrics in your list to Edit, Copy or Delete it.
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How do I compress a video file for fasterHow do I compress a video file for faster
upload?upload?

The blue progress bar sometimes keeps going long after the file has been uploaded. Since
the student can't know what the progress actually is, they should not close out of thethey should not close out of the
Upload ToolUpload Tool. Instead, they should wait for the emailwait for the email from techsupport@bfwpub.com with
the subject "your file has been successfully uploaded and encodedyour file has been successfully uploaded and encoded."

Before uploading, students should compress video filesBefore uploading, students should compress video files.

MacMac
If you are in iMovie, export your video using the lowest quality option. You can also change the
video type to .avi or .qt for streaming.

Windows & MacWindows & Mac

HandbrakeHandbrake (http://handbrake.fr)

Open source, trusted, for Windows or Mac (rated "excellent" by CNET editors)

• Review & Windows downloadReview & Windows download:

http://download.cnet.com/HandBrake/3000-2194_4-10808250.html

• Mac downloadMac download

http://sourceforge.net/projects/handbrake/files/0.9.9/
HandBrake-0.9.9-MacOSX.6_GUI_x86_64.dmg/download

WindowsWindows
Freemake Video Converter

• Review & Windows download:

http://download.cnet.com/Freemake-Video-Converter/
3000-2194_4-75218346.html#editorsreview

EXCELLENT YouTube tutorialEXCELLENT YouTube tutorial:

http://youtu.be/l63HOMB4Qlw?t=35s
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(students only need to watch from 0:35 - 2:42 and 5:49 - 7:40)

Compress using these settings:Compress using these settings:

File format: .mov or .mp4

Codec: H.264

Resolution: 640 x 360

Bitrate: (smaller is better – the drop-down should have choices)
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How do I view student results for VideoHow do I view student results for Video
Assignments?Assignments?
Instructor submitted Video AssignmentsInstructor submitted Video Assignments

Click on the Video Assignment from the home pageClick on the Video Assignment from the home page

Click to review individual student comments or rubricsClick to review individual student comments or rubrics
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Student submitted Video AssignmentsStudent submitted Video Assignments

Click on the Video Assignment from the home pageClick on the Video Assignment from the home page

Click on the student submitted video you wish to reviewClick on the student submitted video you wish to review
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Click "Play" to review the videoClick "Play" to review the video

Click the "Comments" tab to review student comments and add yourClick the "Comments" tab to review student comments and add your
own commentsown comments
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Click the "Rubric" tab to review the rubricClick the "Rubric" tab to review the rubric

Note that you also have the option when you set up the assignment to grade the video using a
rubric yourself. For more information on rubrics, please review this article.
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Assign, edit, and manage:Assign, edit, and manage:
LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Introduction to LearningCurve for LaunchPadIntroduction to LearningCurve for LaunchPad

LearningCurve is an adaptive self-study program for students that quickly adapts to what
students know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand.

About LearningCurveAbout LearningCurve
LearningCurve puts the powerful concept of "self-testing to learn" into action and strategically
develops personalized study plans that directly address students’ gaps in knowledge.

Game-like quizzes motivate students to engage with their course material without the pressure
of grades or classroom settings, and reporting tools help teachers get a sense of what their
class needs to focus on, attuned to the individual needs of each student.

How LearningCurve worksHow LearningCurve works
Students receive instant feedback after each question in LearningCurve. Not only does this
assist with retention; it also corrects them immediately on any misconceptions or mistakes.

Students who have a firm grasp of the material get plenty of practice but proceed through the
activity relatively quickly. Students who are unprepared or who need more help will receive as
much practice as they need to master a concept.

At any time during a LearningCurve activity students can click on links to online instruction for
more explanation and examples.

Instructors can see how many questions each student answered before reaching the target
score, how many students have completed each activity, and how individual students are
performing, as well as composite results for the class as a whole.

Questions explainedQuestions explained

When students select a LearningCurve activity, they are presented with a series of questions. As
soon as students click on an answer choice, they receive feedback for that choice. Students
continue answering questions throughout the activity and are able to build up their score by
answering correctly.

Questions in each activity are divided into levels. If a student gets a question correct without
hints, the next question for that topic will come from the next most difficult level. In this way,
LearningCurve is adaptive and is able to adjust its level of difficulty based on a student’s
performance.

Students are able to work through each activity at their own pace; they can take a break at any
point and return to the activity at a later time.
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Helpful tipsHelpful tips

LearningCurve offers many helpful tips to assist students during an activity:

HintsHints

The “Get a Hint” option either provides students with quick tips to help them answer a question
or removes incorrect choices one at a time, letting students know each time why a removed
answer is incorrect.
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FeedbackFeedback

FeedbackFeedback

If a student answers a question incorrectly, LearningCurve gives feedback about that answer.
The feedback explains why that choice was incorrect, but doesn’t tell students the correct
answer. Students then have the opportunity to try to answer again.
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Show MeShow Me

Show MeShow Me

If the question is too difficult, students are able to click on “Show Me” to see the answer.
However, no points are awarded and the student continues to be given questions from that
same topic and difficulty level.
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Cross-ReferenceCross-Reference

Cross-ReferenceCross-Reference

Each LearningCurve question has a topic-specific link that guides students to the course
reference material, so that they can use that material to assist them in answering the question
correctly. Referencing this additional material doesn’t cost students any points.

Students using LearningCurve Solo will see a reference to their textbook as in the picture below:
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How Scoring Works?How Scoring Works?
Students complete a LearningCurve activity by answering questions correctly and scoring the
necessary number of points to reach the designated Target Score.

Harder questions are worth more points than easier questions, and students earn fewer points
on a given question if they access hints or make more incorrect guesses before answering the
question correctly.

LearningCurve does not penalize students for answering a question incorrectly. The number of
questions in the activity is not predetermined, so the number of total points a student can earn
does not decrease if he or she gets a question wrong. If a student guesses incorrectly, asks for
hints, or requests the correct answer, then the student will be required to answer more
questions in order to reach the Target Score.
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Additional reviewAdditional review

To help students organize content review, LearningCurve offers students a “Personalized Study
Plan.” Students can access this study plan during or after the activity by clicking on the progress
bar that appears below each question. The study plan breaks down their performance on each
topic and presents them with suggestions for further practice
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How do I use the Target Score in aHow do I use the Target Score in a
LearningCurve Assignment?LearningCurve Assignment?
The target score explainedThe target score explained
The default target score is calculated so that a student who answers every question correctly
right away will have to answer about 5 questions for each topic covered in the activity.

An activity that covers 4 topics then has a minimum of 20 questions to be answered. The higher
the target activity score, the more questions students will need to answer in order to complete
the activity.

Students have completed a LearningCurve activity once they have earned enough points to
reach the target score.

Adjust the Target ScoreAdjust the Target Score
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Note that changing the target score after students have already begun may affect your
students' completion status, and students will need to revisit the activity for their grades to
update.
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Can my students access a LearningCurveCan my students access a LearningCurve
Assignment after the due date has passed?Assignment after the due date has passed?

Yes! Please read this article for more information on how students can do this.
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How can I hide topics that I don't want studentsHow can I hide topics that I don't want students
to get questions on?to get questions on?
Click "Edit Topics"Click "Edit Topics"

Note that if students have already begun the activity that you're editing, changing the number
of topics may affect existing scores, and students will need to revisit the activity for their grades
to update. Be sure you want students to do this before proceeding.

Uncheck topicsUncheck topics
Here you can hide topics that you don't want students to get questions on. Removing (or
adding back) topics automatically adjusts the target score by 150 points.
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Click "Save changes" when you're done.

Note that you'll need to keep at least one topic.Note that you'll need to keep at least one topic.

Also note that quizzes with only one topic tend to be small, and your students may experienceAlso note that quizzes with only one topic tend to be small, and your students may experience
repeating questions.repeating questions.
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Track student workTrack student work
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Can I see when my students last logged in?Can I see when my students last logged in?

Yes! You can do so through the Instructor Console and Group Roster.

Click Instructor Console.Click Instructor Console.

From the home page, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

Click Roster & Groups.Click Roster & Groups.
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Consult the Last Login column.Consult the Last Login column.

In the All Students table, see the Last LoginLast Login column on the right.
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LaunchPad Gradebook TutorialLaunchPad Gradebook Tutorial

This tutorial will give you a thorough tour of the LaunchPad gradebook. Here's what we'll
cover:

• The main gradebook page
• Display options
• Students' records
• Viewing assignments in the gradebook: Basic information
• Viewing assignments in the gradebook: Class performance reports
• Viewing a student's work on a specific assignment

The main gradebook pageThe main gradebook page

The numbered circles in the image correspond to the numbered descriptions below. Please
scroll down to read the descriptions. You can also open the image in a new window and toggle
between it and the descriptions.

1.1. HomeHome - Takes you back to the main LaunchPad screen.
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2.2. Display OptionsDisplay Options - Allows you to customize what information is displayed in your gradebook.
See the section "Display Options" below for more details.

3. Import Scores3. Import Scores - Allows you to upload offline assignment scores into your LaunchPad
gradebook.

4. Export Scores4. Export Scores - Allows you to export your LaunchPad scores for entry into other LMS
systems, such as Blackboard, Canvas, or D2L.

5. Gradebook categories5. Gradebook categories - Across the top of your gradebook you'll see different categories, such
as "All Assignments," "Uncategorized," or "Chapter 22." Whenever you assign something, you'll
be asked to categorize it so that you can group similar assignments together. Common
categorizations include by chapter, by assignment type (for instance, Quizzes, Exams, Group
Projects, Extra Credit), by week, or by unit.

Your gradebook categories are completely customizable. If you do not categorize your
assignments, they will appear in the "Uncategorized" category.

6. Name6. Name - Every student who enrolls in your LaunchPad course is listed here. See the section
"Student Record" below for more details.

7. Score7. Score - Provides the overall student score.

8. Minutes8. Minutes - Reports the total number of minutes students have spent on their assignments.

9. Assignment Title9. Assignment Title - Every assignment has its own column. See the section "Viewing an
Assignment in the Gradebook" below for more details.

10. Assignment Score10. Assignment Score - For each assignment, this gradebook can display the percentage score,
the numeric score, and/or the minutes spent on the assignment. See "Viewing a Student's Work
on a Specific Assignment" below for more details.

11. Missing11. Missing - Tallies how many students have not completed the assignment.

12. Points12. Points - Indicates how many points that assignment was worth.
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Display OptionsDisplay Options

Click the Display Options drop-down menu to select from a variety of available information your
gradebook can provide you. We will walk through each option from the top of the list to the
bottom, beginning with Visible Columns. Please read through each or scroll down to the option
you're most interested in.

Visible ColumnsVisible Columns - Allows you to customize which columns appear. Options include score, total
minutes spent, last log-in timestamp, and ID.

Visible FootersVisible Footers - Allows you to customize which footers appear. Options include number of
students who still have not completed the assignment and total points the assignment is worth.

Score Display Options -Score Display Options - Allows you to customize what information appears in the assignment
column. Options include seeing the student's numerical score, a percentage, or a letter grade.
You can also display minutes spent on each assignment.

Show Category TotalsShow Category Totals - Allows you to show or hide a column that shows cumulative scores for
each student across a category.

Show Inactive EnrollmentsShow Inactive Enrollments - Allows you to show or hide students who are inactive in the course.
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Student recordsStudent records

From the main gradebook page, when you click on a student's name, you see a record of their
work in your LaunchPad course. The numbered circles in the image correspond to the
numbered descriptions below. Please scroll down to read the descriptions. You can also open
the image in a new window and toggle between it and the descriptions.

1. Activity1. Activity - Every assigned item appears in the student record. Their score, when they
submitted the assignment, and the assignment due date are also listed. By clicking on any
assignment, you can open and view the complete student submission.

2. Return to gradebook icon2. Return to gradebook icon - Clicking this icon will bring you back to the gradebook.

3. Bar graph icon3. Bar graph icon - Clicking the bar graph icon will show you the class statistics and where that
student falls in relation to the rest of the class.

4. The paper icon4. The paper icon - Clicking the paper icon shows you a usage report that tells you how much
time the student has spent in LaunchPad.
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Viewing assignments in the gradebook: Basic informationViewing assignments in the gradebook: Basic information

When you hover over an assignment name, basic information about the assignment settings
appears.

Viewing assignments in the gradebook: Class performanceViewing assignments in the gradebook: Class performance
reportreport
When you click on an assignment title, you see statistics on how students performed. If the
assignment is a quiz, you will also see information on how students performed on each
question, as well as estimates on the difficulty and fairness of each. The class performance
report has several sections, so when you're viewing it in LaunchPad, you’ll need to scroll down
to see the whole thing.

For the purposes of this tutorial, we'll group the sections as follows:

• Frequency of Scores, Curve Scores, and Zero Score for Unsubmitted
• Numbers and Frequency of Grades
• Submissions
• Questions
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Frequency of Scores, Curve Scores, and Zero Score for UnsubmittedFrequency of Scores, Curve Scores, and Zero Score for Unsubmitted

1. The Frequency of ScoresFrequency of Scores chart gives a snapshot of the following assignment statistics:

• the median; i.e., the score that is in the middle, for one half of the other scores are
above and one half are below.

• the mean; i.e., the average score.
• the distribution of all scores across quarters, or quartiles.
• the distribution of scores above and below the mean, which is also called the standard

deviation.

2. Curve ScoreCurve Score allows you to modify the total points to curve the class's scores. For more
information on curving, see Curving: Changing Scores and Explaining Grade Redistribution.

3. Zero Score for UnsubmittedZero Score for Unsubmitted allows you to give all students a zero who failed to submit their
answers for an assignment. You can use this feature either before or after the assignment
deadline has passed. If you use it before, students' actual scores will replace the zeros when
they submit their answers. For more information, see How to Zero Scores for Unsubmitted
Assignments.
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Numbers and Frequency of GradesNumbers and Frequency of Grades

1. The following statistics are listed in the NumbersNumbers section:

• Number of students - Total number of students who completed the assignment
• Maximum score - The highest possible score a student could have received
• Passing score - The lowest possible score a student could have received but still passed

the assignment
• Mean (average) - The average score of all students who completed the assignment
• Standard deviation - A measurement of the distribution of the scores above and below

the mean
• Low score - The lowest score received out of all students
• Quartile 1 score (Q1) - One quarter of all scores fall below Q1.
• Median score (Q2) - Q2 is equal to the median, which is the score exactly in the middle of

the range. Half the scores are higher than the median, and the other half are lower.
• Quartile 3 score (Q3) - The top quarter of the scores lie between Q3 and Q4.
• High score (Q4) - The highest score received out of all students
• Mode (most frequent score) - The score mostly frequently received by all students

2. The Frequency of GradesFrequency of Grades graph shows the distribution of grades a standard letter grading
scale. Hovering your cursor over the bars reveals how many students received each letter
grade.
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SubmissionsSubmissions

1. SubmissionSubmission brings up a student's completed assignment.

2. DetailsDetails shows you when a student started and submitted the assignment.

3. If the assignment due date has not passed, RetryRetry allows a student to retake the assignment
for a new grade.

QuestionsQuestions

1. Clicking on the small ++ expands the questions so that you can see all of the answer choices
and how the class answered.

2. Clicking on DifficultyDifficulty will sort the questions by how difficult they were; i.e., by how many
students answered them incorrectly.

3. Clicking on DiscriminationDiscrimination will sort the questions based on their discrimination rating.
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For more information, please see Explaining Difficulty and Discrimination.

Viewing a student's work on a specific assignmentViewing a student's work on a specific assignment

1. How many points the student scored on the assignment. You can modify any student score
by simply changing this number here.

2. If you click ExcuseExcuse, an X will appear in your LaunchPad gradebook, and this assignment will
not be included in the student's overall score.

3. If you click Allow RetryAllow Retry before the assignment due date, you will give the student an extra
attempt at the assignment.
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How do I check my students' work?How do I check my students' work?

The best way to check your students’ work is through the Gradebook.The best way to check your students’ work is through the Gradebook.

Step 1Step 1
To access the Gradebook, click Gradebook on the home page.To access the Gradebook, click Gradebook on the home page.

Step 2Step 2
From the Gradebook main page, you can see all of the students in the course as well as theirFrom the Gradebook main page, you can see all of the students in the course as well as their
total points, scores, grades and minutes spent on all assignments.total points, scores, grades and minutes spent on all assignments.

Step 3Step 3
To view more granular details of a particular student’s work, click on the student’s name.To view more granular details of a particular student’s work, click on the student’s name.
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Step 4Step 4
You can see the student’s scores and date submitted for each of the assignments in the course.You can see the student’s scores and date submitted for each of the assignments in the course.

Step 5Step 5
To look at the student’s actual responses to the questions in a given assignment, click on theTo look at the student’s actual responses to the questions in a given assignment, click on the
assignment.assignment.

Step 6Step 6
You can then view every answer submitted by the student for each question.You can then view every answer submitted by the student for each question.
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How to Look at Student Activity on anHow to Look at Student Activity on an
AssignmentAssignment

There are two ways of looking at student activity on an assignment. The first way is to look
at overall student activity on the assignment. The second way is to look at one particular
student's activity on the assignment. The first method is the macro level, while the second is
the micro level.

Looking at the Overall Student Activity on an AssignmentLooking at the Overall Student Activity on an Assignment

Step 1Step 1

From within the Gradebook, click on the assignment you would like more information on (in this
case QUIZ 1QUIZ 1).

Step 2Step 2

Once within the assignment, you can scroll down to access all of the overall student metrics for
the assignment. You can see the Frequency of Scores, Frequency of Grades, SubmissionsFrequency of Scores, Frequency of Grades, Submissions and
Question Difficulty/DiscriminationQuestion Difficulty/Discrimination.
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Looking at One Particular Student's Activity on an AssignmentLooking at One Particular Student's Activity on an Assignment

Step 1Step 1

From within the Gradebook, Click on the assignment in question (in this case, QUIZ 1)QUIZ 1).

Step 2Step 2

Then click on the particular student in question on the left (in this case, "Five, StudentFive, Student").
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Step 3Step 3

You can then see the particular student's responses to each of the questions in the assignment.
From this screen, you can also alter a student's gradegrade on the assignment, provide feedbackfeedback to
the student or yourself, excuseexcuse the student from the assignment (an excuse puts an "x" in place
of a grade) and allow the student to have a retryretry (a retry gives a student a second chance, but
does not allow you to add a due date and time).
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How to Look at Student Activity for UnassignedHow to Look at Student Activity for Unassigned
ItemsItems
Click on the Gradebook to open itClick on the Gradebook to open it

Click on the student's name whose activity you wish to trackClick on the student's name whose activity you wish to track
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On the far right of the screen, click the Activity buttonOn the far right of the screen, click the Activity button
Note that the icon looks like a sheet of paper with a clock on it. If you hover your mouse over
the icon it will say "Activity."

You'll see a record of student activity here. The LearningCurve assignment below was not
assigned.
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How to Look at Student Activity as a WholeHow to Look at Student Activity as a Whole
(Including by Minutes)(Including by Minutes)
Step 1Step 1
To look at a particular student's activity in the course as a whole, first click on the student in
question in the Gradebook (in this case, "Student, FakeStudent, Fake").

Step 2Step 2
From the screen below, you can see the particular student's scorescore and data submitteddata submitted for every
assignment in the course (if there is no score/date submitted, then the student has not
completed the assignment).

Step 3Step 3
From the screen above, you can drill into each of the particular student's assignments, you can
change grades/due dates for the student, and you can look at the student's complete activity
breakdown by minutesminutes. To look at the complete activity of the student by minutes, click the icon
at the top right of your screen.
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Step 4Step 4
From the screen below, you can see exactly when the student in question startedstarted each
assignment (if the student started it) and exactly how much timeexactly how much time he/she spent completing the
assignment. You can also see the total time spenttotal time spent on all assignments for the student.
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How to View Scores for Assignments withHow to View Scores for Assignments with
Multiple AttemptsMultiple Attempts
Step 1Step 1
In your gradebook, click on the assignment for which you’d like to view student submissions.

Step 2Step 2
Scroll past the initial statistics to find the student submissions. They will be under the initial
graphs in a section titled “Submissions.”“Submissions.” By default, submissions are sorted by date.
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Step 3Step 3
If you would like to see an individual student’s attempts next to one another, click “Name”“Name” to
sort by student name.

Step 4Step 4
You can also see an individual student’s attempts for an assignment by clicking on the student’s
name and then on either “Submission History”Submission History” or “Score History.”Score History.” “Submission History”Submission History” will
show you the attempts a student has taken. “Score History”Score History” will show activity such as if/when
the student saved answers before submitting and if/when an instructor overrode an auto-
graded score.
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How to View Grades by a Group in theHow to View Grades by a Group in the
GradebookGradebook
Step 1Step 1
From your home page, go to “Gradebook.”“Gradebook.”

Step 2Step 2
At the top right-hand corner, you will see a drop-down menu that says “Show.”“Show.” Choose the
group you wish to view the grades of from this drop-down menu (in this case “Honors - Honors“Honors - Honors
Students”Students”).

Step 3Step 3
You will then be able to view the grades of only the students in the selected group.
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Explaining Difficulty and DiscriminationExplaining Difficulty and Discrimination
Step 1Step 1
From the same screen as in the section "Curving: Changing Scores and Explaining GradeCurving: Changing Scores and Explaining Grade
Redistribution,Redistribution," scroll further down to the point where you see "difficultydifficulty" and "discriminationdiscrimination".
Start with difficulty - click on the word "difficultydifficulty" to sort questions by difficulty percentage.

Step 2Step 2
As you hover with your mouse over one of the bars for the question, you'll see the number of
students who've answered the question, and the percentage of students who got it right and
wrong. Green represents correct, and red represents incorrect.
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Step 3Step 3
You can also click on the ++ symbol to see the percentage of students who selected each answer
option.

Step 4Step 4
Now click on the word "discriminationdiscrimination." Discrimination is calculated as the correlation between
how well the students answered the question and how well the students did on the
assessment. Hovering over one of the bars displays a correlation score.
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Step 5Step 5
The discrimination score that instructors desire is .2 or above. The closer it gets to 1 the better
the question correlates to the whole assignment. This analysis is called "discrimination analysisdiscrimination analysis"
and it is a scientific method for indicating student performance on a particular item as
compared to student performance on the assessment as a whole. A low positive or zero
correlation may mean that this is a basic question, one that you expect all students to correctly
answer. A negative correlation or low correlation is undesirable because it means performance
on the question was not consistent with performance on the assessment as a whole.
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How do I manually change a student's grade?How do I manually change a student's grade?
Click Gradebook.Click Gradebook.

Click the grade you'd like to change.Click the grade you'd like to change.

Sometimes, as with a grade for a flashcard assignment, the grade will turn into a text field so
that you can edit the score and click Enter. Most of the time, however, a window will open with
assignment details. You can edit the grade at the top of the window.
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Edit the score and click Submit Score.Edit the score and click Submit Score.

Edit the score and click Submit ScoreSubmit Score.
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How to Re-grade a Question for a SingleHow to Re-grade a Question for a Single
StudentStudent
Step 1Step 1
Click on the student’s name to bring up his or her responses. In this case, clicking on student
Amanda Dunning’s name shows her answer to Question 6 of this assignment.

Step 2Step 2
Change the score in the yellow box to the correct value.
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Step 3Step 3
When you click “Submit Score,”“Submit Score,” LaunchPad will update the student’s grade and move you to the
next student on your roster.
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Curving: Changing Scores and Explaining GradeCurving: Changing Scores and Explaining Grade
RedistributionRedistribution
Step 1Step 1
Select the assignment you would like to curve grades on (in this example, a Quiz).

Step 2Step 2
Scroll down the assignment detail until you get to the metrics and "Frequency of GradesFrequency of Grades." Note
the grade distribution - this will be important to show prior to applying a curve.
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Step 3Step 3
Scroll back up to "Curve ScoresCurve Scores" and change the score (in this case, to 18) and click "OKOK."

Step 4Step 4
Scroll back down to "Frequency of GradesFrequency of Grades" and note that your curve was automatically applied.
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How to Zero Scores for UnsubmittedHow to Zero Scores for Unsubmitted
AssignmentsAssignments

In the LaunchPad gradebook, assignments are not automatically changed to a “zero” score
after the due date passes. To ensure the proper total points are being shown to students,
you will need to set the scores to zero for unsubmitted assignments.

There are two methods for accomplishing this:

Method 1Method 1 -- Zero the scores, by default, for ALLALL unsubmitted assignments;

Method 2Method 2 -- Zero the score for one assignment at a time.

AN IMPORTANT NOTE on using this feature in conjunction with ourAN IMPORTANT NOTE on using this feature in conjunction with our Batch Due Date UpdaterBatch Due Date Updater
feature when you're copying a course from the previous semesterfeature when you're copying a course from the previous semester: be sure not to activate
your new course until after you've updated it with your new dates if you're using the "ZeroZero
Score for Unsubmitted AssignmentScore for Unsubmitted Assignment" feature. If you copy a course with this feature enabled
and do not update the due dates prior to activating the course, students will receive 0's for
every assignment. If that has already happened, please contact tech support.

Method 1 -- Zero the scores, by default, for ALL unsubmittedMethod 1 -- Zero the scores, by default, for ALL unsubmitted
assignmentsassignments

• If you choose this option then your students will automatically receive a zero, after theafter the
due date passesdue date passes, for any assignment for which they did not submit work.

• This setting is course-wide and cannot be set for individual activities, however, grace
period exceptions will be respected.

• You can click this option in your Gradebook Preferences at any time during the semester
and it will take effect.

• It may take up to 24 hours after the due date has passed for the zero grade to be
recorded.

• You can also, if necessary, give a student additional time to complete an assignment.
For more information on how to give due date extensions to a single student, please

click here.
• A student will receive a score of zero if they make no submissions to an assigned and

gradable activity by the due date.

Step 1Step 1

Click on the Instructor Console.
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Step 2Step 2

Click on the Gradebook Preferences link.

Step 3Step 3

Select the Zero Score preference.
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Method 2 -- Zero the score for one assignment at a timeMethod 2 -- Zero the score for one assignment at a time

Step 1Step 1

Once a due date has passed, identify incomplete assignments where you would like to record a
score of zero. In the example below, both LearningCurve 9 and LearningCurve 5 are past the
due date. Each assignment has students that did not complete the assignment on time and
should be receiving zero points.

Step 2Step 2

Click on the title of the assignment to open the assignment details window. In this example, the
title is "Chapter 9 LearningCurve Activity."
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Step 3Step 3

The "Zero Score for Unsubmitted"Zero Score for Unsubmitted" button will be in the lower right-hand corner. Click the button
to change the scores for any student who did not complete the assignment on time. The blank
cell will be replaced with a zero.

Step 4Step 4

You will be asked to confirm your decision to set the scores to zero. Click “Yes.”“Yes.”
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Step 5Step 5

You will now see the scores appear as zeros in the assignment report.

Step 6Step 6

The updated scores will also appear in your gradebook display.
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*NOTE*NOTE
Please note that unless you zero all assignments you have given, the total points for studentsPlease note that unless you zero all assignments you have given, the total points for students
will not be the samewill not be the same. (See the arrow in the image below.)(See the arrow in the image below.)

For example, the gradebook below, not all of the incomplete assignments have been set to
zero. This means that Student A, who completed all the assignments, has a total of 153
possible points, while Student C, who has missed assignments, has a total of 98 possible points.
Students will see the total points in their own gradebooks as they are displayed in the instructor
gradebook below.

The only wayonly way to maintain accurate point totals for students who have incomplete assignments
is to use the "Zero Score for Unsubmitted""Zero Score for Unsubmitted" button to change scores to zero after the due date.
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How to Drop the Lowest ScoresHow to Drop the Lowest Scores

In LaunchPad, you can drop the lowest scores of all assignments reporting to any given
gradebook category.

It is strongly advised that you have equal point values for all assignments in a category if
you will be using this option. Why? The system will drop the lowest score according to
percentage. If you have assignments with unequal point values, the result may not
maximize the grades for the students in the manner you intend. Imagine, for example, a
student has two assignments within a category with grades of 0/5 and 5/100, and you have
selected to drop one score. The 0/5 score will be the one dropped even though dropping
the 5/100 would be more advantageous for the student's grade.

Step 1Step 1
From the home page, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

Step 2Step 2
From the Instructor Console, click Gradebook Preferences.Gradebook Preferences.
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Step 3Step 3
Finally, click the zero that appears under the “Drop Lowest”“Drop Lowest” column next to the category for
which you would like to change the settings. Type in the number of lowest assignments you
want to drop, and click “OK.”“OK.”
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How to Import Scores for Offline AssignmentsHow to Import Scores for Offline Assignments

In this article, we'll learn how to add offline assignment scores to the gradebook. Such
assignments might include in-class quizzes/exams, class participation points, or clicker
scores.

From the home page, click + Add New.From the home page, click + Add New.

If you've created assignments:If you've created assignments:

If you've created assignments, + Add New+ Add New will be located to the right of the Unassigned section,
which is directly below the Assigned section.
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If you haven't yet created assignments:If you haven't yet created assignments:

If you haven't yet created assignments, + Add New+ Add New will be toward the top of your home page,
directly beneath the notification about assignments due in the next 7 days.

Create an offline assignment.Create an offline assignment.

From the menu that appears, click on Offline AssignmentOffline Assignment and then Done.Done.
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Add basic information so that students know the assignmentAdd basic information so that students know the assignment
was or will be completed in class.was or will be completed in class.

Title your assignment in the TitleTitle field and enter a description of the assignment in the
DirectionsDirections field so that students who click on the item know what this grade will be for. When
you're done, click SaveSave.

Enter the due date and point value.Enter the due date and point value.
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Go to the AssignmentAssignment tab at the top of the editor. For the due date, select the date on which the
assignment was or will be given. Under Points,Points, enter a point value.

If you are using categories, please be sure to also go to Gradebook Category,Gradebook Category, click the drop-
down menu, and select the proper category or make a new one using the Create new categoryCreate new category
option.

Click Assign.Click Assign.

After selecting all of your settings, click AssignAssign at the bottom of the page.

Return to your LaunchPad home page.Return to your LaunchPad home page.

To return to your home page, click Done EditingDone Editing at the top of the page and then Home.Home. The
assignment should now appear on your home page. Again, because the assignment will be
completed in class, you may want to make it clear to students that they aren't responsible for
completing anything within LaunchPad on this particular assignment.

To import your grades, go to your LaunchPad gradebook.To import your grades, go to your LaunchPad gradebook.

When you’re ready to enter grades for this assignment, you can do so in two ways: 1) by
manually entering the grades or 2) by importing the grades from a .csv file. Whichever way you
choose, you should start from your home page and click Gradebook.Gradebook.
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Option 1: Enter grades manually.Option 1: Enter grades manually.

In your gradebook, you should now have a column for the assignment. If you want to enter the
grades manually, you can click on the grade column next to each student and enter in the
correct point value. The cursor will automatically move from student to student down the list in
the gradebook.

Option 2: Import grades from a .csv file.Option 2: Import grades from a .csv file.
If you have grades recorded outside of LaunchPad (for example, in a .csv file), you can import
them into the LaunchPad gradebook. Be sure your spreadsheet contains the following student
data columns and that the data matches what's in LaunchPad:

• First Name
• Last Name
• Either Email (which must be the email address the student registered for LaunchPad

with) or External ID (otherwise known as the LMS ID, which you can use only if you've
enabled this feature in LaunchPad)

• The assignment title and scores students received

Important note:Important note: If the data doesn't match, you won't be able to import the scores. For example,
if student names are spelled differently on your spreadsheet than they are in your LaunchPad
gradebook, the import won't be successful. Similarly, if you have a school email address
recorded for a student, but the student used a personal email address to register for
LaunchPad, the import won't be successful.

The best way to ensure a successful import is to export your LaunchPad gradebook as a .csv file
first, add your scores to this file, then import the file back into your LaunchPad gradebook. In
this way, you can be sure that the data will match, for the source of the data was LaunchPad.
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Export your LaunchPad gradebook.Export your LaunchPad gradebook.

In the upper-left corner of the LaunchPad gradebook, click Export ScoresExport Scores.

Select Student Information, Item Information, and Item Data.Select Student Information, Item Information, and Item Data.
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Since the purpose of this export is to quickly import scores you're currently keeping outside
your LaunchPad gradebook, it's best to keep things simple.

1. To identify your students, under Student Information, select First Name,First Name, Last Name,Last Name,
and EmailEmail. Instead of Email, External ID is also a good option if you've enabled the
LMS ID feature in your course.

2. To identify one or more offline assignments for which you wish to import grades,
under Item Information, select TitleTitle.

3. Finally, to dictate whether assignment scores should display as number of points or
as a percentage, tick PointsPoints or PercentPercent, respectively.

Select the LaunchPad gradebook columns to which you will be addingSelect the LaunchPad gradebook columns to which you will be adding
scores.scores.

Use the Item Selection section to focus on only the assignments to which you wish to add
scores. By default, you'll see a ++ sign, an icon of a folder, and AllAll, which means data from all
assignments in your gradebook will be exported into a .csv file. Click the ++ to display your
gradebook categories, if you're using them. Similarly, click the ++ sign next to a category to see
the assignments within it.

To quickly select only the assignments to which you'd like to add scores:

1. Untick the check boxcheck box next to All.
2. Click the ++ next to the category or categories that contain the assignment(s) to which

you wish to add scores.
3. Tick the check boxcheck box(es) next to the assignment(s) to which you wish to add scores.
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Export your LaunchPad gradebook.Export your LaunchPad gradebook.

Change the file name, if desired. Leave the File type: drop-down menu on comma-separated file
(*.csv) and click ExportExport.

Copy and paste scores into the .csv file.Copy and paste scores into the .csv file.

You'll now have an exported gradebook that includes the student data and assignment
columns you selected. Simply copy the grades from each of your offline assignments and paste
them into the appropriate grade column.
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Save your changes in your .csv file.Save your changes in your .csv file.

When you save the changes you made to the gradebook, you may get a message that looks
similar to the screen shot below, asking if it is OK to save in CSV format. If this message
appears, press Yes.Yes.

Return to your LaunchPad gradebook and click Import Scores.Return to your LaunchPad gradebook and click Import Scores.

To import the new grades into LaunchPad, return to your gradebook and click Import ScoresImport Scores at
the top of the page.
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Choose the file for import.Choose the file for import.

Click Choose FileChoose File and select the gradebook CSV file you exported and edited. If your file
included a header, such as one or more assignment titles, make sure the box next to HeaderHeader
RowRow is checked. When you are ready, click ContinueContinue.

Click Import.Click Import.

On the screen that appears, make sure that the identifying information in the drop-down
menus match the headers of your spreadsheet. For the assignment title columns, you'll also
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need to select Points or Percent from the drop-down, depending on how your scores should
display. When you are ready, click ImportImport.

Close verification screen.Close verification screen.

A page should appear verifying that the information was successfully imported. When you close
out of this window, your grades appear in your gradebook.

View imported grades in your gradebook.View imported grades in your gradebook.
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How to Export Your GradebookHow to Export Your Gradebook

In LaunchPad, you can export your grades to a comma-separated file (.csv) or a tab-
delimited file (.txt). If you are exporting your grades from LaunchPad so that you can import
them into your campus LMS--such as Blackboard, D2L, or Canvas--we recommend you use
the .csv file.

Throughout this article we've included notes on considerations for exporting scores from
LaunchPad so that you might successfully import them into your campus LMS. Please look
for Note on campus LMS importNote on campus LMS import for more information.

To start, for your reference, here are links to articles that will help you to format the file you
exported from LaunchPad for optimized import into your campus LMS. You'll want to align
the data you export from your LaunchPad gradebook with the data that's already in your
LMS gradebook.

D2L/Brightspace: how to format a .csv file for import (You'll need to search for the word
"format" from here. Your search results will list the article you need, "D2L Instructor FAQs -
What is the file format I should be using to import grades?")

D2L/Brightspace: how to import data from a .csv file (You'll need to search for the word
"import" from here. Your search results will list the article you need, "D2L Instructor FAQs -
How do I import grades?")

Blackboard: how to format a .csv or .xls file for import and how to import data from a .csv
or .xls file

Canvas: How do I format CSV text files for uploading data into Canvas?

and

Canvas: How do I upload changes to the gradebook?

Open the gradebook.Open the gradebook.
From the home page, click on the tab for “Gradebook.”Gradebook.”
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Click Export Scores.Click Export Scores.
In your gradebook, click “Export Scores”“Export Scores” at the top of the page.

Select items on the Export Scores screen.Select items on the Export Scores screen.
The Export Scores window will open and will display several pieces of information that you have
the option of exporting from your LaunchPad gradebook into a .csv file. We'll walk through each
section of the Export Scores window and highlight the selections most of our instructors make.
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Student InformationStudent Information

• First NameFirst Name - Pulls students' first name into the first column (i.e., far-left column) of the
.csv file.

• Last NameLast Name - Pulls students' last names into the second column of the .csv file.
• External IDExternal ID - If you haven't enabled the campus LMS ID feature, this column displays the

email addresses students use to log in to LaunchPad; i.e., their LaunchPad usernames. If
you have enabled LMS ID, this column will display students' LMS ID. Note on campusNote on campus
LMS import:LMS import: If the email address students use to log in to LaunchPad is different from
the address students use to log in to your campus LMS, you may receive an error
message upon importing your scores. Similarly, if students have incorrectly entered their
campus LMS ID into LaunchPad, you may receive an error message when importing
because the IDs won't match.
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• EmailEmail - Displays the email addresses students use to log in to LaunchPad. Include only if
you've enabled LMS ID and want to the report to include both students' LaunchPad
usernames and their campus LMS IDs.

• PointsPoints or ScoreScore - Score will display the cumulative score, expressed as a percent, for
each student. Points will display as a fraction the total number of points earned out of
the total number of points possible in the course. If you don't wish to import your
students' cumulative LaunchPad scores into your campus LMS, leave the PointsPoints or the
ScoreScore option unticked.

Item InformationItem Information

• TitleTitle - Displays the title of an assignment.
• CategoryCategory - If you use gradebook categories in your LaunchPad gradebook, ticking

CategoryCategory will superimpose the title of the category over each assignment title. Note onNote on
campus LMS import:campus LMS import: If you don't use categories, or if your LaunchPad categories don't
match your campus LMS categories, leave this item unticked.

Item DataItem Data

• PercentPercent or PointsPoints - Displays each assignment score as a percentage or number of points
achieved.

• Category TotalsCategory Totals - If you use gradebook categories in your LaunchPad gradebook, ticking
Category TotalsCategory Totals will pull in the total number of points or total percentage that students
have earned in each category. Note on campus LMS import:Note on campus LMS import: If you don't use categories,
or if your LaunchPad categories don't match your campus LMS categories, leave this
item unticked.
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Item SelectionItem Selection

• Tick AllAll to export your entire gradebook.
• Click the ++ next to the All folder to view and select or de-select categories you wish to

include or exclude.
• Tick the ++ next to a category folder to select or de-select individual assignments you wish

to include or exclude.

FileFile

• Your file will be named "Grades" by default. You can change it to whatever you like.
• Again, by default, your grades will be exported into a .csv file, but you can drop the File

type: menu down to select Tab-separated file (.txt)Tab-separated file (.txt).
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Export your grades.Export your grades.

When you're done, click ExportExport.

Open the export file.Open the export file.
Depending on your browser, the download may begin automatically, or you may be asked if
you’d like to open or save your file. Select the option to open and click OKOK.
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Save the file and format for import into your campus LMS, ifSave the file and format for import into your campus LMS, if
applicable.applicable.

Once you save the file, you can reformat and manipulate the data. For example, to arrange
students in alphabetical order, you can apply filters to the columns and sort the Last Name
column by A to Z going down. Here's how:
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Click Sort & Filter and select Filter.Click Sort & Filter and select Filter.

Sort the Last Name column by A to Z.Sort the Last Name column by A to Z.

Filters, the gray boxes with down arrows, will appear on each column. Click the filter on the LastLast
NameName column and select Sort A to ZSort A to Z.
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Confirm that your students are in alphabetical order.Confirm that your students are in alphabetical order.

If applicable, further format the file for import into your campus LMS.If applicable, further format the file for import into your campus LMS.

If you're importing your grades into your campus LMS, you'll want to follow the guidelines we
linked to in the introduction of this article to ensure that your LaunchPad gradebook data will
successfully import into your campus system.
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How to Change the Order of Assignments in theHow to Change the Order of Assignments in the
GradebookGradebook

Assignments appear in the LaunchPad gradebook in the order in which you create them. If
you'd like to change the order--to arrange them by due date, for example--take the
following steps.

Step 1Step 1
From the home page, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

Step 2Step 2
In the “Instructor Console,”Instructor Console,” select “Gradebook Preferences.”“Gradebook Preferences.”

Step 3Step 3
Click on “Show Assignments.”“Show Assignments.”
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Step 4Step 4
Select the order in which you want assignments to appear in your gradebook using the
numbered drop-down boxes. (This saves automatically.)

Step 5Step 5
If you have more than one category, you can change the order of your categories in the same
manner.
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How to Add Student Data Columns to theHow to Add Student Data Columns to the
GradebookGradebook
Step 1Step 1
From the home page, click Gradebook.Gradebook.

Step 2Step 2
To add columns, click the "Display OptionsDisplay Options" button at the top left of the Gradebook, and then
click "Visible Columns...Visible Columns..."

Step 3Step 3
Select the columns you would like to appear in your Gradebook. You can select up to 15
different columns to appear in your Gradebook, but the most commonly used columns are the
ones selected below. When finished selecting columns to appear, click the "OKOK" button.
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Step 4Step 4
Your selected columns will appear in the Gradebook.

Here is an explanation of each of the columns in the above screenshot.
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Is there a way to communicate quickly withIs there a way to communicate quickly with
students who haven't completed anstudents who haven't completed an
assignment?assignment?

Yes! Follow the instructions below to send an email from the Gradebook to all the students
who are missing a particular assignment.

Click on the Gradebook from your LaunchPad home pageClick on the Gradebook from your LaunchPad home page

If you haven't already, add the "Missing" footerIf you haven't already, add the "Missing" footer
To see students who've missed assignments, you'll first need to make the "Missing" Footer
visible at the bottom of the Gradebook. To add the Missing footer, from the Display Options
drop-down menu, select "Visible Footers." If you already have that Footer active, skip down to
the section of this article named "Click on the Number next to 'Missing.'"
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Select "Missing"Select "Missing"

From the Visible Footers menu, put a check mark in the box next to "Missing." This will make
the "Missing" footer active at the bottom of your Gradebook.

Select the Assigned Items to see all assignmentsSelect the Assigned Items to see all assignments
If you are using categories go to the next step.
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Select the CategorySelect the Category

If you are using categories, click on the category that contains the assignment for which you
want to send reminders. You can also click on All Assignments.

Click on the number next toClick on the number next to "Missing" at the bottom of the"Missing" at the bottom of the
GradebookGradebook
The number next to the Missing Footer displays how many students are missing a particular
assignment.
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Click the Envelope iconClick the Envelope icon
This dialog box shows you the students missing that assignment. Click the envelope icon next
to a student's name to send him an email. See below for instructions on how to send emails to
multiple students.
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To send email to multiple students, click Send Mail to AllTo send email to multiple students, click Send Mail to All

Click SendClick Send
1. If you selected "Send Message to All" but only want to send your message to some of

the students, then delete the unwanted students from the "To:" line.
2. After composing your email, click Send to send it.
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To add additional students, Click in the white spaceTo add additional students, Click in the white space
If you want to add additional students to your email:

1. Click the white space next to your student's name and hit the backspace button on
your keyboard;

2. Select another student from the drop-down list;
3. Click Send when you're done composing your message.
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How to Add Weights to CategoriesHow to Add Weights to Categories

• If "Use weighted categories" is off, grades are calculated by multiplying each
assignment's percent grade times the assignment's gradebook points, then
summing these points across all assignments. The final grade equals the total points
earned divided by the total points possible. In this scheme, categories serve solely to
organize assignments in the gradebook

• If "Use weighted categories" is on , you will enter a weight for each category. To
calculate grades, gradebook points for assignments within each category are first
summed, and a percent of points earned for the category is calculated. Then each
category's percent grade is multiplied by the category's weight to determine each
category's points, which are summed. The final grade equals the total category
points earned divided by the sum of the category weights.

To weight your categories follow the instructions below.

Click on the Instructor Console from the Home pageClick on the Instructor Console from the Home page
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Click "Gradebook Preferences"Click "Gradebook Preferences"

Check the box to "Use Weighted Categories"Check the box to "Use Weighted Categories"

Click the number under the Weight/Points column to changeClick the number under the Weight/Points column to change
the weight for that categorythe weight for that category
Be sure to click OK when you're done.
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View the changed weightsView the changed weights
Note that the weights don't have to add up to 100. You can, however, see what percentage of
your students' grades each category will be by looking in the "% of Total" column.

If you want the weights and percentages to match simply make sure the weights add up to 100.
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How to Add Footers to the GradebookHow to Add Footers to the Gradebook
Step 1Step 1
From the home page, click Gradebook.Gradebook.

Step 2Step 2
To add footers, click the "Display OptionsDisplay Options" button at the top left of the Gradebook, and then
click "Visible Footers...Visible Footers..."

Step 3Step 3
Select the footers that you would like to appear in the Gradebook. The options are "MissingMissing,""
"Score EntryScore Entry," "PointsPoints," "Low scoresLow scores," and "CategoryCategory." When selected, click the "OKOK" button. The
"MissingMissing" footer tells an instructor how many students have NOT provided a submission for the
assignment. The "Low scoresLow scores" footer tells an instructor which students do not have a passing
grade for the assignment. The "Score entryScore entry" footer tells an instructor the method by which the
assignment was graded. The "CategoryCategory" footer tells an instructor the weight of the assignment
within the category.
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Step 4Step 4
Your footers will appear at the bottom of the Gradebook.

*NOTENOTE: If you ever forget what a particular footer indicates, hover your mouse over the title of
the footer. A description will appear.*
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Communicate with yourCommunicate with your
studentsstudents
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How can I communicate with my studentsHow can I communicate with my students
through LaunchPad?through LaunchPad?

In LaunchPad, you can email students individually or in groups.

Go to Instructor Console.Go to Instructor Console.

From your LaunchPad home page, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

Click Roster & Groups.Click Roster & Groups.

Click Roster & GroupsRoster & Groups.
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Email your entire class, an individual, or a group.Email your entire class, an individual, or a group.

Email your class.Email your class.

Click Email AllEmail All to email the entire class.
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Email an individual.Email an individual.

Click a student's address to email an individual.

Email a group.Email a group.
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To email a group, (1) click on the group name then (2) Email GroupEmail Group.

Compose Your E-mailCompose Your E-mail

Your default e-mail software, such as Outlook, will open. You can write the email in this
software or copy and paste the e-mail addresses of your students into an e-mail application in
your web browser.

Please note:Please note: When using e-mail software, the "From" e-mail address of your message defaults
to whatever e-mail account you have set up with that software. Make sure to set-up the correct
e-mail address before sending a message to your students in this way.
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How do I add notes to a LaunchPad eBookHow do I add notes to a LaunchPad eBook
page?page?

You can add notes to any eBook page using the top note feature. Here are some general
rules to keep in mind:

• By default, instructor notes are public. Students can see them and reply to them. All
students can also see all other students' replies.

• You can also create private notes which only you, the author, will be able to see.
• When students author a note, the notes are always private. The only way their notes

will be public is if they're replying to an instructor's note.

From an eBook page, click Notes and select Add top note fromFrom an eBook page, click Notes and select Add top note from
the drop-down menu.the drop-down menu.

A dialogue box will open where you can enter your note.
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Enter your note.Enter your note.

The default setting for your note is public. All students can see the instructor public notes, reply
to them, and see other student replies.

If you'd like, use the drop down menu to make your notes private.If you'd like, use the drop down menu to make your notes private.

No students can see instructor private notes.
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When you have finished creating your note, click Post.When you have finished creating your note, click Post.

View your note.View your note.

Your note will appear at the top of the eBook page. Students can reply to public instructor
notes by clicking ReplyReply.
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Work with your campus LMSWork with your campus LMS
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How to Enable Campus (LMS) IDsHow to Enable Campus (LMS) IDs

The LMS (Learning Management System) ID is usually a school-generated identifying
number that allows instructors to track students by a unique number between multiple
online platforms. Having students enter their LMS IDs into our platform allows instructors
to more easily transfer grades and other information into to the gradebook of their school's
Learning Management System.

When enabled, the Student LMS IDStudent LMS ID is a required field. Students will not be able to access
your course until they have entered this information, so it is important that they know
exactly what they need to enter and where they can get the ID if don't have it available
when they attempt to access your course.

For more information on exporting grades from LaunchPad so that you can import them
into your campus LMS gradebook, please see How to Export Your Gradebook. When
exporting your scores, tick External IDExternal ID under Student Information to ensure that the export
will include the LMS ID.

Important note:Important note: If you are accessing LaunchPad assignments through your campus LMS,
what we call deep integration, you should not prompt students to enter their LMS ID when
accessing your course. Doing so will interfere with the integration and cause technical
issues.

From the Create Course menu...From the Create Course menu...
From the Create Course menu, which you'll see whether you create a new course, make a copy
of an existing course, or branch a master, select Prompt students to provide their campus LMSPrompt students to provide their campus LMS
IDID. A new field will appear and you'll be able to write a message to your students, if needed,
explaining what they should enter in this field and where they can find it, if they don't know it
offhand. When you're done filling out the Create Course menu, click CreateCreate.

Note: By default, when you create a course, Do NOT prompt students to provide their campusDo NOT prompt students to provide their campus
LMS IDLMS ID will be selected. If you leave this option selected, you can always change it by following
steps 2-4.
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If you need to add or edit your message to students aboutIf you need to add or edit your message to students about
entering their campus LMS ID...entering their campus LMS ID...
From your home page, click Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

Click General, Navigation, and LaunchPad SettingsGeneral, Navigation, and LaunchPad Settings
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Scroll down to the Student LMS IDStudent LMS ID section and include a message to your students explaining
what they should enter in this field and where they can find it, if they don't know it offhand.

What students see when you require their LMS IDWhat students see when you require their LMS ID
When your students go to enroll in a newly-created course, they will be prompted to enter this
information. For courses that are already underway, turning on this feature will prompt
students to enter their ID the next timenext time they log in to your course.
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*NOTE*NOTE
It's worth repeating that the Student LMS IDStudent LMS ID is a required field. Students will not be able to
access your course until they have entered this information, so it is important that they know
exactly what they need to enter and where they can get the ID if don't have it available when
they attempt to access your course.
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How Do I Get My Grades from LaunchPad to myHow Do I Get My Grades from LaunchPad to my
Campus Learning Management System?Campus Learning Management System?
If you would like to transfer your grades from LaunchPad to your Learning Management System
(LMS) or view them in an Excel spreadsheet, you will need to export your grades to a CSV file.

Instructions for exporting can be found under How to Export Your Gradebook.
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How do I set up my deep integration ofHow do I set up my deep integration of
LaunchPad with Canvas?LaunchPad with Canvas?

Please consult our manual on Canvas Deep Integration for LaunchPad.
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How do I set up my deep integration ofHow do I set up my deep integration of
LaunchPad with D2L?LaunchPad with D2L?

Please consult our manual on D2L Deep Integration for LaunchPad.
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How do I set up my deep integration ofHow do I set up my deep integration of
LaunchPad with Blackboard?LaunchPad with Blackboard?

Please consult our manual on Blackboard Deep Integration for LaunchPad.
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Manage your course rosterManage your course roster
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Dropping a Student from Your CourseDropping a Student from Your Course
Step 1Step 1
From your home page, click GradebookGradebook.

Step 2Step 2
From the menu at the top of the page, click Drop StudentDrop Student.

Step 3Step 3
In the window that appears, choose the student you wish to drop (in this case, “Five, StudentFive, Student”).
The student's information should be automatically filled in under the section “SelectedSelected
StudentStudent.” Then click “DropDrop.”
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Step 4Step 4
A window will appear asking if you are sure you want to drop the student from your course.
Select “Yes.Yes.”

Step 5Step 5
The student is now successfully dropped from the course.
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How to Create a Group of StudentsHow to Create a Group of Students

This article walks you through creating a single group of students, as opposed to multiple
groups at once. For example, you might create a single group for a handful of students who
are making up a test, but you'd create multiple groups simultaneously when assigning
students to groups to work on a project together.

Step 1Step 1
From your home page, go to Instructor ConsoleInstructor Console.

Step 2Step 2

Click RosterRoster && GroupsGroups.

Step 3Step 3
Click on “Create New Group Set.”“Create New Group Set.”
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Step 4Step 4
The screen will refresh and menu will appear over another page. The menu will ask if you want
to Generate Groups.Generate Groups. If you want to create only one specific group, press CancelCancel here.

Step 5Step 5
From the page that appears, click on “+ Add Group“+ Add Group” in the top-right corner.
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Step 6Step 6
Title your group (in this case “Time Extension Students”“Time Extension Students”), and press “OKOK.”

Step 7Step 7
Enter a "group set name" in the empty top-left box. In this case, the group set is titled “Time
Extension."

To add students to the group, hover your mouse over the empty column next to each student
and click. A green check mark should appear, indicating the student was successfully included
in the group. To remove a student from a group, simply click the green check mark. It will
disappear, indicating the student has been removed from the group.
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Step 8Step 8
When you have finished creating your group, click “OK”“OK” at the bottom-right of the page.

Step 9Step 9
Your new group will now appear under “Group Sets.”“Group Sets.” If at any point you wish to make changes
to this group, click “Edit.”“Edit.”
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Switch course viewSwitch course view
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Viewing Your Course as a StudentViewing Your Course as a Student

 Answering questions on homework assignments using either of the following methods
will prevent you from further editing the homework assignment. See the help article
How can I review Homework activities as a student? for a workaround.

Method 1Method 1
The only way to view your course exactly as a student sees it is to create a LaunchPad student
account by signing up for free trial access.

You will need to use a different email address from your LaunchPad instructor account.

Method 2Method 2
You can also access a student preview when you are signed in as an instructor, but this view will
not be exactly the same as a student's experience of the site.

For example, you may still have the option to edit assignments while previewing them, or you
may see instructor-specific messaging like in the screenshot below.

If you still want to use this method:If you still want to use this method:

In the instructor LaunchPad, click Preview as StudentPreview as Student.
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Once the page loads, you will be in student view. To serve as a reminder, there will be a yellow
bar at the top of your screen.

To return to instructor view, click Return to Faculty ViewReturn to Faculty View within the yellow bar.
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Can I view course resources by themselvesCan I view course resources by themselves
without having to click through the table ofwithout having to click through the table of
contents?contents?

Yes! Clicking through the table of contents shows you resources associated with a given
unit, but you can also view resources grouped by type.

Click Resources.Click Resources.

In the gray navigation bar, click ResourcesResources.

Click Content by Type.Click Content by Type.
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A menu will open. Click Content by TypeContent by Type.

Select your resource.Select your resource.

Resources will be grouped by student and instructor. Click on the title of the resource type
you'd like to see. In this example, we'll select Primary SourcesPrimary Sources within student resources.
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Click a resource title to view it.Click a resource title to view it.

Assign a resource or return to the resource menu to continueAssign a resource or return to the resource menu to continue
browsing.browsing.

1. You can assign a resource from here by clicking AssignAssign.
2. To continue browsing, whether you've assigned this item or not, click HomeHome.

Learn more about adding resources to your course.Learn more about adding resources to your course.
For more information on adding resources that are not already incorporated into units, but that
you can view through the steps described in this article, see Adding Content to a LaunchPad
Unit.
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Viewing the e-Book OnlyViewing the e-Book Only
Step 1Step 1
If you wish to view the eBook only (that is, separate from the rest of the curated resources
available in each LaunchPad unit), simply click eBookeBook from the LaunchPad home page.

Step 2Step 2
The eBook chapters will now be listed by themselves in your LaunchPad.

Step 3Step 3
When you click in to a particular eBook section, you will be taken to its contents. From here you
can assign, edit, highlight and add notes to the eBook section.

1. Click HomeHome to return to the LaunchPad home page.
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2. Use the Read onRead on button at the bottom to read the next section of the same reading
(using the PreviousPrevious and NextNext buttons will take you to the next reading in the e-book
or into another resource entirely).

3. The e-book also has a circle menu at the top left with a circle for each section of the
current reading.

4. Click the square below the circle menu to access a table of contents for the reading
or show all sections of the reading.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
AstronomyAstronomy
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Comins, Discovering the Essential Universe, 6eComins, Discovering the Essential Universe, 6e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Discovering the Essential Universe.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

Concise 2-D animations help students visualize and understand key concepts and figures from
the text, and are accompanied by brief explanations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book is a complete online version of the textbook with an assortment of media-
powered learning tools and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Image Map ActivitiesImage Map Activities

These activities use figures and photographs from the text to assess key ideas, helping students
to develop their visual literacy skills. Students must click the appropriate section(s) of the image
and answer corresponding questions.
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Interactive ExercisesInteractive Exercises

These simple exercises allow students to interact with figures from the text while answering
questions about key concepts in astronomy.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

SkyTracker Constellation GameSkyTracker Constellation Game

SkyTracker was developed by Neil Comins to help students identify the constellations through
name matching, flashcards and sky maps.
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Star ChartsStar Charts

Star Charts are visual displays showing the position of the stars in the night sky in the Northern
Hemisphere for each month of the year.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.

TutorialsTutorials

These self-guided, concept-driven experimental walk-throughs engage students in the process
of scientific discovery as they make observations, draw conclusions, and apply their knowledge.
Astronomy tutorials combine multimedia resources, activities, and quizzes.
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VideosVideos

Select NASA videos illustrate and expand upon key concepts from the text.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to End of Chapter QuestionsAnswers to End of Chapter Questions

These PDF documents provide full solutions to all the end of chapter questions.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Chapter Figures, Photos and Tables are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the
chapter in JPG format.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Written by Neil Comins, these questions can be used as lecture launchers with or without a
classroom response system such as iClicker. Each chapter includes questions relating to figures
from the text and common misconceptions, as well as writing questions for instructors who
would like to add a writing or class discussion element to their lectures.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Image Slides include all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter displayed on slides in
the order they appear.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled presentations for the chapter which can be used for lectures,
or as an outline for your custom lecture presentations.
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Comins, Discovering the Universe, 10eComins, Discovering the Universe, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Discovering the Universe.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

Concise 2-D animations help students visualize and understand key concepts and figures from
the text, and are accompanied by brief explanations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad's e-Book is a complete online version of the textbook with an assortment of media-
powered learning tools and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Image Map ActivitiesImage Map Activities

These activities use figures and photographs from the text to assess key ideas, helping students
to develop their visual literacy skills. Students must click the appropriate section(s) of the image
and answer corresponding questions.
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Interactive ExercisesInteractive Exercises

These simple exercises allow students to interact with figures from the text while answering
questions about key concepts in astronomy.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

SkyTracker Constellation GameSkyTracker Constellation Game

SkyTracker was developed by Neil Comins to help students identify the constellations through
name matching, flashcards and sky maps.
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Star ChartsStar Charts

Star Charts are visual displays showing the position of the stars in the night sky in the Northern
Hemisphere for each month of the year.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.

TutorialsTutorials

These self-guided, concept-driven experimental walk-throughs engage students in the process
of scientific discovery as they make observations, draw conclusions, and apply their knowledge.
Astronomy tutorials combine multimedia resources, activities, and quizzes.

VideosVideos

Select NASA videos illustrate and expand upon key concepts from the text. These are
accompanied by brief explanations.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Observing Projects WorkbookAnswers to Observing Projects Workbook
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This PDF document provides the full solutions for the optional print workbook, Observing
Projects Using Starry Night College, 2014 Version.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Written by Neil Comins, these questions can be used as lecture launchers with or without a
classroom response system such as iClicker. Each chapter includes questions relating to figures
from the text and common misconceptions, as well as writing questions for instructors who
would like to add a writing or class discussion element to their lectures.
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Image PowerPoint PresentationsImage PowerPoint Presentations

Image PowerPoints Presentations include all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.

ImagesImages
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Images are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.

Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

These PDF documents provide suggested learning objectives, teaching hints and strategies, and
class discussion and project suggestions, as well as full solutions to all the end of chapter
questions.

Lecture PowerPointsLecture PowerPoints
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Lecture PowerPoints are pre-assembled presentations for the chapter which can be used for
lectures, or as an outline for your custom lecture presentations.
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Freedman, Universe, 10eFreedman, Universe, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Universe.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click Resources,Resources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

Concise 2-D animations help students visualize and understand key concepts and figures from
the text, and are accompanied by brief explanations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book is a complete online version of the textbook with an assortment of media-
powered learning tools and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Image Map ActivitiesImage Map Activities

These activities use figures and photographs from the text to assess key ideas, helping students
to develop their visual literacy skills. Students must click the appropriate section(s) of the image
and answer corresponding questions.

Interactive ExercisesInteractive Exercises
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These simple exercises allow students to interact with figures from the text while answering
questions about key concepts in astronomy.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Learning GoalsLearning Goals

Learning Goals familiarize students with the focus of each chapter.

Looking DeeperLooking Deeper

These brief essays expand on additional topics related to the chapters. Students are directed to
these essays from icons in the text.
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SkyTracker Constellation GameSkyTracker Constellation Game

SkyTracker was developed to help students identify the constellations through name matching,
flashcards and sky maps.

Star ChartsStar Charts
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Star Charts are visual displays showing the position of the stars in the night sky in the Northern
Hemisphere for each month of the year.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.
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TutorialsTutorials

These self-guided, concept-driven experimental walkthroughs engage students in the process
of scientific discovery as they make observations, draw conclusions, and apply their knowledge.
Astronomy tutorials combine multimedia resources, activities, and quizzes.

VideosVideos
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Select NASA videos illustrate and expand upon key concepts from the text. These are
accompanied by brief explanations.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Answers to Observing Projects WorkbookAnswers to Observing Projects Workbook

This PDF document provides the full solutions for the optional print workbook, Observing
Projects Using Starry Night College, 2014 Version.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Clicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.

Image PowerPoint PresentationsImage PowerPoint Presentations

Image PowerPoints Presentations include all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.
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ImagesImages

Images are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.

Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual
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These PDF documents provide teaching hints and strategies and additional resource
suggestions for each chapter, as well as full solutions to all the end of chapter questions.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

Lecture PowerPoints are pre-assembled presentations for the chapter which can be used for
lectures, or as an outline for your custom lecture presentations.
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Slater, Investigating Astronomy, 2eSlater, Investigating Astronomy, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Investigating Astronomy.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

Concise 2-D animations help students visualize and understand key concepts and figures from
the text, and are accompanied by brief explanations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book is a complete online version of the textbook with an assortment of media-
powered learning tools and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are provided for key terms. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Image Map ActivitiesImage Map Activities

These activities use figures and photographs from the text to assess key ideas, helping students
to develop their visual literacy skills. Students must click the appropriate section(s) of the image
and answer corresponding questions.

Interactive ExercisesInteractive Exercises
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These simple exercises allow students to interact with figures from the text while answering
questions about key concepts in astronomy.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines powerful
adaptive quizzing, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. For instructors, LearningCurve
is a perfect resource for those looking to flip the class, or for those who would like students to
come to class prepared to discuss the content. LearningCurve is tailored to each specific text.
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SkyTracker Constellation GameSkyTracker Constellation Game

SkyTracker was developed to help students identify the constellations through name matching,
flashcards and sky maps.

Star ChartsStar Charts
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Star Charts are visual displays showing the position of the stars in the night sky in the Northern
Hemisphere for each month of the year.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.
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TutorialsTutorials

These self-guided, concept-driven experimental walkthroughs engage students in the process
of scientific discovery as they make observations, draw conclusions, and apply their knowledge.
Astronomy tutorials combine multimedia resources, activities, and quizzes.

VideosVideos
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Select NASA videos illustrate and expand upon key concepts from the text. These are
accompanied by brief explanations.

Visual Literacy TasksVisual Literacy Tasks

These brief quizzes from the text ask students to interpret a key figure from the text, tying
visuals in with the key concepts just covered and increase visual literacy.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to End of Chapter QuestionsAnswers to End of Chapter Questions
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Answers to End of Chapter Questions are provided for you on one convenient Word document
per chapter.

Answers to Observing Projects WorkbookAnswers to Observing Projects Workbook

This PDF document provides the full solutions for the optional print workbook, Observing
Projects Using Starry Night College, 2014 Version.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.

Image PowerPoint PresentationsImage PowerPoint Presentations
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Image PowerPoints Presentations include all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.

ImagesImages

Images are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations
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Lecture PowerPoints are pre-assembled presentations for the chapter which can be used for
lectures, or as an outline for your custom lecture presentations.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
BiologyBiology
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Cox, Molecular Biology, 2eCox, Molecular Biology, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Molecular Biology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click Resources,Resources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook, plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters, add and share
notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Research FrontiersResearch Frontiers

Instructors may assign these relevant Nature articles and the accompanying short quizzes.

SimulationsSimulations
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New to the second edition are simulations that cover core molecular biology concepts and
techniques. Created using the art from the text, the simulations reinforce students’
understanding by allowing them to interact with the structures and processes that they have
encountered. A game-like format guides students through the simulations, and gradable,
multiple-choice questions after each one ensure that you can assess whether students have
thoroughly understood them.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in JPEG format, in multiple versions, including complete, unlabeled, and stepped.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with a clicker during lectures.

End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes

Instructors can edit and assign these quizzes, which include gradable versions of the end-of-
chapter problems from the textbook.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

All images from the text are provided in PowerPoint format for use in class or for enhancing an
existing presentation.

Instructor Guides to SimulationsInstructor Guides to Simulations
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Instructors are provided with guides to each of the student simulations, including answers and
helpful hints.

Nature Articles with AssessmentNature Articles with Assessment

Additional articles from Nature with accompanying assessment are provided for use by the
instructor.
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Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

The test bank offers answers to chapter tests that places solutions in one convenient place for
instructors and includes what section of the chapter the solution can be found.
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Hillis, Principles of Life, 2eHillis, Principles of Life, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Principles of Life.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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ActivitiesActivities

A range of interactive activities help students learn and review key facts and concepts through
labeling diagrams, identifying steps in processes, and matching concepts. The Activities are all
assignable by the instructor and report to the gradebook when completed.

Analyze the DataAnalyze the Data
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Online versions of the textbook’s Analyze the Data exercises (included in many of the book’s
Investigation figures) ask students to work with data from published biological research and
make their own connections between observations, analyses, hypotheses, and conclusions. All
are available to be assigned by the instructor.

Animated Tutorial QuizzesAnimated Tutorial Quizzes

A brief multiple-choice quiz is available for each animated tutorial. Questions are listed with
their Bloom’s Taxonomy level, and they can be edited and assigned. You can use the quizzes to
confirm that students have completed the entire tutorial, and students can use them to make
sure they understood the tutorial’s content.
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Animated Tutorial Quizzes - Spring 2015 UpdatesAnimated Tutorial Quizzes - Spring 2015 Updates

Updated questions have been added for Animated Tutorial 8.1. If you create a new course,
these questions will already be placed after the tutorial in the chapter. If you’ve edited your
course, you can choose to add or remove this quiz.

Animated TutorialsAnimated Tutorials
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In-depth animations present complex topics in a clear, easy-to-follow narrative. Also included
are interactive simulations of key systems and processes. Each Animated Tutorial includes a
brief quiz that can be assigned.

BioNavigatorBioNavigator

A unique visual way to explore all of the Animated Tutorials and Activities across the various
levels of biological inquiry--from the global scale down to the molecular scale.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is fully integrated into LaunchPad and
includes media resources, in-text links to all glossary entries (with audio pronunciations), and
flexible notes and highlighting features. In addition, instructors can easily hide chapters or
sections that they don’t cover in their course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and
add their own content directly into the e-Book.
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Flashcards and Key TermsFlashcards and Key Terms

A comprehensive set of flashcards for each chapter provide students an ideal way to learn and
review the extensive terminology of introductory biology, featuring a review mode, a quiz
mode, and a full list of terms and definitions with audio pronunciations.

GlossaryGlossary
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A full, searchable online glossary, with links to cross references and audio pronunciations for all
terms.

Help Documents (Student)Help Documents (Student)

If they need LaunchPad technical support, this document shows students how to get help via
chat, email, or phone.
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Interactive SummariesInteractive Summaries

For each chapter, these dynamic summaries combine a review of important concepts with links
to all of the key figures, Activities, and Animated Tutorials.

Investigation LinksInvestigation Links
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An overview of the experiments featured in each of the textbook’s Investigation figures, with
links to the original paper(s), related research or applications that followed, and additional
information related to the experiment.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Lecture NotebookLecture Notebook

Available online as PDF files, the Lecture Notebook includes all of the textbook’s figures and
tables, with space for note-taking.

Math for LifeMath for Life
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A collection of mathematical shortcuts and references to help students with the quantitative
skills they need in the biology laboratory.

Media ClipsMedia Clips

These short, engaging video clips depict fascinating examples of some of the many organisms,
processes, and phenomena discussed in the textbook.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material. Summative
quizzes can be easily assigned as pre- or post-lecture assessments or released for student self-
assessment use.
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Survival SkillsSurvival Skills

A guide to more effective study habits, including time management, note taking, highlighting,
and exam preparation.

Tree of LifeTree of Life
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An interactive version of the Tree of Life from Appendix A, with links to a wealth of information
on each group listed.

VideosVideos

A wide-ranging collection of video segments that helps demonstrate the complexity and beauty
of life. It includes short microscopy videos as well as slightly longer journalistic videos on
biological topics.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Active Learning Exercises (PPT)Active Learning Exercises (PPT)
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Set up for easy integration into lectures, each exercise poses a question or problem for the
class to discuss or solve. Each also includes a multiple-choice element, for easy use with clicker
systems.

Answers to Textbook QuestionsAnswers to Textbook Questions

Complete answers to all of the textbook’s CheckPoint, Apply the Concept, and Analyze the Data
questions.
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Figures and Tables (JPEG)Figures and Tables (JPEG)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.

Figures and Tables (PPT)Figures and Tables (PPT)
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Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.

Figures with Editable Labels (PPT)Figures with Editable Labels (PPT)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.
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Help Documents (Instructor)Help Documents (Instructor)

Instructors using LaunchPad looking for technical or instructional support can start here. Find a
guide for contacting technical support, links to the LaunchPad Instructor’s Manual, descriptions
of all the resources available in the Hillis, Principles of Life, 2e LaunchPad, and guidance for
customizing your LaunchPad units and assessments.
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Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

A wealth of course planning material, the Instructor’s Manual includes the following sections for
each chapter of the textbook: Chapter Overview, What’s New, Key Concepts & Learning
Objectives, Chapter Outline, Lecture Outline, and Key Terms.

Instructor's Media LibraryInstructor's Media Library
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The media resources available in the Instructor’s Media Library are described here, along with
software requirements for using them. Instructors can order a disc or access everything
through LaunchPad.

Layered Art (PPT)Layered Art (PPT)

Layered, step-by-step, and animated versions of selected important complex figures.
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Lecture Presentations (PPT)Lecture Presentations (PPT)

A complete lecture outline for each chapter, including selected figures and tables.

Supplemental Photos (JPEG)Supplemental Photos (JPEG)
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The supplemental photograph collection contains over 1,500 additional photographs, giving
instructors a wealth of additional imagery to draw upon.

Supplemental Photos (PPT)Supplemental Photos (PPT)

The supplemental photograph collection contains over 1,500 additional photographs, giving
instructors a wealth of additional imagery to draw upon.
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Test BankTest Bank

LaunchPad makes it easy to build custom assessments from Principles of Life’s wealth of
assessment resources. The Test Bank includes over 5,000 questions, all referenced to specific
textbook sections and categorized according to Bloom’s taxonomy. Each chapter includes a
wide range of multiple-choice, fill-in-the- blank, and short-answer/essay questions, including
diagram questions. In addition, questions from all of the LearningCurve activities, Summative
Quizzes, and the Study Guide are included as additional question banks that instructors can
draw upon in building quizzes and other assignments.
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Hillis, Principles of Life for the AP® course, 2eHillis, Principles of Life for the AP® course, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Principles of Life for the AP® course.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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ActivitiesActivities

A range of interactive activities help students learn and review key facts and concepts through
labeling diagrams, identifying steps in processes, and matching concepts. The Activities are all
assignable by the instructor and report to the gradebook when completed.

Analyze the DataAnalyze the Data
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Online versions of the textbook’s Analyze the Data exercises (included in many of the book’s
Investigation figures) ask students to work with data from published biological research and
make their own connections between observations, analyses, hypotheses, and conclusions. All
are available to be assigned by the instructor.

Animated Tutorial QuizzesAnimated Tutorial Quizzes

A brief multiple-choice quiz is available for each animated tutorial. Questions are listed with
their Bloom’s Taxonomy level, and they can be edited and assigned. You can use the quizzes to
confirm that students have completed the entire tutorial, and students can use them to make
sure they understood the tutorial’s content.
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Animated TutorialsAnimated Tutorials

In-depth animations present complex topics in a clear, easy-to-follow narrative. Also included
are interactive simulations of key systems and processes. Each Animated Tutorial includes a
brief quiz that can be assigned.

BioNavigatorBioNavigator
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A unique visual way to explore all of the Animated Tutorials and Activities across the various
levels of biological inquiry--from the global scale down to the molecular scale.

e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is fully integrated into LaunchPad and
includes media resources, in-text links to all glossary entries (with audio pronunciations), and
flexible notes and highlighting features. In addition, instructors can easily hide chapters or
sections that they don’t cover in their course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and
add their own content directly into the e-Book.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

A comprehensive set of flashcards for each chapter provide students an ideal way to learn and
review the extensive terminology of introductory biology, featuring a review mode, a quiz
mode, and a full list of terms and definitions with audio pronunciations.

GlossaryGlossary
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A full, searchable online glossary, with links to cross references and audio pronunciations for all
terms.

Help Documents (Student)Help Documents (Student)

If they need LaunchPad technical support, this document shows students how to get help via
chat, email, or phone.
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Interactive SummariesInteractive Summaries

For each chapter, these dynamic summaries combine a review of important concepts with links
to all of the key figures, Activities, and Animated Tutorials.

Investigation LinksInvestigation Links
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An overview of the experiments featured in each of the textbook’s Investigation figures, with
links to the original paper(s), related research or applications that followed, and additional
information related to the experiment.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Lecture NotebookLecture Notebook

Available online as PDF files, the Lecture Notebook includes all of the textbook’s figures and
tables, with space for note-taking.

Math for LifeMath for Life
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A collection of mathematical shortcuts and references to help students with the quantitative
skills they need in the biology laboratory.

Media ClipsMedia Clips

These short, engaging video clips depict fascinating examples of some of the many organisms,
processes, and phenomena discussed in the textbook.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material. Summative
quizzes can be easily assigned as pre-or post-lecture assessments or released for student self-
assessment use.
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Tree of LifeTree of Life

An interactive version of the Tree of Life from Appendix A, with links to a wealth of information
on each group listed.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Active Learning Exercises (PPT)Active Learning Exercises (PPT)

Set up for easy integration into lectures, each exercise poses a question or problem for the
class to discuss or solve. Each also includes a multiple-choice element, for easy use with clicker
systems.
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Answers to Appendix B ExercisesAnswers to Appendix B Exercises

Complete answers to practice questions from Appendix B: Making Sense of Data: A Statistics
Primer are provided.

Answers to Textbook QuestionsAnswers to Textbook Questions
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Complete answers to all of the textbook’s CheckPoint, Apply the Concept, and Analyze the Data
questions.

AP® Exam Prep QuestionsAP® Exam Prep Questions

This all new set of 75-plus AP®-style questions is an invaluable resource for teachers. Covering
all units of the textbook, questions are provided in multiple-choice, grid-in, and free-response
formats, and closely match the style and format of actual AP® exam questions.
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Figures and Tables (JPEG)Figures and Tables (JPEG)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.

Figures and Tables (PPT)Figures and Tables (PPT)
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Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.

Figures with Editable Labels (PPT)Figures with Editable Labels (PPT)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.
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Help Documents (Teacher)Help Documents (Teacher)

Instructors using LaunchPad looking for technical or instructional support can start here. Find a
guide for contacting technical support, links to the LaunchPad Instructor’s Manual, descriptions
of all the resources available in the Hillis, Principles of Life, 2e LaunchPad, and guidance for
customizing your LaunchPad units and assessments.
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Interactive Teacher's Edition IndexInteractive Teacher's Edition Index

A powerful tool that cross-references all of the Teacher’s Edition wraparound material to
textbook sections, wraparound content categories, AP® Learning Objectives, and AP® Science
Practices. The Index helps you quickly find resources for a specific topic or browse resources
across topics and categories.
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Layered Art (PPT)Layered Art (PPT)

Layered, step-by-step, and animated versions of selected important complex figures.

Lecture Presentations (PPT)Lecture Presentations (PPT)
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A complete lecture outline for each chapter, including selected figures and tables.

Strive for a 5 AnswersStrive for a 5 Answers

Complete answers to all of the questions in the student study guide Strive for a 5.
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Supplemental Photos (JPEG)Supplemental Photos (JPEG)

The supplemental photograph collection contains over 1,500 additional photographs, giving
instructors a wealth of additional imagery to draw upon.

Supplemental Photos (PPT)Supplemental Photos (PPT)
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The supplemental photograph collection contains over 1,500 additional photographs, giving
instructors a wealth of additional imagery to draw upon.

Teacher's Edition Links and ResourcesTeacher's Edition Links and Resources

A compilation of all the links found in the Teacher’s Edition wrap-around material, with
additional material in selected chapters, plus AP® teaching and pacing guides from the preface
to the Teacher’s Edition.
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Test BankTest Bank

LaunchPad makes it easy to build custom assessments from Principles of Life’s wealth of
assessment resources. The Test Bank includes over 5,000 questions, all referenced to specific
textbook sections and categorized according to Bloom’s taxonomy. Each chapter includes a
wide range of multiple-choice, fill-in-the- blank, and short-answer/essay questions, including
diagram questions. In addition, questions from all of the LearningCurve activities and
Summative Quizzes are included as additional question banks that instructors can draw upon in
building quizzes and other assignments.
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VideosVideos

Featuring many new videos for the Second Edition, the wide-ranging collection of video
segments helps demonstrate the complexity and beauty of life.
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Kuby, Immunology, 7eKuby, Immunology, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Immunology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

Animations are provided for key topics to help students understand mechanisms and
techniques that benefit from visualization. Animations are presented first with a summary
paragraph, and when the student clicks the animation, it opens in a new window for watching.
Each animation also comes with extra weblinks and references so a student may explore the
topic further. If these animations are assigned, students are graded on viewing completion.
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Clinical Case StudiesClinical Case Studies

Case Studies present students with a real life scenario and shows them the questions
immunologists would ask and the answers they’d give to solve these problems. These are
intended to show students the process of critical thinking used to solve these real-life
immunological issues.

If not used as assignments, these cases could be used to supplement classroom discussion.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, or terms shown, as well as use quiz mode to test themselves.
Students can utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure
they understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are more suitable for study and practice than to be assigned for points and due at a
particular date. However, since students find them extremely helpful, many instructors make
them visible in the pre-built units or create a separate folder to house all the flashcards that
pertain to the course or to particular in-class assessments.

The default setting on flashcards is grade on completion, which means as long as a student
opens and works on them, he or she will receive full credit.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s adaptive
quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and students are challenged to reach a
target score, rather than a score from the total number of questions answered, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Due to their adaptive nature, Learning Curve activities are not able to be edited; they can only
be assigned exactly as provided.
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Molecular VisualizationsMolecular Visualizations

With dynamic interactive versions of the book’s figures with accompanying assessments,
students can zoom in and out to explore both the big picture and the important details of
biological processes.

This item will link students to a new window that allows them to use the Jmol modeling
program to visualize specific molecules from the text. The student will have to download Jmol to
use these models.
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VIBE Interactive Flash TutorialsVIBE Interactive Flash Tutorials

This resource links out in a new tab to In-depth animations and interactive simulations of key
systems and processes created by VIBE, Virtual Interdisciplinary Biology Education, a
collaborative educational technology project between Stanford University, Uppsala University,
Sweden, and Umea University, Sweden funded by the Wallenberg Foundation, Sweden
(www.wgln.org). The goal of the project is to develop interactive multimedia resources to
enhance the teaching and learning of immunology

Topics covered on the VIBE page include: Lymphoid system, Initiation of an Antibody response,
Ig Genee Rearrangement, Tonegawa Experiment and Antigen Presentation Pathways: MHC.
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VideosVideos

Videos show students key processes visualized through research techniques.

WeblinksWeblinks

Links are provided for every chapter and are links to immunology resources and references
relevant to the key concepts of the chapter.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Image PowerPointsImage PowerPoints
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Fully optimized JPEG files of every figure, photo, and table in the text, featuring enhanced color,
higher resolution and enlarged fonts.

ImagesImages

Fully optimized JPEG files of every figure, photo, and table in the text, featuring enhanced color,
higher resolution and enlarged fonts.
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Lecture Presentations for use with PowerPointLecture Presentations for use with PowerPoint

Interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or
use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

SolutionsSolutions
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Instructors are provided with solutions to all of the end of chapter questions.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

Over 500 dynamic questions in PDF and editable Word formats including multiple-choice and
short-answer problems, rated by level of difficulty and Bloom's Taxonomy level.
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Videos (ZIP)Videos (ZIP)

Videos, specially chosen by the authors to complement and supplement text concepts, can be
downloaded here to be used in classroom presentations.
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Lodish, Molecular Cell Biology, 7eLodish, Molecular Cell Biology, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Molecular Cell Biology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities

Animation techniques offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

AnimationsAnimations
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Concise 2-D animations help students visualize and understand key concepts and figures from
the text, and are accompanied by brief explanations.

Classic Experiment ActivityClassic Experiment Activity

Students are provided with case studies on classic experiments in Genetics that led to
breakthrough innovations in the field. Students are given background on the experiment, the
description of the experiment itself, and popular discussion surrounding the experiment.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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End-of-Chapter ExercisesEnd-of-Chapter Exercises

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material. Summative
quizzes can be easily assigned as post-lecture assessments or released for student self-
assessment use.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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PodcastsPodcasts

Audio walkthroughs and demonstrations of key topics and experiments examined in the text by
chapter, in an easily-downloadable format, to enhance student comprehension.

VideosVideos

Student versions of videos to help them understand key mechanisms and techniques at their
own paces.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Additional Analyze the Data QuestionsAdditional Analyze the Data Questions
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The textbook’s heavily revised end-of-chapter materials include 30% new questions, including
additional Analyze the Data problems to give students added practice at interpreting
experimental evidence.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an iClicker during lectures.
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Conversion Guide: Alberts, 5e to Lodish, 7eConversion Guide: Alberts, 5e to Lodish, 7e

A side-by-side chart of the topics covered by both Lodish, 7e and Alberts et al., Molecular
Biology of the Cell, 5e, with helpful page, chapter, and section references.

Image PowerPointsImage PowerPoints
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All images from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing PPT
presentation.

Images (JPEG)Images (JPEG)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in JPEG (high- and low-resolution) format, in multiple versions, including whole,
reformatted, and unlabeled.
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OHT Transparency ListOHT Transparency List

A comprehensive list of the book’s accompanying overhead transparencies available for use in
lectures.

SolutionsSolutions
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Instructors are provided with solutions to all of the end of chapter questions.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

The test bank offers answers to chapter tests that places solutions in one convenient place for
instructors and includes what section of the chapter the solution can be found.
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Topic Comparison for 6th and 7th EditionsTopic Comparison for 6th and 7th Editions

A document outlining the expanded and updated coverage, revisions, new topics and a variety
of other new features found the new edition, with helpful chapter number and title references
for both the sixth and seventh editions.

Unlabeled Images (JPEG)Unlabeled Images (JPEG)
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All image files are provided for use in class.
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Lodish, Molecular Cell Biology 8eLodish, Molecular Cell Biology 8e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Molecular Cell Biology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Analyze the DataAnalyze the Data

These activities ask students to apply critical thinking and data analysis skills to solving complex
problems.

Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities
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These animations, based on key figures from the text, illustrate difficult or important structures
and processes. The animations are accompanied by a brief set of 3-5 multiple-choice questions
to test comprehension.

AnimationsAnimations

These animations directly correspond with figures from the text and show the figures in 3-D.
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Case StudiesCase Studies

Interactive Case Studies guide students through applied problems related to important
concepts. Topics covered are cancer, diabetes, cystic fibrosis, and Alzheimer’s Disease. Each
Case Study takes students through a narrative, presenting background information and asking
students to synthesize information from multiple chapters (with page and chapter references)
to gain a better understanding of the disease and its molecular basis. They include both
multiple-choice and essay questions.
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Concept Check QuizConcept Check Quiz

These quizzes test student understanding of the most important concepts in each chapter.
They are presented as multiple-choice questions and can be automatically graded.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to the end of chapter problems are included in PDF format.

VideosVideos
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This set of videos shows students real cell processes as they appear in the lab.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Analyze the Data (Instructor)Analyze the Data (Instructor)

An additional set of Analyze the Data activities are provided to instructors only. These are in
Word format so they can be easily edited by instructors.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from
the chapter in JPG format.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with a Clicker system during lectures.

Conversion GuidesConversion Guides
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These two documents correlate topics between the seventh and eighth editions, as well as
between Alberts 6e and the eighth edition.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Images from each chapter are provided in PowerPoint presentation files, displayed in the order
they appear, for use in class or for enhancing an existing presentation. Instructors can use them
for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has a complete, detailed lecture outline, covering all important concepts.

Podcasts from the Seventh EditionPodcasts from the Seventh Edition

Audio walkthroughs and demonstrations of key topics and experiments, in an easily-
downloadable format, to enhance student comprehension. These correspond with the 7th
edition but can easily be added to the student course by the instructor if desired.
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Test BankTest Bank

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the questions
that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete answer keys.

Unlabeled Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Unlabeled Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

All image files are also provided without labels for use in class, particularly for review or exams.
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Unlabeled Image SlidesUnlabeled Image Slides

All image slides are also provided without labels for use in class, particularly for review or
exams.
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Morris, Biology: How Life WorksMorris, Biology: How Life Works

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Biology: How Life Works.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities

Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities are 3-D animations, designed by Rob Lue, that bring biological processes to
life, place them in context, and give students an intuitive sense of how these processes work.
Each Animation Activity is accompanied by assignable assessment questions that focus on the
core concepts presented in the animation.
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AnimationsAnimations

AnimationsAnimations are 2-D, simple animations that help student visualize and understand basic
processes.

Chapter ExamsChapter Exams
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Chapter ExamsChapter Exams are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our bank of
questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-Class AssignmentPre-Class Assignment, a
collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework, and a
collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were designed to
align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that what students
practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework all
prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.

Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework

Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our bank
of questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-Class AssignmentPre-Class Assignment, a
collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework, and a
collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were designed to
align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that what students
practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework all
prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Booke-Book is every page of the printed text, including all chapters, sections, Cases, preface,
glossary, and index.

Help MaterialsHelp Materials
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Help documents are available for you and your students to help address common questions for
using LaunchPad to accompany Biology: How Life Works. The Help Documents include
informative screenshots and detailed information on the available resources.

How Do We Know ActivitiesHow Do We Know Activities

How Do We Know ActivitiesHow Do We Know Activities are a growing collection of activities that accompany key How Do
We Know Figures from the text. The activity begins with a tutorial that reviews the experimental
design of the text figure, followed by questions that ask students to apply what they learned to
new experiments, as well as predict how different variables shape the outcome of the
experiment.
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In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments

In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our bank
of questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-Class AssignmentPre-Class Assignment, a
collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework, and a
collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were designed to
align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that what students
practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework all
prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Mirror ExperimentsMirror Experiments

Explore the same concepts as experiments in “How Do We Know” figures in the text. Questions
accompanying the experiment descriptions and data allow students to practice interpreting
data and understanding experimental design. Instructions link out to the Experiment and Data
Analysis Primers.
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Pre-Class AssignmentsPre-Class Assignments

Pre-Class AssignmentsPre-Class Assignments are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our
bank of questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-Class AssignmentPre-Class Assignment, a
collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework, and a
collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were designed to
align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that what students
practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework all
prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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PrimerPrimer

Data analysis and experimental design are skills that are best learned through practice. For that
reason, the HLW authors have created a data analysis package that teaches these skills and
provides a way to practice them. Four primers first provide a base of knowledge on major
topics in data gathering and analysis: Experimental Design; Data and Data Presentation;
Statistics; and Scale and Approximation. The brief (4-page) chapter-style primers can be
assigned individually and can be found in the Experiments and Data Analysis unit in the
LaunchPad.

After reading the primers to learn the ideas and terms behind how scientists conduct research
and analyze and interpret results, students can practice what they’ve learned with the Working
with Data question sets. Each set of 8 to 10 questions is tied to one of the How Do We Know
figures that introduce students to the process of scientific inquiry. These questions guide the
student toward a deeper understanding of the experiments and their results. For example,
students are asked to pick out hypotheses, make inferences, and predict results under altered
conditions. At the same time the questions give students practice in applying key concepts
taught in the data analysis primers, including working with exponents and logarithms,
interpreting graphs, spotting correlations, and understanding simple statistics.
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Scientific American ArticlesScientific American Articles

The collection of Scientific American ArticlesScientific American Articles includes 25 carefully selected Scientific American
articles in their entirety, complete and unabridged. These articles offer a great way to introduce
currency into your course.

Simulation ActivitiesSimulation Activities
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Simulation Activities are designed for those concepts students can learn best by doing, rather
than by reading or watching. Each simulation allows students to explore biological processes,
problem-solve by doing, and make predictions. Accompanying assessment questions lead
students through the simulation so they can work through a Core Concept.

Visual Synthesis ActivitiesVisual Synthesis Activities

Visual Synthesis Activities are dynamic, zoomable versions of the 2-page Visual Synthesis figures
that appear in the textbook. By exploring the map and zooming in and out, students can see
both the big picture and the details, building a framework for how concepts connect and relate.
Accompanying assessment questions help guide students through the map.
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Working with DataWorking with Data

The Working with Data question sets contain 8 to 10 questions tied to one of the How Do We
Know figures that introduce students to the process of scientific inquiry. These questions guide
the student toward a deeper understanding of the experiments and their results. For example,
students are asked to pick out hypotheses, make inferences, and predict results under altered
conditions.

At the same time the questions give students practice in applying key concepts taught in the
data analysis primers, including working with exponents and logarithms, interpreting graphs,
spotting correlations, and understanding simple statistics. Clicking on highlighted key terms will
bring up definitions from the primers. Where appropriate, links accompanying a question bring
up relevant sections from the primers. The Working with Data question sets will be found in the
chapter units in LaunchPad.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Self-Assessment QuestionsAnswers to Self-Assessment Questions
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Answers to the Self-Assessment Questions is an online answer key to all of the end-of-chapter
Self-Assessment questions. Made available online, as opposed to the back of the text, so we
could be unrestricted in giving full answers, often including diagrams or sketches.

Case ActivitiesCase Activities

Case Activities are complementary active-learning exercises designed to be used in class. These
exercises get students actively involved with the concepts they learned in class and through
their chapter readings. Designed to be used with the eight in-text Cases, the activities can also
be used on their own.
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Chapter ExamsChapter Exams

Here, Chapter ExamsChapter Exams are printable, Word-doc versions of the assignable Chapter Exams that
are listed in Student Resources above in case you wanted to use these editable files to make an
in-class, offline assignment.

Chapter Exams are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our bank of
questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-Class AssignmentPre-Class Assignment, a
collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework, and a
collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were designed to
align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that what students
practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework all
prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions are questions designed for in-class use with clickers. All questions are loaded
into PowerPoint slides.

Help MaterialsHelp Materials
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Help documents are available for you and your students to help address common questions for
using LaunchPad to accompany Biology: How Life Works. The Help Documents include
informative screenshots and detailed information on the available resources.

In-Class Questions (PPT)In-Class Questions (PPT)

Here, In-Class QuestionsIn-Class Questions are loaded into PowerPoint slides so you can easily use them in your
classroom. In-Class Questions are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from
our bank of questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-ClassPre-Class
AssignmentAssignment, a collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework,
and a collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were
designed to align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that
what students practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for
homework all prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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In-Class Questions (Printable)In-Class Questions (Printable)

Here, In-Class QuestionsIn-Class Questions are loaded into printable and editable Word docs, so you can easily
handout to students for in-class group work.

In-Class Questions are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our bank of
questions called "Progressions." For every chapter you have a Pre-Class AssignmentPre-Class Assignment, a
collection of questions for In-Class AssignmentsIn-Class Assignments, a post-class Chapter HomeworkChapter Homework, and a
collection questions appropriate for exams, Chapter Exams.Chapter Exams. These questions were designed to
align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to align with each other so that what students
practice before coming to class, what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework all
prepare them for the type of questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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Lectures for Use with PowerPointLectures for Use with PowerPoint

Lectures for use with PowerPointLectures for use with PowerPoint are pre-made PowerPoint slides that can be used in your
lecture. Each slide is designed to be image and figure heavy, keeping the words on the screen to
a minimum. If you look in the NOTES section under each slide, additional information is
available to you, the instructor.
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Optimized ArtOptimized Art

Every figure and image, in multiple formats, from all 48 chapters and 8 Cases.

Visual Synthesis Map In UseVisual Synthesis Map In Use
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HLW’s Visual Synthesis Maps are uniquely fit for helping students see interrelationships in
complex systems; for suggestions on how to use these maps to enhance student learning and
instruction, instructors can consult Visual Synthesis Map In Use documents. Members of the
author team have written homework assignments, in-class discussion or clicker quiz questions,
and lecture prompts for five of the maps.

Walk-Through TutorialWalk-Through Tutorial

Instructors preparing to use Visual Synthesis Maps in class can prepare by watching these short
tutorial videos that demonstrate how to navigate the maps’ interface. It’s also possible to copy
and assign these tutorials for students using the Visual Synthesis Maps on their own.
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Morris, Biology: How Life Works, 2eMorris, Biology: How Life Works, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Biology: How Life Works.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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3D Animations3D Animations

Animation Activities are 3-D animations, designed by Rob Lue, that bring biological processes to
life, place them in context, and give students an intuitive sense of how these processes work.
Each Animation Activity is accompanied by assignable assessment questions that focus on the
core concepts presented in the animation.
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AnimationsAnimations

Animations are 2-D, simple animations that help students visualize and understand basic
processes.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is every page of the printed text, including all chapters, sections, cases, preface,
glossary, and index.

Experiment and Data Analysis PrimersExperiment and Data Analysis Primers

Data analysis and experimental design are skills that are best learned through practice. For that
reason, the HLW authors have created a data analysis package that teaches these skills and
provides a way to practice them. Four primers first provide a base of knowledge on major
topics in data gathering and analysis: Experimental Design, Data and Data Presentation,
Statistics, and Scale and Approximation. The brief (4-page) chapter-style primers can be
assigned individually and can be found in the Experiments and Data Analysis unit in the
LaunchPad.

After reading the primers to learn the ideas and terms behind how scientists conduct research
and analyze and interpret results, students can practice what they’ve learned with the Working
with Data question sets. Each set of 8 to 10 questions is tied to one of the How Do We Know
figures that introduce students to the process of scientific inquiry. These questions guide the
student toward a deeper understanding of the experiments and their results. For example,
students are asked to pick out hypotheses, make inferences, and predict results under altered
conditions. At the same time the questions give students practice in applying key concepts
taught in the data analysis primers, including working with exponents and logarithms,
interpreting graphs, spotting correlations, and understanding simple statistics.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale,
many instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Mirror Experiment ActivitiesMirror Experiment Activities

Explore the same concepts as experiments in “How Do We Know” figures in the text. Questions
accompanying the experiment descriptions and data allow students to practice interpreting
data and understanding experimental design. Instructions link out to the Experiment and Data
Analysis Primers.
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SimulationSimulation

Simulation Activities are designed for those concepts students can learn best by doing, rather
than by reading or watching. Each simulation allows students to explore biological processes,
problem-solve by doing, and make predictions. Accompanying assessment questions lead
students through the simulation so they can work through a Core Concept.
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Topical ModulesTopical Modules

These modules bring together existing content in the book for a topical look at important
themes in biology.

Visual Synthesis MapVisual Synthesis Map
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Visual Synthesis Activities are dynamic, zoomable versions of the 2-page Visual Synthesis figures
that appear in the textbook. By exploring the map and zooming in and out, students can see
both the big picture and the details, building a framework for how concepts connect and relate.
Accompanying assessment questions help guide students through the map.

Working with Data ActivitiesWorking with Data Activities

The Working with Data question sets contain 8 to 10 questions tied to one of the "How Do We
Know" figures that introduce students to the process of scientific inquiry. These questions guide
the student toward a deeper understanding of the experiments and their results. For example,
students are asked to pick out hypotheses, make inferences, and predict results under altered
conditions.

At the same time the questions give students practice in applying key concepts taught in the
data analysis primers, including working with exponents and logarithms, interpreting graphs,
spotting correlations, and understanding simple statistics. Clicking on highlighted key terms will
bring up definitions from the primers. Where appropriate, links accompanying a question bring
up relevant sections from the primers. The Working with Data question sets will be found in the
chapter units in LaunchPad.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Animation SlidesAnimation Slides

Here, 2-D Animations are loaded into PowerPoint slides so you can easily use them in your
classroom.
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Assessments (Editable)Assessments (Editable)

The full set of assessments in an editable Word document format.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)
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Every figure and image, in JPEG format, from all 49 chapters and 8 Cases.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (editable)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (editable)

Every figure and image, in editable JPEG format, from all 49 chapters and 8 Cases.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabelled)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabelled)
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Every figure and image, in unlabelled JPEG format, from all 49 chapters and 8 Cases.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlocked)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlocked)

Every figure and image, in unlocked JPEG format, from all 49 chapters and 8 Cases.

Homework AssignmentsHomework Assignments
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Chapter Homework is a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our bank of
questions. These questions were designed to align with the core concepts of the chapter, and to
align with each other so that what students practice before coming to class, what they do in
class, and what they are assigned for homework, all prepare them for the type of questions
they'll encounter on an exam.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Every figure and image, in PowerPoint, from all 49 chapters and 8 Cases.
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In-Class ActivitiesIn-Class Activities

A rich collection of in-class activities provides active learning materials for instructors to use in a
variety of settings. The activity collection was designed to cover a range of classroom sizes and
complexity levels, and many can be easily adapted to suit the available time and preferred
teaching style. Each activity includes a detailed activity guide for instructors. The activity guide
introduces the activity, outlines learning objectives, and provides guidance on how to
implement and customize the activity. Active learning exercises are an important component of
the learning pathway and provide students with hands-on exploration of challenging topics and
misconceptions. The second edition of Biology: How Life Works includes a new collection of
over 40 in-class activities crafted to address the concepts that students find most challenging.
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In-Class Question SlidesIn-Class Question Slides

Here, In-Class Questions are loaded into PowerPoint slides so you can easily use them in your
classroom. These questions were designed to align with the core concepts of the chapter, and
to align with each other so that what students practice before coming to class, what they do in
class, what they are assigned for homework all prepare them for the type of questions they'll
encounter on an exam.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Lectures for use with PowerPoint are pre-made PowerPoint slides that can be used in your
lecture. Each slide is designed to be image and figure heavy, keeping the words on the screen to
a minimum. If you look in the NOTES section under each slide, additional information is
available to you, the instructor.

Pre-Class AssignmentsPre-Class Assignments

Pre-Class Assignments are a part of our collection of pre-made assignments made from our
bank of questions. These questions were designed to align with the core concepts of the
chapter, and to align with each other so that what students practice before coming to class,
what they do in class, what they are assigned for homework, all prepare them for the type of
questions they'll encounter on an exam.
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Tips and Techniques in Active Learning with Jenny Knight, UC-BTips and Techniques in Active Learning with Jenny Knight, UC-B

These videos from professor Jenny Knight (University of Colorado, Boulder) cover topics like
flipping the classroom and incorporating active learning into large classrooms.

Visual Synthesis ActivitiesVisual Synthesis Activities
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HLW’s Visual Synthesis Maps are uniquely fit for helping students see interrelationships in
complex systems; for suggestions on how to use these maps to enhance student learning and
instruction, instructors can consult Visual Synthesis Map In Use documents. Members of the
author team have written homework assignments, in-class discussion or clicker quiz questions,
and lecture prompts for five of the maps.

Visual Synthesis Map TutorialsVisual Synthesis Map Tutorials

Instructors preparing to use Visual Synthesis Maps in class can prepare by watching these short
tutorial videos that demonstrate how to navigate the maps’ interface. It’s also possible to copy
and assign these tutorials for students using the Visual Synthesis Maps on their own.
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Phelan, What is Life? A Guide to Biology, 3ePhelan, What is Life? A Guide to Biology, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for What is Life? A Guide to Biology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Bio 101 TutorialsBio 101 Tutorials

These brief activities, which feature drag/drop, click-to-match, and other interactive question
types, are designed to help students review and learn core course concepts--particularly topics
that are tricky for students--in non-majors biology.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete content of the textbook along with useful interactive
features, including clickable glossary terms and expandable chapter art. Students can highlight
content and take notes in the e-Book as they read, allowing them to better organize their notes
for more productive study.

End-of-chapter QuizzesEnd-of-chapter Quizzes

End-of-chapter Quizzes are created from heavily vetted questions, all written by Jay Phelan.
Each pre-built assignment contains 20 multiple-choice items, covering material from the entire

chapter.
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Graphic ContentGraphic Content

An interactive version of the Graphic Content feature from the textbook, these activities help
students improve graph-reading and data analysis skills.

Key Terms FlashcardsKey Terms Flashcards
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Key Terms are interactive flashcards that are ideal for students who want to quiz themselves on
important vocabulary terms in preparation for higher stakes assessments. Students have the
option to view the flashcards in either stack or table mode. Likewise, they can opt to view the
cards with either the term or the definition showing. Instructors will find that the Key Terms are
best suited for student practice rather than as a graded assignment. However, because
students do find them helpful in understanding the language of the course, many instructors
make them visible in the pre-built LaunchPad units, or even create a separate folder in their
LaunchPad to house all the flashcards.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the textbook.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading that will help them address an area of difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal resource for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as
a post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small
percentage of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when
preparing for class.
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Lecture Companion ArtLecture Companion Art

Lecture Companion Art are PDFs containing figures from each chapter in full color. The PDFs
feature ample room for note-taking, so students can print them out, bring them to lecture, and
write their notes alongside the illustrations.

Q AnimationsQ Animations
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Q Animations are animated, narrated videos that bring life to core topics from the textbook.
Available for select chapters, these engaging video clips feature “Check Your Understanding”

comprehension questions, which pop up throughout each video to keep students engaged.
English and Spanish subtitles are available.

Q Animations QuizzesQ Animations Quizzes

These brief, pre-built assessments, which contain questions written by Jay Phelan, accompany
every Q Animations clip in the LaunchPad lesson plans, allowing instructors to check students’
understanding of the concepts presented in each animated video.
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Review and RehearseReview and Rehearse

These are interactive versions of the new Review & Rehearse features from the textbook.
Students quiz themselves by answering short essay questions, and then the activity provides

automatic feedback.

Show What You Know Self QuizzesShow What You Know Self Quizzes
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At the end of each section of content in the LaunchPad lesson plans, students will find a
5-question quiz (featuring multiple-choice questions written by Jay Phelan) to help them gauge
their understanding of material as they read. Although the quizzes are designed with student
practice in mind, instructors do have the option of assigning each quiz for a completion score.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Active Learning Lecture Outlines (PPT)Active Learning Lecture Outlines (PPT)

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use, way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction and gives instructors a variety of lecture and
speaking notes.

Biology Connections - Reference Guides (PDF)Biology Connections - Reference Guides (PDF)
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Each Reference Guide correlates to a specific Biology Connections article and features a
detailed index, indicating the specific chapters and/or sections of the textbook that relate to
each piece. Also, instructors will find thought-provoking short essay questions (with sample
answers) that are great for sparking in-class discussion.

Biology Connections with AssessmentBiology Connections with Assessment

Biology Connections are brief articles that explain important biology concepts through real life
examples. The readings present interesting and fun mini case studies that explain how
everyday events are relevant to biological processes.

Each article contains a set of 10 questions (multiple-choice, image map, matching, etc.) that can
be used to check students’ comprehension of the material and also help them apply concepts
garnered from the article/textbook.
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Chapter OutlinesChapter Outlines

These outlines break each chapter down by section and detail the Take-Home Message of each
section.

Check Your KnowledgeCheck Your Knowledge
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These assignable multiple-choice questions are culled from the “Check Your Knowledge”
sections of the “Review & Rehearse” features at the end of each chapter in the textbook.

Classroom CatalystsClassroom Catalysts

Available for each chapter, Classroom Catalysts include instructions and complete notes for a
variety of in-class activities (which range anywhere from 10-120 minutes to set up and execute)
that engage students, facilitate discussion, and help students understand core topics in non-
majors biology.
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Clicker Questions (PPT)Clicker Questions (PPT)

Each chapter contains a slide presentation featuring multiple-choice, critical thinking questions.
Although the Clicker Questions are designed to be used in conjunction with iClicker, the iClicker

software is not required for using/viewing these slides. (The Clicker Questions also can be
found within the Active Learning Lecture Outlines.)

Customizable PowerPointsCustomizable PowerPoints
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The Customizable PowerPoints feature high-resolution, color figures from the text with editable
labels. Instructors can edit existing labels or add additional notes to figures from the book and
then easily incorporate the customized slides into their own lecture PowerPoints.

Exploring Biology Case StudiesExploring Biology Case Studies

These story-based case studies present real life scenarios and ask students to perform external
research in an attempt to solve a real life problem. Students get to draw their own conclusions
from the information they are given and get real practice with using the material they have
learned in the text.
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Full Instructor ManualsFull Instructor Manuals

These include helpful resources for each chapter of the textbook, downloadable as Word
documents from the LaunchPad site. Each chapter document contains: 1) Learning Objectives,
2) Chapter Outlines, 3) Classroom Catalysts, and 4) Student Worksheets.

Instructor Help DocsInstructor Help Docs
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These are brief guides that cover topics ranging from setting up a new course to importing
grades from PrepU into LaunchPad. Also, customizable student flyers are included for the first
day of class, explaining how/where students can register for LaunchPad online.

Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives

These downloadable documents feature the Learning Objectives for each chapter of the
textbook.
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Lecture Outlines (PPT)Lecture Outlines (PPT)

Available for every chapter, these formatted slides are provided for structuring class lectures.
They contain full-color chapter art, easy-to-read on-screen text for student note-taking, as well

as complete lecture notes for instructors. Fully editable, instructors can use them in total, or
select relevant parts to enhance their own existing lecture slides.

Optimized Art (JPEG)Optimized Art (JPEG)
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All of the art from the textbook is provided as high-resolution, full-color JPEG files. Each figure
is provided in both labeled and unlabeled format.

Optimized Art (PPT)Optimized Art (PPT)

All images from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class.

Phelan Lecture Video QuizzesPhelan Lecture Video Quizzes
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Each Phelan Lecture Video is accompanied by a brief, ready-to-assign multiple-choice quiz,
featuring questions written by Jay Phelan.

Phelan Lecture VideosPhelan Lecture Videos

Phelan Lecture Videos are snippets of author Jay Phelan’s actual in-class lectures, covering
select, focused topics from What Is Life? and featuring the author’s own lecture slides.
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Q Animations (Quicktime)Q Animations (Quicktime)

Each of the Q Animations is formatted in Quicktime for viewing on devices (such as tablets) that
are not Flash-enabled. Apple’s free Quicktime player is required.

Q Animations in PPTQ Animations in PPT
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Each chapter set of Q Animations is available in PowerPoint. Instructors simply download to
their desktop a Zip file, which contains the slides plus the animated video files. The video clips
are launched in a web browser via hyperlinks within the slides. (Note: the instructor does not
need an Internet connection to launch and play the video clips. The video clips load from the
files on the instructor’s desktop.)

Stepped Art PowerPointsStepped Art PowerPoints

Stepped Art PowerPoint presentations use images to walk students step-by-step through
different biological processes.
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Student WorksheetsStudent Worksheets

Instructors are provided with student worksheets that ask critical thinking questions to test
comprehension of chapter concepts.

Test Bank Answer Keys (Word)Test Bank Answer Keys (Word)
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Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.
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Phelan, What is Life? A Guide to Biology withPhelan, What is Life? A Guide to Biology with
Physiology, 3ePhysiology, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for What is Life? A Guide to Biology with Physiology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Bio 101 TutorialsBio 101 Tutorials

These brief activities, which feature drag/drop, click-to-match, and other interactive question
types, are designed to help students review and learn core course concepts--particularly topics
that are tricky for students--in non-majors biology.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete content of the textbook along with useful interactive
features, including clickable glossary terms and expandable chapter art. Students can highlight
content and take notes in the e-Book as they read, allowing them to better organize their notes
for more productive study.

End-of-chapter QuizzesEnd-of-chapter Quizzes

End-of-chapter Quizzes are created from heavily vetted questions, all written by Jay Phelan.
Each pre-built assignment contains 20 multiple-choice items, covering material from the entire

chapter.
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Graphic ContentGraphic Content

An interactive version of the Graphic Content feature from the textbook, these activities help
students improve graph-reading and data analysis skills.

Key Terms FlashcardsKey Terms Flashcards

Key Terms are interactive flashcards that are ideal for students who want to quiz themselves on
important vocabulary terms in preparation for higher stakes assessments. Students have the
option to view the flashcards in either stack or table mode. Likewise, they can opt to view the
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cards with either the term or the definition showing. Instructors will find that the Key Terms are
best suited for student practice rather than as a graded assignment. However, because
students do find them helpful in understanding the language of the course, many instructors
make them visible in the pre-built LaunchPad units, or even create a separate folder in their
LaunchPad to house all the flashcards.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the textbook.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading that will help them address an area of difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal resource for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as
a post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small
percentage of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when
preparing for class.
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Lecture Companion ArtLecture Companion Art

Lecture Companion Art are PDFs containing figures from each chapter in full color. The PDFs
feature ample room for note-taking, so students can print them out, bring them to lecture, and
write their notes alongside the illustrations.

Q AnimationsQ Animations
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Q Animations are animated, narrated videos that bring life to core topics from the textbook.
Available for select chapters, these engaging video clips feature “Check Your Understanding”

comprehension questions, which pop up throughout each video to keep students engaged.
English and Spanish subtitles are available.

Q Animations QuizzesQ Animations Quizzes

These brief, pre-built assessments, which contain questions written by Jay Phelan, accompany
every Q Animations clip in the LaunchPad lesson plans, allowing instructors to check students’
understanding of the concepts presented in each animated video.
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Review and RehearseReview and Rehearse

These are interactive versions of the new Review & Rehearse features from the textbook.
Students quiz themselves by answering short essay questions, and then the activity provides

automatic feedback.

Show What You Know Self QuizzesShow What You Know Self Quizzes
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At the end of each section of content in the LaunchPad lesson plans, students will find a
5-question quiz (featuring multiple-choice questions written by Jay Phelan) to help them gauge
their understanding of material as they read. Although the quizzes are designed with student
practice in mind, instructors do have the option of assigning each quiz for a completion score.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Active Learning Lecture Outlines (PPT)Active Learning Lecture Outlines (PPT)

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use, way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction and gives instructors a variety of lecture and
speaking notes.

Biology Connections with AssessmentBiology Connections with Assessment
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Biology Connections are brief articles that explain important biology concepts through real life
examples. The readings present interesting and fun mini case studies that explain how
everyday events are relevant to biological processes.

Each article contains a set of 10 questions (multiple-choice, image map, matching, etc.) that can
be used to check students’ comprehension of the material and also help them apply concepts
garnered from the article/textbook.

Biology Connections - Reference Guides (PDF)Biology Connections - Reference Guides (PDF)

Each Reference Guide correlates to a specific Biology Connections article and features a
detailed index, indicating the specific chapters and/or sections of the textbook that relate to
each piece. Also, instructors will find thought-provoking short essay questions (with sample
answers) that are great for sparking in-class discussion.
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Chapter OutlinesChapter Outlines

These outlines break each chapter down by section and detail the Take-Home Message of each
section.

Check Your KnowledgeCheck Your Knowledge
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These assignable multiple-choice questions are culled from the “Check Your Knowledge”
sections of the “Review & Rehearse” features at the end of each chapter in the textbook.

Classroom CatalystsClassroom Catalysts

Available for each chapter, Classroom Catalysts include instructions and complete notes for a
variety of in-class activities (which range anywhere from 10-120 minutes to set up and execute)
that engage students, facilitate discussion, and help students understand core topics in non-
majors biology.
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Clicker Questions (PPT)Clicker Questions (PPT)

Each chapter contains a slide presentation featuring multiple-choice, critical thinking questions.
Although the Clicker Questions are designed to be used in conjunction with iClicker, the iClicker

software is not required for using/viewing these slides. (The Clicker Questions also can be
found within the Active Learning Lecture Outlines.)
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Customizable PowerPointsCustomizable PowerPoints

The Customizable PowerPoints feature high-resolution, color figures from the text with editable
labels. Instructors can edit existing labels or add additional notes to figures from the book and
then easily incorporate the customized slides into their own lecture PowerPoints.

Exploring Biology Case StudiesExploring Biology Case Studies
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These story-based case studies present real life scenarios and ask students to perform external
research in an attempt to solve a real life problem. Students get to draw their own conclusions
from the information they are given and get real practice with using the material they have
learned in the text.

Full Instructor ManualsFull Instructor Manuals

These include helpful resources for each chapter of the textbook, downloadable as Word
documents from the LaunchPad site. Each chapter document contains: 1) Learning Objectives,
2) Chapter Outlines, 3) Classroom Catalysts, and 4) Student Worksheets.
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Instructor Help DocsInstructor Help Docs

These are brief guides that cover topics ranging from setting up a new course to importing
grades from PrepU into LaunchPad. Also, customizable student flyers are included for the first
day of class, explaining how/where students can register for LaunchPad online.

Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives
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These downloadable documents feature the Learning Objectives for each chapter of the
textbook.

Lecture Outlines (PPT)Lecture Outlines (PPT)

Available for every chapter, these formatted slides are provided for structuring class lectures.
They contain full-color chapter art, easy-to-read on-screen text for student note-taking, as well

as complete lecture notes for instructors. Fully editable, instructors can use them in total, or
select relevant parts to enhance their own existing lecture slides.
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Optimized Art (JPEG)Optimized Art (JPEG)

All of the art from the textbook is provided as high-resolution, full-color JPEG files. Each figure
is provided in both labeled and unlabeled format.

Optimized Art (PPT)Optimized Art (PPT)
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All images from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class.

Phelan Lecture VideosPhelan Lecture Videos

Phelan Lecture Videos are snippets of author Jay Phelan’s actual in-class lectures, covering
select, focused topics from What Is Life? and featuring the author’s own lecture slides.
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Phelan Lecture Video QuizzesPhelan Lecture Video Quizzes

Each Phelan Lecture Video is accompanied by a brief, ready-to-assign multiple-choice quiz,
featuring questions written by Jay Phelan.

Q Animations (Quicktime)Q Animations (Quicktime)
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Each of the Q Animations is formatted in Quicktime for viewing on devices (such as tablets) that
are not Flash-enabled. Apple’s free Quicktime player is required.

Q Animations in PPTQ Animations in PPT

Each chapter set of Q Animations is available in PowerPoint. Instructors simply download to
their desktop a Zip file, which contains the slides plus the animated video files. The video clips
are launched in a web browser via hyperlinks within the slides. (Note: the instructor does not
need an Internet connection to launch and play the video clips. The video clips load from the
files on the instructor’s desktop.)
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Stepped Art PowerPointsStepped Art PowerPoints

Stepped Art PowerPoint presentations use images to walk students step-by-step through
different biological processes.

Student WorksheetsStudent Worksheets
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Instructors are provided with student worksheets that ask critical thinking questions to test
comprehension of chapter concepts.

Test Bank Answer Keys (Word)Test Bank Answer Keys (Word)

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.
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Pope, Scientific American: Nutrition for aPope, Scientific American: Nutrition for a
Changing World, 1eChanging World, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Nutrition for a Changing World.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Analyze My Diet ActivitiesAnalyze My Diet Activities

The Analyze My Diet Activities are an online, auto-graded version of the standard diet analysis
project, that provide students with immediate feedback on their diet calculations. Students
track their diet using the USDA’s SuperTracker and then answer multiple-choice and open-
ended questions about their diet. There are dedicated activities for Food Groups,
Carbohydrates, Lipids, Proteins, Vitamins, Minerals, and Physical Activity.
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AnimationsAnimations

Infographics covering the most core and difficult concepts in the text are brought to life
through narrated animations. Each chapter offers two to three of these animations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards

These interactive flashcards are ideal for students who want to quiz themselves on important
vocabulary terms in preparation for higher stakes assessments. Students have the option to
view the flashcards in either stack or table mode. Likewise, they can opt to view the cards with
either the term or the definition showing. Instructors will find that flashcards are best suited for
student practice rather than as a graded assignment. However, because students do find them
helpful in understanding the language of the course, many instructors make them visible in the
pre-built LaunchPad units, or even create a separate folder in their LaunchPad to house all the
flashcards.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale,
many instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Real World Nutrition ActivitiesReal World Nutrition Activities

The Real World Nutrition Activities include five tutorials to teach students nutrition skills they
will need in their daily lives, such as nutrition calculations, scientific literacy, and consumer
awareness.

Summative QuizSummative Quiz
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Written by author Steven Nizielski, PhD, the Summative Quizzes provide a way to evaluate
students’ knowledge and understanding of the core chapter concepts prior to a full exam.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Analyze My Diet Instructor ResourcesAnalyze My Diet Instructor Resources

The Analyze My Diet Instructor Resources provide a guide for instructors using the activities,
including a list of every question and a grid to align each activity with a suggested chapter.
Additionally, the Resources include sample reports from the USDA’s SuperTracker.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Clicker Questions are loaded into slides so you can easily use them in your classroom to inspire
engagement and to receive immediate information about your students’ level of understanding.

Image SlidesImage Slides

To make the development of your own lecture slides or class activities easy, the image slides
provide all of the art from Nutrition for a Changing World in PowerPoint slides.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lectures for use with PowerPoint are pre-made PowerPoint slides that can be used in your
lecture. The slides include the Learning Objectives and Infographics for the chapter, to ensure
your lecture is structured around the core science.

Optimized Art (JPEG)Optimized Art (JPEG)
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All of the infographics and photos from the text are provided here divided into logical pieces to
facilitate use in lecture slides or in-class activities.

Optimized Art, Unlabeled (JPEG)Optimized Art, Unlabeled (JPEG)

In addition to the labeled Optimized Art, we also offer Optimized Art with the text and labels
removed. These images could be used for lecture slides, in-class activities, or exam questions
that require the student to fill in the labels.
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Story SummariesStory Summaries

A true, nutrition-focused story is woven through each chapter of Nutrition for a Changing
World. To enable incorporation of the stories into lecture, we have provided a short summary
of each story that can be reviewed quickly prior to class. Each summary also includes the
Learning Objectives of the chapter.
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Test BankTest Bank

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.

Video LinksVideo Links
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Available for each chapter, the video links files provide free online resources that are tailored to
the content of the text.
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Ricklefs, The Economy of Nature, 7eRicklefs, The Economy of Nature, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Economy of Nature.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click the ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of
all the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s adaptive
quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and students are challenged to reach a
target score, rather than a score from the total number of questions answered, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class. Due to their adaptive nature, LearningCurve activities are not able to be edited--they can
only be assigned exactly as provided.
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Pre-Lecture QuizzesPre-Lecture Quizzes

Every chapter comes with a pre-built 10-question quiz suitable for testing in a summative
manner if the student has understood key concepts. Each quiz is all multiple choice so that
students can be graded automatically.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

ActivitiesActivities

Activities have been designed for chapters in which students might benefit from having time in
class to work with data and examples. Each activity is tagged with how it might be used (pre-
class and in-class) as well as by what goals of the Vision and Change recommendations it could
be used to meet. Most activities have references to outside research and data.
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Enhanced Lectures for PowerPoint PresentationsEnhanced Lectures for PowerPoint Presentations

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations where each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction.

Optimized Art (JPEG)Optimized Art (JPEG)
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Optimized Art (PowerPoint)Optimized Art (PowerPoint)

All images from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class.
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Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

The Test Bank is a collection of approximately 1,000 questions, including short answers
questions and multiple choice questions tagged by difficulty level, broken out by every major
section in the textbook.
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Sadava et al., Life, 10eSadava et al., Life, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Life.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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ActivitiesActivities

A range of interactive activities help students learn and review key facts and concepts through
labeling diagrams, identifying steps in processes, and matching concepts.

Animated TutorialsAnimated Tutorials
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In-depth animations present complex topics in a clear, easy-to-follow narrative. Also included
are interactive simulations of key systems and processes. Each Animated Tutorial includes a
brief quiz that can be assigned.

BioNavigatorBioNavigator

A unique visual way to explore all of the Animated Tutorials and Activities across the various
levels of biological inquiryfrom the global scale down to the molecular scale.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Flashcards and Key TermsFlashcards and Key Terms

A comprehensive set of flashcards for each chapter provide students an ideal way to learn and
review the extensive terminology of introductory biology, featuring a review mode, a quiz
mode, and a full list of terms and definitions with audio pronunciations.

GlossaryGlossary
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A full online glossary, including audio pronunciations for all terms.

Help Documents (Student)Help Documents (Student)

If they need LaunchPad technical support, this document shows students how to get help via
chat, email, or phone.
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Interactive SummariesInteractive Summaries

For each chapter, these dynamic summaries combine a review of important concepts with links
to all of the key figures, Activities, and Animated Tutorials.

Investigating Life LinksInvestigating Life Links
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An overview of the experiments featured in each of the textbook’s Investigating Life figures,
with links to the original paper(s), related research or applications that followed, and additional
information related to the experiment.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Lecture NotebookLecture Notebook

Available online as PDF files, the Lecture Notebook includes all of the textbook’s figures and
tables, with space for note-taking.

Math for LifeMath for Life
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A collection of mathematical shortcuts and references to help students with the quantitative
skills they need in the biology laboratory.

Media ClipsMedia Clips

These short, engaging video clips depict fascinating examples of some of the many organisms,
processes, and phenomena discussed in the textbook.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material. Summative
quizzes can be easily assigned as pre- or post-lecture assessments or released for student self-
assessment use.
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Survival SkillsSurvival Skills

A guide to more effective study habits, including time management, note taking, highlighting,
and exam preparation.

Tree of LifeTree of Life
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An interactive version of the Tree of Life from Appendix A, with links to a wealth of information
on each group listed.

VideosVideos

Featuring many new videos for the Second Edition, the wide-ranging collection of video
segments helps demonstrate the complexity and beauty of life.
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Working with DataWorking with Data

Online versions of the textbook’s Working with Data exercises ask students to analyze data
from published biological research and make their own connections between observations,
analyses, hypotheses, and conclusions. All are available to be assigned by the instructor.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Active Learning Exercises (PPT)Active Learning Exercises (PPT)

Set up for easy integration into lectures, each exercise poses a question or problem for the
class to discuss or solve. Each also includes a multiple-choice element, for easy use with clicker
systems.
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Answers to Working with DataAnswers to Working with Data

Complete answers to all of the textbook’s Working with Data questions.

Figure Correlation ToolFigure Correlation Tool

An invaluable resource for instructors switching to Life, Tenth Edition from another textbook or
from Life, Ninth Edition, this online tool provides correlations between all of the figures in Life,
Tenth Edition and figures in other majors biology textbooks and Life, Ninth Edition.
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Figures and Tables (JPEG)Figures and Tables (JPEG)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.

Figures and Tables (PPT)Figures and Tables (PPT)
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Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.

Figures with Editable Labels (PPT)Figures with Editable Labels (PPT)

Every figure and table from the textbook (including all photos and all unnumbered figures) is
provided in both JPEG (high- and low-resolution) and PDF formats, in multiple versions,
including whole, reformatted, and unlabeled.
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Help Documents (Instructor)Help Documents (Instructor)

Instructors using LaunchPad looking for technical or instructional support can start here. Find a
guide for contacting technical support, links to the LaunchPad Instructor’s Manual, descriptions
of all the resources available in the Sadava et al., Life, 10e LaunchPad, and guidance for
customizing your LaunchPad units and assessments.
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Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

A wealth of course planning material, the Instructor’s Manual includes the following sections for
each chapter of the textbook: Chapter Overview, What’s New, Key Concepts & Learning
Objectives, Chapter Outline, and Key Terms.

Instructor's Media LibraryInstructor's Media Library
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In addition to all of the individual instructor resources that are included in LaunchPad, you can
also view the entire Instructor’s Media Library online via a link from LaunchPad. The online IML
includes all of the resources available within LaunchPad, plus additional versions of some
resources, such as PDFs of each figure and downloadable videos and animations.

Layered Art (PPT)Layered Art (PPT)

Layered, step-by-step, and animated versions of selected important complex figures.
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Lecture NotesLecture Notes

A complete, detailed lecture outline for each chapter, covering all important concepts and
including references to relevant figures, activities, animated tutorials, and media clips.

Lecture Presentations (PPT)Lecture Presentations (PPT)
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A complete lecture outline for each chapter, including selected figures and tables.

Supplemental Photos (PPT)Supplemental Photos (PPT)

The supplemental photograph collection contains over 1,500 additional photographs, giving
instructors a wealth of additional imagery to draw upon.
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Test BankTest Bank

LaunchPad makes it easy to build custom assessments from Principles of Life’s wealth of
assessment resources. The Test Bank includes over 5,000 questions, all referenced to specific
textbook sections and categorized according to Bloom’s taxonomy. Each chapter includes a
wide range of multiple-choice, fill-in-the- blank, and short-answer/essay questions, including
diagram questions. In addition, questions from all of the LearningCurve activities, Summative
Quizzes, and the Study Guide are included as additional question banks that instructors can
draw upon in building quizzes and other assignments.
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Shuster, Scientific American: Biology for aShuster, Scientific American: Biology for a
Changing World, 2eChanging World, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Biology for a Changing World.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animated InfographicsAnimated Infographics

Every piece of art in the text is interactive in some way, either as stepped-through art or as an
animation. All animations are embedded in the text of the LaunchPad e-Book.

Art NotebookArt Notebook
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The art in each chapter is available in PDF form for students to download and print before
lectures or for individual study.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, or terms shown, as well as use quiz mode to test themselves.
Students can utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure
they understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are more suitable for study and practice than to be assigned for points and due at a
particular date. However, since students find them extremely helpful, many instructors make
them visible in the pre-built units or create a separate folder to house all the flashcards that
pertain to the course or to particular in-class assessments.

The default setting on flashcards is grade on completion, which means as long as a student
opens and works on them, he or she will receive full credit.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
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post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

All of the art from the textbook is provided as high-resolution, full-color JPEG files. Each figure is
provided in both labeled and unlabeled format.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabelled)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabelled)
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All of the art from the textbook is provided as high-resolution, full-color JPEG files. Each figure is
provided in both labeled and unlabeled format.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an iClicker during lectures.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

All images from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class.

In-Class ActivitiesIn-Class Activities
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Four kinds of activities you can use in class are collected here. Use Your Understanding
Activities are worksheet-based activities using questions, demonstrations, and graphics to
introduce related enrichment content. Application Activities are small group activities which are
in-depth and more often focus on single concepts. To solidify broader chapter themes and
multiple concepts through small group cooperation in class, instructors can use Active Learning
Activities. Finally, Scientific Teaching Activities are teaching tidbits created by the Yale Center for
Scientific Teaching provide new active learning experiences for the classroom. Each activity is
created specifically for Biology for a Changing World as a part of Yale’s “Theory and Practice of
Scientific Teaching” course, and incorporates important tenets of the Scientific Teaching
method.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

A complete lecture outline for each chapter, including selected figures and tables.
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Michele Shuster's Integrative ActivitiesMichele Shuster's Integrative Activities

Author Michèle Shuster has created these activities to help students integrate information from
their text with outside sources and information on current research. They include background
material, answer sheets, and lecture slides for instructors, as well as worksheets for students.

Pre-QuizzesPre-Quizzes
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We offer a total of 20-25 multiple choice and essay questions per chapter that cover concepts
from the text and correct student misunderstandings. Essay questions can easily be removed
for large classes where essay grading is impractical.

Stepped ArtStepped Art

Stepped Art PowerPoint Presentations use images to walk students step-by-step through
different biological processes.
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Story SummariesStory Summaries

The story summaries offer a brief synopsis of a chapter’s main story, providing interesting
details relevant to content found in the book and in online resources.

Study GuideStudy Guide
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Organized by Driving Questions, the Interactive Student Study Guide deepens students'
understanding of chapter content. The Study Guide digs into each infographic with a rich series
of multiple choice and short answer questions, giving students approximately 45 minutes of
review.

Study Guide AnswersStudy Guide Answers

All the questions and suggested answers from the Interactive Student Study Guide are available
in Word documents so instructors can easily adapt these materials to other uses or make them
available to students to study offline.
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Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

A collection of thousands of questions, organized by chapter, and aligned to the text’s Driving
Questions.

Tips and Techniques in Active Learning with Jenny Knight, UCBTips and Techniques in Active Learning with Jenny Knight, UCB
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Dr. Knight has a Ph.D. in Neuroscience, and worked as a researcher in developmental biology
and genetics before turning to science education research. Her research now focuses on
developing and using active learning materials, using clickers with peer discussion, and
developing concept assessments. In these 5 videos, Dr. Knight shares her tips for taking
advantage of elements of active learning in large biology classes.
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Shuster, Scientific American: Biology for aShuster, Scientific American: Biology for a
Changing World with Core Physiology, 2eChanging World with Core Physiology, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Biology for a Changing World with
Core Physiology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animated InfographicsAnimated Infographics

Every piece of art in the text is interactive in some way, either as stepped-through art or as an
animation. All animations are embedded in the text of the LaunchPad e-Book.

Art NotebookArt Notebook
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The art in each chapter is available in PDF form for students to download and print before
lectures or for individual study.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, or terms shown, as well as use quiz mode to test themselves.
Students can utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure
they understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are more suitable for study and practice than to be assigned for points and due at a
particular date. However, since students find them extremely helpful, many instructors make
them visible in the pre-built units or create a separate folder to house all the flashcards that
pertain to the course or to particular in-class assessments.

The default setting on flashcards is grade on completion, which means as long as a student
opens and works on them, he or she will receive full credit.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)
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All of the art from the textbook is provided as high-resolution, full-color JPEG files. Each figure is
provided in both labeled and unlabeled format.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabeled)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabeled)

All of the art from the textbook is provided as high-resolution, full-color JPEG files. Each figure is
provided in both labeled and unlabeled format.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an iClicker during lectures.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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All images from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class.

In-Class ActivitiesIn-Class Activities

Four kinds of activities you can use in class are collected here. Use Your Understanding
Activities are worksheet-based activities using questions, demonstrations, and graphics to
introduce related enrichment content. Application Activities are small group activities which are
in-depth and more often focus on single concepts. To solidify broader chapter themes and
multiple concepts through small group cooperation in class, instructors can use Active Learning
Activities. Finally, Scientific Teaching Activities are teaching tidbits created by the Yale Center for
Scientific Teaching provide new active learning experiences for the classroom. Each activity is
created specifically for Biology for a Changing World as a part of Yale’s “Theory and Practice of
Scientific Teaching” course, and incorporates important tenets of the Scientific Teaching
method.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

A complete lecture outline for each chapter, including selected figures and tables.

Michele Shuster's Integrative ActivitiesMichele Shuster's Integrative Activities
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Author Michèle Shuster has created these activities to help students integrate information from
their text with outside sources and information on current research. They include background
material, answer sheets, and lecture slides for instructors, as well as worksheets for students.

Pre-QuizzesPre-Quizzes

We offer a total of 20-25 multiple choice and essay questions per chapter that cover concepts
from the text and correct student misunderstandings. Essay questions can easily be removed
for large classes where essay grading is impractical.
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Stepped ArtStepped Art

Stepped Art PowerPoint Presentations use images to walk students step-by-step through
different biological processes.

Story SummariesStory Summaries
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The story summaries offer a brief synopsis of a chapter’s main story, providing interesting
details relevant to content found in the book and in online resources.

Study GuideStudy Guide

Organized by Driving Questions, the newly revised Interactive Student Study Guide deepens
students' understanding of chapter content. The Study Guide digs into each infographic with a
rich series of multiple choice and short answer questions, giving students approximately 45
minutes of review.
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Study Guide AnswersStudy Guide Answers

All the questions and suggested answers from the Interactive Student Study Guide are available
in Word documents so instructors can easily adapt these materials to other uses or make them
available to students to study offline.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)
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A collection of thousands of questions, organized by chapter, and aligned to the text’s Driving
Questions.

Tips and Techniques in Active Learning with Jenny Knight, UCBTips and Techniques in Active Learning with Jenny Knight, UCB

Dr. Knight has a Ph.D. in Neuroscience, and worked as a researcher in developmental biology
and genetics before turning to science education research. Her research now focuses on
developing and using active learning materials, using clickers with peer discussion, and
developing concept assessments. In these 5 videos, Dr. Knight shares her tips for taking
advantage of elements of active learning in large biology classes.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
BiochemistryBiochemistry
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Berg, Biochemistry, 8eBerg, Biochemistry, 8e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Biochemistry.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animated TechniquesAnimated Techniques

Animated techniques offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

AnimationsAnimations
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Based on figures from the textbook, these short videos bring complex events and processes to
life.

Conceptual InsightsConceptual Insights

Conceptual Insight animations are student learning tools made to be used as a companion to
the Biochemistry course. Students are provided with modules that allow them to experiment
and draw their own conclusions on the outcome of different biochemical processes.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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These are interactive flashcards that are ideal for students who want to quiz themselves on
important vocabulary terms in preparation for higher-stakes assessments. Students have the
option to view the flashcards in either stack or table mode. Likewise, they can opt to view the
cards with either the term or the definition showing. Instructors will find that the Flashcards are
best suited for student practice rather than as a graded assignment. However, because
students do find them helpful in understanding the language of the course, many instructors
make them visible in the pre-built LaunchPad units, or even create a separate folder in their
LaunchPad to house all the flashcards.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living FiguresLiving Figures

Living figures are true interactive learning tools. For the molecular structures shown in the text,
students are given a 3 dimensional figure and are allowed to manipulate the images to view
them from every angle, remove parts of the image to see its components separately, and are
given the option of viewing labels and descriptions for figure components.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Case StudiesCase Studies

Case studies are text-based activities that present students with a true-to-life mystery which
they solve using knowledge they gain in Biochemistry. Taking on the role of a researcher or
medical advisor, students are guided through a series of questions to uncover data and deal
with the scenario in an authentic way. Documents to assist instructors assigning them are
available, as are exams to assess the knowledge applied to the case studies.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

All image files are provided for use in class.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabeled)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabeled)
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All image files are also provided without labels for use in class, particularly for review or exams.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

There are slide presentations featuring multiple-choice, critical thinking questions written by
experienced educators for important topics in biochemistry. Although the Clicker Questions are
designed to be used in conjunction with iClicker, they are compatible with any clicker system.
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Clinical CompanionClinical Companion

Thirty five clinical companion documents are available. Each describes a medical scenario
including the hypothetical patient’s current concern, history, and the results of several
examinations. Then, students consider the case from clinical and biochemical points of view,
reviewing key terms for each approach.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Images from each chapter are provided in PowerPoint presentation files, displayed in the order
they appear, for use in class or for enhancing an existing presentation.

JMOL ManualJMOL Manual

Students are granted access to Jmol, a computer program widely used by biologists that
displays molecular structures that you can interact with by moving, rotating, zooming in and
out, and displaying in different ways. The Jmol manual instructs students in the use of this
program and provides exercises that direct students to explore the functions and processes of
molecular structures.

The manual also references material in the text. This allows students to strengthen their
background in key concepts as they do the exercises. It will also help them relate what they
learn from the exercises to the course material.
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Student CompanionStudent Companion

The full Biochemistry Student Companion is now available in LaunchPad. For each chapter of
the textbook, it includes: Chapter Learning Objectives and Summary, Self-Assessment Problems
(including multiple-choice, short-answer, matching questions, and challenge problems) and
their answers, and Expanded Solutions to text end-of-chapter problems. Instructors choose
whether to make these files available to students.
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Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.
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Nelson, Cox, and Lehninger, Principles ofNelson, Cox, and Lehninger, Principles of
Biochemistry, 6eBiochemistry, 6e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Principles of Biochemistry.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animated Biochemical TechniquesAnimated Biochemical Techniques

Animation techniques offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

Animated Enzyme MechanismsAnimated Enzyme Mechanisms
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Animation techniques offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Jmol Molecular Modeling ManualJmol Molecular Modeling Manual

Students are granted access to Jmol, a computer program widely used by biologists that
displays molecular structures that you can interact with by moving, rotating, zooming in and
out, and displaying in different ways. This program, in accordance with the Jmol manual allows
students to explore the functions and processes of molecular structures.

The manual also includes links to material in the text. This will allow students to do some
reading to strengthen background in key concepts as they do the exercises. It will also help
them to relate what they learn from the exercises to the course material.
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Jmol Molecular Modeling Manual: A Video Guide by Dr. JeffreyJmol Molecular Modeling Manual: A Video Guide by Dr. Jeffrey
CohlbergCohlberg

Students are provided with a video guide to help assist with learning of the Jmol software.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Lecture Companion ArtLecture Companion Art

Lecture Companion Art are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to create their own graph to check understanding.

Molecular Structure TutorialsMolecular Structure Tutorials
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For the molecular structures shown in the text, students are given a 3 dimensional figure and
are allowed to manipulate the images to view them from every angle, remove parts of the
image to see its components separately, and are given the option of viewing labels and
descriptions for figure components. The function of the molecular structure is briefly explained
and students are given guided activities to show them how to manipulate the structure for an
enhanced learning experience.

Problem-Solving VideosProblem-Solving Videos

Students are provided with a series of videos that walk them through the solutions to the
problems throughout the chapter. The videos utilize graphs and diagrams and also provide
students with the principles behind the problem they are asked to solve.
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WeblinksWeblinks

Each chapter offers students external web links to assist with learning in various ways like
displaying potential career opportunities in the field, offering introductions to chapter concepts,
providing links to internet learning activities, and more for a complete learning experience.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Animations in PowerPointAnimations in PowerPoint

Links to animated figures are presented conveniently in PPT slides for easy transitions between
lecture presentation and animated links.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an iClicker during lectures.

Image PowerPointsImage PowerPoints

All images from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing PPT
presentation.
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ImagesImages

All image files are provided for use in class.

Jmol Molecular Modeling Manual: A Guide for InstructorsJmol Molecular Modeling Manual: A Guide for Instructors
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Instructors are provided with a guide to the Jmol manual to inform you of what kind of activities
your students are exploring, the purpose of the given activities, and how students can apply
what they have learned to other classroom activities.

Lecture Presentations for use with PowerPointLecture Presentations for use with PowerPoint

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use
them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.
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Protein Database IDsProtein Database IDs

The Research Collaboratory for Structural Informatics Protein Data Bank (PDB) is the single
international source for 3D structure files, not only for proteins, but also for nucleic acids and
macromolecular complexes.

For your convenience, these IDs are collected in this file and arranged by figure number and
chapter. To view the complete information for a given molecule, visit the link provided in the
file and copy and paste the four-character ID into the Web page.
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SolutionsSolutions

Instructors are provided with solutions to all of the end of chapter questions.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)
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The test bank offers answers to chapter tests that places solutions in one convenient place for
instructors and includes what section of the chapter the solution can be found.
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Tymoczko, Biochemistry: A Short Course, 3eTymoczko, Biochemistry: A Short Course, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Biochemistry: A Short Course.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animated TechniquesAnimated Techniques

Animated techniques offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

AnimationsAnimations
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Based on figures from the textbook, these short videos bring complex events and processes to
life.

Conceptual Insight AnimationConceptual Insight Animation

Conceptual Insight animations are student learning tools made to be used as a companion to
Tymoczko’s Biochemistry course. Students are provided with modules that allow them to
experiment and draw their own conclusions on the outcome of different biochemical
processes.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living FiguresLiving Figures

Living figures is a true interactive learning tool. For the molecular structures shown in the text,
students are given a 3 dimensional figure and are allowed to manipulate the images to view
them from every angle, remove parts of the image to see its components separately, and are
given the option of viewing labels and descriptions for figure components.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Each chapter includes an online quiz with pre-loaded questions covering the content learned in
the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.

Selected ReadingsSelected Readings
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Available for each chapter is a list of additional readings from acclaimed journals such as
Biochemistry, Science, and more to further explore chapter concepts and the foundation of
experiments or theories discussed within the chapter.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Case StudiesCase Studies

Case studies are text-based activities that present students with a true-to-life mystery which
they solve using knowledge they gain in Biochemistry. Taking on the role of a researcher or
medical advisor, students are guided through a series of questions to uncover data and deal
with the scenario in an authentic way. Documents to assist students completing the case
studies and instructors assigning them are available, as are exams to assess the knowledge
applied to the case studies.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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There are slide presentations featuring multiple-choice, critical thinking questions written by
experienced educators for important topics in biochemistry. Although the Clicker Questions are
designed to be used in conjunction with iClicker, they are compatible with any clicker system.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Images from each chapter are provided in PowerPoint presentation files, displayed in the order
they appear, for use in class or for enhancing an existing presentation.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled presentations for each chapter that instructors can use for
lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

List of Living FiguresList of Living Figures
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Instructors are provided with a list and quick description of all the molecular structures
available to students as living figures.

Student CompanionStudent Companion

The full Student Companion is now available in LaunchPad. For each chapter of the textbook, it
includes: Chapter Learning Objectives and Summary, Self-Assessment Problems (including
multiple-choice, short-answer, matching questions, and challenge problems) and their answers,
and Expanded Solutions to text end-of-chapter problems. Instructors choose whether to make
these files available to students.
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Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.
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What's in Your LaunchPad?What's in Your LaunchPad?
ChemistryChemistry
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Johll, Exploring Chemistry, 1eJohll, Exploring Chemistry, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Exploring Chemistry.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CalculatorsCalculators

These online and downloadable calculators cover topics central to the course: dilution, molarity,
density, moles, F to C, C to F, equilibrium, and molar mass.

Case Study VideosCase Study Videos

Case Study Videos are weblinks to videos related to key topics.
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ChemCastsChemCasts

ChemCasts are videos that replicate the face-to-face experience of watching an instructor work
a problem. Using a virtual whiteboard, the ChemCasts tutors show students the steps involved
in solving key worked examples, while explaining the concept along the way. The worked
examples were chosen with the input of chemistry students and instructors across the country.
ChemCasts can be viewed online or can be downloaded to a portable media device, such as an
iPod.

Chemistry DemonstrationsChemistry Demonstrations
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Chemistry Demonstrations are videos of laboratory demonstrations about topics related to the
text.

ChemNews from Scientific AmericanChemNews from Scientific American

The Scientific American newsfeed delivers articles, podcasts, news briefs, and videos on
subjects related to chemistry. The newsfeed is updated several times per week, and the
material can be archived or assigned by instructors.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Interactive AppletsInteractive Applets

These 15 applets use text and interactive features to walk students through key concepts.

Interactive Periodic TableInteractive Periodic Table
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The Interactive Periodic Table provides students with easy access to the periodic table of
elements.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.
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Problem-Solving TutorialsProblem-Solving Tutorials

Problem Solving Tutorials are Web tutorials that offer support for skills critical to success in the
introductory course. Based on worked examples and end-of-chapter problems from the text,
these interactive walkthroughs reinforce the concepts presented in the classroom, providing
students with self-paced explanation and practice. Each tutorial consists of the following four
components:

1. Conceptual ExplanationConceptual Explanation: An easy-to-follow, thorough explanation of the topic.
2. Worked ExampleWorked Example: A step-by-step walkthrough of the problem-solving technique.
3. Try It YourselfTry It Yourself: An interactive version of the Worked Example that prompts students

to complete the problem and supplies answer-specific feedback.
4. Practice ProblemsPractice Problems: A series of problems designed to check understanding.

As they utilize the tutorials, students achieve a deeper understanding of both the chemistry
fundamentals and the problem-solving methods, which they can then apply to other problems
and assessment.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Art PowerPointsArt PowerPoints
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Art PowerPoints presentations contain all figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.
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Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual

Detailed answers are provided for all even-numbered problems.

Textbook ImagesTextbook Images
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Images are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.
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Johll, Investigating Chemistry, 3eJohll, Investigating Chemistry, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Investigating Chemistry.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CalculatorsCalculators

These online and downloadable calculators cover topics central to the course: dilution, molarity,
density, moles, F to C, C to F, equilibrium, and molar mass.

Case Study VideosCase Study Videos

Case Study Videos are weblinks to videos related to key topics.
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ChemCastsChemCasts

ChemCasts are videos that replicate the face-to-face experience of watching an instructor work
a problem. Using a virtual whiteboard, the ChemCasts tutors show students the steps involved
in solving key worked examples, while explaining the concept along the way. The worked
examples were chosen with the input of chemistry students and instructors across the country.
ChemCasts can be viewed online or can be downloaded to a portable media device, such as an
iPod.

Chemistry DemonstrationsChemistry Demonstrations
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Chemistry Demonstrations are videos of laboratory demonstrations about topics related to the
text.

ChemNews from Scientific AmericanChemNews from Scientific American

The Scientific American newsfeed delivers articles, podcasts, news briefs, and videos on
subjects related to chemistry. The newsfeed is updated several times per week, and the
material can be archived or assigned by instructors.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Forensic Chemistry SimulationsForensic Chemistry Simulations

Forensic Chemistry Simulations present realistic, interactive crime scenarios for students to
solve. After reading through a case, users interpret forensic evidence and “facts” provided by
“investigators” to make decisions using their knowledge of chemistry. These compelling, hands-
on activities engage students and encourage them to learn and apply the concepts of
chemistry.
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Interactive AppletsInteractive Applets

These 15 applets use text and interactive features to walk students through key concepts.

Interactive Periodic TableInteractive Periodic Table
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The Interactive Periodic Table provides students with easy access to the periodic table of
elements.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.
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Problem-Solving TutorialsProblem-Solving Tutorials

Problem Solving Tutorials are Web tutorials that offer support for skills critical to success in the
introductory course. Based on worked examples and end-of-chapter problems from the text,
these interactive walkthroughs reinforce the concepts presented in the classroom, providing
students with self-paced explanation and practice. Each tutorial consists of the following four
components:

1. Conceptual ExplanationConceptual Explanation: An easy-to-follow, thorough explanation of the topic.
2. Worked ExampleWorked Example: A step-by-step walkthrough of the problem-solving technique.
3. Try It YourselfTry It Yourself: An interactive version of the Worked Example that prompts students

to complete the problem and supplies answer-specific feedback.
4. Practice ProblemsPractice Problems: A series of problems designed to check understanding.

As they utilize the tutorials, students achieve a deeper understanding of both the chemistry
fundamentals and the problem-solving methods, which they can then apply to other problems
and assessment.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Art PowerPointsArt PowerPoints
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Art PowerPoints presentations contain all figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.
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Instructional Lab VideosInstructional Lab Videos

Instructional Lab Videos are silent videos from the experiments that instructors can use in class
presentations.

Instructor Notes and AnswersInstructor Notes and Answers
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These are instructor notes and answers for the experiments found in the text.

Instructor Solutions ManualsInstructor Solutions Manuals

Detailed answers are provided for all even-numbered problems.
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Textbook ImagesTextbook Images

Images are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.
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Stacy, Living by Chemistry, 2eStacy, Living by Chemistry, 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the following link to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Living by Chemistry.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is fully integrated into LaunchPad and
includes flexible notes and highlighting features. In addition, instructors can easily hide
chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their course, rearrange the order of chapters and
sections, and add their own content directly into the e-Book.

Lewis Dot Puzzle AppLewis Dot Puzzle App
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This online activity gives students hands-on experience with Lewis dot symbols and structures,
and helps them to gain a deeper understanding of bonds.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

With over 200 additional questions, editable multiple-choice quizzes are available for each
chapter. Students can take practice quizzes through LaunchPad.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Assessment AnswersChapter Assessment Answers
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Answers for each chapter assessment.

Chapter AssessmentsChapter Assessments

Prepared chapter assessments are available for download as PDF files.
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Lab SafetyLab Safety

Important information on conducting labs safely, presented in a document, handout, and quiz
and available for download as PDFs.

Materials ListMaterials List
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Organized by unit, these downloadable spreadsheets list every item you may need for the
textbook’s lab experiments.

Optimized Art SlidesOptimized Art Slides

Present chemistry concepts more easily with relevant images and diagrams from the textbook,
available to download as PPT files.
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PD VideosPD Videos

Presented by author Angelica Stacy, these videos present an overview of select chapters, offer
tips for teaching and give advice on how to make the most of the Teacher’s Resource Materials.
Coming soon: PD Videos for every chapter!

Teacher's Resource MaterialsTeacher's Resource Materials
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The teacher’s resource materials contain a wealth of additional resources to employ for every
lesson in the textbook. Students get all of the support they need with student worksheets,
handouts, card masters, and image files. Build a strong chemistry class with student worksheets
with answers, , transparencies, lesson PowerPoint presentations, and prepared assessments
for each chapter, unit, midterm, and final.

Unit Assessment AnswersUnit Assessment Answers

Answers for each unit assessment.
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Unit AssessmentsUnit Assessments

Prepared unit assessments are available for download as PDF files.

Web ResourcesWeb Resources
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Complete lists of video and other sources designed to deepen understanding of chemistry
concepts, organized by chapter and available to download.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Contact your sales representative for more information on our ExamView® Test Bank.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
College SuccessCollege Success
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Gardner, Understanding Your CollegeGardner, Understanding Your College
Experience, 2eExperience, 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the following link to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Understanding Your College Experience.

What resources are available for students?What resources are available for students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click the Resources button, then Content by Type. You'll see
a list of all the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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e-Book with Activitye-Book with Activity

End-of-chapter Think, Write, Apply activities reinforce key themes, prompt self-reflection and
strengthen skills. Assign these activities in the LaunchPad as homework or to prompt
discussion.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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LearningCurve for College Success is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program which quickly
learns what students already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand.
LearningCurve motivates students to engage with key concepts before they come to class so
that they are ready to participate. An updated version of LearningCurve available within
LaunchPad for Understanding Your College Experience features a larger question pool with new
multiple-choice questions and new questions on motivation, mindset, and resilience.

Magazine Style ActivitiesMagazine Style Activities

An interactive self-assessment quiz in each unit gives students an opportunity to learn more
about themselves and the chapter topics, providing targeted advice to help them develop a
personalized learning plan.
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PodcastsPodcasts

Downloadable podcasts provide quick advice on a wide range of topics such as time
management, note taking, money management, succeeding on tests, making the most out of a
career fair, and much more.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Multiple-choice Case Study Quizzes in each unit ask students to apply practical strategies
discussed in each chapter. Students receive instant, helpful feedback after each response to
help them contemplate the scenarios further.

VideoVideo

French Fries Are Not Vegetables is a 30-minute documentary that follows 5 students through
the life-changing transition of the first year of college. Their honest, funny, and intense
observations shed light on everything from eating habits to concerns about grades and
finances.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Accompanied by a set of open-response questions, two Video Activities per unit allow students
to reflect on course topics and deepen their thinking, as well as encourages application of
helpful strategies discussed to their own lives.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

A PDF of the Instructor’s Manual for Understanding Your College Experience, Second Edition, is
available to download and includes chapter objectives, teaching suggestions, case studies, an
introduction to the first-year experience course, a sample lesson plan for each chapter, sample
syllabi, and capstone projects.
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Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

This tab includes several Video Tool Activities, available as downloadable text files, which
provide search terms for popular videos you can embed in Launchpad’s Video Tools, as well as
relevant writing prompts and in-class activities.

Additionally, you can download the Computerized Test Bank Diploma files for a PC or Mac.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Easily customizable lecture slide presentations include a complete lecture outline for each
chapter, plus images and figures from the text.

Test BankTest Bank
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The test bank contains more than 700 multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and essay
questions designed to assess students’ understanding of key concepts. The test bank includes a
midterm and final exam and is available electronically in the LaunchPad, allowing instructors to
easily assign test questions for student practice or higher-stakes assessment. An answer key is
included.

To access the Test Bank from the “Content by Type” menu where you were viewing student andTo access the Test Bank from the “Content by Type” menu where you were viewing student and
instructor resources, click “Resources”instructor resources, click “Resources”

Choose “Publisher Provided Questions” to view the available Test BanksChoose “Publisher Provided Questions” to view the available Test Banks
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Gardner, Your College Experience, 11eGardner, Your College Experience, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Your College Experience.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.

App CentralApp Central
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App Central provides an annotated list of apps which students can use on their smartphone or
computer to reinforce success strategies through the technology they use in their everyday
lives.

Assessing Strengths and Setting GoalsAssessing Strengths and Setting Goals

Located at the beginning of each chapter, Assessing Your Strengths and Setting Goals activities
ask students to identify their strengths and then set goals around their own objectives for the
chapter material.
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Chapter Review QuizzesChapter Review Quizzes

Available at the end of each unit, the chapter review quizzes test student’s understanding of the
chapter. Automatically graded, these quizzes provide instant feedback and help students
master key concepts.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book features all the content from the print text, but has been optimized for the
LaunchPad course space. Students can take notes, download and complete select book
activities, and even have discussions with their instructor and fellow students directly on the
page.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards offer students an exercise to learn important terms and key concepts in each
chapter. These exercises are available in several modes--stack, table, or quiz--to accommodate
all types of learners.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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LearningCurve for College Success is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program which quickly
learns what students already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. A
LearningCurve activity is embedded towards the beginning of each unit to motivate students to
engage with key concepts before they come to class. Each LearningCurve question is
accompanied by additional content (via a live link) which students can access to learn more
about the answer to any quiz question.

Links LibrariesLinks Libraries

Extensive links libraries supplement each chapter and direct students to further online
resources for support and additional information.
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PodcastsPodcasts

Downloadable podcasts provide quick advice on a wide range of topics such as time
management, note taking, money management, succeeding on tests, making the most out of a
career fair, and much more.

Self-Assessment QuizzesSelf-Assessment Quizzes
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Including an emotional intelligence questionnaire, multiple intelligences inventory and a test
anxiety quiz among others, these interactive quizzes give students an opportunity to engage
more immediately with the skills described in the text through personalized feedback on their
existing knowledge and where they really need to focus.

Student Voices Videos with QuizzingStudent Voices Videos with Quizzing

Embedded within each unit, Student Voices highlight real students discussing common issues
that face first-year students. Each video is paired with reflection questions to encourage further
contemplation and discussion. Located at the beginning of each unit, these videos will provide
an entry point into each topic and get students engaged before reading the chapter.
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Tech TipsTech Tips

A Tech Tip is featured in every chapter to introduce students to critical technology skills.
Spanning topics such as corresponding with your instructors over email, using a digital planner,
or taking an online test among many others, these tips address practical strategies that can
span the classroom and real life.
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Videos with QuizzingVideos with Quizzing

The Videos with Quizzing feature brief, humorous scenarios which bring the topics taught in
first-year seminar courses to life. All videos are accompanied by a set of open-response
reflection questions to deepen students’ thinking and encourage application of helpful
strategies to their own lives.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Click on Instructor Resources.Instructor Resources.

Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Active Learning StrategiesActive Learning Strategies

Available to download as a PDF, the Active Learning Strategies offers several exercises which
help students sharpen their critical skills for college success such as writing, critical thinking,
learning in groups, planning, reflecting, and taking action. A retention exercise for each chapter
asks students to practice critical retention strategies to help students persist in their first year.
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Instructor's Annotated Edition for Your College Experience, 11eInstructor's Annotated Edition for Your College Experience, 11e

The Instructor’s Annotated Edition, divided by chapter, includes the full text of the student
edition with abundant marginal annotations, chapter-specific exercises, and helpful suggestions
for teaching. This annotated edition also includes numerous Retention Strategy tips and
exercises designed to help students succeed and stay in school.
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Instructor's Manual for Your College Experience, 11eInstructor's Manual for Your College Experience, 11e

Available to download as a PDF, the Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank includes teaching
suggestions, a sample lesson plan for each chapter, sample syllabi, final projects for the end of
the course, and various case studies that are relevant to the topics covered. It also includes test
questions for each chapter, a midterm, and a final exam.
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PowerPoint PresentationsPowerPoint Presentations

Easily customizable PowerPoint presentations include a complete lecture outline for each
chapter of the book, plus images and figures from the text.

Test BankTest Bank
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The test bank contains more than 800 multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and essay
questions designed to assess students’ understanding of key concepts. The test bank is
available electronically in the LaunchPad allowing instructors to easily assign test questions for
student practice or higher stakes assessment.
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Gardner, Your College Experience, 12eGardner, Your College Experience, 12e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Your College Experience.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click the Resources button, then Content by Type. You’ll see
a list of all the resources available to your students. We’ll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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GlossaryGlossary

The comprehensive glossary provides a list of keywords and their definitions, specific to college
success and the text. Students can easily find words and build their vocabulary as they interact
with material.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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LearningCurve for College Success 2.0 is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program which
quickly learns what students already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet
understand. LearningCurve motivates students to engage with key concepts before they come
to class so that they are ready to participate.

Link CollectionLink Collection

The link collection provides an annotated list of apps which students can use on their
smartphone or computer to reinforce success strategies through the technology they use in
their everyday lives.
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Magazine Style ActivitiesMagazine Style Activities

An interactive self-assessment quiz in each unit gives students an opportunity to learn more
about themselves and the chapter topics, providing targeted advice to help them develop a
personalized learning plan.

PodcastsPodcasts
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Downloadable podcasts provide quick advice on a wide range of topics such as time
management, note taking, money management, succeeding on tests, making the most out of a
career fair, and much more.

QuizzesQuizzes

Multiple-choice Case Study Quizzes in each unit ask students to apply practical strategies
discussed in each chapter. Students receive instant, helpful feedback after each response to
help them contemplate the scenarios further.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Accompanied by a set of open-response questions, two Video Activities per unit allow students
to reflect on course topics and deepen their thinking, as well as encourages application of
helpful strategies discussed to their own lives.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual

A PDF of the Instructor’s Manual for Your College Experience, Twelfth Edition, is available to
download and includes chapter objectives, teaching suggestions, case studies, an introduction
to the first-year experience course, a sample lesson plan for each chapter, sample syllabi, and
capstone projects.

Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

Active Learning StrategiesActive Learning Strategies
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Available to download as a PDF, the Active Learning Strategies offers several exercises which
help students sharpen their critical skills for college success such as writing, critical thinking,
learning in groups, planning, reflecting, and taking action. A retention exercise for each chapter
asks students to practice critical retention strategies to help students persist in their first year.

Video Tool ActivitiesVideo Tool Activities
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This tab also includes several Video Tool Activities, available as downloadable text files, which
provide search terms for popular videos you can embed in Launchpad’s Video Tools, as well as
relevant writing prompts and in-class activities.

Instructor's Annotated EditionInstructor's Annotated Edition

The Instructor’s Annotated Edition, divided by chapter, includes the full text of the student
edition with abundant marginal annotations, chapter-specific exercises, and helpful suggestions
for teaching. This annotated edition also includes numerous Retention Strategy tips and
exercises. New High-Impact Practices and Peer Leader Strategies are designed to help students
succeed and stay in school.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Easily customizable lecture slide presentations include a complete lecture outline for each
chapter, plus images and figures from the text.

Test BankTest Bank
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The test bank contains more than 800 multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and essay
questions designed to assess students’ understanding of key concepts. The test bank includes a
midterm and final exam and is available electronically in the LaunchPad, allowing instructors to
easily assign test questions for student practice or higher-stakes assessment.

To access the Test Bank from the “Content by Type” menu where you were viewing student andTo access the Test Bank from the “Content by Type” menu where you were viewing student and
instructor resources, click “Resources”instructor resources, click “Resources”

Choose “Questions by chapter” to view the available Test BanksChoose “Questions by chapter” to view the available Test Banks
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Gardner, Your College Experience, Two-YearGardner, Your College Experience, Two-Year
College Edition, 1eCollege Edition, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Your College Experience, Two-Year College Edition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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App CentralApp Central

App Central provides an annotated list of apps which students can use on their smartphone or
computer to reinforce success strategies through the technology they use in their everyday
lives.

Case Study QuizzesCase Study Quizzes
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Multiple-choice Case Study Quizzes in each unit ask students to apply practical strategies
discussed in each chapter. Students receive instant, helpful feedback after each response to
help them contemplate the scenarios further.

Downloadable e-Book ActivitiesDownloadable e-Book Activities

E-Book activities, including Pre-Reading and Your Turn activities as well as Think, Write, Apply
writing prompts, are available for students to download and complete as in-class or out-of-class
assignments.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book features all the content from the print text, but has been optimized for the
LaunchPad course space. Students can take notes, download and complete book activities, and
even have discussions with their instructor and fellow students directly on the page.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve for College Success is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program which quickly
learns what students already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. A
LearningCurve activity is located at the beginning of each unit to motivate students to engage
with key concepts before they come to class.
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PodcastsPodcasts

Downloadable podcasts provide quick advice on a wide range of topics such as time
management, note taking, money management, succeeding on tests, making the most out of a
career fair, and much more.

Self-Assessment QuizzesSelf-Assessment Quizzes
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Including self-assessment quizzes towards the beginning of the each unit, as well as a multiple
intelligences inventory and test anxiety quiz, these interactive quizzes give students an
opportunity to learn more about themselves and the chapter topics, providing targeted advice
to help them understand the subject matter.

Videos with QuizzingVideos with Quizzing

Videos with Quizzing bring the topics taught in first-year seminar courses to life. Student Voices
and Conversation Starters feature real students discussing common issues that face first-year
students. Two videos are embedded in each unit and provide a chance for students to reflect
on each topic and discuss the course material. Additional videos with quizzing available in
“More Resources” feature brief, humorous scenarios. All videos are accompanied by a set of
open-response reflection questions to deepen students’ thinking and encourage application of
helpful strategies to their own lives.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Click on Instructor ResourcesInstructor Resources.

Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Active Learning StrategiesActive Learning Strategies

Available to download as a PDF, the Active Learning Strategies offers several exercises which
help students sharpen their critical skills for college success such as writing, critical thinking,
learning in groups, planning, reflecting, and taking action. A retention exercise for each chapter
asks students to practice critical retention strategies to help students persist in their first year.
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Instructor’s Annotated Edition for Your College Experience,Instructor’s Annotated Edition for Your College Experience,
Two-Year College EditionTwo-Year College Edition

The Instructor’s Annotated Edition, divided by chapter, includes the full text of the student
edition with abundant marginal annotations, chapter-specific exercises, and helpful suggestions
for teaching. This annotated edition also includes numerous Retention Strategy tips and
exercises designed to help students succeed and stay in school.
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Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank for Your College Experience,Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank for Your College Experience,
Two-Year College EditionTwo-Year College Edition

Available to download as a PDF, the Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank includes teaching
suggestions, a sample lesson plan for each chapter, sample syllabi, final projects for the end of
the course, and various case studies that are relevant to the topics covered. It also includes test
questions for each chapter, a midterm, and a final exam.
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Lecture Slide PresentationsLecture Slide Presentations

Easily customizable lecture slide presentations include a complete lecture outline for each
chapter of the book, plus images and figures from the text.

Test BankTest Bank
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The test bank contains more than 600 multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and essay
questions designed to assess students’ understanding of key concepts. The test bank is
available electronically in the LaunchPad allowing instructors to easily assign test questions for
student practice or higher stakes assessment.
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LaunchPad Solo for College SuccessLaunchPad Solo for College Success

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad Solo for College Success.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve for College Success is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program which quickly
learns what students already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. A
LearningCurve activity is located at the beginning of each unit to motivate students to engage
with key concepts before they come to class.
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Link CollectionLink Collection

The link collection provides an annotated list of apps which students can use on their
smartphone or computer to reinforce success strategies through the technology they use in
their everyday lives.

Magazine Style ActivitiesMagazine Style Activities
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Including self-assessment quizzes towards the beginning of the each unit, these interactive
quizzes give students an opportunity to learn more about themselves and the chapter topics,
providing targeted advice to help them understand the subject matter.

PodcastsPodcasts

Downloadable podcasts provide quick advice on a wide range of topics such as time
management, note taking, money management, succeeding on tests, making the most out of a
career fair, and much more.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Multiple-choice Case Study Quizzes in each unit ask students to apply practical strategies
discussed in each chapter. Students receive instant, helpful feedback after each response to
help them contemplate the scenarios further.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities
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Video Activities bring the topics taught in first-year seminar courses to life. Student Voices and
Conversation Starters feature real students discussing common issues that face first-year
students. Two videos are embedded in each unit and provide a chance for students to reflect
on each topic and discuss the course material. Additional videos with quizzing available in
“More Resources” feature brief, humorous scenarios. All videos are accompanied by a set of
open-response reflection questions to deepen students’ thinking and encourage application of
helpful strategies to their own lives.

VideosVideos

French Fries are Not Vegetables is a 30-minute documentary that follows 5 students through
the life-changing transition of the first year of college. Their honest, funny, and intense
observations shed light on everything from eating habits to concerns about grades and
finances.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual
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PDF downloads of the Instructor’s Manual for Your College Experience, Concise Edition, Step by
Step, and A Pocket Guide to College Success are available to download and include teaching
suggestions, key chapter takeaways, and additional resources, activities, and writing prompts.

Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

Available to download as PDFs, the Instructor’s Annotated Edition and Active Learning
Strategies for Your College Experience, Concise Edition, provide helpful suggestions for
teaching, retention strategy tips, and chapter-specific exercises.

This tab also includes several Video Tool Activities, available as downloadable text files, which
provide search terms for popular videos you can embed in LaunchPad’s Video Tools, as well as
relevant writing prompts and in-class activities.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Easily customizable lecture slide presentations for select College Success titles include a
complete lecture outline for each chapter, plus images and figures from the text.

Test BankTest Bank

The test bank for select College Success titles contains multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer,
and essay questions designed to assess students’ understanding of key concepts. The test bank
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is available electronically in the LaunchPad allowing instructors to easily assign test questions
for student practice or higher stakes assessment.

To access the Test Bank from the "Content by type" menu where youTo access the Test Bank from the "Content by type" menu where you
were viewing student and instructor resources, click "Resources"were viewing student and instructor resources, click "Resources"
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Choose "Questions by chapter" to view the available Test BanksChoose "Questions by chapter" to view the available Test Banks
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
CommunicationCommunication
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Campbell, Media & Culture, 10e UpdateCampbell, Media & Culture, 10e Update

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Media & Culture.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter. For every
correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve offers detailed feedback and
references to the text to help the student learn the material more effectively.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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This resource contains:

• Chapter Practice Quizzes - Brief multiple-choice quizzes for students to complete after
each chapter.

• Visual Activities - Analytical questions based on graphs and charts from this and some
previous editions of Media & Culture.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Over 50 videos, a mix of clips from media texts (movies and TV shows) and interviews with
media experts, all accompanied by short-answer questions to help students process and
analyze concepts introduced in the book.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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A chapter-by-chapter guide to teaching with Media & Culture, including suggestions for lecture
topics, classroom discussions, and assignments, along with sections suggesting further reading.

Lecture Slides (Downloadable)Lecture Slides (Downloadable)

Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter, for instructors to use during
lectures. Students can also download these slides and use them as study aids.
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Test BankTest Bank

To find the Test Bank from your home page, click ResourcesResources, then Questions by chapterQuestions by chapter.

Click Test Bank QuestionsTest Bank Questions to see questions sorted by chapter.
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For each chapter, there are dozens of multiple-choice and short-answer questions that
instructors can assign on tests in class.
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Campbell, Media Essentials, 3eCampbell, Media Essentials, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Media Essentials.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter, testing key
terms and concepts. For every correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve
offers detailed feedback and references to the text to help the student learn the material more
effectively.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Brief multiple-choice review quizzes, two per chapter, for students to test their knowledge of
what they’ve just read and studied.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities
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Over 50 videos, a mix of clips from movies, TV shows, and other media texts, as well as
interviews with media experts, all accompanied by short-answer questions to help students
process and analyze concepts introduced in the book.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter for instructors to use during lectures.
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Eisenberg, LaunchPad Solo for OrganizationalEisenberg, LaunchPad Solo for Organizational
Communication, 8eCommunication, 8e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Organizational
Communication.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Matching QuizzesMatching Quizzes

Matching QuizzesMatching Quizzes ask students to apply practical strategies discussed in each chapter.

Short Answer QuizzesShort Answer Quizzes
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Short Answer QuizzesShort Answer Quizzes ask students to apply practical strategies discussed in each chapter.

Interactive PRCA (Personal Report of Communication Apprehension)Interactive PRCA (Personal Report of Communication Apprehension)

Interactive Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA)Interactive Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA) allows students to
measure their level of apprehension in this area.
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Interactive PRPSA (Personal Report of Public Speaking)Interactive PRPSA (Personal Report of Public Speaking)

Interactive Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPS)Interactive Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPS) allows students to measure their
levels of anxiety when it comes to public speaking.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

LaunchPad GradebookLaunchPad Gradebook

The LaunchPad GradebookLaunchPad Gradebook gives a clear window on performance for the whole class, for
individual students, and for individual assignments.

Additional Case StudiesAdditional Case Studies
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Additional Case Studies link theory with practice and encourage students to think critically and
put what they've learned into practice, preparing them for the challenges they will face in
today's workplace.

Online Instructor’s ManualOnline Instructor’s Manual

This highly praised, thoroughly updated manual offers a wealth of support for busy professors,
including useful lecture outlines, though-provoking classroom activities, suggestions for useful
and relevant movie and television clips, and thoughts on using the book’s pedagogy with
students.

Classroom Summary, Teaching Goals, and Teaching ChallengesClassroom Summary, Teaching Goals, and Teaching Challenges

Classroom Exercises and AssignmentsClassroom Exercises and Assignments
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Lecture NotesLecture Notes

Online ResourcesOnline Resources
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Essay/Discussion QuestionsEssay/Discussion Questions

Key TermsKey Terms
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Video AssignmentsVideo Assignments

The Video Assignments ToolVideo Assignments Tool makes it easy to create video assignments and evaluate videos
using rubrics and time-based comments. Instructors and students can upload videos, embed
clips from YouTube, and use publisher-supplied videos in their assignments.
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Computerized Test BankComputerized Test Bank

The Computerized Test BankComputerized Test Bank ensures that instructors have options for assessing their students’
understanding of the material, including a varieyt of multiple-choice, true-false, short-answer,
and essay questions.
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Fraleigh and Tuman, Speak Up, 3eFraleigh and Tuman, Speak Up, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Speak Up.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Bonus Videos and Key Term VideosBonus Videos and Key Term Videos

The video library includes full length recordings of student speeches to provide approachable
examples of best practices for every type of speech. Those speeches are also broken down into
shorter snippets to illustrate a particular concept. Videos labeled â€œNeeds Improvementâ€?
are less than perfect examples, so students can also see what not to do when presenting a
speech. There are 60 Key Term videos already associated with chapters and 143 assorted
Bonus Videos.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPadâ€™s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning
tools and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and
pedagogical tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content
and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and
discussions.
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OtherOther

Other resources include Relaxation Audio Download and Speech Outliner 2.0. The Relaxation
Audio Download is based on highly successful communication research on the relief of
common pre-performance speech anxiety and takes the listener through a series of techniques
that encourage self-confidence through positive visualization. In Speech Outliner 2.0, students
respond to a series of step-by-step prompts and advice, which help them organize their speech
points, add transitions, cite sources, and make notes for visual aids. Responses are
automatically organized by the Bedford Speech Outliner into correctly formatted outlines.
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QuizQuiz

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which allows students to practice or instructors
to assign it for higher-stakes assessment. Quizzes are fully editable and customizable. Multiple
Choice and True/False questions are auto-graded.

Video ActivityVideo Activity
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Each chapter has several short video clips with accompanying short answer discussion
questions and are a mix of student speeches and famous speeches.

Video QuizVideo Quiz

There are 39 video quizzes where a short video clip from a sample speech, demonstrating 2-4
concepts, is accompanied by multiple choice questions about the video.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resources and e-BookInstructor Resources and e-Book
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The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, chapter outlines, lecture
strategies, suggested classroom activities and suggested discussion topics. Also included are
appendices featuring case studies, video resources, and a teaching philosophy.

PowerPointsPowerPoints

Ready to use PowerPoint presentations include a complete lecture outline for each chapter of
the book, plus images and figures from the text and can be easily customized.
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PowerPoints: Illustrations OnlyPowerPoints: Illustrations Only

Every Illustration in the book is available in chapter-by-chapter PowerPoints as a digital image
that you can easily copy and paste into your own documents.
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Fraleigh and Tuman, Speak Up, 4eFraleigh and Tuman, Speak Up, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Speak Up.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad's e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all of Speak Up's exclusive
and engaging images and pedagogical tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it
easier to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange
chapters and add notes and discussions.
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Speech ChoicesSpeech Choices

Speak Up's new Speech Choices feature follows the development of a student speech through
all stages, from topic selection to delivery. The Speak Up LaunchPad includes videos of the final
speeches, along with shorter clips and accompanying discussion questions.

Videos and Video ActivitiesVideos and Video Activities
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Over 100 videos, including clips and full speeches, provide guidance and examples of the dos
and don'ts of public speaking, as well as demonstrations of key terms. Dozens of videos also
include discussion questions for in-class or at-home work.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

The Speak Up LaunchPad also features LearningCurve, an adaptive quizzing system that helps
students identify what subjects they've mastered and where they need additional studying in a
game-like format.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Each chapter has a multiple-choice review quiz for students to complete.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual for Speak Up includes teaching notes on organizing,
managing, and integrating assessment into a public speaking course, as well as additional
discussion questions, more Speech Choices activities, writing assignments, and media
resources.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture slides offer outlines of each chapter in Speak Up for instructor presentations. The
LaunchPad also includes separate lecture slides that contain all of the book's unique and
engaging illustrations.

Test BankTest Bank
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Speak Up offers a complete testing program that is available for Windows and Macintosh
environments. Each chapter includes multiple choice, true/false, short-answer, and essay
questions.
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Leipzig, Filmmaking in Action, 1eLeipzig, Filmmaking in Action, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Filmmaking in Action.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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e-Book (Case Studies)e-Book (Case Studies)

The Filmmaking in Action e-Book also includes digital-exclusive material with professional
filmmakers going into greater detail about different aspects of the production process.

Video ActivityVideo Activity
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“How Do I…?” clips featuring exclusive information and advice from top Hollywood
professionals are accompanied by discussion questions for students, making them easily
assignable at home or in class.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

A chapter-by-chapter guide to teaching with Filmmaking in Action, including teaching tips,
discussion questions, activities, and suggestions for further viewing.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter for instructors to use during lectures.
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McCornack, Choices & Connections, 1eMcCornack, Choices & Connections, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Choices & Connections.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Additional ResourceAdditional Resource

The Relaxation Audio Download is included as an Additional Resource. Based on highly
successful communication research on the relief of common pre-performance speech anxiety,
the Relaxation Audio Download takes the listener through a series of techniques that
encourage self-confidence through positive visualization.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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How to Communicate Video ScenariosHow to Communicate Video Scenarios

Working through a series of online videos, students confront a real-life communication
challenge and then adapt their messages when things go awry. Combining thought provoking
questions and compelling videos, this feature takes students’ skill development to a new level of
understanding.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is our adaptive quizzing program created to get students reading. Each question
drives the student back to the specific page in the e-Book where he or she can read and learn
the answer to the question. Each quiz is shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Along the way and upon
reaching the Target Score, the student is provided with a Personalized Study Plan, which points
out areas and concepts that need more attention.
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Making ChoicesMaking Choices

Students are presented with a real world communication scenario, then are asked to follow
three steps: Consider the Dilemma, Connect the Research, and then Communicate by
answering short answer discussion questions.

Pop QuizPop Quiz
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Each chapter contains a low stakes pop quiz--five multiple automatically graded choice
questions--to serve as a quick comprehension check.

ReviewReview

A digital version of the chapter recap pages in the text book, with glossary terms, call outs to
LearningCurve, How to Communicate segments, and Videos, and a field to type responses to
short answer questions.
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Videos and Sample Speech ResourceVideos and Sample Speech Resource

The video library includes full length recordings of student speeches to provide approachable
examples of best practices for every type of speech. Those speeches are also broken down into
shorter snippets to illustrate a particular concept. Videos labeled “Needs Improvement” are less
than perfect examples, so students can also see what not to do when presenting a speech.
There are 274 assorted videos and 60 sample speech resources.
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Video with QuestionsVideo with Questions

Each chapter has short key term videos that define and illustrate key concepts through skits,
and have accompanying short answer discussion questions. There are 98 videos with questions
in all.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, chapter outlines, lecture
strategies, suggested classroom activities and suggested discussion topics. Also included are
appendices featuring case studies, video resources, and a teaching philosophy.
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Lecture Slides for PowerPoint (downloadable)Lecture Slides for PowerPoint (downloadable)

Ready to use PowerPoint presentations include a complete lecture outline for each chapter of
the book, plus images and figures from the text and can be easily customized.
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McCornack, Choices & Connections, 2eMcCornack, Choices & Connections, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Choices & Connections.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.

e-Book with Activitye-Book with Activity

Making Communication ChoicesMaking Communication Choices
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Students are presented with a real world communication scenario, then are asked to follow
three steps: Consider the Dilemma, Connect the Research, and then Communicate by
answering short answer discussion questions.

GlossaryGlossary
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For students who prefer a traditional dictionary format, this glossary is a comprehensive
collection of all the key terms in the LaunchPad.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is our adaptive quizzing program created to get students reading. Each question
drives the student back to the specific page in the e-Book where he or she can read and learn
the answer to the question. Each quiz is shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Along the way and upon
reaching the Target Score, the student is provided with a Personalized Study Plan, which points
out areas and concepts that need more attention.

Link CollectionLink Collection

Relaxation Audio DownloadRelaxation Audio Download
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The Relaxation Audio Download is included as an additional resource. Based on highly
successful communication research on the relief of common pre-performance speech anxiety,
the Relaxation Audio Download takes the listener through a series of techniques that
encourage self-confidence through positive visualization.

Magazine Style ActivitiesMagazine Style Activities

Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA)Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA)
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Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA)Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety (PRPSA)

These self-assessments will allow students to gain an understanding of their apprehension in
communication situations. Using the feedback they receive, they can pinpoint particular areas
they should strive to improve throughout the course.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Each chapter contains a low stakes pop quiz--five multiple automatically graded choice
questions--to serve as a quick comprehension check.

Student Resource (downloadable)Student Resource (downloadable)

Speech Outlining GuideSpeech Outlining Guide
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Speech Outlining TemplateSpeech Outlining Template

These tools will help students in the speech preparation process by drafting effecting outlines.
In doing this, they can deliver organized and well-crafted presentations.
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VideoVideo

Sample Speech ResourcesSample Speech Resources

The video library includes full length recordings of student speeches to provide approachable
examples of best practices for every type of speech. Those speeches are also broken down into
shorter snippets to illustrate a particular concept. Videos labeled “Needs Improvement” are less
than perfect examples, so students can also see what not to do when presenting a speech.
There are 274 assorted videos and 60 sample speech resources.

Video ActivityVideo Activity

How to Communicate Video ScenariosHow to Communicate Video Scenarios
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Working through a series of online videos, students confront a real-life communication
challenge and then adapt their messages when things go awry. Combining thought provoking
questions and compelling videos, this feature takes students’ skill development to a new level of
understanding.

Video with QuestionsVideo with Questions
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Each chapter has short key term videos that define and illustrate key concepts through skits,
and have accompanying short answer discussion questions. There are 98 videos with questions
in all.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, chapter outlines, lecture
strategies, suggested classroom activities and suggested discussion topics. Also included are
appendices featuring case studies, video resources, and a teaching philosophy.

Lecture Slides for PowerPoint (downloadable)Lecture Slides for PowerPoint (downloadable)
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Ready to use PowerPoint presentations include a complete lecture outline for each chapter of
the book, plus images and figures from the text and can be easily customized.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?" If you want to download the test bank files to use them outside of
LaunchPad, click on the test bank link in the Resources menu and then choose files for Mac or
PC.
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McCornack, Interpersonal Communication andMcCornack, Interpersonal Communication and
You, 1eYou, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Interpersonal Communication and You.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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ActivitiesActivities

Two open-ended activities per chapter that ask students to apply important concepts from the
text.

e-Booke-Book
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Pages from the text.

e-Book with Activitye-Book with Activity

Pages from the text that include activities.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter. For every
correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve offers detailed feedback and
references to the text to help the student learn the material more effectively.

QuizQuiz
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Quizzes that include essay questions, multiple-choice questions, and true-or-false questions
that test students understanding of the chapter.

Self-EvaluationSelf-Evaluation

Self-quizzes from the text that ask students to apply chapter concepts to their own lives.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Interpersonal videos accompanied by open-ended questions to help students further engage
with the material.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

e-Booke-Book

Pages that point instructors toward more key term videos from the chapter within the “Browse
Resources for this Unit” folder.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Downloadable guide for each chapter with chapter outlines and ideas for presenting class
material, such group activities and discussion questions.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter, for instructors to use during
lectures. Students can also download these slides and use them as study aids.
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McCornack, Reflect & Relate, 4eMcCornack, Reflect & Relate, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Reflect & Relate.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

Pages from the text.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter. For every
correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve offers detailed feedback and
references to the text to help the student learn the material more effectively.

Self-QuizzesSelf-Quizzes

Self-quizzes from the text that ask students to apply chapter concepts to their own lives.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Quizzes that include essay questions, multiple-choice questions, and true-or-false questions
that test students' understanding of the chapter.

Making Relationship ChoicesMaking Relationship Choices
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Real-life "Making Relationship Choices" case studies now include videos to help students see
"The Other Side" of the scenario. These compelling scenarios challenge students to critically
self-reflect, consider others' perspectives, determine best outcomes, and identify potential
roadblocks - helping them make more informed communication choices. In the new edition,
these case studies have expanded, to include a video in LaunchPad that shows "The Other Side"
of each story, so that students can react to the thoughts and feelings of their communication
partner and build empathy.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Interpersonal videos accompanied by open-ended questions to help students further engage
with the material.
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ExerciseExercise

Journal entries for each chapter help students self-reflect.

GlossaryGlossary
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resource (downloadable)Instructor Resource (downloadable)
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Downloadable guide for each chapter with chapter outlines and ideas for presenting class
material, such group activities and discussion questions.

Lecture Slides (downloadable)Lecture Slides (downloadable)

Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter, for instructors to use during
lectures. Students can also download these slides and use them as study aids.
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O'Hair, Communication and You, 1eO'Hair, Communication and You, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Communication and You.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Activities and QuizzesActivities and Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz and an essay quiz, which allows students to
practice or instructors to assign it for higher-stakes assessment. Quizzes are fully editable and
customizable. Multiple Choice and True/False questions are auto-graded.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is our adaptive quizzing program created to get students reading. Each question
drives the student back to the specific page in the e-Book where he or she can read and learn
the answer to the question. Each quiz is shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Along the way and upon
reaching the Target Score, the student is provided with a Personalized Study Plan, which points
out areas and concepts that need more attention.
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What about you?What about you?

These Self-Assessment activities, appearing toward the end of each chapter, use a variety of
formats, all prompting students to examine their own communication techniques, tendencies,
and skills. By answering questions about themselves, readers can see the way the chapter’s
concepts apply to their daily interactions.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resources and Suggested AssignmentsInstructor Resources and Suggested Assignments

The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, chapter outlines, lecture
strategies, suggested classroom activities and suggested discussion topics. Also included are
appendices featuring case studies, video resources, and a teaching philosophy.
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O'Hair, A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking, 4eO'Hair, A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Additional ResourcesAdditional Resources

Additional Resources include:

Relaxation Audio Download: Based on highly successful communication research on the relief
of common pre-performance speech anxiety, the Relaxation Audio Download takes the listener
through a series of techniques that encourage self-confidence through positive visualization.

PowerPoint How To: A slideshow that discusses best practices for utilizing visual aids during a
speech and a guide to using PowerPoint.

Todayâ€™s Breaking News: Aggregator with headlines from around the world, complete with
links to various news sources such as the New York Times and CNN.com.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPadâ€™s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning
tools and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and
pedagogical tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content
and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and
discussions.

Speech Topics Research LinksSpeech Topics Research Links
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Research links are a starting point for students conducting research for their speeches with
links to organization and topic websites.

Transcripts: Additional SpeechesTranscripts: Additional Speeches

Full text versions of both well-known special occasion and student sample speeches that are
referenced in the book, along with annotations.
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VideoVideo

The video library includes full length recordings of student speeches to provide approachable
examples of best practices for every type of speech. Those speeches are also broken down into
shorter snippets to illustrate a particular concept. Videos labeled â€œNeeds Improvementâ€?
are less than perfect examples, so students can also see what not to do when presenting a
speech.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor ManualInstructor Manual
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The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, chapter outlines, lecture
strategies, suggested classroom activities and suggested discussion topics.

PowerPoint SlidesPowerPoint Slides

Ready to use PowerPoint presentations include a complete lecture outline for each chapter of
the book, plus images and figures from the text and can be easily customized.
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O'Hair, Real Communication, 3eO'Hair, Real Communication, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Real Communication.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Book Pagese-Book Pages

Pages from the text.

e-Book Pages with Activitye-Book Pages with Activity
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Pages from the text that include activities.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter. For every
correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve offers detailed feedback and
references to the text to help the student learn the material more effectively.
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Magazine Style ActivitiesMagazine Style Activities

“What About You?” quizzes from the text that ask students to apply chapter concepts to their
own lives.

QuizQuiz
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Brief multiple-choice quizzes for students to complete after each chapter.

Student Resource (downloadable)Student Resource (downloadable)

Downloadable outlines for each chapter, along with the PRCA and PRPSA anxiety quizzes.
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VideoVideo

Interpersonal and public speaking videos that illustrate key concepts from the text.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities
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Interpersonal and public speaking videos accompanied by open-ended questions to help
students further engage with the material.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Questions that can be used in class to test and aid student understanding.

e-Booke-Book

Pages that point instructors toward more key term videos from the chapter within the “Browse
Resources for this Unit” folder.
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Instructor ManualInstructor Manual

Available to download as a PDF, the Instructor’s Manual includes chapter outcomes, lecture
notes, class discussion questions, personal writing assignments, classroom activities, and
additional resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter, for instructors to use during
lectures. Students can also download these slides and use them as study aids.
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O'Hair, A Speaker's Guidebook, 6eO'Hair, A Speaker's Guidebook, 6e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for A Speaker's Guidebook.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter. For every
correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve offers detailed feedback and
references to the text to help the student learn the material more effectively.

QuizQuiz
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Brief multiple-choice quizzes for students to complete after each chapter.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

40 professionally-shot speech videos accompanied by multiple-choice quiz questions to help
students further engage with the material.
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VideosVideos

Over 180 videos, ranging from full student speeches to shorter speech clips that illustrate key
concepts from the text.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

This resource contains:

• Activities with Suggested Answers - For each chapter, several activity questions challenge
students to think about and engage with key concepts.

• Additional Resources - A downloadable file containing links to web sites and
recommendations for books and articles related to public speaking, which instructors
can use to supplement their course.

• Chapter Outlines - Downloadable outlines for each chapter that help instructors
organize their class discussions and lectures.

• More Instructor Activities - These downloadable files contain dozens of ideas for in-class
activities for each chapter, from group discussions to entertaining and informative in-
class games.

• Course Management - A downloadable file with general suggestions for teaching the
introductory public-speaking course.

• Course Organization - A downloadable file with suggestions for organizing the
introductory public-speaking course, including sample syllabi.

• LaunchPad and LearningCurve Guide - A downloadable guide explaining the basics of
using LaunchPad and LearningCurve.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter, for instructors to use during
lectures. Students can also download these slides and use them as study aids.

Test BankTest Bank

To find the Test Bank from your home page, click ResourcesResources, then Questions by chapterQuestions by chapter.
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Click Test Bank to see questions sorted by chapter.
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For each chapter, there is a downloadable file containing dozens of true/false, multiple-choice,
short-answer, and open-response questions that instructors can assign on tests in class.
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LaunchPad Solo for Corrigan, The FilmLaunchPad Solo for Corrigan, The Film
Experience, 4eExperience, 4e

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for your students. Click here to go to the landing page
of LaunchPad Solo for The Film Experience.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter quizChapter quiz

Brief multiple-choice review quizzes for students to test their knowledge of what they’ve just
read and studied.

ReadingsReadings
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Boxes, sample student essays, and other material from past editions of The Film Experience is
collected on the LaunchPad Solo, giving students access to an archive of additional possible
reading assignments.

Readings (text)Readings (text)

The LaunchPad Solo for The Film Experience includes summaries of key concepts for each
chapter, for easy studying and review.
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Videos (no assessment)Videos (no assessment)

The Film Experience also includes several video essays that elaborate on topics covered in the
print book.

Videos with questionsVideos with questions
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Dozens of clips from real movies are available for assignment and discussion, complete with
critical thinking questions written by the authors of the book. These clips include Viewing Cues,
which focus on individual aspects such as editing, cinematography, and sound; Film in Focus,
which go further in-depth on a particularly important film; and Form in Action, corresponding to
boxes of the same name in the printed book.
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LaunchPad Solo for O'Hair, A Pocket Guide toLaunchPad Solo for O'Hair, A Pocket Guide to
Public Speaking, 5ePublic Speaking, 5e

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad Solo for A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Adaptive quizzing system that contains multiple-choice questions for each chapter, testing key
terms and concepts. For every correct or incorrect answer a student enters, LearningCurve
offers detailed feedback and references to the text to help the student learn the material more
effectively.
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VideoVideo

The video library includes full length recordings of student speeches to provide approachable
examples of best practices for every type of speech. Those speeches are also broken down into
shorter snippets to illustrate a particular concept. Videos labeled “Needs Improvement” are less
than perfect examples, so students can also see what not to do when presenting a speech.
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Video ActivityVideo Activity

Speech clips accompanied by multiple-choice quiz questions provide interactive learning based
on different speech techniques.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual

A chapter-by-chapter guide to teaching with A Pocket Guide to Public Speaking, including study
guides, group activities, and additional assignments in and out of the classroom.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Presentation slides covering key concepts in each chapter for instructors to use during lectures.
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LaunchPad Solo for JournalismLaunchPad Solo for Journalism
LaunchPad Solo contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the following
link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Journalism.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.

e-Booke-Book
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This is a PDF file containing instructions for using Exercise Central for AP Style, a quiz bank of
over 200 quizzes that allows students to master the nuances of journalistic writing.

HomeworkHomework

The Exercise Book for Working With Words 9e is available for students to complete online and
receive automatic feedback. All questions that are able to be auto-graded will flow directly to
the gradebook.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Exercise Central for AP Style contains over 200 quizzes on the most common errors journalism
students make, from common splices and apostrophes to biased language and quotation
attribution. With these drills, students can become more comfortable with the rules of
journalistic grammar and style, allowing them to overcome the errors they continuously make
and work toward mastery.
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Student Resources (downloadable)Student Resources (downloadable)

Although the majority of the exercises in the Exercise Book for Working With Words 9e are able
to be completed online, there are some assignments that will require students to thoroughly
edit a piece of writing. Students can download those exercises here, as well as the rest of the
Exercise Book. The Exercise Book for News Reporting & Writing 12e is also available for
download.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Students can watch videos from professional journalists, talking about topics including
objectivity, the first amendment and media entrepreneurship.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

Here instructors can find the complete answer key for the Exercise Book for Working With
Words 9e, as well as the complete Instructor's Manual to accompany News Reporting &
Writing 12e.
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LaunchPad Solo for Mass CommunicationLaunchPad Solo for Mass Communication

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for your students. Click the following link to go to the
landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Mass Communication.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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ResourceResource

Several documents and links are provided to help students transition into the workplace or find
additional information about Mass Communication.

Video ActivityVideo Activity
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Videos accompanied by questions to help students further engage with the material.

VideosVideos

Clips that illustrate key concepts from the text accompanied by discussion questions.
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LaunchPad Solo for Public SpeakingLaunchPad Solo for Public Speaking

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for your students. Click the following link to go to the
landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Public Speaking.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools
and includes every word on every page of the printed text, including all images and pedagogical
tools. Students can highlight and comment, making it easier to access key content and organize
studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters and add notes and discussions.
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ResourceResource

Full speeches with outlines and clips are included, along with other helpful documents and
tools.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities
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Professionally-shot speech videos accompanied by multiple-choice quiz questions to help
students further engage with the material.

VideosVideos

Over 180 videos, ranging from full student speeches to shorter speech clips that illustrate key
concepts from the text.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
EconomicsEconomics
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Chiang and Stone, CoreEconomics, 3eChiang and Stone, CoreEconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for CoreEconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Author Lecture VideosAuthor Lecture Videos

The Author Lecture Videos are a series of brief, teachable moments to extend learning beyond
the classroom. They are created and narrated by Eric Chiang and cover many of the concepts
found in his text.

CourseTutorCourseTutor
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The CourseTutor is more than a traditional study guide. It originated as a study aid crafted by
Gerald Stone to help students in his Saturday sections at Metropolitan State University of
Denver. Students learn by many different methods and CourseTutor provides a buffet of
learning choices. Students select those methods that best help them learn.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes

Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the
market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems
are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones
that already exist.

Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.
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Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are suited more for practice than for assignment, and since students find them
extremely helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by
either making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Lecture Video QuizzesLecture Video Quizzes

Brief, ten minute lectures from author Eric Chiang offer additional instruction to extend
learning beyond the classroom. All lecture videos have accompanying pedagogy and
assessment and are assignable.

Online Quiz UpdatesOnline Quiz Updates
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The online quizzes are assignable, automatically graded quizzes available for each chapter.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

The online quizzes are assignable, automatically graded quizzes available for each chapter.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Solved ProblemsSolved Problems

Solved problems allow students to work step-by-step through complicated concepts. They are
assignable.
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Test Bank UpdatesTest Bank Updates

The Test Bank provides a wide range of questions appropriate for assessing your students’
comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis skills. The Test Bank offers multiple-
choice, true/false, and short-answer questions designed for comprehensive coverage of the text
concepts.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Author PowerPoint PresentationsAuthor PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs created by author Eric Chiang are provided for structuring class
lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT
presentation.
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Illustration PowerPointsIllustration PowerPoints

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Images from the Textbook - High ResImages from the Textbook - High Res
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Images from the Textbook - Low ResImages from the Textbook - Low Res

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use
them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Suggested Answers to End of Chapter QuestionsSuggested Answers to End of Chapter Questions
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.

Teaching ManualTeaching Manual

The instructor manual files include hand outs and in-class suggestions and activities.
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Chiang and Stone, CoreMacroeconomics, 3eChiang and Stone, CoreMacroeconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for CoreMacroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Author Lecture VideosAuthor Lecture Videos

The Author Lecture Videos are a series of brief, teachable moments to extend learning beyond
the classroom. They are created and narrated by Eric Chiang and cover many of the concepts
found in his text.

CourseTutorCourseTutor
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The CourseTutor is more than a traditional study guide. It originated as a study aid crafted by
Gerald Stone to help students in his Saturday sections at Metropolitan State University of
Denver. Students learn by many different methods and CourseTutor provides a buffet of
learning choices. Students select those methods that best help them learn.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes

Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the
market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems
are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones
that already exist.

Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.
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Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are suited more for practice than for assignment, and since students find them
extremely helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by
either making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Lecture Video QuizzesLecture Video Quizzes

Brief, ten minute lectures from author Eric Chiang offer additional instruction to extend
learning beyond the classroom. All lecture videos have accompanying pedagogy and
assessment and are assignable.

Online Quiz UpdatesOnline Quiz Updates
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The online quizzes are assignable, automatically graded quizzes available for each chapter.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

The online quizzes are assignable, automatically graded quizzes available for each chapter.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Solved ProblemsSolved Problems
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Solved problems allow students to work step-by-step through complicated concepts. They are
assignable.

Test Bank UpdatesTest Bank Updates

The Test Bank provides a wide range of questions appropriate for assessing your students’
comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis skills. The Test Bank offers multiple-
choice, true/false, and short-answer questions designed for comprehensive coverage of the text
concepts.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Author PowerPoint PresentationsAuthor PowerPoint Presentations
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Animated and interactive PPTs created by author Eric Chiang are provided for structuring class
lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT
presentation.

Illustration PowerPointsIllustration PowerPoints

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Images from the Textbook - High ResImages from the Textbook - High Res

All image files are provided for use in class.

Images from the Textbook - Low ResImages from the Textbook - Low Res
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use
them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.
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Suggested Answers to End of Chapter QuestionsSuggested Answers to End of Chapter Questions

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.

Teaching ManualTeaching Manual
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The instructor manual files include hand outs and in-class suggestions and activities.
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Chiang and Stone, CoreMicroeconomics, 3eChiang and Stone, CoreMicroeconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for CoreMicroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Author Lecture VideosAuthor Lecture Videos

The Author Lecture Videos are a series of brief, teachable moments to extend learning beyond
the classroom. They are created and narrated by Eric Chiang and cover many of the concepts
found in his text.

CourseTutorCourseTutor
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The CourseTutor is more than a traditional study guide. It originated as a study aid crafted by
Gerald Stone to help students in his Saturday sections at Metropolitan State University of
Denver. Students learn by many different methods and CourseTutor provides a buffet of
learning choices. Students select those methods that best help them learn.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes

Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the
market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems
are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones
that already exist.

Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.
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Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are suited more for practice than for assignment, and since students find them
extremely helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by
either making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Lecture Video QuizzesLecture Video Quizzes

Brief, ten minute lectures from author Eric Chiang offer additional instruction to extend
learning beyond the classroom. All lecture videos have accompanying pedagogy and
assessment and are assignable.

Online Quiz UpdatesOnline Quiz Updates
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The online quizzes are assignable, automatically graded quizzes available for each chapter.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

The online quizzes are assignable, automatically graded quizzes available for each chapter.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Solved ProblemsSolved Problems

Solved problems allow students to work step-by-step through complicated concepts. They are
assignable.
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Test Bank UpdatesTest Bank Updates

The Test Bank provides a wide range of questions appropriate for assessing your students’
comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis skills. The Test Bank offers multiple-
choice, true/false, and short-answer questions designed for comprehensive coverage of the text
concepts.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Author PowerPoint PresentationsAuthor PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs created by author Eric Chiang are provided for structuring class
lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT
presentation.
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Illustration PowerPointsIllustration PowerPoints

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Images from the Textbook - High ResImages from the Textbook - High Res
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Images from the Textbook - Low ResImages from the Textbook - Low Res

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use
them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Suggested AnswersSuggested Answers
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.

Teaching ManualTeaching Manual

The instructor manual files include hand outs and in-class suggestions and activities.
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Chiang, Economics, Macroeconomics, andChiang, Economics, Macroeconomics, and
Microeconomics: Principles for a ChangingMicroeconomics: Principles for a Changing
World, 4eWorld, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click one of the
following links to go to the landing page of your LaunchPad:

• Economics: Principles for a Changing World
• Macroeconomics: Principles for a Changing World
• Microeconomics: Principles for a Changing World

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Videos (Author Lecture)Videos (Author Lecture)

The Author Lecture Videos are a series of brief, teachable moments to extend learning beyond
the classroom. They are created and narrated by Eric Chiang and cover many of the concepts
found in his text.

CourseTutor WorksheetsCourseTutor Worksheets
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The CourseTutor has been brought into LaunchPad as part of the course units. Practice essays
and notes are available as worksheets.

Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)

Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.
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Graded Homework with Graphing QuestionsGraded Homework with Graphing Questions

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the
market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems
are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones
that already exist.

Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Flashcards are suited more for practice than for assignment, and since students find them
extremely helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by
either making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Video Activities (Author Lecture)Video Activities (Author Lecture)

Brief, ten minute lectures from author Eric Chiang offer additional instruction to extend
learning beyond the classroom. All lecture videos have accompanying pedagogy and
assessment and are assignable.

Math and Graphing ReviewMath and Graphing Review
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This is a critically important new LaunchPad resource created by a team of instructors for
students who would benefit from a review of basic math and graphing—skills needed to do well
in an introductory economics course. It is organized as a series of activities, each with a pretest
question, an animation with patient and clear explanations, and five concluding questions to
test comprehension.

Solved ProblemsSolved Problems

Solved problems allow students to work step-by-step through complicated concepts. They are
assignable.
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Work It Out TutorialsWork It Out Tutorials

These skill-building activities are tutorials that walk students through each step of solving an
end-of-chapter problem using choice-specific feedback and video explanations for each step.
The new activity is a useful extension of the end-of-chapter Solved Problem feature, also a
detailed stepped-out problem, but one that appears in the text only.
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Videos and Video Activities (MacNeil/Lehrer)Videos and Video Activities (MacNeil/Lehrer)

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Around the World ActivitiesAround the World Activities

The Around the World features help students recognize that people all over the world are faced
with many of the same economic problems, yet seek to solve these challenges in different ways.
The online activities help to reinforce the economics behind the features in the book.

By the Numbers Lab ActivitiesBy the Numbers Lab Activities
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By the Numbers Lab Activities focus on helping students to read and understand data, instilling
a critical eye to the data presented in daily life.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Designed with visual learning in mind. This set of slides contains fully animated graphs, visual
learning images, and additional examples and created links. Economics, Fourth Edition, is the
only principles of economics textbook with slides created by the author.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All images and figures from the text are provided as slides for use in class or for enhancing an
existing slide presentation.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All image files are provided for use in class.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.

Teaching ManualTeaching Manual

The Teaching Manual focuses on expanding and enlivening classroom lectures by highlighting
varied ways to bring real-world examples into the classroom.
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Test BankTest Bank

Contains more than 4,000 carefully constructed, thoroughly edited and revised, and
comprehensively accuracy-checked questions. Each chapter’s test bank contains “anchor”
questions written by the author himself.

By the Numbers Lab Activity SolutionsBy the Numbers Lab Activity Solutions
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Detailed solutions are provided for the By the Numbers Lab Activities.

CourseTutor SolutionsCourseTutor Solutions

Detailed solutions are provided for questions from the CourseTutor worksheets.
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Cowen and Tabarrok, Modern Principles:Cowen and Tabarrok, Modern Principles:
Economics, 3eEconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Modern Principles: Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

Taken from the book Check Yourself Questions are compiled into a single quiz for every
chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Graded Homework with Graphing QuestionsGraded Homework with Graphing Questions
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides

A new resource found in LaunchPad for all of Worth’s principles of economics texts, Math and
Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts essential for
students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen based on
feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for which a
review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
lecture slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes, Average
and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations, Interpreting
Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation, and
Marginal Analysis.
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Summative Quiz (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quiz (End-of-Chapter Problems)

The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Videos and Video ActivitiesVideos and Video Activities
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Author-created short, fun, and professionally produced instructional videos are available for
most chapters. The videos are available from the text via QR code or at MRUniversity.com.
LaunchPad provides assignable, automatically graded quizzes to accompany each of the videos.
MacNeil/Lehrer videos, from PBS NewsHour, are also available for many chapters and offer real
world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes.

Work It Out TutorialsWork It Out Tutorials

New to this edition, these tutorials guide students through the process of applying economic
analysis and math skills to solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and
video explanations provide student with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

The instructor manual files including hand-outs and in class suggestions and activities are
included.

Interactive Lecture SlidesInteractive Lecture Slides
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Animated an interactive PPT are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them
in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end-of-chapter questions.
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Cowen and Tabarrok, Modern Principles:Cowen and Tabarrok, Modern Principles:
Macroeconomics, 3eMacroeconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Modern Principles: Macroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

Taken from the book Check Yourself Questions are compiled into a single quiz for every
chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Graded Homework with Graphing QuestionsGraded Homework with Graphing Questions
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides

A new resource found in LaunchPad for all of Worth’s principles of economics texts, Math and
Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts essential for
students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen based on
feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for which a
review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
lecture slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes, Average
and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations, Interpreting
Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation, and
Marginal Analysis.
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Summative Quiz (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quiz (End-of-Chapter Problems)

The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Videos and Video ActivitiesVideos and Video Activities

Author-created short, fun, and professionally produced instructional videos are available for
most chapters. The videos are available from the text via QR code or at MRUniversity.com.
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LaunchPad provides assignable, automatically graded quizzes to accompany each of the videos.
MacNeil/Lehrer videos, from PBS NewsHour, are also available for many chapters and offer real
world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes.

Work It Out TutorialsWork It Out Tutorials

New to this edition, these tutorials guide students through the process of applying economic
analysis and math skills to solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and
video explanations provide student with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

The instructor manual files including hand-outs and in class suggestions and activities are
included.

Interactive Lecture SlidesInteractive Lecture Slides
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Animated an interactive PPT are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them
in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end-of-chapter questions.
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Cowen and Tabarrok, Modern Principles:Cowen and Tabarrok, Modern Principles:
Microeconomics, 3eMicroeconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Modern Principles: Microeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

Taken from the book Check Yourself Questions are compiled into a single quiz for every
chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Graded Homework with Graphing QuestionsGraded Homework with Graphing Questions
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides

A new resource found in LaunchPad for all of Worth’s principles of economics texts, Math and
Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts essential for
students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen based on
feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for which a
review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
lecture slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes, Average
and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations, Interpreting
Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation, and
Marginal Analysis.
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Summative Quiz (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quiz (End-of-Chapter Problems)

The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Videos and Video ActivitiesVideos and Video Activities

Author-created short, fun, and professionally produced instructional videos are available for
most chapters. The videos are available from the text via QR code or at MRUniversity.com.
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LaunchPad provides assignable, automatically graded quizzes to accompany each of the videos.
MacNeil/Lehrer videos, from PBS NewsHour, are also available for many chapters and offer real
world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes.

Work It Out TutorialsWork It Out Tutorials

New to this edition, these tutorials guide students through the process of applying economic
analysis and math skills to solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and
video explanations provide student with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

The instructor manual files including hand-outs and in class suggestions and activities are
included.

Interactive Lecture SlidesInteractive Lecture Slides
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Animated an interactive PPT are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them
in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end-of-chapter questions.
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Feenstra and Taylor, International Economics,Feenstra and Taylor, International Economics,
3e3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for International Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes
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Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Graded Homework is available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of
multiple choice and interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-
chapter homework or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible
graphing tool on the market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional
graphing problems are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own
assessments or add to ones that already exist.
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Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.

Headlines Discussion QuestionsHeadlines Discussion Questions
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Each of the Headlines features from the textbook is accompanied in LaunchPad by an
assignable set of discussion and short answer questions.

LearningCurve ActivitiesLearningCurve Activities

Our game-like adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter/section of the text. Based on
research on learning LearningCurve encourages students to actively participate in their learning
and provides immediate feedback and reinforcement. LearningCurve questions are tagged
directly to the text providing a tight integration with the material and both quality and quantity
that truly distinguishes LearningCurve from the rest.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and graded on completion many instructors
have found that these quizzes are a perfect pre-lecture assignment that aids them in making
the classroom more active, or flipped. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a review
element post-lecture. By making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade
instructors have found students come to class having regularly read and more prepared to
apply the concepts to their learning.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Test Bank UpdatesTest Bank Updates

The Test Bank provides a wide range of questions appropriate for assessing your students’
comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis skills. The Test Bank offers multiple-
choice, true/false, and short-answer questions designed for comprehensive coverage of the text
concepts.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

High-Res Images from the TextbookHigh-Res Images from the Textbook
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Illustration PowerPointsIllustration PowerPoints

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or use parts of
them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Low-Res Images from the TextbookLow-Res Images from the Textbook
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Feenstra and Taylor, InternationalFeenstra and Taylor, International
Macroeconomics, 3eMacroeconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for International Macroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes
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Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Graded Homework is available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of
multiple choice and interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-
chapter homework or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible
graphing tool on the market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional
graphing problems are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own
assessments or add to ones that already exist.
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Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.

Headlines Discussion QuestionsHeadlines Discussion Questions
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Each of the Headlines features from the textbook is accompanied in LaunchPad by an
assignable set of discussion and short answer questions.

LearningCurve ActivitiesLearningCurve Activities

Our game-like adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter/section of the text. Based on
research on learning LearningCurve encourages students to actively participate in their learning
and provides immediate feedback and reinforcement. LearningCurve questions are tagged
directly to the text providing a tight integration with the material and both quality and quantity
that truly distinguishes LearningCurve from the rest.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and graded on completion many instructors
have found that these quizzes are a perfect pre-lecture assignment that aids them in making
the classroom more active, or flipped. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a review
element post-lecture. By making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade
instructors have found students come to class having regularly read and more prepared to
apply the concepts to their learning.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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High-Res Images from the TextbookHigh-Res Images from the Textbook

All image files are provided for use in class.

Illustration PowerPointsIllustration PowerPoints

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or use parts of
them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Low-Res Images from the TextbookLow-Res Images from the Textbook

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Feenstra and Taylor, International Trade, 3eFeenstra and Taylor, International Trade, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for International Trade.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

End of Chapter QuizzesEnd of Chapter Quizzes
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Every chapter is completed with a quiz that allows students to self-assess their comprehension
of material.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Graded Homework is available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of
multiple choice and interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-
chapter homework or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible
graphing tool on the market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional
graphing problems are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own
assessments or add to ones that already exist.
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Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.

Headlines Discussion QuestionsHeadlines Discussion Questions
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Each of the Headlines features from the textbook is accompanied in LaunchPad by an
assignable set of discussion and short answer questions.

LearningCurve ActivitiesLearningCurve Activities

Our game-like adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter/section of the text. Based on
research on learning LearningCurve encourages students to actively participate in their learning
and provides immediate feedback and reinforcement. LearningCurve questions are tagged
directly to the text providing a tight integration with the material and both quality and quantity
that truly distinguishes LearningCurve from the rest.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and graded on completion many instructors
have found that these quizzes are a perfect pre-lecture assignment that aids them in making
the classroom more active, or flipped. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a review
element post-lecture. By making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade
instructors have found students come to class having regularly read and more prepared to
apply the concepts to their learning.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice and interactive graphing review quiz. Perfect for
student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Test Bank UpdatesTest Bank Updates

The Test Bank provides a wide range of questions appropriate for assessing your students’
comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis skills. The Test Bank offers multiple-
choice, true/false, and short-answer questions designed for comprehensive coverage of the text
concepts.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

High-Res Images from the TextbookHigh-Res Images from the Textbook
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Illustration PowerPointsIllustration PowerPoints

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use them in total or use parts of
them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.
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Low-Res Images from the TextbookLow-Res Images from the Textbook

All image files are provided for use in class.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Goolsbee, Levitt, and Syverson,Goolsbee, Levitt, and Syverson,
MicroeconomicsMicroeconomics

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Microeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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eFigureseFigures

eFigures present students with a narrated animation that walks them through the development
of key figures from the text. If you assign this activity to students, questions are also included
that test comprehension of concepts taught in the video.

End of Chapter Quiz UpdatesEnd of Chapter Quiz Updates
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The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Available for every chapter of the text, these are a combination of multiple-choice and
interactive graphing questions. They are perfectly suited for graded homework or simply for
student practice.

Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text, these are a combination of multiple-choice and
interactive graphing questions. They are perfectly suited for graded homework or simply for
student practice.
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How to Use CalculusHow to Use Calculus

Provided for each chapter with calculus coverage, this resource highlights the material found in
the in-text and online calculus appendices.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Online Calculus AppendicesOnline Calculus Appendices

Math is a powerful tool for economic analysis. In the Online Calculus Appendices students are
given insight into the calculus that helps derive chapter content and take learned economic
concepts one step further. Written in the same conversational tone as the text, the appendices
provide a step by step walk-through of related calculus problems and additional problems for
students to work through on their own.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a review quiz consisting of multiple-choice questions. These are
perfect for student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates
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Each section of the text offers a review quiz consisting of multiple-choice questions. These are
perfect for student study or for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Test Bank UpdatesTest Bank Updates

The Test Bank provides a wide range of questions appropriate for assessing your students’
comprehension, interpretation, analysis, and synthesis skills. The Test Bank offers multiple-
choice, true/false, and short-answer questions designed for comprehensive coverage of the text
concepts.
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Web Quiz UpdatesWeb Quiz Updates

Students can test their knowledge of the material in the book by taking multiple-choice quizzes
on any chapter.

Web QuizzesWeb Quizzes
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Students can test their knowledge of the material in the book by taking multiple-choice quizzes
on any chapter.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Animated Lecture PowerPointsAnimated Lecture PowerPoints

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use
them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Chapter Notes with Teaching TipsChapter Notes with Teaching Tips
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You are provided with a full outline of the chapter that includes additional Figure It Outs and
extra teaching tips for a seamlessly easy lecture experience.

Images from the Textbook - High ResImages from the Textbook - High Res

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Images from the Textbook - Low ResImages from the Textbook - Low Res

All image files are provided for use in class.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter problems.

Solutions Manual for Calculus ComplementSolutions Manual for Calculus Complement

Detailed solutions are provided for all problems found within the calculus complement,
including end of chapter problems and problems found at the end of the calculus appendices.
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Textbook Art PowerPointsTextbook Art PowerPoints

All figures and tables from the text are provided as PPTs for use in class or for enhancing an
existing PPT presentation.
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Goolsbee, Levitt, Syverson, Microeconomics 2eGoolsbee, Levitt, Syverson, Microeconomics 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Microeconomics 2e.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad's e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth's acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts. The e-Book for GLS includes
embedded eFigures animations and links to all calculus content (in-text and online appendices,
calculus-adapted Figure It Outs and end-of-chapter problems).

eFigure AnimationseFigure Animations
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eFigure Animations present students with a narrated animation that walks them through the
development of key figures from the text. If you assign this activity to students, questions are
also included that test comprehension of concepts taught in the video.

Figure It Out ActivitiesFigure It Out Activities

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve Figure It Out problems in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
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utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text, these are a combination of multiple-choice and
interactive graphing questions. They are perfectly suited for graded homework or simply for
student practice.
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How to Use CalculusHow to Use Calculus

Provided for each chapter with calculus coverage, this resource highlights the material found in
the in-text and online calculus appendices.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Our game like adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text. Based on learning
research, LearningCurve encourages students to actively participate in their learning and
provides immediate feedback and reinforcement. LearningCurve questions are tagged directly
to the text providing a tight integration with the material and both quality and quantity that
truly distinguishes LearningCurve from the rest.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale but rather on
completion many instructors have found that these quizzes are a perfect pre-lecture
assignment that aids them in making the classroom more active, or flipped. LearningCurve is
equally effective when used as a review element post-lecture. By making LearningCurve a small
percentage of the overall grade instructors have found students come to class having regularly
read and more prepared to apply the concepts to their learning.

Math and Graphing ReviewMath and Graphing Review

Math and Graphing Review provides online review of ten basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking an economics course and four calculus concepts covered by
instructors that use calculus in intermediate micro. These concepts were chosen based on
feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for which a
review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
Marginal Analysis, Derivatives, Unconstrained Optimization, Lagrangian Multiplier and
Constrained Optimization.
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Online Calculus AppendicesOnline Calculus Appendices

Math is a powerful tool for economic analysis. In the Online Calculus Appendices students are
given insight into the calculus that helps derive chapter content and take learned economic
concepts one step further. Written in the same conversational tone as the text, the appendices
provide a step by step walkthrough of related calculus problems and additional problems for
students to work through on their own.
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Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All figures and tables from the text are provided as image slides for use in class or for
enhancing an existing PPT presentation.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Instructors are provided with a full outline of the chapter that includes additional Figure It Outs
and extra teaching tips for a seamlessly easy lecture experience.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Animated and interactive lecture slides are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully
editable, use them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PowerPoint
presentation.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter problems.
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Krugman and Wells, Economics in Modules, 3eKrugman and Wells, Economics in Modules, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Economics in Modules.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding Quiz UpdatesCheck Your Understanding Quiz Updates

Taken from the book Check Your Understanding Quizzes are compiled into a single quiz for
every chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes
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Taken from the book Check Your Understanding Quizzes are compiled into a single quiz for
every chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Economics in ActionEconomics in Action

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
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making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the
market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems
are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones
that already exist.
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Graded Homework UpdatesGraded Homework Updates

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
or simply for student practice.

Guide: Using the Graphing ToolsGuide: Using the Graphing Tools
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Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside your LaunchPad.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Practice HomeworkPractice Homework
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice style review quiz. Perfect for student study or
for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Practice Homework UpdatesPractice Homework Updates

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice style review quiz. Perfect for student study or
for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.
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Self-Test Quiz UpdatesSelf-Test Quiz Updates

Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with chapter content.

Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes
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Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with chapter content.

Student TutorialsStudent Tutorials

These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the economics course, combining both
research and news footage from BBC Motion Library, CBS News, and other sources. Our
expansive collection of brief clips bring the concepts in the book to life and make the content
more memorable.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Dynamic PowerPoint PresentationsDynamic PowerPoint Presentations

These animated PPT bring graphs and concepts to life. They offer periodic try it yourself
questions perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.
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Illustration PowerPoint PresentationsIllustration PowerPoint Presentations

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Images from the Textbook: High ResolutionImages from the Textbook: High Resolution
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Images from the Textbook: Low ResolutionImages from the Textbook: Low Resolution

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The instructor manual files include handouts, in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources are included.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations
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Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. You can use these
fully editable presentations in total or in part to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Economics in Modules, 3eKrugman and Wells, Economics in Modules, 3e
UpdateUpdate

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Economics in Modules Update.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

With Check Your Understanding Quizzes for each module, students can self-asses their
comprehension of material.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
including multiple-choice Check Your Understanding Quizzes and a key terms matching
exercise, and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. For the LP Update,
additional opening stories and business case studies have been added to provide students and
instructors with more current real-life examples.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Graded homework combines a selection of multiple-choice style questions alongside interactive
graphing questions. There is one prebuilt graded homework for every section of the text. They
provide an excellent resource for both graded assessment or practice for exams.

Guide: Using the Graphing ToolsGuide: Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
problems within LaunchPad.
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Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials

Student tutorials are interactive modules designed to teach students key concepts through real
world example problems, animated graphs, and interactive activities.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines adaptive
question selection, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. LearningCurve is unique and is
written specifically for each text. A perfect resource for those looking to flip the class or for
instructors who would like students to come to class prepared to discuss the content.

Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph or answer questions to check understanding.
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Math and Graphing ReviewMath and Graphing Review

Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.
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Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes

Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
module content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with material.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos
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Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.

Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: High ResolutionChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: High Resolution
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the figures, photos, and
tables from each module available in high resolution with more detailed images ideal for large
presentations.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: Low ResolutionChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: Low Resolution

Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the figures, photos, and
tables from each module available in low resolution with images ideal for use on smaller
formats, such as handouts.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Worth compiles a convenient PowerPoint of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
module.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
economics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes module objectives,
module summaries, lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section, multimedia suggestions from Worth’s rich video and student media offerings, plus tips
for embracing new classroom technologies and teaching online.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Worth has developed ready to go PowerPoint Slides for each module to provide instructors with
a convenient and complete presentation with extra examples outside of the text to prompt
discussion.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Instructors are provided with solutions for all the problems students are asked to answer at the
end of each section. The Solutions Manual also contains suggested solutions for the questions
for thought that accompany each section’s Business Case.
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Krugman and Wells, Economics, 4eKrugman and Wells, Economics, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Economics in Action ActivitiesEconomics in Action Activities

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
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utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.
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Guide to Using the Graphing ToolsGuide to Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.

Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials
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These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides
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Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.

Study TipsStudy Tips

Authored by Elizabeth Sawyer Kelly, the Study Tips provide students with insight on how to
master key concepts in the chapter. They often include graphs from the text and can be used
for review after reading the chapter.
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Summative Quizzes (End-of Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of Chapter Problems)

The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos
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Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.

Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The instructor’s resource manual offers in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This set of slides is available as an alternative to traditional lecture slides. The slides are brief,
interactive, and visually interesting to keep students’ attention in class. They include additional
graphics and animations to demonstrate key concepts, many additional real-world examples,
and hyperlinks to relevant outside sources. They also offer periodic try it yourself questions
perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Essentials of Economics, 4eKrugman and Wells, Essentials of Economics, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Essentials of Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Economics in Action ActivitiesEconomics in Action Activities

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
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utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.
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Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials

These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides
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Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Study TipsStudy Tips

Authored by Elizabeth Sawyer Kelly, the Study Tips provide students with insight on how to
master key concepts in the chapter. They often include graphs from the text and can be used
for review after reading the chapter.

Summative Quizzes (End-of Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of Chapter Problems)
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The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Work It Out ActivitiesWork It Out Activities

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All image files from the text are provided for use in class.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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The instructor’s resource manual offers in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This set of slides is available as an alternative to traditional lecture slides. The slides are brief,
interactive, and visually interesting to keep students’ attention in class. They include additional
graphics and animations to demonstrate key concepts, many additional real-world examples,
and hyperlinks to relevant outside sources. They also offer periodic try it yourself questions
perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Macroeconomics, 4eKrugman and Wells, Macroeconomics, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Macroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Economics in Action ActivitiesEconomics in Action Activities

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.
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Guide to Using the Graphing ToolsGuide to Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.

Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials
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These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides
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Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.

Study TipsStudy Tips

Authored by Elizabeth Sawyer Kelly, the Study Tips provide students with insight on how to
master key concepts in the chapter. They often include graphs from the text and can be used
for review after reading the chapter.
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Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)

The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos
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Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.

Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The instructor’s resource manual offers in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This set of slides is available as an alternative to traditional lecture slides. The slides are brief,
interactive, and visually interesting to keep students’ attention in class. They include additional
graphics and animations to demonstrate key concepts, many additional real-world examples,
and hyperlinks to relevant outside sources. They also offer periodic try it yourself questions
perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Macroeconomics,Krugman and Wells, Macroeconomics,
Canadian Edition, 2eCanadian Edition, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Macroeconomics, Canadian Edition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.
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Guide to Using the Graphing ToolsGuide to Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.

Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials
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These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides
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Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All image files from the text are provided for use in class.
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Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual

The instructor’s resource manual offers in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. You can use these
fully editable presentations in total or in part to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Macroeconomics inKrugman and Wells, Macroeconomics in
Modules, 3eModules, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Macroeconomics in Modules.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

Taken from the book, Check Your Understanding Quizzes are compiled into a single quiz for
every chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

Economics in ActionEconomics in Action

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use Quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.

Guide: Using the Graphing ToolsGuide: Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Practice HomeworkPractice Homework
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice style review quiz. Perfect for student study or
for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes

Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with chapter content.
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Student TutorialsStudent Tutorials

These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.

VideosVideos
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Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the economics course, combining both
research and news footage from BBC Motion Library, CBS News, and other sources. Our
expansive collection of brief clips bring the concepts in the book to life and make the content
more memorable.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Dynamic PowerPoint PresentationsDynamic PowerPoint Presentations

These animated PPT bring graphs and concepts to life. They offer periodic try it yourself
questions perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.

Illustration PowerPoint PresentationsIllustration PowerPoint Presentations
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All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Images from the Textbook: High ResolutionImages from the Textbook: High Resolution

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Images from the Textbook: Low ResolutionImages from the Textbook: Low Resolution

All image files are provided for use in class.

Instructor's Resource ManualsInstructor's Resource Manuals
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The instructor manual files include handouts, in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. You can use these
fully editable presentations in total or in part to enhance an existing PPT presentation.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Macroeconomics inKrugman and Wells, Macroeconomics in
Modules, 3e UpdateModules, 3e Update

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Macroeconomics in Modules Update.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

With Check Your Understanding Quizzes for each module, students can self-asses their
comprehension of material.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
including multiple-choice Check Your Understanding Quizzes and a key terms matching
exercise, and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. For the LP Update,
additional opening stories and business case studies have been added to provide students and
instructors with more current real-life examples.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Graded homework combines a selection of multiple-choice style questions alongside interactive
graphing questions. There is one prebuilt graded homework for every section of the text. They
provide an excellent resource for both graded assessment or practice for exams.

Guide: Using the Graphing ToolsGuide: Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
problems within LaunchPad.
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Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials

Student tutorials are interactive modules designed to teach students key concepts through real
world example problems, animated graphs, and interactive activities.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines adaptive
question selection, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. LearningCurve is unique and is
written specifically for each text. A perfect resource for those looking to flip the class or for
instructors who would like students to come to class prepared to discuss the content.

Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph or answer questions to check understanding.
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Math and Graphing ReviewMath and Graphing Review

Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.
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Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes

Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
module content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with material.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos
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Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.

Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: High ResolutionChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: High Resolution
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the figures, photos, and
tables from each module available in high resolution with more detailed images ideal for large
presentations.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: Low ResolutionChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: Low Resolution

Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the figures, photos, and
tables from each module available in low resolution with images ideal for use on smaller
formats, such as handouts.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Worth compiles a convenient PowerPoint of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
module.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
economics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes module objectives,
module summaries, lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section, multimedia suggestions from Worth’s rich video and student media offerings, plus tips
for embracing new classroom technologies and teaching online.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Worth has developed ready to go PowerPoint Slides for each module to provide instructors with
a convenient and complete presentation with extra examples outside of the text to prompt
discussion.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Instructors are provided with solutions for all the problems students are asked to answer at the
end of each section. The Solutions Manual also contains suggested solutions for the questions
for thought that accompany each section’s Business Case.
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Krugman and Wells, Microeconomics, 4eKrugman and Wells, Microeconomics, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Microeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Economics in Action ActivitiesEconomics in Action Activities

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.
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Guide to Using the Graphing ToolsGuide to Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.

Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials
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These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides
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Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.

Study TipsStudy Tips

Authored by Elizabeth Sawyer Kelly, the Study Tips provide students with insight on how to
master key concepts in the chapter. They often include graphs from the text and can be used
for review after reading the chapter.
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Summative Quizzes (End-of Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of Chapter Problems)

The end-of-chapter problems from the text have been converted to a multiple-choice format.
These problems can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos
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Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.

Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures Photos and Tables: High ResolutionChapter Figures Photos and Tables: High Resolution
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All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Chapter Figures Photos and Tables: Low ResolutionChapter Figures Photos and Tables: Low Resolution

All image files from the text are provided for use in class.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The instructor’s resource manual offers in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This set of slides is available as an alternative to traditional lecture slides. The slides are brief,
interactive, and visually interesting to keep students’ attention in class. They include additional
graphics and animations to demonstrate key concepts, many additional real-world examples,
and hyperlinks to relevant outside sources. They also offer periodic try it yourself questions
perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.
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MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Microeconomics, CanadianKrugman and Wells, Microeconomics, Canadian
Edition, 2eEdition, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Microeconomics, Canadian Edition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market. In
addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems are
available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones that
already exist.
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Guide to Using the Graphing ToolsGuide to Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.

Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials
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These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides
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Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All image files from the text are provided for use in class.
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Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual

The instructor’s resource manual offers in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. You can use these
fully editable presentations in total or in part to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Microeconomics inKrugman and Wells, Microeconomics in
Modules, 3eModules, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Microeconomics in Modules.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

Taken from the book Check Your Understanding Quizzes are compiled into a single quiz for
every chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

Economics in ActionEconomics in Action

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing questions. Perfectly suited for comprehensive end-of-chapter homework
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or simply for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the
market. In addition to their inclusion in homework, hundreds of additional graphing problems
are available in the quiz banks for instructors to build their own assessments or add to ones
that already exist.

Guide: Using the Graphing ToolsGuide: Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
activities inside LaunchPad.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Practice HomeworkPractice Homework
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Each section of the text offers a multiple choice style review quiz. Perfect for student study or
for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes

Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with chapter content.
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Student TutorialsStudent Tutorials

These interactive narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a
series of examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace
and skip to any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. Perfect for study and
reinforcement of core ideas.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the economics course, combining both
research and news footage from BBC Motion Library, CBS News, and other sources. Our
expansive collection of brief clips bring the concepts in the book to life and make the content
more memorable.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Dynamic PowerPoint PresentationsDynamic PowerPoint Presentations

These animated PPT bring graphs and concepts to life. They offer periodic try it yourself
questions perfect for use with clickers or for engaging your students in class.
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Illustration PowerPoint PresentationsIllustration PowerPoint Presentations

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Images from the Textbook: High ResolutionImages from the Textbook: High Resolution
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Images from the Textbook: Low ResolutionImages from the Textbook: Low Resolution

All image files are provided for use in class.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The instructor manual files include handouts, in-class suggestions, activities, a chapter outline,
teaching tips, classroom activities, and links to web resources are included.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations
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Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. You can use these
fully editable presentations in total or in part to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Krugman and Wells, Microeconomics inKrugman and Wells, Microeconomics in
Modules, 3e UpdateModules, 3e Update

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Microeconomics in Modules Update.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

With Check Your Understanding Quizzes for each module, students can self-asses their
comprehension of material.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
including multiple-choice Check Your Understanding Quizzes and a key terms matching
exercise, and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. For the LP Update,
additional opening stories and business case studies have been added to provide students and
instructors with more current real-life examples.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework
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Graded homework combines a selection of multiple-choice style questions alongside interactive
graphing questions. There is one prebuilt graded homework for every section of the text. They
provide an excellent resource for both graded assessment or practice for exams.

Guide: Using the Graphing ToolsGuide: Using the Graphing Tools

Worth provides a guide to teach students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in
problems within LaunchPad.
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Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials

Student tutorials are interactive modules designed to teach students key concepts through real
world example problems, animated graphs, and interactive activities.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines adaptive
question selection, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. LearningCurve is unique and is
written specifically for each text. A perfect resource for those looking to flip the class or for
instructors who would like students to come to class prepared to discuss the content.

Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph or answer questions to check understanding.
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Math and Graphing ReviewMath and Graphing Review

Math and Graphing Review provides online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for students taking a principles of economics course. These 10 concepts were chosen
based on feedback from instructors on the concepts students most often struggle with and for
which a review would be helpful. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts. Instructors also have access to these concepts in the form of
PowerPoint slides to use in class. The following topics are covered: Slope, Area of Shapes,
Average and Median, Percentages and Ratios, Percentage Change, Solving Equations,
Interpreting Graphs and Recognizing Relationships, Types of Graphs, Correlation vs. Causation,
and Marginal Analysis.
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Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes

Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
module content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with material.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos
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Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.

Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve the final problem in each chapter. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: High ResolutionChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: High Resolution
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the figures, photos, and
tables from each module available in high resolution with more detailed images ideal for large
presentations.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: Low ResolutionChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables: Low Resolution

Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the figures, photos, and
tables from each module available in low resolution with images ideal for use on smaller
formats, such as handouts.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Worth compiles a convenient PowerPoint of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
module.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
economics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes module objectives,
module summaries, lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section, multimedia suggestions from Worth’s rich video and student media offerings, plus tips
for embracing new classroom technologies and teaching online.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Worth has developed ready to go PowerPoint Slides for each module to provide instructors with
a convenient and complete presentation with extra examples outside of the text to prompt
discussion.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Instructors are provided with solutions for all the problems students are asked to answer at the
end of each section. The Solutions Manual also contains suggested solutions for the questions
for thought that accompany each section’s Business Case.
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Krugman, Wells, and Graddy, Essentials ofKrugman, Wells, and Graddy, Essentials of
Economics, 3eEconomics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Essentials of Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Check Your Understanding QuizzesCheck Your Understanding Quizzes

Taken from the book Check Your Understanding Quizzes are compiled into a single quiz for
every chapter. These are perfect for graded assessment and student practice. They serve as an
excellent post reading resource.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of useplus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters, add and share
notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

Economics in ActionEconomics in Action

Economics in Action activities take real world examples and provides additional readings, data
exercises, web exercises, and discussion forums for students to see how the material they are
learning is used in real world situations.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use Quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Living GraphsLiving Graphs

Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.
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Practice HomeworkPractice Homework

Each section of the text offers a multiple choice style review quiz. Perfect for student study or
for higher stakes assessment should you wish to assign them.

Self-Test QuizzesSelf-Test Quizzes
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Self-Test Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content and students can take the quizzes an unlimited amount of times until they are
comfortable with chapter content.

Student PowerPoint PresentationsStudent PowerPoint Presentations

These instructional PPTs are made available to students for review and study purposes.
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Video ClipsVideo Clips

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the economics course, combining both
research and news footage from BBC Motion Library, CBS News, and other sources. Our
expansive collection of brief clips bring the concepts in the book to life and make the content
more memorable.
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Web LinksWeb Links

The Web Links resource takes the major concepts learned in each chapter and relates it to
current real world economic issues presently being discussed with sources coming from The
New York Times, ABC News, The Wall street Journal, and more.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Illustration PowerPoint PresentationsIllustration PowerPoint Presentations

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.
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Images from the Textbook: High ResolutionImages from the Textbook: High Resolution

All image files are provided for use in class.

Images from the Textbook: Low ResolutionImages from the Textbook: Low Resolution
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All image files are provided for use in class.

Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual

The instructor manual files include a chapter outline, teaching tips, classroom activities, and
links to web resources.
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Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations

Animated and interactive PPTs are provided for structuring class lectures. Fully editable, use
them in total or use parts of them to enhance an existing PPT presentation.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Mankiw, Macroeconomics, 9eMankiw, Macroeconomics, 9e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Macroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Fed GameFed Game

Created by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, this game allows students to become the
Chairman of the Fed and to make macroeconomic policy decisions based on news events and
economic statistics. It gives students a sense of the complex interconnections that influence the
economy.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.

Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Macroeconomics ModelsMacroeconomics Models

These modules provide simulations of the models presented in the book. Students can change
the exogenous variables and see the outcomes in terms of shifting curves and recalculated
numerical values of the endogenous variables. Each module contains multiple-choice questions
so the activity can be assigned.
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Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve problems that parallel to end-of-chapter problems found in the text. Choice-specific
feedback and video explanations provide students with interactive assistance for each step of
the problem.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

All image files from the text are provided for use in class.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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For each chapter of the text, the instructor’s manual contains notes to the instructor, a detailed
lecture outline, additional case students, and coverage of advanced topics. Instructors can use
the manual to prepare their lectures, and they can reproduce whatever pages they choose as
handouts for students.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

This set of lecture slides features animated graphs with careful explanation and additional case
studies, data, and helpful notes to the instructor. Designed to be customized or used as they
are, they include easy directions for instructions who have little experience with PowerPoint.
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MobLab AssessmentsMobLab Assessments

MobLab Assessments offer free-response questions tied to MobLab activities.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Mankiw/Scarth, Macroeconomics, CanadianMankiw/Scarth, Macroeconomics, Canadian
Edition, 5eEdition, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Macroeconomics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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Graded HomeworkGraded Homework

Available for every chapter of the text. These are a combination of multiple choice and
interactive graphing style questions. Perfectly suited for chapter ending homework or simply
for student practice. We offer the most realistic and flexible graphing tool on the market.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Macroeconomics ModelsMacroeconomics Models

These modules provide simulations of the models presented in the book. Students can change
the exogenous variables and see the outcomes in terms of shifting curves and recalculated
numerical values of the endogenous variables. Each module contains multiple-choice questions
so the activity can be assigned.
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Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many chapters and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Work It OutsWork It Outs

These tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis and math skills to
solve problems that parallel to end-of-chapter problems found in the text. Choice-specific
feedback and video explanations provide students with interactive assistance for each step of
the problem.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

All image files from the text are provided for use in class.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

All illustrations from the text are provided as PPT for use in class or for enhancing an existing
PPT presentation.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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For each chapter of the text, the instructor’s manual contains notes to the instructor, a detailed
lecture outline, additional case students, and coverage of advanced topics. Instructors can use
the manual to prepare their lectures, and they can reproduce whatever pages they choose as
handouts for students.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

This set of lecture slides features animated graphs with careful explanation and additional case
studies, data, and helpful notes to the instructor. Designed to be customized or used as they
are, they include easy directions for instructions who have little experience with PowerPoint.
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Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Detailed solutions are provided for all end of chapter questions.
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Ray and Anderson, Krugman's Economics forRay and Anderson, Krugman's Economics for
AP®, 2eAP®, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Krugman's Economics for AP®.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, this e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all AP® Exam Tips, images, and key terms. In addition to LaunchPad’s
notes and highlighting features, you can easily hide chapters or sections that you do not cover
in your course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add your own content directly
into the e-Book.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text. LearningCurve provides a unique
learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each question
includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to the reading
they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a
formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many instructors have found it to be an
ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students coming to class more prepared to
participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a post-lecture review. Instructors
have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade further
incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for class.
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EconExtrasEconExtras

This spreadsheet is a complete list of links to videos referenced in the wrap-around material of
the Teacher’s Edition, organized by section and module.

Exit Slip QuizzesExit Slip Quizzes
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These short quizzes for every module in the book offer formative multiple-choice questions that
help assess whether students have mastered the module’s concepts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

With exercises for all of the key terms in each module, Flashcards provide students an exercise
to learn important concepts and phrases. In quiz mode, students type the correct term in the
space provided below the definition, so they can see right away whether their answers are
correct or not, making this a great practice exercise for getting familiar with new words and
phrases.

FYI ActivitiesFYI Activities
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Activities that accompany the FYI boxes in the textbook connect the concepts of the module
with real-life examples and encourage students to exercise their critical thinking skills.

Guide to Using Graphing ToolsGuide to Using Graphing Tools

This visual guide teaches students how to use the interactive graphing tool used in activities
inside LaunchPad.
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Interactive TutorialsInteractive Tutorials

These narrated tutorials walk students through key concepts in economics through a series of
examples, animated graphs, and problem sets. Students can work at their own pace and skip to
any specific problem areas they might want to re-watch. It’s perfect for study and reinforcement
of core ideas.
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Key TermsKey Terms

For more practice with unfamiliar words and phrases, students can match a key term to its
definition.

Living GraphsLiving Graphs
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Living Graphs are interactive and animated graphs that first demonstrate a concept to students
and then ask them to manipulate the graph to check understanding. Living Graphs are the
perfect tool to provide students with hands on manipulation of economics concepts.

Math and Graphing Review and SlidesMath and Graphing Review and Slides

Math and Graphing Reviews provide an online review of 10 basic math and graphing concepts
essential for an economics course. Students can view engaging video tutorials that also provide
assessment of these key concepts.
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Module WorksheetsModule Worksheets

Classroom and homework activities for each of the book’s modules are available to download.

Section Overview VideosSection Overview Videos
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These videos provide an entertaining review of the key concepts in each section. The videos
focus on explaining the big picture ideas, key graphs, and common mistakes/pitfalls for the
section.

Student ErrataStudent Errata

This is a list of corrected errors for the textbook and Strive for a 5 Study Guides.
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Study TipsStudy Tips

The Study Tips provide students with insight on how to master key concepts in each section.
They often include graphs from the text and can be used for review after reading the chapter.

Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)
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These multiple-choice questions can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes, and
help to reinforce key concepts for each section of the book.

Video Activities and VideosVideo Activities and Videos

Video Activities containing clips from PBS NewsHour are available for many sections and offer
real world application of economics principles and concepts. The videos are accompanied by
assignable, automatically graded quizzes. The videos are also available as a standalone
resource.
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Work It Out TutorialsWork It Out Tutorials

Organized by section, these tutorials guide students through the process of economic analysis
and math skills to solve economic problems. Choice-specific feedback and video explanations
provide students with interactive assistance for each step of the problem.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

AP® Style Cumulative TestsAP® Style Cumulative Tests

Provide even more AP® test prep with these 4 cumulative tests in the style of the AP® Exam,
available to download.
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CorrelationsCorrelations

View a list of every topic in both the AP® Macroeconomics and Microeconomics Courses and
where you can find these topics in the textbook.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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These fully customizable multimedia presentations are closely aligned with the text, and are
designed to assist teachers with lecture preparation and presentations. The slides contain
graphs, figures, data tables, links, and explanations of key concepts suitable for lecture
presentation.

Professional Development VideosProfessional Development Videos

Presented by Jacob Clifford with authors David Anderson and Margaret Ray, these brief
overviews of every section in the book offer advice on what to emphasize in a given section,
how to anticipate and overcome common pitfalls, as well as tips for helping students realize
success in the course and on the AP® exam.
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Sample LectureSample Lecture

Back by popular demand, these sample lectures for every module in the book – written by Eric
Dodge – include suggested time, an outline, and notes on teaching each topic.

St. Louis Federal Reserve ResourcesSt. Louis Federal Reserve Resources
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This list of the best St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank Resources, handpicked by their Educators’
Advisory Board, allows you and your students to delve more deeply into the content.

Strive for a 5 SolutionsStrive for a 5 Solutions

Find solutions to all questions from both of the Strive for a 5 study guides (Macro and Micro).
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Teacher ErrataTeacher Errata

This is a list of corrected errors for the Teacher’s Edition and test bank.

Teacher's Resource MaterialsTeacher's Resource Materials
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The Teacher’s Materials PDFs contain a wealth of additional resources compiled by Margaret
(Peggy) Pride in collaboration with Dianna Miller and Leslie Wolfson, including sample lectures,
teacher demonstrations, classroom and homework activities, and more.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Create online tests from questions also available in our ExamView® Test Bank CD. Note that the
CD might include questions not available in LaunchPad. Contact your sales representative for
more information on this particular ExamView ® Test Bank.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
EnglishEnglish
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Advanced Language and Literature, 1eAdvanced Language and Literature, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. Click the following link to go to
the landing page of LaunchPad for Advanced Language and Literature.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all images, Seeing Connections boxes, and workshops. At the top right of
each e-Book page is a page reference number so that students can go back and forth between
their e-Book and their printed book, if they wish. In addition to LaunchPad's notes and
highlighting features, teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their
course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into
the e-Book.
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In-context Reading ActivitiesIn-context Reading Activities

These activities from the textbook are assignable for students to respond conveniently within
the LaunchPad platform.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text. LearningCurve provides a unique
learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each question
includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to the reading
they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a
formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many instructors have found it to be an
ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students coming to class more prepared to
participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a post-lecture review. Instructors
have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade further
incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for class.

Student ResourcesStudent Resources

These downloadable activities are designed to facilitate close analysis of the readings in the
book. Key Passage hand-outs are brief rich excerpts from a piece, double-spaced with wide
margins and perfect for annotation. Vocabulary Activity hand-outs include challenging terms for
each piece, and ask not just for a definition, but for a discussion of effect. These hand-outs are
formatted for handy pre-reading preparation or post-reading quizzing.
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VideosVideos

These three videos provide an A/V component to speeches and a propaganda film from the
book.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor ResourceInstructor Resource

Find all of the resources you need here, including chapter overviews and unit planners,
instructional strategies, suggested responses, and more.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Create online tests from questions also available in our ExamView® Test Bank CD. Note that the
CD might include questions not available in LaunchPad. Contact your sales representative for
more information on this particular ExamView® Test Bank.
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Anker, Real Essays Interactive, 1eAnker, Real Essays Interactive, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. Click the following link to go to
the landing page of LaunchPad for Real Essays Interactive.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all reading selections,
activities, and pedagogical tools.

Grammar QuizzesGrammar Quizzes
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Assignable multiple-choice grammar quizzes that are directly correlated to the grammar
concepts covered in the book.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LaunchPad offers adaptive quizzing, which builds confidence with sentence-level skills by
adjusting the difficulty level of the items based on students’ responses. LearningCurve offers
students hints, tips, and references to relevant advice in the book. The progress bar at the
bottom of the screen provides motivation. LearningCurve topics support students as they work
through the topics covered in Real Essays Interactive: style, word choice, grammar, punctuation,
mechanics, and ESL topics.
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Other Resources: Assessment ActivitiesOther Resources: Assessment Activities

These activities give students the chance to try out the new processes and strategies the book
provides. Using provided sources and step-by-step instructions, students can try out Practice
activities on their own or work in groups to come up with the best approach to a given part of
the writing process.
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Anker, Real Writing Interactive, 1eAnker, Real Writing Interactive, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. Click here to go to the landing
page of LaunchPad for Real Writing Interactive.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all reading selections,
activities, and pedagogical tools.

Grammar QuizzesGrammar Quizzes
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Assignable multiple-choice grammar quizzes that are directly correlated to the grammar
concepts covered in the book.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LaunchPad offers adaptive quizzing, which builds confidence with sentence-level skills by
adjusting the difficulty level of the items based on students’ responses. LearningCurve offers
students hints, tips, and references to relevant advice in the book. The progress bar at the
bottom of the screen provides motivation. LearningCurve topics support students as they work
through the topics covered in Real Writing Interactive: style, word choice, grammar,
punctuation, mechanics, and ESL topics.
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Other Resources: Assessment ActivitiesOther Resources: Assessment Activities

These activities give students the chance to try out the new processes and strategies the book
provides. Using provided sources and step-by-step instructions, students can try out Practice
activities on their own or work in groups to come up with the best approach to a given part of
the writing process.
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Axelrod, Cooper, St. Martin's Guide to Writing,Axelrod, Cooper, St. Martin's Guide to Writing,
11e11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for St. Martin's Guide to Writing.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?
From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.

e-Booke-Book

This is the online version of the textbook, organized by chapter.
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In the e-book you'll find all the great content and activities from the printed book, including

• Acclaimed Guides to Writing
• Engaging reading selections with sustained attention to critical reading
• A variety of annotated student essays
• A new Chapter 1, “Composing Literacy”
• Coverage of personal and expository writing (Chapter 2, “Remembering an Event”;

Chapter 3, “Writing Profiles”; and Chapter 4, “Explaining a Concept”)
• A new Chapter 5, “Analyzing and Synthesizing Opposing Arguments”
• Thorough coverage of argumentation in five chapters (Chapter 6, “Arguing a Position”;

Chapter 7, “Proposing a Solution”; Chapter 8, “Justifying an Evaluation”; Chapter 9,
“Arguing Causes or Effects”; and Chapter 10, “Analyzing Stories”)

• An array of resource chapters, including coverage of critical thinking strategies, writing
strategies, research strategies, and composing strategies for classroom writing (such as
taking an exam or writing in business and scientific genres) and strategies for
multimodal composing

• A brief handbook

Also available in the e-Book are additional student essays from Sticks and Stones and Other
Essays.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing covers grammar and usage as well as argument. LearningCurve provides a
unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and
incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on
it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each
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question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to
the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty.

Diagnostics (Skills Inventory)Diagnostics (Skills Inventory)

One of the greatest appeals of classroom technology is the opportunity it offers for targeting
interventions based on real-time data. Diagnostic activities help instructors track student
proficiency with specific reading and writing skills.

The updated diagnostics have cumulative pre-pre- and post-testspost-tests organized for the following topics:

• Sentence Grammar (34 questions)
• Punctuation, Style, and Mechanics (34 questions)
• Reading Skills (20 questions)
• Readings Strategies (25 questions)

The pre- and post-tests contain the same number of questions per topic; parity between tests
means instructors can more easily track improvements from pre to post.
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Instructors will have access to the Class Comparison Report and Roster Comparison Report
automatically when they have assigned both the pre- and post-test for a particular diagnostic.
As soon as any students have taken both tests, their comparison data will become available in
the report (note: student data will not show up at all until the student has completed the
activity. The report will not include students who have yet to complete the test.)

You can use the diagnostic comparison reports to:

• Track improvement across multiple sections, or across a program (reports are
exportable)

• Create opportunities for students to see a visual representation of their progress in the
course (reports can be printed for students)

• Continually adapt your teaching based on real performance data.
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Student Resources (Downloadable)Student Resources (Downloadable)

Here you will find downloadable and printable versions of all the charts that guide students
through the writing process:

• Starting PointsStarting Points charts that help students find what they need to get started drafting
• Peer Review GuidesPeer Review Guides that help students get the most out of peer collaboration
• Troubleshooting GuidesTroubleshooting Guides that help students pinpoint the areas of their writing that need

revision and make changes with their readers in mind.
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Tutorials and Video ActivitiesTutorials and Video Activities

Tutorials and video activities that help students learn crucial skills, from reading critically and
citing sources in MLA and APA style to digital composing skills and building a professional
brand.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Instructors can now access each chapter of the instructor’s manual as they need it. For each
assignment chapter (Chapters 2–10), the instructors manual includes

• an overview of the assignment
• chapter-specific learning objectives
• a list of special challenges
• loads of teaching tips

The instructor view also includes Instructor's Notes to alert teachers to useful resources. These
can be left open or hidden.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Included are lecture slides for Chapter 1, “Composing Literacy,” Chapters 2–10 (the assignment
chapters), Chapter 11, “A Catalog of Invention Strategies,” and Chapter 12, “A Catalog of Reading
Strategies.”

The lecture slides for the Part 1 chapters include

• “Practicing the Genre” activity
• An overview of the Guides to Reading, including the basic features of the genre
• An overview of the Guides to Writing, including the writing assignment, Starting Points

chart, Ways In and Test Your Choice activities, sample outlines, Peer Review Guides, and
Troubleshooting Guides

• Thinking Critically activities

QuizzesQuizzes

Instructors can easily edit and assign all the basic feature activities following each reading
selection.

Also available are an array of editable and assignable quizzes for each reading:

• an auto-graded, 5-question multiple-choice quiz to check reading comprehension
• a summary activity with a model summary as feedback
• a synthesis activity that asks students to connect the reading to their own life experience
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Exercise Central QuizzesExercise Central Quizzes

Bedford/St. Martin’s Exercise CentralExercise Central has been a longtime favorite of instructors and students
who want an effective way to practice building skills that are critical to students’ success as
college writers.

Combining the popularity of Exercise Central and the power of LaunchPad represents a
powerful teaching and learning solution that allows instructors to assign individual practice to
students based on their real needs, integrate a greater number of customizable exercises into
their teaching, and intervene to help students within the context of the rest of their
composition course materials.

You can use the exercises in Exercise Central to

• Offer additional interventions based on your students’ diagnostic quiz results
• Assign pre-built exercise sets on the fly, as you notice patterns of error in your students’

writing
• Create and edit custom quizzes that match the needs of your students
• Offer quizzes that allow multiple attempts so that students can continue to practice

concepts until they are closer to mastering them.
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Barnet, Current Issues and Enduring Questions,Barnet, Current Issues and Enduring Questions,
11e11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Current Issues and Enduring
Questions.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click Resources, then Content by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

This is the online version of the textbook, organized by chapter.

In the e-book you'll find all the great content and activities from the printed book.

Also included in the e-book are interactive versions of the questions in the print book and the
Thinking Critically activities.
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Thinking Critically ActivityThinking Critically Activity

These interactive activities give students practice in constructing arguments, focusing on skills
such as generating topics, drawing conclusions, varying tone, and establishing credibility. Each
activity provides students with an example or model of the concept at hand then asks them to
supply their own responses.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing covers grammar and usage as well as argument. LearningCurve provides a
unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and
incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on
it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become.

LearningCurve covers more than grammar, however. We now have LearningCurve activities on
key argument topics, including persuasive appeals, reasoning and logical fallacies, and arguable
claims.
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Tutorials and Video ActivitiesTutorials and Video Activities

Tutorials and video activities that help students learn crucial skills, from reading critically and
citing sources in MLA and APA style to digital composing skills and building a professional
brand.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

Download a copy of the Instructor Resource Manual to find teaching tips, guidance on
structuring syllabi and courses, background information on the readings and topics, and
responses to the questions posed in the text. Manuals are available here for both Current
Issues and Enduring Questions and Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing.

QuizzesQuizzes

Instructors can easily edit and assign all the Topics for Critical Thinking and Writing questions
following the readings.

Also available via the additional resources is an editable and assignable comprehension quiz for
each reading selection in Current Issues and Enduring Questions.
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Exercise Central QuizzesExercise Central Quizzes

Bedford/St. Martin’s Exercise CentralExercise Central has been a longtime favorite of instructors and students
who want an effective way to practice building skills that are critical to students’ success as
college writers.

Combining the popularity of Exercise Central and the power of LaunchPad represents a
powerful teaching and learning solution that allows instructors to assign individual practice to
students based on their real needs, integrate a greater number of customizable exercises into
their teaching, and intervene to help students within the context of the rest of their
composition course materials.

You can use the exercises in Exercise Central to

• Offer additional interventions based on your students’ diagnostic quiz results
• Assign pre-built exercise sets on the fly, as you notice patterns of error in your students’

writing
• Create and edit custom quizzes that match the needs of your students
• Offer quizzes that allow multiple attempts so that students can continue to practice

concepts until they are closer to mastering them.
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Bedford/St. Martin's, LaunchPad Solo forBedford/St. Martin's, LaunchPad Solo for
LiteratureLiterature

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Click here to go to the landing page of LaunchPad
Solo for Literature.

Video Walkthrough of LaunchPad Solo for LiteratureVideo Walkthrough of LaunchPad Solo for Literature
To watch a screencast walkthrough of LaunchPad Solo for Literature, click the play button on
the video below. Or, to read the article, scroll down to the text below the video.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

Let's explore this Interactive Module and its resources.
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Respond to a ReadingRespond to a Reading

Through marginal questions that refer to specific moments in the publisher-provided selection,
students are asked to read carefully and think critically about important issues raised by the
text. Once submitted, the student’s responses report to the instructor grade book.

Draw ConnectionsDraw Connections
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For this assignment, students are asked to read and compare two or more publisher-provided
texts that illuminate each other. Each of the texts has been annotated to highlight key moments
and helpful contextual information. Students are able to download both of the texts to facilitate
comparison. Students are asked to respond in writing to a series of questions that highlight
important similarities and differences between the two texts. Once submitted, the student’s
responses will report to the instructor grade book.

Collaborate on a ReadingCollaborate on a Reading

In this teacher-led assignment, instructors can upload their favorite text or choose from
publisher-provided texts in order to create a customized lesson on close reading. Using the
highlighting tools and notes features in LaunchPad, the instructor can post notes or questions
about specific moments or issues in a text, prompting students to respond with their own
comments, questions, or observations. Students can also respond to each other, further
contributing to this collaborative reading, and deepening their understanding of the text.
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Listen to a ReadingListen to a Reading

For this assignment, students are presented with an audio recording of the selection. This
reading is accompanied by a series of questions asking them to reflect on key aspects of the
recording, including the speaker’s delivery and tone, and how different readings can alter a
reader or listener’s understanding.

Additional Student ResourcesAdditional Student Resources
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To see additional student resources, from your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then
Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all the resources available to your students. We'll now take a
closer look at those we haven't yet explored.

Author Preview VideosAuthor Preview Videos

Author videos on the elements of literature are perfect for the YouTube generation and include
T.C. Boyle on comedy in fiction, Anne Rice on transitions in fiction, and Frank McCourt on voice.
Using the video editing tools in LaunchPad, instructors can annotate, assign, and add questions
or comments to these videos, as well as apply these tools to videos that they upload
themselves.
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Quizzes on Drama, Poetry, Fiction and NonfictionQuizzes on Drama, Poetry, Fiction and Nonfiction

Instruction and Exercises on the Elements of LiteratureInstruction and Exercises on the Elements of Literature provides students with an overview of
key literary concepts and invites them to test their understanding.
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LaunchPad Solo for Literature includes close to 500 reading comprehension quizzesreading comprehension quizzes on
commonly taught stories, poems, plays, and essays. These multiple choice quizzes report to the
instructor gradebook and help students test their understanding of a specific literary selection.

A Glossary of Literary TermsA Glossary of Literary Terms

The Glossary of Literary TermsThe Glossary of Literary Terms is a comprehensive resource for students and instructors.

MLA DocumentationMLA Documentation

MLA Instruction and PracticeMLA Instruction and Practice prepares students for writing and documenting their sources
using The MLA Handbook 8e (2016).

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

This resource contains a Guide to the Additional Resources and a document on Using Bedford
Video Tools.
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The Video Tool assignment allows instructors to select from the video library containing 59
short recordings of famous and influential authors discussing their work.

Readings (text)Readings (text)

LaunchPad Solo for Literature contains an online library of literary selections. These works are
assignable, giving instructors plenty of choice for uploading key pieces to focus in on
collaborative reading, using the highlighting tools and notes feature in LaunchPad.
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Bedford/St. Martin's, LaunchPad Solo forBedford/St. Martin's, LaunchPad Solo for
Readers and Writers UpdateReaders and Writers Update

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

The WelcomeWelcome unit explains how skill-specific units move students through a learning arc: pre-
test (if assigned), instructional material, LearningCurve (adaptive practice), and post-test (if
assigned). It offers learning advice about how to approach online work. If assigned, students
can complete a 5-question quiz about these success strategies.
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Learning AdviceLearning Advice

Practical suggestions help students get the most out of online learning.

This LaunchPad includes three types of units:
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• Overviews include videos on reading, writing, research, and grammar.
• Skill units offer the full learning arc from pre- to post-test.
• Tutorials invite students to answer writing prompts, which require instructor grading.

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. Click "e-Book" to take a closer look at specific types of
pages available in each unit. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Study PagesStudy Pages

These resources describe ways of revising grammatical or stylistic errors.

These resources also define key terms.
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These resources explain how to identify rhetorical moves or grammatical or stylistic errors.

Additional reference materials include lists and graphic organizers.
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These resources focus on revision topics such as topic selection, organization, and argument.

IntroductionIntroduction

Introductions include a video and short description of the topic’s main elements.
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LC (LearningCurve) e-Book LinkLC (LearningCurve) e-Book Link

Each LearningCurve question is accompanied by additional content (via a live link), which
students can access to learn more about the answer to any quiz question.

Readings (with Quizzes)Readings (with Quizzes)
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Twenty-five reading selections--with Lexile levels provided--allow you to assign a broad range of
classic and contemporary essays within LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers. Each reading
is followed by a comprehension quiz.

DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading. Two comprehensive tests
in each of four subjects, Sentence Grammar; Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills;
and Reading Strategies, allow instructors to assign diagnostics in a pre/post format.

Instructors have access to a reports screen that allows them to preview questions and view
results by skill, roster, or individual student. Once a student takes both the pre- and post-test in
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a subject, a comparison report also becomes available, allowing instructors to see each
student's improvement over time.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program which quickly learns what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. A LearningCurve activity
is embedded towards the end of each unit as low-stakes practice before students attempt the
post-test.
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Post-TestPost-Test

These auto-scored quizzes assess what students have learned by working through the
instructional material and adaptive practice in the unit. Instructors must assign these
customizable quizzes before students can take them.

Pre-TestPre-Test
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These auto-scored quizzes assess what students know before they work through the
instructional material and adaptive practice in the unit. Instructors must assign these
customizable quizzes before students can take them.

Slide Tutorials and Video ActivitiesSlide Tutorials and Video Activities

These interactive tutorials include informal writing prompts, which require instructor grading.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Teaching AdviceTeaching Advice
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Covering registration, assigning, and grading, these pages help instructors learn to use
LaunchPad as well as offering ideas about how to integrate students’ online work into class.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank

The Test Bank, which will soon include the topics covered in Exercise Central, allows instructors
to easily select, modify, and assign questions for student practice or higher stakes assessment.
Access the Test Bank by choosing Add NewAdd New, then QuizQuiz.
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Click "Search Questions" to see the available test banks, which areClick "Search Questions" to see the available test banks, which are
divided by chapter and assessment.divided by chapter and assessment.

Scroll down to view Exercise Central quiz questions. For more information on how to add these
questions to your quiz, see the help article How do I add Exercise Central questions to my quiz?.
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To see more information on creating new quizzes and selecting questions from the test bank,
view the help article How can I create a quiz using LaunchPad's question filters?.
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Hacker and Sommers, The Bedford Handbook,Hacker and Sommers, The Bedford Handbook,
9e9e

Click the following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Bedford Handbook.

Why use LaunchPad?Why use LaunchPad?
LaunchPad engages students and allows them to practice skills and apply the lessons of the
handbook. LaunchPad also makes instructors’ lives easier. In this tutorial, we'll take a look at
both kinds of help, starting with help for students.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?
From your LaunchPad home page, you can scroll down the contents and see that the resources
are organized by book part. The organization will be familiar to students.

e-Booke-Book

Opening any numbered section in the list of contents gets you to the e-Book. The e-Book is,
conveniently, matched to the print handbook so that students aren’t disoriented when they go
back and forth between the two resources. Navigation with section numbers (1a, 1b, 1c, and so
forth) is just as easy in the e-Book as in the print book.
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Other resource typesOther resource types

In the contents for each section, you can see additional resources listed after the handbook
sections. Let’s explore the types of resources one by one.
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As you writeAs you write

“As you write” refers to writing activities for students. There are 36 of these prompts in
LaunchPad for The Bedford Handbook. Students are prompted to write brief responses about
organizing an essay, drafting a thesis statement, working with peers, integrating sources, and
more--and in doing so, they apply the lessons of the handbook to their own thinking and
writing. Many of the “As you write” activities promote collaboration.

If we look closely at the activity titled “Using reviewers’ comments,” we see the prompt, which
references a section in the handbook, and then a writing space in which to type a response.
Clicking “Submit” allows both the instructor and the student to view the response.
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Sample student writingSample student writing

Opening the “Sample student writing” area allows users to view sample papers in a number of
different genres--narrative papers, analytical essays, research papers, and more. Most are
annotated to show proper formatting and effective writing.
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ExercisesExercises

There are more than 250 exercises in LaunchPad for The Bedford Handbook. Students can
practice writing, grammar, style, and research/citation skills with exercises that report
conveniently to a grade book. Many are auto-scored.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

If we open up the resources for Part V, Grammatical Sentences, we see a different type of
resource, LearningCurve. For 29 topics, LaunchPad offers adaptive quizzing, which builds
confidence with sentence-level skills by adjusting the difficulty level of the items based on
students’ responses.

LearningCurve offers students hints, tips, and references to relevant advice in the handbook.
The progress bar at the bottom of the screen provides motivation. LearningCurve topics
support students as they work through Parts III-IX of The Bedford Handbook--style, word
choice, grammar, punctuation, mechanics, and ESL topics.
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Content by typeContent by type

Clicking on the star icon in the left hand navigation panel takes you to even more resources. If
you choose to search the resources by type, you will see even more useful content.
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ESL resourcesESL resources

LaunchPad offers additional exercises (with answers) for ESL and multilingual students.
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Peer review resourcesPeer review resources

You will find five additional resources for teaching and encouraging successful peer review.
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What are the benefits of LaunchPad for instructors?What are the benefits of LaunchPad for instructors?
Let’s take a look at the benefits of LaunchPad for instructors.

Easy assigningEasy assigning

For instructors interested in easy assigning, LaunchPad is a successful tool. Activities or
exercises that are assigned appear at the top of the page, letting students focus on what’s due
next.
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Easy to personalizeEasy to personalize

LaunchPad is easy to personalize, too: Instructors can add and assign their own materials.

As an added convenience for instructors, LaunchPad allows instructors to branch an
established course, create groups, and perform batch updates, all of which save time. To learn
more about branching a course, click here. The other functions are performed from the
Instructor Console.
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LaunchPad for The Bedford Handbook extends the handbook with interactive writing activities,
scorable exercises, models that instruct, and convenience options for busy teachers.
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Hacker/Sommers, LaunchPad Solo for HackerHacker/Sommers, LaunchPad Solo for Hacker
HandbooksHandbooks

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Hacker Handbooks.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?
From your LaunchPad Solo home page, you can scroll down the contents and see that the
resources are organized by topics within broad categories. The organization will be familiar
from Hacker handbooks.

Expanding any main category, you will see resources related to a specific topic, grouped by type
of resource. The types of resources are ExercisesExercises, Writing practiceWriting practice, LearningCurveLearningCurve, and SampleSample
student writingstudent writing. These resources provide new ways to get the most out of your course, and they
complement any Hacker handbook.
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ExercisesExercises

Nearly 300 exercises cover writing, grammar, and research topics—all of which provide
feedback and most of which are autoscored. These offer students a chance to practice skills
correlated with handbook instruction.
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Writing Practice ActivitiesWriting Practice Activities

The 44 writing prompts encourage students to apply the lessons of the handbook to their own
writing.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program that quickly identifies what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. LaunchPad Solo for
Hacker Handbooks features 33 LearningCurve activities in a range of reading, grammar, and
documentation topics.
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Sample Student WritingSample Student Writing

LaunchPad Solo for Hacker Handbooks contains more than 40 models of student writing in a
variety of genres and disciplines. Also included are two student multimodal projects and 13
samples of MLA and APA formatting. Model student writing includes analysis, research,
literature reviews, literary analysis, and more in MLA, APA, and Chicago styles. (Students have
immediate access to a selection of these models in the LaunchPad Solo contents; other models
can be assigned by the instructor.) Each model demonstrates effective writing and proper
documentation, including updated MLA 2016 guidelines.
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Hacker and Sommers, A Writer's Reference, 8eHacker and Sommers, A Writer's Reference, 8e
Why use LaunchPad?Why use LaunchPad?
LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference is designed to engage students in the work of the course
and help them sharpen their reading, writing, and critical thinking skills. Some instructors
assign the resources in LaunchPad, while others encourage students to work with the material
at their own pace. Either way, college writers will find they are building the skills they need to
become successful college writers.

Getting Started with LaunchPadGetting Started with LaunchPad
From the LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference home page, users can begin either by entering a
search term in the search box at the top left or by scrolling through the table of contents in the
left-hand navigation bar.

Or students might begin with an assignment that instructors have created.
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How does search work?How does search work?
The search feature in LaunchPad allows users to search for help using handbook terminology
or their own terminology. Users can get results for standard terms such as coordinating
conjunction or prewriting or ellipsis mark as well as terms such as fanboys or get unstuck or
dots.

After you enter a search term in the search box, search results will replace the table of contents
at the left. Search results are arranged in clusters under boldface headings.
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Expanding a cluster exposes related results. When you click on any result, you are taken to a
page of content.

In the left-hand navigation bar, you can toggle between the search results and the table of
contents.
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How does the table of contents work?How does the table of contents work?
The table of contents is organized like any book table of contents. Click on an arrow to drill
down through sections.

Click on any entry in the table of contents to be taken to a content page.
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Navigating LaunchPadNavigating LaunchPad
To navigate through pages of content, you can use the table of contents or the right and left
arrows at the top right of any page. To move back through pages already viewed, you can use
the browser back button or the right and left arrows at the top right of the page.

Many LaunchPad pages contain links to other pages, allowing users to jump from one page to
other, related pages with ease and to find connections throughout the e-book.

What other resources are available in LaunchPad?What other resources are available in LaunchPad?
LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference includes a variety of exercises (diagnostics, LearningCurve,
and autoscored quizzes); interactive writing prompts; numerous annotated models of student
writing; and writing guides to five typical genres.

DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading.
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The updated diagnostics have cumulative pre-pre- and post-testspost-tests organized for the following topics:

• Sentence Grammar (34 questions)
• Punctuation, Style, and Mechanics (34 questions)
• Reading Skills (20 questions)
• Readings Strategies (25 questions)

The pre- and post-tests contain the same number of questions per topic; parity between tests
means instructors can more easily track improvements from pre to post.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program that quickly learns what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand.
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Writing, Research, and Grammar ExercisesWriting, Research, and Grammar Exercises

Instructors can assign any of the nearly 300 exercise sets. Students can complete exercises on
their own or from an assignment the instructor creates. Most exercises are autoscored.
Students’ work reports to the gradebook for any assigned exercises. Work that students do on
their own does not report to the gradebook.
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Writing PromptsWriting Prompts

Writing prompt activities invite students to write brief responses about topics such as
organizing an essay, drafting a thesis statement, working with peers, integrating sources, and
more. The prompts help students apply the lessons of the course to their own thinking and
writing. Many of the prompts provide links to LaunchPad pages for additional guidance, and
some promote collaboration.
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Sample student writingSample student writing

LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference contains more than 40 sample student papers in MLA, APA,
and Chicago styles in a number of different genres--narrative papers, analytical essays, research
papers, and more. Most are annotated to show proper formatting and effective writing. In
addition are numerous PDF documents that demonstrate correct formatting of all elements of
papers in MLA, APA, and Chicago styles.

Instructors can view the full list of sample papers under “Content by type” in the Resources
panel.

Writing guidesWriting guides

LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference provides writing guides within chapters of the book as well
as in the Resources tab for five common genres--analysis essay, annotated bibliography,
argument essay, literacy narrative, and reflective letter for a portfolio. Each writing guide
consists of a definition of the genre; a list of its key features; a step-by-step set of strategies for
exploring, drafting, and revising, with space for students to make and save notes for their own
project.
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What can I do as an instructor in LaunchPad for A Writer'sWhat can I do as an instructor in LaunchPad for A Writer's
Reference?Reference?
You can assign content, view your students’ progress in the gradebook, and upload your own
content, including videos for student writing practice.

Easy AssigningEasy Assigning

Activities or exercises that are assigned are accessible via the Assignments tab and also receive
a “To Do” label and due date in the table of contents, letting students focus on what’s due next.
(See the help article How do I create assignments? for details. The instructions are written for
Writer's Help, but the process is the same for A Writer's Reference.)
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Easy to personalizeEasy to personalize

LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference is easy to personalize, too: Instructors can add and assign
their own materials. (See the help article How do I create assignments? for details. The
instructions are written for Writer's Help, but the process is the same for A Writer's Reference.)
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LaunchPad for A Writer's Reference extends the handbook with interactive writing activities,
scorable exercises, models that instruct, and convenience options for busy teachers.
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Jago, Literature and Composition, 2eJago, Literature and Composition, 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Literature and Composition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?
From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.

e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all images and close reading sections. At the top right of each e-Book
page is a page reference number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book
and their printed book, if they wish. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and highlighting features,
teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their course, rearrange the
order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into the e-Book.

FlashcardsFlashcards

With exercises for essential key terms used throughout the book, using flashcards is a great
practice exercise to get familiar with and master vocabulary. In quiz mode, students type the
correct term in the space provided below the definition; they can see right away whether
they’re correct or not.
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In-context Reading ActivitiesIn-context Reading Activities

Activities from the textbook - including reading questions, close reading exercises, and
suggestions for writing - are assignable for students to respond conveniently within the
LaunchPad platform.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text. LearningCurve provides a unique
learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each question
includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to the reading
they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a
formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many instructors have found it to be an
ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students coming to class more prepared to
participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a post-lecture review. Instructors
have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade further
incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for class.

Student Resources (downloadable)Student Resources (downloadable)

Tons of practice worksheets are available for students to download. Designed to facilitate close
analysis of the literature in the book, key passage hand-outs are brief rich excerpts from a
piece, double-spaced with wide margins perfect for annotation. AP®-style multiple choice quiz
hand-outs are available for several works in the book and are perfect for AP® exam practice.
Vocabulary Activity hand-outs include challenging terms for each piece, and ask not just for a
definition, but for a discussion of effect. These hand-outs are formatted for handy pre-reading
preparation or post-reading quizzing.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Teacher Resources (downloadable)Teacher Resources (downloadable)

Find all of the resources you need here. Instructional strategies are handy documents that
contain descriptions and examples of different approaches that are helpful in teaching various
readings from the textbook. Plan the school year out right using overviews of each chapter in
the book and unit planner. Suggested responses are complete, thought-out answers to every
reading question, activity, and exercise in the textbook a great tool for grading students'
responses. Create tests by chapter or by reading with the test bank, with over a thousand
multiple-choice questions applicable to every text in the thematic readings chapters. The test
bank also includes 54 AP®-style essay prompts to give your students even more practice in
literary analysis.

AP® is a trademark registered by the College Board®, which was not involved in the production
of, and does not endorse, this product.
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Kennedy, The Bedford Guide for CollegeKennedy, The Bedford Guide for College
Writers, 10eWriters, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Bedford Guide for College
Writers.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

This is the online version of the textbook, organized by chapter.

Handbook ExerciseHandbook Exercise
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These are the online, assignable versions of the exercises found at the end of each handbook
chapter in the book. You can choose which exercises to assign for a given chapter.

Learning by DoingLearning by Doing

The LaunchPad includes both assignable versions of the Learning by Doing activities found in
the book, as well as new Learning by Doing activities developed specifically for students
working online activities that, for example, direct students to specific websites in order to
complete the task at hand.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing covers grammar and usage as well as argument. LearningCurve provides a
unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and
incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on
it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each
question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to
the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty.
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Multimodal ReadingMultimodal Reading

In both the print book and the LaunchPad, text readings with assignment questions are
available in the "Learning from Other Writers" feature in A Writer's Guide and in A Writer's
Reader. In the LaunchPad, multimodal reading such as video, audio, and infographics are
included as well, with the same assignment questions found in the book.
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Peer ResponsePeer Response

Following each assignment in Parts Two and Three is a Peer Response prompt. Students can
exchange drafts of the assignment with a partner for review, using the questions in the prompt
to guide their assessment.

Student ModelStudent Model
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Essays and other assignments written by real students are included throughout the text.
Included in Parts Two and Three of the text are model essays written by real students
corresponding to each writing situation. These essays are accompanied by assignment
questions. A Writer's Research Manual also features sample papers documented in MLA and
APA style. (These papers are not accompanied by assignment questions.)

Take ActionTake Action

These flowcharts focus on common writing challenges and help students ask the right
questions to effectively revise their drafts.
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Text ReadingText Reading

These are model essays written by professional writers. They appear both in Parts Two and
Three in the "Learning from Other Writers" feature and in A Writer's Reader. All text readings
are accompanied by assignment questions. Essays in the former are accompanied by
"Questions to Start You Thinking" and essays in the latter are accompanied by "Questions to
Start You Thinking," "Link to the Paired Essay," "Journal Prompts," and "Suggestions for Writing."
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VideoVideo

The LaunchPad includes Bedford videos on a number of relevant topics. Videos are
accompanied by assignable response questions.

Additional ResourcesAdditional Resources
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Additional Resources includes the following:

• A tutorial on avoiding plagiarism
• Language Debates: engaging overviews of contemporary grammar and usage debates
• Revision Checklists: downloadable checklists students can refer to when revising papers
• TopLinks: links to helpful online resources for students, organized by topics such as law,

science, and technology.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor ResourcesInstructor Resources

Several types of resources are available for instructors in The Bedford Guide LaunchPad. These
include PowerPoints for each chapter of the handbook and a PowerPoint on the writing
process; “Here’s an Idea” teaching tips for the chapters in “A Writer’s Situation;” a supplemental
resource on the invention strategy known as the Tagmemic Grid; and a full-length Instructor's
Manual with chapter-by-chapter suggestions for teaching with the text and more.
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Kennedy, The Bedford Guide for CollegeKennedy, The Bedford Guide for College
Writers, 11eWriters, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Bedford Guide for College
Writers.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

This is the online version of the textbook, organized by chapter. In the e-book you'll find all the
great content and activities from the printed book.

Reviewing and ReflectingReviewing and Reflecting
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The new Reviewing and Reflecting feature that appears at the end of each chapter in Parts Two
and Three includes an additional component in LaunchPad: an automatically graded quiz that
assesses comprehension of the chapter’s key concepts.

Learning by Doing ActivitiesLearning by Doing Activities

Many LaunchPad chapters include additional Learning by Doing activities designed for an online
learning environment.

Multimodal Learning from Other Writer's TextsMultimodal Learning from Other Writer's Texts
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In LaunchPad, the Learning from Other Writers feature in many Part Two and Part Three
chapters includes a multimodal text with questions for analysis.

Reading Comprehension QuizzesReading Comprehension Quizzes

In LaunchPad, every reading in Books 1 and 2 (with the exception of student essays) is
accompanied by an automatically graded reading comprehension quiz.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by
each individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a
topic—including critical reading, grammar and usage, and source evaluation—the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become.
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Tutorials and Video ActivitiesTutorials and Video Activities

Tutorials and video activities that help students learn crucial skills, from reading critically and
citing sources in MLA and APA style to digital composing skills and building a professional
brand.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Instructors can now access each chapter of the instructor’s manual as they need it. The
instructor’s manual includes chapter overviews, teaching tips, sample syllabi, suggested
answers to questions, notes on assignments, classroom activities, and more.
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Exercise Central QuizzesExercise Central Quizzes

Bedford/St. Martin’s Exercise CentralExercise Central has been a longtime favorite of instructors and students
who want an effective way to practice building skills that are critical to students’ success as
college writers.

Combining the popularity of Exercise Central and the power of LaunchPad represents a
powerful teaching and learning solution that allows instructors to assign individual practice to
students based on their real needs, integrate a greater number of customizable exercises into
their teaching, and intervene to help students within the context of the rest of their
composition course materials.

You can use the exercises in Exercise Central to

• Offer additional interventions based on your students’ diagnostic quiz results
• Assign pre-built exercise sets on the fly, as you notice patterns of error in your students’

writing
• Create and edit custom quizzes that match the needs of your students
• Offer quizzes that allow multiple attempts so that students can continue to practice

concepts until they are closer to mastering them.
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Diagnostics (Skills Inventory)Diagnostics (Skills Inventory)

One of the greatest appeals of classroom technology is the opportunity it offers for targeting
interventions based on real-time data. Diagnostic activities help instructors track student
proficiency with specific reading and writing skills.

The updated diagnostics have cumulative pre-pre- and post-testspost-tests organized for the following topics:

• Sentence Grammar
• Punctuation, Style, and Mechanics
• Reading Skills
• Readings Strategies

The pre- and post-tests contain the same number of questions per topic; parity between tests
means instructors can more easily track improvements from pre to post.

Instructors will have access to the Class Comparison Report and Roster Comparison Report
automatically when they have assigned both the pre- and post-test for a particular diagnostic.
As soon as any students have taken both tests, their comparison data will become available in
the report (note: student data will not show up at all until the student has completed the
activity. The report will not include students who have yet to complete the test.)

You can use the diagnostic comparison reports to:

• Track improvement across multiple sections, or across a program (reports are
exportable)

• Create opportunities for students to see a visual representation of their progress in the
course (reports can be printed for students)

• Continually adapt your teaching based on real performance data.
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Kirszner, Practical Argument, 3eKirszner, Practical Argument, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Practical Argument.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

This is the online version of the textbook, organized by chapter.

In the e-book you'll find all the great content and activities from the printed book.

Also included in the e-book are interactive versions of the questions in the print book and
interactive writing templates on each argument type.
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TemplatesTemplates

These interactive argument templates prompt students to develop develop paragraphs in each
major argument style, including Toulmin arguments, evaluation arguments, and proposal
arguments. The templates illustrate transitional phrases and remind students to consider
opposing viewpoints as well as included necessary evidence to support their claims.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing covers grammar and usage as well as argument. LearningCurve provides a
unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and
incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on
it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become.

LearningCurve covers more than grammar, however. We now have LearningCurve activities on
key argument topics, including persuasive appeals, reasoning and logical fallacies, and arguable
claims.
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Diagnostics (Skills Inventory)Diagnostics (Skills Inventory)

One of the greatest appeals of classroom technology is the opportunity it offers for targeting
interventions based on real-time data. Diagnostic activities help instructors track student
proficiency with specific reading and writing skills.

The updated diagnostics have cumulative pre-pre- and post-testspost-tests organized for the following topics:

• Sentence Grammar (34 questions)
• Punctuation, Style, and Mechanics (34 questions)
• Reading Skills (20 questions)
• Readings Strategies (25 questions)

The pre- and post-tests contain the same number of questions per topic; parity between tests
means instructors can more easily track improvements from pre to post.

Instructors will have access to the Class Comparison Report and Roster Comparison Report
automatically when they have assigned both the pre- and post-test for a particular diagnostic.
As soon as any students have taken both tests, their comparison data will become available in
the report (note: student data will not show up at all until the student has completed the
activity. The report will not include students who have yet to complete the test.)

You can use the diagnostic comparison reports to:

• Track improvement across multiple sections, or across a program (reports are
exportable)

• Create opportunities for students to see a visual representation of their progress in the
course (reports can be printed for students)

• Continually adapt your teaching based on real performance data.
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Tutorials and Video ActivitiesTutorials and Video Activities

Tutorials and video activities that help students learn crucial skills, from reading critically and
citing sources in MLA and APA style to digital composing skills and building a professional
brand.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Instructors can now access each chapter of the instructor’s manual as they need it. For each
chapter, the instructors manual includes

• an overview of the material
• teaching tips
• responses to questions and activities

The instructor view also includes Instructor's Notes to alert teachers to useful resources. These
can be left open or hidden.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Instructors can easily edit and assign all the At Issue questions following the readings.

Also available via the additional resources is an editable and assignable comprehension quiz for
each reading selection in Practical Argument.

Exercise Central QuizzesExercise Central Quizzes

Bedford/St. Martin’s Exercise CentralExercise Central has been a longtime favorite of instructors and students
who want an effective way to practice building skills that are critical to students’ success as
college writers.

Combining the popularity of Exercise Central and the power of LaunchPad represents a
powerful teaching and learning solution that allows instructors to assign individual practice to
students based on their real needs, integrate a greater number of customizable exercises into
their teaching, and intervene to help students within the context of the rest of their
composition course materials.

You can use the exercises in Exercise Central to

• Offer additional interventions based on your students’ diagnostic quiz results
• Assign pre-built exercise sets on the fly, as you notice patterns of error in your students’

writing
• Create and edit custom quizzes that match the needs of your students
• Offer quizzes that allow multiple attempts so that students can continue to practice

concepts until they are closer to mastering them.
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Lunsford, LaunchPad Solo for LunsfordLunsford, LaunchPad Solo for Lunsford
HandbooksHandbooks

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at each of these resources. Click the following link to go to the landing page of
LaunchPad Solo for Lunsford Handbooks.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?
From your LaunchPad Solo home page, you can scroll down the contents and see that the
resources are organized by topics within broad categories. The organization will be familiar
from Lunsford handbooks.

Expanding any main category, you will see resources related to a specific topic, grouped by type
of resource. The types of resources are StoryboardsStoryboards, Video PromptsVideo Prompts, TutorialsTutorials, ExercisesExercises,
LearningCurveLearningCurve, and Student WritingStudent Writing. In addition, the Top TwentyTop Twenty section, at the beginning of the
contents, provides quizzes and videos that help students with a wide range of grammar issues.
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StoryboardsStoryboards

Storyboards are illustrated guides to the reading, writing, and research process. They provide
strategies in an easy-to-follow comics format. Reflective writing prompts accompany each
storyboard, encouraging students to write explicitly about their own processes.
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Video PromptsVideo Prompts

In these 24 videos, real students offer succinct advice and insight on their own writing
processes. Prompts that follow these videos invite LaunchPad users to reflect on their own
writing processes.
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TutorialsTutorials

Tutorials in the documentation sections show students how to find the elements they need to
cite a variety of sources. They also provide a place for students to practice citing a source or
sources from their own work.

Interactive tutorials on reading and research also include informal writing prompts.
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ExercisesExercises

Exercises throughout offer students a chance to reflect on their writing process or to practice
skills in grammar, style, and punctuation. Most of the skills exercises are autoscored.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program that quickly identifies what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. LaunchPad Solo for
Lunsford Handbooks has 33 LearningCurve activities.
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Sample Student WritingSample Student Writing

LaunchPad Solo for Lunsford Handbooks contains 28 models of student writing in a variety of
genres and disciplines—presentations, public writing, rhetorical analysis, research projects in
psychology, history, biology, and more. Students can mark up and comment on model writing
using LaunchPad tools. PDF documents that accompany many models demonstrate correct
formatting in MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE styles and offer annotations to point out effective
writing.
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The Top TwentyThe Top Twenty

The Top Twenty, at the top of the contents, features help for students with the most commonly
identified issues in student writing today. Two editing quizzes allow students to work through
whole writing selections for in-context corrections related to the Top Twenty. Short videos
provide a quick visual representation of the Top Twenty.
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Lunsford, Everything's an Argument, 7eLunsford, Everything's an Argument, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Everything's an Argument.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book matches all the content of the print book, including all reading selections, activities,
and pedagogical tools.

e-Book with Activitye-Book with Activity
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Students can type answers in the LaunchPad Respond boxes to submit them for instructor
review.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LaunchPad offers adaptive quizzing, which builds confidence with sentence-level skills by
adjusting the difficulty level of the items based on students’ responses. LearningCurve offers
students hints, tips, and references to relevant advice. The progress bar at the bottom of the
screen provides feedback and motivation. LearningCurve topics support students as they work
through key grammar topics, as well as argument topics covered in Everything’s an Argument,
such as fallacies, claims, evidence, and other crucial instruction.
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Tutorial (slide) and Video ActivityTutorial (slide) and Video Activity

Engaging tutorials (15 in all) show students how to create multimodal projects such as audio
podcasts and Prezi presentations. Tutorials also show students how to document sources in
MLA and APA styles.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

Download a copy of the Instructor Resource Manual for Everything’s an Argument to find
sample syllabi, course plans, teaching tips, and responses to the questions posed in the text.
Manuals and sample syllabi are available here for both versions of the book.
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Lunsford, The St. Martin's Handbook, 8eLunsford, The St. Martin's Handbook, 8e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The St. Martin’s Handbook.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources to open the Resources panel. From here you
can look at content by typecontent by type or by chapterby chapter to help you find lists of all the resources available to
your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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E-BookE-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, with live links to cross-references
for boxed tips, student writing, source maps, documentation models, and all additional
activities and exercises. Section numbers match the printed text exactly.

StoryboardsStoryboards
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Included in many chapters, these illustrated guides to the reading, writing, and research
process provide strategies in an easy-to-follow comics format. Reflective writing prompts
accompany each storyboard, encouraging students to write explicitly about their own
processes.

Talking the Talk, Quick Help, Considering Disabilities, and ForTalking the Talk, Quick Help, Considering Disabilities, and For
Multilingual Writers TipsMultilingual Writers Tips

Easy-to-locate boxed tips help students focus on additional considerations for writing as well as
actionable tips for addressing broader audiences. Boxes are linked throughout the e-Book and
also appear in Tips folders for many chapters.
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DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading. Two comprehensive tests
in each of four subjects, Sentence Grammar; Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills;
and Reading Strategies, allow instructors to assign diagnostics in a pre/post format.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program that quickly learns what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand.
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Top Twenty Editing QuizzesTop Twenty Editing Quizzes

Two editing quizzes allow students to work through whole writing selections in order to provide
in-context corrections related to the Top Twenty.

Video PromptsVideo Prompts
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LaunchPad for The St. Martin’s Handbook contains 26 Video Prompts to help students develop
reflective practices. In these videos, real students offer succinct advice and insight on their own
writing processes. Prompts that follow these videos invite students to reflect on their own
writing processes.

Sample student writingSample student writing

The St. Martin’s Handbook contains more than 20 models of sample student writing in a
number of different genres--public writing, analysis, research projects in MLA, APA, Chicago,
and CSE styles, and more. Most are annotated to point out effective writing. In addition are
numerous PDF documents that demonstrate correct formatting of all elements of texts in MLA,
APA, Chicago, and CSE styles.
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TutorialsTutorials

These interactive tutorials on reading, research, and documentation include informal writing
prompts, which require instructor grading.

What can I do as an instructor in LaunchPad for The St. Martin’sWhat can I do as an instructor in LaunchPad for The St. Martin’s
Guide?Guide?
You can assign content, view your students’ progress in the gradebook, and upload your own
content, including videos for student writing practice.

Easy assigningEasy assigning

Activities or exercises that are assigned are accessible via the Assignments tab and also receive
a “To Do” label and due date in the table of contents, letting students focus on what’s due next.
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Easy to personalizeEasy to personalize

LaunchPad is easy to personalize, too: Instructors can add and assign their own materials.

LaunchPad for The St. Martin’s Handbook extends the handbook with interactive writing
activities, scorable exercises, models that instruct, and convenience options for busy teachers.
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Markel, Technical Communication, 11eMarkel, Technical Communication, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Technical Communication.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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E-BookE-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all reading selections,
activities, Genres in Conversation, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is
a page reference number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and
their printed book, if they wish.
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E-Book with ActivityE-Book with Activity

CasesCases

Document-based cases, previously included at the end of each chapter, are now presented
online, where students can familiarize themselves with each scenario, download and work with
related documents, and access assignment questions in a single space.
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Document Analysis ActivitiesDocument Analysis Activities

A library of real multimedia documents that harness digital technologies in exciting new ways,
each accompanied by prompts to help students analyze them.

Downloadable FormsDownloadable Forms
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Students can download and work with a variety of helpful forms discussed throughout the text.

ExercisesExercises

Each chapter is accompanied by a set of exercises that allow students to put into the practice
the concepts they've learned. Some activities were developed specifically for teams of students,
and are marked accordingly.
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Further ReadingFurther Reading

Students have full access to two Bedford/St. Martin's e-books: Document-Based Cases for
Technical Communication, Second Edition, by Roger Munger, and Team Writing by Joanna
Wolfe.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve, a fun adaptive quizzing program, meets students where they are and gives
them the extra support they need when they need it. LearningCurve activities cover material
from the first ten chapters of the text, along with key topics for multilingual writers.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Team Writing ModulesTeam Writing Modules

These modules, built around five short videos of real team interactions, focus on the role of
written communication in teamwork. They teach students how to use written documentation to
manage a team by producing task schedules, minutes, charters, and other materials and also
provide models for working on large collaborative documents.
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TutorialsTutorials

Engaging tutorials show students helpful tools and tips for creating their projects and guidance
on how to best use them, as well as the documentation process for citing the sources in MLA
and APA styles.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual includes chapter summaries, teaching approaches, teaching
topics, suggested responses to every Document Analysis Activity, exercise, and case in the book
and more.

Instructor PageInstructor Page
Find and assign even more cases and exercises for every chapter of the text.
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Additional CasesAdditional Cases

Find and assign even more cases and exercises for every chapter of the text.

Additional ExercisesAdditional Exercises

Find and assign even more exercises for every chapter of the text. Suggested responses for
each exercise are also available.
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Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)

Sample SyllabiSample Syllabi

Refer to sample syllabi for a variety of courses and semester schedules, some of which were
provided by users of the book.
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Suggested Responses to Cases and ExercisesSuggested Responses to Cases and Exercises

Download suggested responses to every additional exercise and case available in the
LaunchPad.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Download and adapt these PowerPoint-based lecture slides for use in the classroom.

Test BankTest Bank

Located under "Resources > Questions by ChapterResources > Questions by Chapter," the test bank offers a convenient way to
provide additional assessment to students. It includes multiple-choice, true/false, and short-
answer questions for every chapter of the book. The questions can be individually assigned or
added to existing assignments.
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McWhorter, Successful College Writing, 6eMcWhorter, Successful College Writing, 6e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types. Click the following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad
for Successful College Writing.

DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading. Two comprehensive tests
in each of four subjects, Sentence Grammar; Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills;
and Reading Strategies, allow instructors to assign diagnostics in a pre/post format.
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Instructors have access to a reports screen that allows them to preview questions and view
results by skill, roster, or individual student. Once a student takes both the pre- and post-test in
a subject, a comparison report also becomes available, allowing instructors to see each
student's improvement over time.

e-Booke-Book
Kathleen T. McWhorter’s unique visual approach, with support for both reading and writing,
helps students at any level of preparedness become successful college writers. In the e-Book
you’ll find all the great content and activities from the printed book, including:

Learning styles coverage,Learning styles coverage, including an interactive Learning Style Inventory,Learning Style Inventory, to help students
figure out what learning style works best for them
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Writing Quick StartsWriting Quick Starts to get students writing from the get-go

Graphic organizersGraphic organizers that help students see how a mode works
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Professional readingsProfessional readings by well-known writers such as Bill Bryson, Mary Roach, and Brent Staples
and on topics crucial to student success, such as resisting the urge to multitask and
understanding how junk food addiction works, plus accessible scholarly selections such as “The
Psychology of Stuff and Things” and selections by renowned scholars such as Franz de Waal,
Sherry Turkle, and Amitai Etzioni.

Multimedia selectionsMultimedia selections demonstrating the characteristics of each mode (narration, description,
illustration, process analysis, comparison-contrast, classification-division, definition, cause-
effect, argument) plus one demonstrating a mixing of modes (Parts 3 and 4).
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Auto-graded, 5-question multiple-choice quizzesAuto-graded, 5-question multiple-choice quizzes andand a summary practice quiza summary practice quiz (with a model
summary as feedback) for every professional print and multimedia reading selection in the e-
Book

Annotated student essaysAnnotated student essays in each of the mode chapters and a student essay in development in
each of the Part 2 chapters
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A brief handbookA brief handbook providing students with a reliable resource they can use when they need it for
help with issues from avoiding comma splices to subject-verb agreement.

LearningCurveLearningCurve for a unique learning path for each student. Developed in light of the latest
advances in learning research, LearningCurve offers game-like adaptive quizzing covering topics
from grammar and usage to reading critically and argument. The less a student knows about a
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topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it, and the better a student does, the more difficult
the questions become. Feedback for each question includes links to relevant instructional
content, guiding students to the information they need to master.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
From your LaunchPad home page, click on a chapter to find:

A list of pre-reading questionspre-reading questions for each professional selection

Possible answersPossible answers to all the exercises in that chapter
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Lecture slidesLecture slides for each chapter in the text.

Unit-wide resources include the Instructor Resource Manual, which now includesInstructor Resource Manual, which now includes a new section
on teaching and designing a co-requisite (or ALP) writing classteaching and designing a co-requisite (or ALP) writing class by Jamey Gallagher, co-director
of the Accelerated Learning Program at the Community College of Baltimore County.
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Palmquist, Joining the Conversation, 2ePalmquist, Joining the Conversation, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Joining the Conversation.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all reading selections,
activities, Genres in Conversation, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is
a page reference number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and
their printed book, if they wish.
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Genres in ConversationGenres in Conversation

Genres in Conversation in LaunchPad make the book’s popular genre-focused feature more
assignable and assessable, with “Thinking About Genre” questions that follow each set of
documents. In LaunchPad, more elements of these activities come alive with streaming media,
such as the interview with military veteran Ashleigh Bryant in “Genres in Conversation:
Reflective Writing.”
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HandbookHandbook

The Handbook answers students’ style, grammar, and mechanics questions in an accessible
and friendly manner. A variety of models and examples show common missteps and easy
solutions, and plain-language headings allow students to find the help they need.

In ProcessIn Process
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In Process boxes offer a look at the work-in-progress of the book’s Featured Student Writers as
they develop ideas, find sources, and draft their essays. Instructors can use these as models for
in-class or assigned activities, or they can ask students to analyze and critique a writer’s
process.

In SummaryIn Summary

In Summary boxes provide a quick overview of the main points of each book chapter,
reminding students of what they can apply to their writing process right away.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Don’t know where to start in the Handbook? LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing helps
instructors and students pinpoint grammar and mechanics challenges. Page references direct
students back to the book for more advice.

Multimodal ReadingMultimodal Reading

Multimodal Readings add a new dimension to the book’s readings with audio, video, and
interactive selections that take advantage of what the Web can do. Detailed headnotes and
assignable “Starting a Conversation” questions encourage students both to engage with the
selection and to analyze its context.
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Peer ReviewPeer Review

Not sure where to start with peer review? Peer Review activities provide questions about
purpose, readers, sources, and context that guide students’ readings of their peers’ work.
Detailed prompts encourage students to go beyond surface-level critiques and address the core
of their peers’ essays.

PracticePractice

Practice activities give students the chance to try out the new processes and strategies the book
provides. Using provided sources and step-by-step instructions, students can try out Practice
activities on their own or work in groups to come up with the best approach to a given part of
the writing process.
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ReadingReading

Each of the book’s readings appears in LaunchPad with a design that is true to the selection’s
genre. Assignable “Starting the Conversation” questions make it easy to assess student
responses to the readings.

Student EssayStudent Essay
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LaunchPad includes six complete essays by real student writers with annotations that explore
each writer’s process in depth. The Featured Student Writers’ essays serve as models of MLA
and APA documentation, proper use of sources, well-developed theses and topics, and
purpose-based writing.

Tech TipTech Tip

Whether students are creating a multimodal essay or searching for sources, Tech Tips come to
the rescue with specific advice for different phases of the writing process. While many students
already understand the “101” level of using technology as part of the writing process, Tech Tips
cover the “102.”
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The Writer's RoleThe Writer's Role

“The Writer’s Role” boxes neatly summarize the defining features of each writing purpose.
Whether students are writing to inform, reflect, evaluate, solve a problem, analyze, or persuade,
“The Writer’s Role” boxes will help them keep the characteristics of their project in mind as they
work.

TutorialsTutorials

Covering topics from avoiding plagiarism to grammar and usage, the Tutorials walk students
through multiple approaches to a range of activities.
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VideosVideos

With advice and commentary from real students and real writers, LaunchPad’s videos provide a
look at even more real writers’ processes and strategies. Short, engaging clips help spark
discussion and show students how to think and talk about their own work.

Working TogetherWorking Together
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Working Together boxes take the pain out of collaborative writing with clear instructions and
tips for working as a group. Even if students pursue their own projects on different topics,
Working Together activities help them find common ground and help one another with new
approaches and ideas.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor's ManualInstructor's Manual

“Teaching with Joining the Conversation” contains WPA outcomes correlations, classroom
activities, sample syllabi, discussion starters, teaching tips, and more on reading selections.
Sections on teaching strategies and establishing the ethos of conversation helps instructors set
the stage for the book’s approach.
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Ruszkiewicz and Dolmage, How to WriteRuszkiewicz and Dolmage, How to Write
Anything: A Guide and Reference withAnything: A Guide and Reference with
Readings, 3eReadings, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for How to Write Anything: A Guide
and Reference with Readings.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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E-BookE-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all reading selections,
activities, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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E-Book with ActivityE-Book with Activity

The “Your Turn” activities make the book’s popular feature more assignable and assessable,
with space for students to write a response to each prompt and submit it to the instructor right
in LaunchPad.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing helps instructors and students pinpoint grammar and
mechanics challenges. Page references direct students to further advice based on handbook
content. LearningCurve units also include reading and writing arguments and working with
sources, among others.

Multimodal Reading ActivityMultimodal Reading Activity

Multimodal Reading Activities add a new dimension to the book’s readings with audio, video,
and interactive selections that take advantage of what the Web can do. Each Genre chapter
contains a multimodal reading activity that explores how the genre works in different media.
Each activity includes Reading the Genre questions that can be completed and submitted within
LaunchPad.
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Diagnostics (Skill Inventory)Diagnostics (Skill Inventory)

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading. Two comprehensive tests
in each of four subjects, Sentence Grammar; Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills;
and Reading Strategies, allow instructors to assign diagnostics in a pre/post format.

Tutorial (Slide)Tutorial (Slide)
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Tutorials on active reading, reading visuals, and citation walk students through a series of
interactive prompts as they learn about each topic.

Video ActivityVideo Activity

Video Activities provide quick tutorials in a video format familiar to students. Documentation
and Working with Sources tutorials extend the book’s “How to…” visual tutorials for citation into
video form, with MLA and APA style citations. Digital Writing tutorials include the nuts and bolts
of digital writing--from online research to presentations to photo and audio editing.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Manual: Teaching with How to Write Anything: A Guide andInstructor's Manual: Teaching with How to Write Anything: A Guide and
Reference with ReadingsReference with Readings
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Teaching with How to Write Anything: A Guide and Reference with Readings contains writing
activities, revision exercises, research activities, teaching tips, and key teaching goals for each
chapter of the book. Co-author Jay Dolmage includes advice for encouraging originality,
teaching with technology, using multiple literacies, teaching all students, and integrating
readings. In addition, comprehensive syllabi and help with assessments and learning goals help
structure assignments within the course.
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Shea, The Language of Composition, 2eShea, The Language of Composition, 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Language of Composition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

An interactive online version of the textbook. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page
reference number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their
printed book, if they wish. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and highlighting features, teachers
can easily create assignments, hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their course,
rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into the e-
Book.
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e-Book with Activitye-Book with Activity

These activities from the textbook - including reading questions, grammar as rhetoric and style
exercises, and suggestions for writing - are assignable for students to respond conveniently
within the LaunchPad platform.

Link LibraryLink Library
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This collection of links, organized by chapter, include various texts, images, and videos that are
related to the readings throughout the textbook.

QuizzesQuizzes

Two types of quizzes for key readings in each thematic chapter are available to ensure that
students have complete understanding of the readings and get the test prep they need.
Comprehension QuizzesComprehension Quizzes are quick check-ins to make sure students have read and understood
the selection. AP®-Style Multiple-Choice QuizzesAP®-Style Multiple-Choice Quizzes emulate the form, structure, and focus of the
questions on the AP® English Language and Composition Exam.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor Resources (downloadable)Instructor Resources (downloadable)
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Find all of the resources you need here, including AP®-style essay prompts, lesson plans,
suggested responses, and other content from the Teacher's Manual.

AP® is a trademark registered by the College Board®, which was not involved in the production
of, and does not endorse, this product.
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Writer's Help 2.0 for Hacker HandbooksWriter's Help 2.0 for Hacker Handbooks
Why use Writer’s Help?Why use Writer’s Help?
Writer’s Help is an online writing resource that allows students to search for writing help using
their own terminology. And it allows instructors to create assignments and see their students’
progress. Students can work on their own or using assignments that instructors create. In this
tutorial, we'll take a look at the resources that are available for both students and instructors.
Click the following link to view the entire Instructor's Manual for Writer's Help 2.0.

Getting started with Writer’s HelpGetting started with Writer’s Help
From the Writer’s Help home page, users can begin either by entering a search term in the
search box at the top left or by scrolling through the table of contents in the left-hand
navigation bar.

Or students might begin with an assignment that instructors have created (see below in this
tutorial and the Writer’s Help Instructor’s Manual for more on assignments).
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How does search work?How does search work?
The search feature in Writer’s Help allows users to search for help using handbook terminology
or their own terminology. Users can get results for standard terms such as coordinating
conjunction or prewriting or ellipsis mark as well as terms such as fanboys or get unstuck or
dots.

After you enter a search term in the search box, search results will replace the table of contents
at the left. Search results are arranged in clusters under boldface headings.
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Expanding a cluster exposes related results. When you click on any result, you are taken to a
page of content.

In the left-hand navigation bar, you can toggle between the search results and the table of
contents.
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How does the table of contents work?How does the table of contents work?
The table of contents is organized like any book table of contents. Click on an arrow to drill
down through sections.

Click on any entry in the table of contents to be taken to a content page.
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What is Quick Help?What is Quick Help?
Quick Help pages, at the beginning of many sections, contain examples of correct and incorrect
usage and provide links directly to the content of that section. Sometimes a few Quick Help
examples are all students need to answer their question and get back to their writing. If they
need more, the links on the Quick Help pages take them to more explanations and examples.
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Quick Help is accessible from the table of contents and from search results.

Navigating Writer’s HelpNavigating Writer’s Help
To navigate through pages of content, you can use the table of contents or the right and left
arrows at the top right of any page. To move back through pages already viewed, you can use
the browser back button or the right and left arrows at the top right of the page.
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Many Writer’s Help pages contain links to other pages, allowing users to jump from one page to
other, related pages with ease and to find connections throughout the e-book.

In addition, at the bottom of most pages, you will find links to pop-up windows containing tips,
directories, examples of student writing, and more.
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What other resources are available in Writer’s Help?What other resources are available in Writer’s Help?

ExercisesExercises

At the top of the table of contents, users can access three types of exercises: 8 diagnostic
quizzes; 30 adaptive, game-like activities called LearningCurve; and 285 writing, research, and
grammar exercises.
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DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading. Two comprehensive tests
in each of four subjects, Sentence Grammar; Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills;
and Reading Strategies, allow instructors to assign diagnostics in a pre/post format.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program that quickly learns what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand.
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Writing, Research, and Grammar ExercisesWriting, Research, and Grammar Exercises

As an instructor, you can assign any of these (see below). Students can complete exercises on
their own or from an assignment you create. Most exercises are autoscored. Students’ work
reports to the gradebook for any assigned exercises. Work that students do on their own does
not report to the gradebook.

Assignment modules and writing promptsAssignment modules and writing prompts

These resources are found at the bottom of the table of contents.
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The 5 assignment modules are self-contained units providing instructional content, practice
exercises, often a reading, and writing prompts, each focused on one topic: avoiding plagiarism,
editing for concise writing, freewriting and listing, and using signal phrases (for APA and for
MLA).

The 40 writing prompts invite students to write brief responses about topics such as organizing
an essay, drafting a thesis statement, working with peers, integrating sources, and more. The
prompts help students apply the lessons of the course to their own thinking and writing. Many
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of the prompts provide links to Writer’s Help pages for additional guidance, and some promote
collaboration.

Sample student writingSample student writing

Writer’s Help contains more than 40 sample student papers in MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE
styles in a number of different genres--narrative papers, analytical essays, research papers, and
more. Most are annotated to show proper formatting and effective writing. In addition are
numerous PDF documents that demonstrate correct formatting of all elements of papers in
MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE styles.

The sample papers are linked at the bottoms of pages in many sections and in Resources lists
at the ends of chapters.
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A full list of the sample papers and formatting samples can be found by viewing “Content by
type” in the Resources panel.

Writing guidesWriting guides

Writer’s Help provides writing guides for five common genres--analysis essay, annotated
bibliography, argument essay, literacy narrative, and reflective letter for a portfolio. Each writing
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guide consists of a definition of the genre; a list of its key features; a step-by-step set of
strategies for exploring, drafting, and revising your work, with space for students to make and
save notes for their own project. Each writing guide includes sample student writing in that
genre.

What can I do as an instructor in Writer’s Help?What can I do as an instructor in Writer’s Help?
You can assign content, view your students’ progress in the gradebook, and upload your own
content, including videos for student writing practice.

Easy assigningEasy assigning

Activities or exercises that are assigned are accessible via the Assignments tab and also receive
a “To Do” label and due date in the table of contents, letting students focus on what’s due next.
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Easy to personalizeEasy to personalize

Writer’s Help is easy to personalize, too: Instructors can add and assign their own materials.
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Writer’s Help 2.0 for Hacker Handbooks extends the handbook with interactive writing activities,
scorable exercises, models that instruct, and convenience options for busy teachers.
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Writer's Help 2.0, Lunsford VersionWriter's Help 2.0, Lunsford Version
Why use Writer’s Help?Why use Writer’s Help?
Writer’s Help is an online writing resource that allows students to search for writing help using
their own terminology. And it allows instructors to create assignments and see their students’
progress. Students can work on their own or can begin with assignments that instructors
create. In this tutorial, we'll take a look at the resources that are available for both students and
instructors. Click the following link to view the entire instructor's manual for Writer's Help 2.0.

Getting started with Writer’s HelpGetting started with Writer’s Help
From the Writer’s Help home page, users can begin either by entering a search term in the
search box at the top left or by scrolling through the table of contents in the left-hand
navigation bar.

Or students might begin with an assignment that instructors have created (see below in this
tutorial and the Writer’s Help Instructor’s Manual for more on assignments).
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How does search work?How does search work?
The search feature in Writer’s Help allows users to search for help using handbook terminology
or their own terminology. Users can get results for standard terms such as coordinating
conjunction or prewriting or ellipsis mark as well as terms such as fanboys or get unstuck or
dots.

After you enter a search term in the search box, search results will replace the table of contents
at the left. Search results are arranged in clusters under boldface headings.
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Expanding a cluster exposes related results. When you click on any result, you are taken to a
page of content.

In the left-hand navigation bar, you can toggle between the search results and the table of
contents.
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How does the table of contents work?How does the table of contents work?
The table of contents is organized like any book table of contents. Click on an arrow to drill
down through sections.

Click on any entry in the table of contents to be taken to a content page.

Navigating Writer’s HelpNavigating Writer’s Help
To navigate through pages of content, you can use the table of contents or the right and left
arrows at the top right of any page. To move back through pages already viewed, you can use
the browser back button or the right and left arrows at the top right of the page.
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Many Writer’s Help pages contain links to other pages, allowing users to jump from one page to
other, related pages with ease and to find connections throughout the e-book.

What other resources are available in Writer’s Help?What other resources are available in Writer’s Help?
Users can access five types of exercises: 8 diagnostic quizzes; 33 adaptive, game-like activities
called LearningCurve; over 250 writing, research, and grammar exercises; 2 editing quizzes; and
26 video prompts.

DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Eight diagnostics are available to help students and instructors identify areas of strength and
areas for improvement on subtopics related to grammar and reading. Two comprehensive tests
in each of four subjects--Sentence Grammar; Style, Punctuation, and Mechanics; Reading Skills;
and Reading Strategies--allow instructors to assign diagnostics in a pre/post format.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is an online, adaptive, self-quizzing program that quickly learns what students
already know and helps them practice what they don’t yet understand.
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Writing, Research, and Grammar ExercisesWriting, Research, and Grammar Exercises

The Resources tab of Writer’s Help contains exercises that allow students to practice relevant
skills. Instructors can make exercises visible to students by choosing the exercises from the
Resources tab and adding them to a chapter. Students’ work reports to the gradebook for any
assigned exercises.

See the help article How do I create assignments? for details.
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Editing QuizzesEditing Quizzes

Two editing quizzes allow students to work through whole writing selections in order to provide
in-context corrections related to the Top Twenty.

Video PromptsVideo Prompts

Writer’s Help contains 26 Video Prompts to help students develop reflective practices. In these
videos, real students offer succinct advice and insight on their own writing processes. Prompts
that follow these videos invite students to reflect on their own writing processes.
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Sample student writingSample student writing

Writer’s Help contains more than 20 sample student papers in MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE
styles in a number of different genres--narrative papers, analytical essays, research papers, and
more. Most are annotated to show proper formatting and effective writing. In addition are
numerous PDF documents that demonstrate correct formatting of all elements of papers in
MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE styles.
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What can I do as an instructor in Writer’s Help?What can I do as an instructor in Writer’s Help?
You can assign content, view your students’ progress in the gradebook, and upload your own
content, including videos for student writing practice.

Easy assigningEasy assigning

Activities or exercises that are assigned are accessible via the Assignments tab and also receive
a “To Do” label and due date in the table of contents, letting students focus on what’s due next.
(See "How do I create assignments?" for details.)

Easy to personalizeEasy to personalize

Writer’s Help is easy to personalize, too: Instructors can add and assign their own materials.
(See "How do I create assignments?" for details.)

Writer’s Help 2.0, Lunsford Version extends the handbook with interactive writing activities,
scorable exercises, models that instruct, and convenience options for busy teachers.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
Environmental ScienceEnvironmental Science
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Friedland, Environmental Science for AP®, 2eFriedland, Environmental Science for AP®, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Environmental Science for AP®.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is fully integrated into LaunchPad and
includes flexible notes and highlighting features. In addition, instructors can easily hide
chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their course, rearrange the order of chapters and
sections, and add their own content directly into the e-Book.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

With exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter, Flashcards provide students an exercise
to learn important vocabulary terms. In quiz mode, students type the correct term in the space
provided below the definition; they can see right away whether they’re correct or not, making
this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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Math VideosMath Videos

These ten “Do the Math” Videos explain central environmental science concepts that require
mathematical computation, and demonstrate the math involved in a way that students can
easily understand.

Measuring Your ImpactMeasuring Your Impact
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These downloadable activities for each chapter offers students an opportunity to explore the
environmental impact of decisions made in the real world. These activities also provide
additional math practice.

Multiple Choice AP® Practice ExamMultiple Choice AP® Practice Exam

With 500 multiple-choice questions, be prepared for the AP® Environmental Science Exam with
a practice exam for each chapter of the text.
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Optimized Art Slides: StudentOptimized Art Slides: Student

Students can gain a better understanding of environmental science ideas by looking closely at
relevant images and diagrams from the textbook, which are available to download as PPT files.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Exploring the LiteratureExploring the Literature

Complete lists of recent and classic sources for students who want to delve deeper into a
chapter topic.
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Extra Unit Free Response Question with AnswerExtra Unit Free Response Question with Answer

Prepare your students for the AP® Free Response question with an additional practice question
for each unit, available to download.

LabsLabs
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These labs are designed to develop good science practice and help students understand
complex relationships in the natural world, available to download.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations outline each chapter of the textbook and
present key terms, images, tables, and main ideas with great detail.
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Measuring Your Impact AnswersMeasuring Your Impact Answers

Answers for each chapter’s Measuring Your Impact activity.

Optimized Art Slides: TeacherOptimized Art Slides: Teacher
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Present environmental science concepts more easily with relevant images and diagrams from
the textbook, available to download as PPT files.

PD VideosPD Videos

Presented by author Elizabeth Jones, these videos present an overview of select chapters, offer
tips for teaching and give advice on how to make the most of the Teacher’s Resource Materials.
Coming soon: PD Videos for every chapter!
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Teacher's Resource MaterialsTeacher's Resource Materials

The teacher’s resource material PDFs are organized by chapter and contain a wealth of
additional resources to employ, including AP® practice exams and answers, more math
practice questions and answers, lecture slides, activities, and science applied answers.

Web ResourcesWeb Resources
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Complete lists of video and other sources designed to deepen understanding of environmental
science concepts, organized by chapter and available to download.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Contact your sales representative for more information on our ExamView® Test Bank.
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Karr, Scientific American: EnvironmentalKarr, Scientific American: Environmental
Science, Canadian, 1eScience, Canadian, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Environmental Science, Canadian.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Interactive Animated InfographicsInteractive Animated Infographics

Animation techniques offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Post-Chapter QuizzesPost-Chapter Quizzes

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material.
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Video Case StudiesVideo Case Studies

Case Studies present students with real life scenarios and ask them to perform external
research to attempt to solve a real life problem. Students get to draw their own conclusions
from the information they are given and get real practice with using the material they have
learned in the text.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to End of Chapter QuestionsAnswers to End of Chapter Questions

A full list of solutions and sample essay question responses by chapter, with suggested grading
rubrics to assess student responses by content and execution of scientific argument.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.

Enhanced Lecture PowerPointsEnhanced Lecture PowerPoints

A complete, detailed lecture outline for each chapter, covering all important concepts and
including references to relevant figures, activities, animated tutorials, and media clips.
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Optimized Art (JPEG)Optimized Art (JPEG)

Images in a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.

Optimized Art (PowerPoint)Optimized Art (PowerPoint)

Image PowerPoint Presentations include all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.
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Optimized Art Unlabeled (JPEG)Optimized Art Unlabeled (JPEG)

All image files are provided for use in class.

Story AbstractsStory Abstracts
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The story summaries offer a brief synopsis of a chapter’s main story, providing interesting
details relevant to content found in the book and in online resources.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

The test bank offers answers to chapter tests that places solutions in one convenient place for
instructors and includes what section of the chapter the solution can be found.
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Topic OverviewsTopic Overviews

These outlines break each chapter down by section and detail the take home message of each
section.
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Karr, Scientific American: EnvironmentalKarr, Scientific American: Environmental
Science for a Changing World, 2eScience for a Changing World, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Environmental
Science for a Changing World.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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A comprehensive set of flashcards for each chapter provide students an ideal way to learn and
review the extensive terminology of environmental science, featuring a review mode, a quiz
mode, and a full list of terms and definitions with audio pronunciations.

Graphing TutorialsGraphing Tutorials

Interactive tutorials help students to brush up on different graphing skills.
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Interactive and Animated InfographicsInteractive and Animated Infographics

Based on art in the text, interactive and animated infographics offer students explanations of
concepts through a guided series of steps complete with either text-based narration or audio
narration.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Pre-TestPre-Test

Multiple-choice assessment at the beginning of each chapter can help instructors determine
which topics in the chapter will need the most attention. Pre-chapter tests, when paired with
LearningCurve, can help students assess their pre-existing knowledge and prepare to engage
with the chapter’s contents in greater depth.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material. Summative
quizzes can be easily assigned as pre- or post-lecture assessments or released for student self-
assessment use.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Video Activities consist of short, engaging videos on environmental topics with sequences of
multiple-choice and short-answer questions. They give students opportunities to practice skills
like scientific and information literacy, and to apply their knowledge of environmental science
to current, real-world situations.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from
the chapter in JPG format.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (stepped)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (stepped)

Select figures from each chapter have been divided into steps and placed on sequential
PowerPoint slides. The slides are helpful for walking students through complicated processes or
for discussing cause and effect.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabelled)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (unlabelled)
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All image files are also provided without labels for use in class, particularly for review or exams.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Each chapter contains a slide presentation featuring multiple-choice, critical thinking questions
written by experienced educators. Although the Clicker Questions are designed to be used in
conjunction with iClicker, they are compatible with any clicker system.
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Engage the TopicEngage the Topic

These resources help instructors plan activities to engage students in discussions, explorations,
and applications of the material covered in each chapter. Each document contains multiple in-
class activities for each topic with learning objectives, listed materials, and instructions for
implementation, and many include the necessary handouts.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Images from each chapter are provided in PowerPoint presentation files, displayed in the order
they appear, for use in class or for enhancing an existing presentation. Instructors can use them
for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has a complete, detailed lecture outline, covering all important concepts and
including references to relevant figures, activities, animated tutorials, and media clips.
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Lecture Slides with ClickersLecture Slides with Clickers

Available for each chapter, these presentations cover main points and figures in the chapter
with built-in questions that can be used with a clicker system.

Scientific American ActivitiesScientific American Activities
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These documents provide activities based on select Scientific American articles, designed to
allow students to practice their information literacy skills while reinforcing an important
environmental science concept. Students have access to the articles and instructors are given
clear directions for implementing each activity.

Story AbstractsStory Abstracts

The story summaries offer a brief synopsis of a chapter’s main story, providing interesting
details relevant to content found in the book and in online resources.
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Susan Karr's Active Learning SlidesSusan Karr's Active Learning Slides

Created by text author Susan Karr, these slides are PowerPoint presentations which can be
used to structure a class around active learning and group discussion. Comments
accompanying the slides advise instructors on their implementation. One is provided for each
chapter.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)
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Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.
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Molles, Environment: Science, Issues, Solutions,Molles, Environment: Science, Issues, Solutions,
1e1e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Environment: Science, Issues, Solutions.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Critical Analysis QuestionsCritical Analysis Questions

These quizzes contain all end of chapter Critical Analysis essay Questions in an assignable
format.

Critical Thinking ActivitiesCritical Thinking Activities
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These assignable activities engage students in the material and inspire critical thinking based on
content from the textbook.

Data Visualization ActivitiesData Visualization Activities

These activities allow students to view graphs using real-world data, and answer a set of
questions to interpret the data and make cause-and-effect connections.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use, plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Environment and You ActivitiesEnvironment and You Activities

These activities prompt students to get directly involved in environmental science issues in their
own lives and communities.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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A comprehensive set of flashcards for each chapter provide students an ideal way to learn and
review the extensive terminology of environmental science, featuring a review mode, a quiz
mode, and a full list of terms and definitions with audio pronunciations.

Further ExplorationsFurther Explorations

This PDF contains a list of resources to examine topics further.
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Graphing TutorialsGraphing Tutorials

These interactive tutorials help students to brush up on different graphing skills.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Review QuestionsReview Questions

These quizzes contain all of the end of chapter Review Questions in an assignable format.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

These pre-built quizzes assess overall student understanding of each chapter, and provide
instructors with data on class and individual comprehension of chapter material. Summative
quizzes can be easily assigned as pre- or post-lecture assessments or released for student self-
assessment use.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Video Activities consist of short, engaging videos on environmental topics with sequences of
automatically graded multiple-choice questions. They give students opportunities to practice
skills like scientific and information literacy, and to apply their knowledge of environmental
science to current, real-world situations.
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Video Activity Chapter Correlation GuideVideo Activity Chapter Correlation Guide

This document serves as a reference to place the Video Activities in their corresponding
chapters.

Video Activity Essay QuestionsVideo Activity Essay Questions
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These assignable short answer and essay questions accompany each Video Activity for
instructors who want students to examine the topics further.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

The animations offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps
complete with either text-based narration or audio narration.

Answers to Critical Analysis QuestionsAnswers to Critical Analysis Questions
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These documents provide comprehensive sample answers to the Critical Analysis Questions at
the end of each chapter.

Answers to Review QuestionsAnswers to Review Questions

This PDF provides answers to the Review Questions at the end of each chapter.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from
the chapter in JPG format.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Each chapter contains a slide presentation featuring 25 multiple-choice, critical thinking
questions written by experienced educators. Clicker Questions are compatible with any clicker
system.

Downloadable Diploma Test BankDownloadable Diploma Test Bank

These files allow instructors to download the complete test bank in Diploma format.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Images from each chapter are provided in PowerPoint presentation files, displayed in the order
they appear, for use in class or for enhancing an existing presentation. Instructors can use them
for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Each chapter has a complete, detailed lecture outline including instructor notes, covering all
important concepts.

Stepped Art SlidesStepped Art Slides

Select figures from each chapter have been divided into steps and placed on sequential
PowerPoint slides. The slides are helpful for walking students through complicated processes or
for discussing cause and effect.
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Test BanksTest Banks

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete answer
keys.

Unlabeled Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Unlabeled Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)
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All image files are also provided without labels for use in class, particularly for review or exams.

Unlabeled Image SlidesUnlabeled Image Slides

All image slides are also provided without labels for use in class, particularly for review or
exams.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
GeneticsGenetics
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Griffiths et al., Introduction to Genetic Analysis,Griffiths et al., Introduction to Genetic Analysis,
11e11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introduction to Genetic Analysis.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animated ArtAnimated Art

Select figures from the text have been animated with narration to help students visualize
processes and interactions which are important to the study of genetics.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on an A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Problem Solving VideosProblem Solving Videos

For some of the most challenging problems in the text, videos are available to walk students
through the solutions as if their instructor were writing on the board. These solutions utilize
graphs and diagrams and also provide students with the principles behind the problem they
are asked to solve.
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Research FrontiersResearch Frontiers

Students who complete these activities will be better prepared to work with primary research
articles in genetics. The first activity walks students through the process of reading and
understanding the structure and content of an example research article, and the following five
activities lead students through accessible literature reviews focusing on some of the major
advances of recent years. Each activity concludes with a multiple-choice assessment so
students can check their understanding.
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Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)Summative Quizzes (End-of-Chapter Problems)

Nearly all of end of chapter problems in the book have been converted into multiple-choice
questions for students to practice on their own or for easy assignment as homework or
quizzing.

Unpacking the ProblemUnpacking the Problem
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These activities present a problem, such as completing a four-point testcross, and guide
students to its solution with multiple choice questions that clarify necessary background
knowledge and the problem’s multiple parts. Feedback and true/false hint questions provide
extra support.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Each chapter contains a slide presentation featuring multiple-choice, critical thinking questions
written by experienced educators. Although the Clicker Questions are designed to be used in
conjunction with iClicker, they are compatible with any clicker system.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Images from each chapter are provided in PowerPoint presentation files, displayed in the order
they appear, for use in class or for enhancing an existing presentation.
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Layered ArtLayered Art

Layered Art slides break up images from the text depicting multi-step genetic processes, putting
steps on subsequent slides to walk students through complicated processes.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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For each chapter, instructors are provided with the PDF file of the Solutions Manual for the end-
of-chapter problems. Instructors can choose to make these resources visible to students or to
use as a reference.

Test Bank (Word)Test Bank (Word)

Available for each chapter, these downloadable Word documents feature all of the multiple
choice and essay questions that are found in LaunchPad’s digital Test Bank along with complete
answer keys.
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Understanding GeneticsUnderstanding Genetics

Written by Anthony J.F. Griffiths and Jolie Mayer-Smith, this extensive guide features advice for
teachers and learners who struggle to teach or learn genetics with traditional lecture and
passive-learning methods. It provides concrete advice for teachers who want to help their
students acquire new learning skills to better understand genetics.
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Pierce, Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 5ePierce, Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Genetics: A Conceptual Approach.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities

Students are given interactive activities where they have the opportunity to view and
manipulate animations, and are then given a quiz to test comprehension of the concept.

Branched TutorialsBranched Tutorials
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Branched tutorials walk students through multi-step genetics problems, giving them the option
to solve it alone or work through it step-by-step with assistance. Questions along the way are
designed to address common mistakes in problem solving.

Classic ExperimentsClassic Experiments

Students are provided with case studies on classic experiments in Genetics that led to
breakthrough innovations in the field. Students are given background on the experiment, the
description of the experiment itself, and popular discussion surrounding the experiment.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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End-of-Chapter ProblemsEnd-of-Chapter Problems

Nearly all of end-of-chapter problems in the book have been converted into multiple-choice
questions for students to practice on their own or for easy assignment as homework or
quizzing.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Nature Genetics ArticlesNature Genetics Articles

Students are given free access to select articles from the acclaimed academic journal Nature
Genetics that help further explore chapter concepts.
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Nature Genetics Assessment (Free Response)Nature Genetics Assessment (Free Response)

As a follow up to the reading of the Nature Genetics articles, instructors can assign students
quizzes on article content in essay format.

Nature Genetics Assessment (Multiple Choice)Nature Genetics Assessment (Multiple Choice)
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As a follow up to the reading of the Nature Genetics articles, instructors can assign students
quizzes on article content in multiple choice format.

Online Worked ProblemsOnline Worked Problems

Similar to a branched tutorial, the online worked problems help students master problem-
solving by asking the student to order how he or she would solve the problem and then answer
questions about each step. Problems chosen as online worked problems are ones with which
students often struggle, but are not complex enough to require a branched structure.
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Problem-Solving VideosProblem-Solving Videos

Each chapter includes a series of videos that walk students through the solutions to the
problems throughout the chapter, as if their instructor were writing on the board. These
solutions utilize graphs and diagrams and also provide students with the principles behind the
problem they are asked to solve.
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Reading QuizzesReading Quizzes

These short quizzes for each chapter are designed to test whether students understood the
basic chapter concepts and can be assigned pre-class to make sure students read and
comprehended the material.

Research Frontier ArticlesResearch Frontier Articles
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Students are given free access to select articles from the acclaimed academic journal Research
Frontier that help further explore chapter concepts.

Research Frontier QuizzesResearch Frontier Quizzes

As a follow up to the reading of the Research Frontier articles, instructors can assign students
quizzes on article content in multiple choice format.
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Suggested Readings, Supplemental Material, and WeblinksSuggested Readings, Supplemental Material, and Weblinks

A list of links to genetics resources and references, relevant to key chapter concepts, is provided
for each chapter.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Animations in PowerPointAnimations in PowerPoint

PowerPoint presentations that link to each chapter’s corresponding animations. Animation
titles appear on the slides as hyperlinks that, when clicked, launch the animation in your default
web browser (e.g., Safari, Internet Explorer, Firefox). After viewing the animation, you can close
the browser window and return to the PowerPoint presentation. Further technical instructions
for successfully launching the animations are also included in the PowerPoint presentations.
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Clicker Questions (PowerPoint)Clicker Questions (PowerPoint)

Clicker Questions are multiple choice questions loaded into a PowerPoint presentation
designed for in-class use with clickers.

Image PowerPointsImage PowerPoints
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Image PowerPoints are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.

ImagesImages

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.
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Lecture Presentations for use with PowerPointLecture Presentations for use with PowerPoint

Lecture PowerPoints are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that
instructors can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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For each chapter, instructors are provided with the Word document of the Solutions Manual for
the end of chapter problems. Instructors can choose to make these resources visible to
students or to use as a reference.

Stepped ArtStepped Art

Stepped Art PowerPoint Presentations use images to walk students step-by-step through
different genetic processes.
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Test BankTest Bank

The test bank offers answers to chapter tests that places solutions in one convenient place for
instructors and includes what section of the chapter the solution can be found.
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Pierce, Genetics Essentials: Concepts andPierce, Genetics Essentials: Concepts and
Connections, 3eConnections, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Genetics Essentials: Concepts and Connections.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities

Animations offer students explanations of concepts through a guided series of steps complete
with either text-based narration or audio narration.

Branched TutorialsBranched Tutorials
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Branched tutorials walk students through multi-step genetics problems, giving them the option
to solve it alone or work through it step-by-step with assistance. Questions along the way are
designed to address common mistakes in problem solving.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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End-of-Chapter ProblemsEnd-of-Chapter Problems

Nearly all of end-of-chapter problems in the book have been converted into multiple-choice
questions for students to practice on their own or for easy assignment as homework or
quizzing.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Online Worked ProblemsOnline Worked Problems

Similar to a branched tutorial, the online worked problems help students master problem-
solving by asking the student to order how he or she would solve the problem and then answer
questions about each step. Problems chosen as online worked problems are ones with which
students often struggle, but are not complex enough to require a branched structure.
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Problem-solving VideosProblem-solving Videos

Each chapter includes a series of videos that walk students through the solutions to the
problems throughout the chapter, as if their instructor were writing on the board. These
solutions utilize graphs and diagrams and also provide students with the principles behind the
problem they are asked to solve.
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Reading QuizzesReading Quizzes

These short quizzes for each chapter are designed to test whether students understood the
basic chapter concepts and can be assigned pre-class to make sure students read and
comprehended the material.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Animation SlidesAnimation Slides

PowerPoint presentations that link to each chapter’s corresponding animations. Animation
titles appear on the slides as hyperlinks that, when clicked, launch the animation in your default
web browser (e.g., Safari, Internet Explorer, Firefox). After viewing the animation, you can close
the browser window and return to the PowerPoint presentation. Further technical instructions
for successfully launching the animations are also included in the PowerPoint presentations.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Classic ExperimentsClassic Experiments
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Students are provided with case studies on classic experiments in Genetics that led to
breakthrough innovations in the field. Students are given background on the experiment, the
description of the experiment itself, and popular discussion surrounding the experiment.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker Questions are multiple choice questions loaded into a PowerPoint presentation
designed for in-class use with clickers.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Image Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed on
slides in the order they appear.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Test BankTest Bank

The test bank offers answers to chapter tests that places solutions in one convenient place for
instructors and includes what section of the chapter the solution can be found.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
GeographyGeography
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Domosh, Neumann, and Price, ContemporaryDomosh, Neumann, and Price, Contemporary
Human Geography, 1eHuman Geography, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Contemporary Human Geography.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Downloadable Student ResourcesDownloadable Student Resources

A collection of supplemental student material including Map Outlines, Guides, and an Atlas.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is a completely electronic version of the textbook available online, which comes
with note-taking and annotating functions, so students can make notes as they read their
textbook in its digital format.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards are study tools for students to use to quiz themselves on key terms from each
chapter.

Focus on Geography ArticlesFocus on Geography Articles
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In each chapter of the textbook an article from the American Geographical Society’s magazine,
Focus on Geography, is provided in full for reinforcement of chapter concepts.

Focus on Geography QuizzesFocus on Geography Quizzes

In addition to a complete article from the Focus on Geography magazine, a short multiple-
choice quiz about the article is included but optional.
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Google Earth ExercisesGoogle Earth Exercises

Each chapter contains exercises with multiple-choice quizzing and step-by-step instructions for
working within the Google Earth software for students to study each world region.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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LearningCurve is a formative and adaptive quizzing program that helps students to identify
their strengths and weaknesses with course material. This program is ideal for students in a
flipped classroom environment.

Map Builder ExercisesMap Builder Exercises

Map Builder Exercises are region-specific exercises within the Map Builder program, the
powerful thematic map-building program exclusive to W.H. Freeman & Co.
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Online Mapping QuizzesOnline Mapping Quizzes

Online Mapping Quizzes are web-based mapping exercises that are intended to test a student’s
knowledge of country names, city names, and physical features within world regions. These
quizzes can be assigned as homework and grades will report directly to the instructor’s
gradebook.
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Place Name Pronunciation GuidePlace Name Pronunciation Guide

A guide that provides audio clips of the proper pronunciation of geographic areas discussed in
the book.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Quizzes are short exams at the end of each chapter that address content. Twenty multiple-
choice questions address key concepts from the chapter.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Video Activities include Voices of America Videos and Quizzes, which are a series of relevant
online videos pertaining to topics within the textbook. Video icons throughout the textbook
refer students to the series. Each video also offers a short quiz. More than 300 videos are
available to students.
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VideosVideos

A collection of supplemental videos, instructors can use in class or assign to further explain
concepts covered in the text.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Google Earth ExercisesAnswers to Google Earth Exercises

Instructors are provided with the answers to the Google Earth Exercises available to students.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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For instructors who like to use Clickers in class, ten multiple-choice questions (per chapter) are
provided on Word documents.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Illustration Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.
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Gervais, Living Physical Geography, 1eGervais, Living Physical Geography, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Living Physical Geography.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Animation ActivitiesAnimation Activities

Animation Activities are quizzes that can be assigned to the students to go over their
understanding of the concepts explained in the Animation videos.

AnimationsAnimations
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Animations are short clips that explain core concepts in the text.

Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Chapter quizzes are short exams at the end of each chapter that address content. Twenty
multiple-choice questions address key concepts from the chapter.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is a completely electronic version of the textbook available online, which comes
with note-taking and annotating functions, so students can make notes as they read their
textbook in its digital format.

Exploring with Google Earth FilesExploring with Google Earth Files
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Each chapter contains exercises with multiple-choice quizzing and step-by-step instructions for
working within the Google Earth software for students to study each world region.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards are study tools for students to use to quiz themselves on key terms from each
chapter.
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Lab Manual Google Earth FilesLab Manual Google Earth Files

Activities to accompany Exploring with Google Earth.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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LearningCurve is a formative and adaptive quizzing program that helps students to identify
their strengths and weaknesses with course material. This program is ideal for students in a
flipped classroom environment.

VideosVideos

A collection of supplemental videos, instructors can use in class or assign to further explain
concepts covered in the text.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

For instructors who like to use Clickers in class, ten multiple-choice questions (per chapter) are
provided on Word documents.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Illustration Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.

Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual is provided to instructors as Word files and includes teaching
tips, critical thinking questions, as well as resources for each chapter in the textbook.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.
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Jordan, Fundamentals of the Human Mosaic, 2eJordan, Fundamentals of the Human Mosaic, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Fundamentals of the Human Mosaic.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Chapter quizzes are short exams at the end of each chapter that address key concepts with
twenty multiple-choice questions.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is a completely electronic version of the textbook available online, which comes
with note-taking and annotating functions, so students can make notes as they read their
textbook in its digital format.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards are study tools for students to use to quiz themselves on key terms from each
chapter.
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Focus on Geography ArticlesFocus on Geography Articles

In each chapter of the textbook an article from the American Geographical Society’s magazine,
Focus on Geography, is provided in full for reinforcement of chapter concepts.

Focus on Geography QuizzesFocus on Geography Quizzes
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In addition to a complete article from the Focus on Geography magazine, a short multiple-
choice quiz about the article is included but optional.

Geographic Weblinks and ResourcesGeographic Weblinks and Resources

A useful collection of links to external sites and journals, sorted by chapter.
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Google Earth ExercisesGoogle Earth Exercises

Each chapter contains exercises with multiple-choice quizzing and step-by-step instructions for
working within the Google Earth software for students to study each world region.

Google Earth GuideGoogle Earth Guide
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This guide is a step-by-step introduction to using Google Earth. Written by Bradley Shellito of
Youngstown State University, this guide provides an excellent introduction to the technology
and acts as a great reference for students as they learn to use the software.

How to Read MapsHow to Read Maps

This short guide introduces students to the basic principles of map reading.
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How to Use Map BuilderHow to Use Map Builder

This document is a how-to reference guide for students to use as they use the Map Builder
program that is exclusive to W.H. Freeman & Co. A brief overview of features and step-by-step
instructions are provided so students can easily start using the Map Builder program.

LearningCurve ActivitiesLearningCurve Activities
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LearningCurve is a formative and adaptive quizzing program that helps students to identify
their strengths and weaknesses with course material. This program is ideal for students in a
flipped classroom environment.

Map Activities and ResourcesMap Activities and Resources

A catalog of maps that instructors can use in correlation with the text to teach students about
specific land regions - in color and grayscale.
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Map Builder ExercisesMap Builder Exercises

Map Builder Exercises are region-specific exercises within the Map Builder program, the
powerful thematic map-building program exclusive to W.H. Freeman & Co.

Online Mapping QuizzesOnline Mapping Quizzes
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Online Mapping Quizzes are web-based mapping exercises that are intended to test a student’s
knowledge of country names, city names, and physical features within world regions. These
quizzes can be assigned as homework and grades will report directly to the instructor’s
gradebook.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Video Activities include Voices of America Videos and Quizzes, which are a series of relevant
online videos pertaining to topics within the textbook. Video icons throughout the textbook
refer students to the series. Each video also offers a short quiz. More than 300 videos are
available to students.
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VocabularyVocabulary

Vocabulary includes a Place Name Pronunciation Guide which lists all places from the textbook
and includes audio files so students can hear the proper pronunciation of each place’s name.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Google Earth ExercisesAnswers to Google Earth Exercises

Instructors are provided with the answers to the Google Earth Exercises available to students.
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Asset Summary Document for LaunchPadAsset Summary Document for LaunchPad

A list of resources available within the LaunchPad.

Chapter Figure, Photos, and TablesChapter Figure, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Human Geography DVDHuman Geography DVD

The Human Geography Video Anthology features 25 clips ranging from 1 to 5 minutes that
focus on the themes common to human and cultural geography classes.
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Human Geography DVD Video GuideHuman Geography DVD Video Guide

The Human Geography Video guide includes brief descriptions of each clip, vocabulary, and
discussion questions for class.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions
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For instructors who like to use Clickers in class, one set of ten multiple-choice questions (per
chapter) are provided in PowerPoint format.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

Illustration Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Test BankTest Bank
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The Test Bank includes over 6,000 multiple-choice, true-false, fill-in, and essay questions and
the answer key for all questions.
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Pulsipher, World Regional Geography, 6e (WithPulsipher, World Regional Geography, 6e (With
and Without Subregions)and Without Subregions)

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for World Regional Geography with Subregions and here
for World Regional Geography without Subregions.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Chapter quizzes are short exams at the end of each chapter that address content in the chapter
in two ways. One quiz is twenty multiple-choice questions and addresses key concepts from the
chapter. The other quiz is a shorter ten question multiple-choice quiz dealing specifically with
the “sub-regions” section in each chapter.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is a completely electronic version of the textbook available online, which comes
with note-taking and annotating functions, so students can make notes as they read their
textbook in its digital format.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards are study tools for students to use to quiz themselves on key terms from each
chapter.
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Focus on Geography ArticlesFocus on Geography Articles

In each chapter of the textbook an article from the American Geographical Society’s magazine,
Focus on Geography, is provided in full for reinforcement of chapter concepts.

Focus on Geography QuizzesFocus on Geography Quizzes
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In addition to a complete article from the Focus on Geography magazine, a short multiple-
choice quiz about the article is included but optional.

Geographic Weblinks and ResourcesGeographic Weblinks and Resources

Geographic Weblinks and Resources includes Geographic Weblinks, Selected Readings, World
Recipes, Professional Links, and Professional Listservs.

Geographic Weblinks are organized by chapter and offer a variety of destinations online with
relevant information, insight, or analysis about world regions being studied.

Selected Readings are additional readings for students to use as they work on term papers,
group projects, or other assignments.

World Recipes are a collection of recipes from the U.N. Cookbook and can be used as part of
“international food day” in a world regional geography class.

Professional links are weblinks that are of interest to geographers.

Professional Listservs is a list of listservs of interest to geographers.
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Google Earth ExercisesGoogle Earth Exercises

Each chapter contains exercises with multi-choice quizzing and step-by-step instructions for
working within the Google Earth software for students to study each world region.

Google Earth GuideGoogle Earth Guide
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This guide is a step-by-step introduction to using Google Earth. Written by Bradley Shellito of
Youngstown State University, this guide provides an excellent introduction to the technology
and acts as a great reference for students as they learn to use the software.

How to Use Map BuilderHow to Use Map Builder

This document is a how-to reference guide for students to use as they use the Map Builder
program that is exclusive to W.H. Freeman & Co. A brief overview of features and step-by-step
instructions are provided so students can easily start using the Map Builder program.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is a formative and adaptive quizzing program that helps students to identify
their strengths and weaknesses with course material. This program is ideal for students in a
flipped classroom environment.

Map Activities and ResourcesMap Activities and Resources
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Map Activities and Resources contains Blank Outline Maps in color and in black and white,
Interactive Maps, and Population Analysis Exercises.

Blank Outline Maps are PDF files of each world region, displaying country borders and physical
features.

Interactive Maps are Flash-based “drag and drop” exercises that allow students to test their
knowledge about a place. For each region students can quiz themselves about country names,
city locations, physical features, and much more.

Population Analysis Exercises are based on maps from the textbook and provide open-ended
questions.

Map Builder ExercisesMap Builder Exercises

Map Builder Exercises are region-specific exercises within the Map Builder program, the
powerful thematic map-building program exclusive to W.H. Freeman & Co.
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Online Mapping QuizzesOnline Mapping Quizzes

Online Mapping Quizzes are web-based mapping exercises that are intended to test a student’s
knowledge of country names, city names, and physical features within world regions. These
quizzes can be assigned as homework and grades will report directly to the instructor’s
gradebook.
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Study GuideStudy Guide

This is a complete study guide for the textbook and is downloadable for students who prefer to
work with hard copy study materials.

Thinking Critically about GeographyThinking Critically about Geography
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These are web-based exercises that ask students to visit a variety of websites to help them
think about key questions facing geographers today related to topics such as globalization,
water and food, and war.

Thinking Geographically QuestionsThinking Geographically Questions

Included with the textbook’s many photo essays are the Thinking Geographically questions,
which are multiple-choice questions that can be assigned as either quizzes or homework.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Video Activities include Physical Geography Videos and Quizzes, Voices of America Videos and
Quizzes, and World Regional Geography Video Anthology and Quizzes.

Physical Geography Videos and Quizzes are intended to reinforce information about physical
geography and provide additional instruction.

Voices of America Videos and Quizzes are a series of relevant online videos pertaining to topics
within the textbook. Video icons throughout the textbook refer students to the series. Each
video also offers a short quiz. More than 300 videos are available to students.

World Regional Geography Video Anthology contains videos, which are organized by chapter,
and come as a two-DVD set of projection quality. They are also available in LaunchPad and
come with quizzes for each video.
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VocabularyVocabulary

Vocabulary includes a Place Name Pronunciation Guide and a Graphic Glossary with
Pronunciations.

Place Name Pronunciation Guide lists all places from the textbook and includes audio files so
students can hear the proper pronunciation of each place’s name.

Graphic Glossary with Pronunciations contains all key terms from the textbook (which are
boldface in the text) with definitions and the pronunciation break-down.
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World Regional Geography AtlasWorld Regional Geography Atlas

This atlas contains: 52 physical, political and thematic maps of the world and continents, 49
regional physical, political and thematic maps and dozens of metro area inset maps. Find
geographic facts and comparisons covering topics such as population, climate and weather.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Google Earth ExercisesAnswers to Google Earth Exercises

Instructors are provided with the answers to the Google Earth Exercises available to students.
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Asset Summary Document for LaunchPadAsset Summary Document for LaunchPad

A list of resources available within the LaunchPad.

Chapter Figure, Photos, and TablesChapter Figure, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

For instructors who like to use Clickers in class, one set of ten multiple-choice questions (per
chapter) are provided in PowerPoint format.
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Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

Illustration Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual is provided to instructors as Word files and includes teaching
tips, critical thinking questions, as well as resources for each chapter in the textbook.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.
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Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank includes over 6,000 multiple-choice, true-false, fill-in, and essay questions and
the answer key for all questions. Two Test Banks are available, one with sub-regions and one
without.

Voice of America Video GuideVoice of America Video Guide
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These instructor guides contain the length, transcript, and source of each video in the
collection, as well as a helpful list of themes for which each video is relevant.

World Regional Geography Video Library and Video GuideWorld Regional Geography Video Library and Video Guide

These instructor guides contain the length, transcript, and source of each video in the
collection, as well as a helpful list of themes for which each video is relevant.
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Pulsipher, World Regional Geography Concepts,Pulsipher, World Regional Geography Concepts,
3e3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for World Regional Geography Concepts.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Downloadable Student ResourcesDownloadable Student Resources

A collection of supplemental student material including Map Outlines, Guides, and an Atlas.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is a completely electronic version of the textbook available online, which comes
with note-taking and annotating functions, so students can make notes as they read their
textbook in its digital format.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards are study tools for students to use to quiz themselves on key terms from each
chapter.
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Focus on Geography ArticlesFocus on Geography Articles

In each chapter of the textbook an article from the American Geographical Society’s magazine,
Focus on Geography, is provided in full for reinforcement of chapter concepts.

Focus on Geography QuizzesFocus on Geography Quizzes
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In addition to a complete article from the Focus on Geography magazine, a short multiple-
choice quiz about the article is included but optional.

Google Earth ExercisesGoogle Earth Exercises

Each chapter contains exercises with multiple-choice quizzing and step-by-step instructions for
working within the Google Earth software for students to study each world region.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

LearningCurve is a formative and adaptive quizzing program that helps students to identify
their strengths and weaknesses with course material. This program is ideal for students in a
flipped classroom environment.

Map Builder ExercisesMap Builder Exercises
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Map Builder Exercises are region-specific exercises within the Map Builder program, the
powerful thematic map-building program exclusive to W.H. Freeman & Co.

Online Mapping QuizzesOnline Mapping Quizzes

Online Mapping Quizzes are web-based mapping exercises that are intended to test a student’s
knowledge of country names, city names, and physical features within world regions. These
quizzes can be assigned as homework and grades will report directly to the instructor’s
gradebook.
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Place Name Pronunciation GuidePlace Name Pronunciation Guide

A guide that provides audio clips of the proper pronunciation of geographic areas discussed in
the book.

Population Map Analysis ExercisesPopulation Map Analysis Exercises
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Population Map Analysis Exercises are quizzes that can be assigned as homework or classwork,
for each chapter of the text. Each has a different animated map and accompanying set of short
answer questions.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice quizzes are short exams at the end of each chapter that address content. Twenty
multiple-choice questions address key concepts from the chapter.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Video Activities include Voices of America Videos and Quizzes, which are a series of relevant
online videos pertaining to topics within the textbook. Video icons throughout the textbook
refer students to the series. Each video also offers a short quiz. More than 300 videos are
available to students.
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VideosVideos

A collection of supplemental videos, instructors can use in class or assign to further explain
concepts covered in the text.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Google Earth ExercisesAnswers to Google Earth Exercises

Instructors are provided with the answers to the Google Earth Exercises available to students.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)Chapter Figures, Photos, and Tables (.zip)

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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For instructors who like to use Clickers in class, ten multiple-choice questions (per chapter) are
provided on Word documents.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Illustration Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor’s Resource Manual is provided to instructors as Word files and includes teaching
tips, critical thinking questions, as well as resources for each chapter in the textbook.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Voice of America Video GuideVoice of America Video Guide

These instructor guides contain the length, transcript, and source of each video in the
collection, as well as a helpful list of themes for which each video is relevant.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
GeologyGeology
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Jordan, Essential Earth, 2eJordan, Essential Earth, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Essential Earth.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

These 50 animations allow students to explore key geologic processes via art from the textbook
and audio and textual explanations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Expedition VideosExpedition Videos

Additional Expedition Videos by Dr. Jerry Magloughlin of Colorado State University explore realreal
world geological phenomenaworld geological phenomena to further understanding of concepts taught in the book.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Geology in Practice ExercisesGeology in Practice Exercises

Geology in Practice ExercisesGeology in Practice Exercises give students real world geological scenarios and ask them to
work through solutions in essay format.
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Google Earth ProjectsGoogle Earth Projects

Google Earth Projects guide students through focused explorations of key geologic locations.
Balancing observation,core geologic concepts, geographic awareness,guided inquiry,and active
learning,students work through a series of questions aimed at producing a unique and
insightful experience.After navigating to the appropriate location and checking their position
with the image provided,students may answer the questions that reinforce students’
understanding of what they are seeing, driving them to see what a geologist would see.
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Google Earth TutorialGoogle Earth Tutorial

A guide for Google Earth softwareGoogle Earth software that covers the basic functions students will need to
complete the projects in the book is available to you and your students.

Image Map ActivitiesImage Map Activities
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These activities use figures from the text to assess key ideas, helping students develop their
visual literacy skills. Students must click the appropriate section(s) of the image and answer
corresponding questions.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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News from Scientific AmericanNews from Scientific American

The Scientific American newsfeed delivers articles, podcasts, news briefs, and videos on
subjects related to geology. The newsfeed is updated several times per week, and the material
can be archived or assigned by instructors.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Each chapter includes a summative quizsummative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.

Video ExercisesVideo Exercises

Video Exercises ask students to view a short video tutorial about real world geological
structures then complete a quiz and matching activities to assess understanding. There are
over two dozen of these Expeditions in Geology video tutorials available, which have been shot
all around the world by Dr. Jerry Magloughlin of Colorado State University.
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Visual Literacy TasksVisual Literacy Tasks

Visual Literacy TasksVisual Literacy Tasks are modules where students are quizzed on their ability to look at
diagrams related to chapter content and respond to questions.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Chapter ExercisesAnswers to Chapter Exercises

Answers to Chapter ExercisesAnswers to Chapter Exercises are provided for you on one convenient Word document per
chapter.
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Answers to Geology in Practice ExercisesAnswers to Geology in Practice Exercises

Answers to Geology in Practice ExercisesGeology in Practice Exercises from the chapter are provided for you along with
additional helpful notes and suggested readings for students.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.

Image PowerPointsImage PowerPoints

Image PowerPointsImage PowerPoints presentations contain all figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.
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ImagesImages

ImagesImages are a zip file with all the figure, photos, and table from the chapter in JPG format.

Lecture PowerPointsLecture PowerPoints
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Lecture PowerPoints are pre-assembled PowerPoint Presentationspre-assembled PowerPoint Presentations for the chapter which can be
used for lectures, or as an outline for your custom lecture presentations.
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Grotzinger, Understanding Earth, 7eGrotzinger, Understanding Earth, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Understanding Earth.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

These 50 animations allow students to explore key geologic processes via art from the textbook
and audio and textual explanations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book is a complete online version of the textbook with an assortment of media-
powered learning tools and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

Expeditions VideosExpeditions Videos

Additional Expedition Videos by Dr. Jerry Magloughlin of Colorado State University explore real
world geological phenomena to further understanding of concepts taught in the book
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are provided for key terms. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Google Earth ProjectsGoogle Earth Projects
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Google Earth Projects guide students through focused explorations of key geologic locations.
Balancing observation, core geologic concepts, geographic awareness, guided inquiry, and
active learning, students work through a series of questions aimed at producing a unique and
insightful experience. After navigating to the appropriate location and checking their position
with the image provided, students may answer the questions that reinforce students’
understanding of what they are seeing, driving them to see what a geologist would see.

Google Earth TutorialGoogle Earth Tutorial

A guide for Google Earth software that covers the basic functions students will need to
complete the projects in the book is available to you and your students.
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Image Map ActivitiesImage Map Activities

These activities use figures from the text to assess key ideas, helping students develop their
visual literacy skills. Students must click the appropriate section(s) of the image and answer
corresponding questions.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines powerful
adaptive quizzing, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. For instructors, LearningCurve
is a perfect resource for those looking to flip the class, or for those who would like students to
come to class prepared to discuss the content. LearningCurve is tailored to each specific text.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions covering all content learned
in the unit. These quizzes are easy to edit and can include instructor-authored questions.
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Video ExercisesVideo Exercises

Video Exercises ask students to view a short video tutorial about real world geological
structures then complete a quiz and matching activities to assess understanding. There are
over two dozen of these Expeditions in Geology video tutorials available, which have been shot
all around the world by Dr. Jerry Magloughlin of Colorado State University.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to Chapter ExercisesAnswers to Chapter Exercises

Answers to Chapter Exercises are provided for you on one convenient Word document per
chapter.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Clicker Questions are a selection of multiple choice questions designed for in-class use with
clickers.

Image PowerPoint PresentationsImage PowerPoint Presentations
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Image PowerPoint presentations contain all figures, photos, and tables from the chapter
displayed on slides in the order they appear.

ImagesImages

Images are a zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from the chapter in JPG format.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor’s Resource Manual is provided to instructors as PDF files and includes learning
objectives, teaching tips, a sample lecture outline, and topics for class discussion.

Lecture PowerPoint PresentationsLecture PowerPoint Presentations
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Lecture PowerPoints are pre-assembled PowerPoint Presentations for the chapter which can be
used for lectures, or as an outline for your custom lecture presentations.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
HistoryHistory
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Bedford/St. Martin's, The Bedford DigitalBedford/St. Martin's, The Bedford Digital
Collections for U.S. HistoryCollections for U.S. History

The Bedford Digital Collections contains resources for you and your students. In this
tutorial, we'll take a detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student
resources. Click the following link to go to the landing page of the Bedford Digital
Collections for U.S. History.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From the Bedford Digital Collections home page, click on one of the document projects. You'll
see a list of project elements available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Each project begins with a learning objective to help students focus on the central questions
they should be able to answer after reading or viewing the documents in the project.

IntroductionIntroduction

The introduction provides a brief overview of the project topic and highlights the significant
concepts the documents address.
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Historical BackgroundHistorical Background

The Historical Background page extends the introduction and offers historical context for the
primary sources as well as a timeline so students can see a chronology of major events relating
to the project topic.

Primary SourcesPrimary Sources
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Each project in the Bedford Digital Collections contains 5-7 primary sources centered on a
single topic. The projects include both written and visual sources; facsimiles of the original
documents are shown where available. Document-specific short-answer questions follow each
source.

QuizQuiz

You can hold your students accountable for reading the primary documents by assigning the
multiple-choice quiz in each document project unit. The quizzes are auto-graded and report to
a gradebook within the Bedford Digital Collections.
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Project QuestionsProject Questions

Short-answer Project Questions follow the multiple-choice quiz and ask students to analyze the
key concepts in the documents, address the strengths and weaknesses of different source
types, and demonstrate how the documents fit in with the political, social, and cultural events
of the time in which they were created. The central question from the top of the project unit is
also repeated here.
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Additional AssignmentsAdditional Assignments

Suggestions for additional assignments accompany each document project, including online
research projects, short paper assignments, visual presentations, and creative writing exercises.

Additional Sources for ResearchAdditional Sources for Research

Each project ends with a short bibliography of suggested sources for additional research.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary sources for each document project, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your course if you wish. You can access the additional sources by
clicking on “Browse Resources for this UnitBrowse Resources for this Unit” at the top of the document project or by clicking on
the ResourcesResources icon on the left side of the homepage and then choosing “Content by typeContent by type.”
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

Rubric for Grading Essay-Based AssignmentsRubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments

Visible to both students and instructors, the Rubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments
identifies basic criteria for writing an effective historical essay and provides a numbered tier
system for evaluating the quality of students’ work. You can access the rubric in the Resources
menu.
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Henretta, America's History 8e and America: AHenretta, America's History 8e and America: A
Concise History 6eConcise History 6e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for the combined volume of America's History and
America: A Concise History.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Author Preview VideosAuthor Preview Videos

Brief videos at the start of each unit reinforce reading for understanding, appeal to students
who prefer watching a video, and give students a sense of the human beings behind their
textbook. Each video by the author of that chapter summarizes what the chapter is about and
touches upon the Big Idea question for that chapter.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.

Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for students
to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the chapter
and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to answer the
"Identify the Big Idea" question that starts each chapter.
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Key Terms FlashcardsKey Terms Flashcards

Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there
are Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students drag and drop the
correct term to the given definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.

Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

Two map quizzes in each chapter sharpen students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Sources in each chapter of the text and its companion reader, we
selected even more primary sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Multiple choice quizzes can be assigned for each of the special features from the book--
American Voices, America Compared, and Thinking Like a Historian--as well as for the primary
sources in Sources for America’s History. These quizzes hold students accountable for their
reading.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The History Research and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, and Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism are all useful tools to combine with primary
source work and writing assignments.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.
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Video ResourcesVideo Resources

From New York City "Ghetto" Fish Market: Scenes of Urban Immigrant Life, 1901 (filmed by
Edison) to President Reagan’s 1984 speech on U.S.-Soviet Relations, 73 documentary video clips
bring your LaunchPad course to life and appeal to students.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

i>clicker Questions - PPTi>clicker Questions - PPT

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an i>clicker during lectures.

i>clicker Questions - Wordi>clicker Questions - Word
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Each chapter includes multiple choice critical thinking questions made to be used with an
i>clicker during lectures in Word format.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies, and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies, and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.

Lecture Outlines in PowerPoint FormatLecture Outlines in PowerPoint Format
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Work directly from these or use them as a starting point to customize--they include not only
text outlines but also maps, figures, and select images from the book.

Outline MapsOutline Maps

Blank outline maps suitable for each chapter are provided for use in presentations and
quizzing.
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Summative QuizSummative Quiz

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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Hewitt and Lawson, Exploring AmericanHewitt and Lawson, Exploring American
HistoriesHistories

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for the Combined Volume of Exploring American
Histories, here for Volume I, and here for Volume II.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Document Project QuizzesDocument Project Quizzes

Two of these quizzes are found in each chapter, one following each document project. They
consist of five multiple choice questions, and are graded automatically.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.

Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn unfamiliar terms and places---there's
a Flashcard exercise for each chapter. Students drag and drop the correct term to the given
definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not, making this a great practice
exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help. It's
adaptive quizzing created to get students reading. Each question drives the student back to the
specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to the quiz
question. Sometimes called, fondly, "Reading Bully" by other history instructors.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

Two map quizzes in each chapter sharpen students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Note-Taking OutlinesNote-Taking Outlines

Note-Taking Outlines give students a tidy framework for creating their own study materials.

Primary SourcesPrimary Sources
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We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
Exploring American Histories' LaunchPad includes two primary source projects. In LaunchPad,
the questions that follow each source, and the questions that encourage readers to synthesize
the projects, can be assignments that students complete and submit right in LaunchPad.

Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.
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Self-TestsSelf-Tests

Self-tests are a great low-stakes way for students to assess how well they understood the basics
of each chapter. There are two self-tests per chapter. The self-tests are multiple choice,
comprised of 20 questions. They are graded automatically.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities
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There is one timeline activity in each chapter of LaunchPad, to assist students in knowing the
order of events covered in that chapter. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding
dates, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students
can see what they got correct and what they missed.

VideosVideos

From New York City "Ghetto" Fish Market: Scenes of Urban Immigrant Life, 1901 (filmed by
Edison) on, video clips enrich your LaunchPad course, and appeal to students.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, annotated chapter
outlines, lecture strategies, suggested classroom activities, suggested discussion topics, and
answer guidelines for the Review & Relate, Document, and Document Project questions that
appear in every chapter.

Lecture Outlines in PowerPoint FormatLecture Outlines in PowerPoint Format

Work directly from these or use them as a starting point to customize--they include not only
text outlines but also images and maps.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which allows students to practice or instructors
to assign it for higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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Hewitt and Lawson, Exploring AmericanHewitt and Lawson, Exploring American
Histories, 2eHistories, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Exploring American Histories.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there are
Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students type the correct term in
the space provided below the definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for Exploring American Histories includes written and visual primary sources.
Not only does the LaunchPad include all of the documents from the textbook, but it also
includes documents from the companion reader, Thinking through Sources for Exploring
American Histories, with interactive activities that guide students in assessing their
understanding of the sources, in organizing those sources for use in an essay, and in drawing
useful conclusions from them. Designed to build arguments and to practice historical
reasoning, this unique pedagogy does for skill development what LearningCurve does for
content mastery and reading comprehension. In LaunchPad, the analytical questions that
appear with these sources as well as the multiple choice quizzes based on these sources can be
assignments that students complete and submit right in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents provided
in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be assigned for the documents in the chapter
narrative as well as for the documents in the document projects and Thinking through Sources.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students select events from drop-down boxes that correspond with the list
of dates shown, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and
students can see what they got correct and what they missed.
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VideosVideos

We include dozens of short digital movie files of twentieth-century American historical events
for you to add to your LaunchPad chapters. From the wreckage of the battleship Maine, to
FDR's Fireside Chats, to Oliver North testifying before Congress, these clips engage your
students with dynamic scenes from key events and challenge them to think critically.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Guide to Changing EditionsGuide to Changing Editions

Designed to facilitate an instructor’s transition from one edition of the book to the next, this
guide presents an overview of major changes as well as changes in each chapter.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations are built around chapter outlines that are
embedded with maps, figures, and images from the textbook and are supplemented by more
detailed instructor notes on key points and concepts. All of the images are also available
without lecture outlines as zipped JPEG files and as image slides.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

This LaunchPad includes 46 pdf outline maps for instructors to download for quizzing or
assignments.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?" If you want to download the test bank files to use them outside of
LaunchPad, click on the test bank link in the Resources menu and then choose files for Mac or
PC.
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Hunt et al., The Making of the West, 5eHunt et al., The Making of the West, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Making of the West, 5e.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there are
Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students type the correct term in
the space provided below the definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for The Making of the West includes two sets of primary sources, in the
LaunchPad Features and in the Documents from Sources of the Making of the West. The
features include Contrasting History, which presents different perspectives on a certain topic,
and Seeing History, which exposes students to visual source analysis. The Documents from
Sources of the Making of the West come from the companion reader by Katharine Lualdi. In
LaunchPad, the analytical questions that appear with these sources, as well as the multiple
choice quizzes based on these sources, can be assignments that students complete and submit
right in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents provided
in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be assigned for all of the features as well as for each
chapter from Sources of the Making of the West.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The Research, Analysis, and Writing Help page includes instructions for analyzing written
documents and visual sources.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students select events from drop-down boxes that correspond with the list
of dates shown, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and
students can see what they got correct and what they missed.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Guide to Changing EditionsGuide to Changing Editions
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Designed to facilitate an instructor’s transition from one edition of the book to the next, this
guide presents an overview of major changes as well as changes in each chapter.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations are built around chapter outlines that are
embedded with maps, figures, and images from the textbook and are supplemented by more
detailed instructor notes on key points and concepts. All of the images are also available
without lecture outlines as zipped JPEG files and as image slides.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

This LaunchPad includes 45 pdf outline maps for instructors to download for quizzing or
assignments.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?" If you want to download the test bank files to use them outside of
LaunchPad, click on the test bank link in the resources menu and then choose files for Mac or
PC.
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McKay, A History of Western Society, 11eMcKay, A History of Western Society, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for the Combined Volume of A History of Western
Society, here for Volume I, and here for Volume II.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book if
they wish.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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History Research and Writing HelpHistory Research and Writing Help

The History Research and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism, and the Introduction to Primary Source
Analysis are all useful tools to combine with primary source work and writing assignments.

Key Term Flashcards: What?Key Term Flashcards: What?

Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there
are Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students drag and drop the
correct term to the given definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Living in the PastLiving in the Past

Living in the Past visual essays introduce students to material culture and help them connect to
the past through a variety of evidence.

Map ActivitiesMap Activities
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To help students think critically about the role of geography in Western Civilization, LaunchPad
includes a Map Activity in each chapter. One set of questions in these activities prompts map
analysis, while a second set of questions helps students connect the maps to main points in the
narrative.

Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

A map quiz in each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are indicated
by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with each
letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and what
they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills, and A History
of Western Society has a wealth of primary sources in every chapter. Each chapter includes at
least five written and visual sources. In LaunchPad, the questions that accompany these
primary sources can be answered and submitted through LaunchPad. In LaunchPad, each
source has a short, auto-graded, multiple-choice quiz. In addition, LaunchPad for A History of
Western Society includes a Document Project for every chapter based on an individual or
theme from the chapter. Each Document Project includes an introduction, a set of related
documents, an essay assignment, and a quiz for the project. Short-answer questions
accompany each document and the multiple-choice quiz based on the project as a whole can
be submitted through LaunchPad. Each chapter also has the sources and critical thinking
questions from the companion documents collection Sources for Western Society. In
LaunchPad, the analytical questions that appear with these sources as well as the multiple
choice quizzes based on the sources, can be assignments that students complete and submit in
LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary sources for each chapter, we selected even more primary sources for
you to use in your LaunchPad course if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents from the
chapter and the companion reader.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

i>clicker Questionsi>clicker Questions

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an i>clicker during lectures. These questions are also available in Word
format.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Available in both PDF and Word formats, the Instructor's Resource Manual offers both
experienced and first-time instructors tools for preparing lectures and running discussions. It
includes chapter review material, teaching strategies and a guide to chapter-specific
supplements available for the book, plus suggestions on how to get the most out of
LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching assistants.

Lecture Outlines in PowerPoint FormatLecture Outlines in PowerPoint Format
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Work directly from these or use them as a starting point to customize--they include not only
text outlines but also maps, figures, and select images from the book.

Outline MapsOutline Maps

Blank outline maps suitable for each chapter are provided for use in presentations and
quizzing.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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McKay et al, A History of Western Society, 12eMcKay et al, A History of Western Society, 12e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for A History of Western Society.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.

Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises
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Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there are
Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students type the correct term in
the space provided below the definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.

Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for A History of Western Society includes written and visual primary sources.
The features include Evaluating the Evidence, which presents an individual written or visual
source, and Thinking Like a Historian, which groups at least five sources around a central
question. Not only does the LaunchPad include all of the documents from the textbook, but it
also includes documents from the companion reader, Sources for Western Society. The
autograded multiple choice quizzes available for these sources can be assignments that
students complete and submit right in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents provided
in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be assigned for the documents in the chapter
narrative as well as for the documents in the reader, Sources for Western Society.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students select events from drop-down boxes that correspond with the list
of dates shown, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and
students can see what they got correct and what they missed.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Guide to Changing EditionsGuide to Changing Editions
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Designed to facilitate an instructor’s transition from one edition of the book to the next, this
guide presents an overview of major changes as well as changes in each chapter.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations are built around chapter outlines that are
embedded with maps, figures, and images from the textbook and are supplemented by more
detailed instructor notes on key points and concepts. All of the images are also available
without lecture outlines as zipped JPEG files and as image slides.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

This LaunchPad includes 45 pdf outline maps for instructors to download for quizzing or
assignments.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?" If you want to download the test bank files to use them outside of
LaunchPad, click on the test bank link in the Resources menu and then choose files for Mac or
PC.
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McKay, A History of World Societies, 10e andMcKay, A History of World Societies, 10e and
Value EditionValue Edition

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for A History of World Societies, 10e and Value Edition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.

Key Terms FlashcardsKey Terms Flashcards
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Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there
are Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students drag and drop the
correct term to the given definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for A History of World Societies includes written and visual primary sources. Not
only does the LaunchPad include all of the primary sources and critical thinking questions from
the companion documents collection Sources of World Societies, but it also includes primary
special features from throughout the book--Listening to the Past and Viewpoints. In LaunchPad,
the analytical questions that appear with these sources as well as the multiple choice quizzes
based on these sources, can be assignments that students complete and submit right in
LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s Quizzes hold students accountable for reading the special features and the
primary documents from the reader provided in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be
assigned for each of the special features from the book--Viewpoints, Listening to the Past, and
Global Trade--as well as for the primary sources in Sources of World Societies.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The Research, Analysis, and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, and Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism are all useful tools to combine with primary
source work and writing assignments.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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McKay, Understanding Western Society, 2eMcKay, Understanding Western Society, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Understanding Western Society.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book if
they wish.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.

Key Terms Flash CardsKey Terms Flash Cards
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Key Terms Flash Cards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--
there are Flash Card exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students drag and drop
the correct term to the given definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

A map quiz in each chapter sharpen students' geography skills. Places on a map are indicated
by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with each
letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and what
they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for Understanding Western Society includes a Document Project based on an
individual or theme from the chapter. Each Document Project includes an introduction, a set of
related documents, an essay assignment, and a quiz for the project. Short-answer questions
accompany each document and the multiple-choice quiz based on the project as a whole can
be submitted through LaunchPad. Each chapter also has the sources and critical thinking
questions from the companion documents collection Sources for Western Society. In
LaunchPad, the analytical questions that appear with these sources as well as the multiple
choice quizzes based on the sources, can be assignments that students complete and submit in
LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary sources for each chapter, we selected even more primary sources for
you to use in your LaunchPad course if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents from the
reader provided in LaunchPad.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The Research, Analysis, and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, History Research and Reference Sources, Tips on Avoiding
Plagiarism, and the Introduction to Primary Source Analysis are all useful tools to combine with
primary source work and writing assignments.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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McKay, Understanding World Societies, 2eMcKay, Understanding World Societies, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Understanding World Societies.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book if
they wish.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there are
Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students drag and drop the correct
term to the given definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not, making this
a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizMap Quiz

Map quizzes for each chapter sharpen students' geography skills. Places on a map are indicated
by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with each
letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and what
they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for Understanding World Societies includes a Document Project based on an
individual or theme from the chapter. Each Document Project includes an introduction, a set of
related documents, an essay assignment, and a quiz for the project. Short-answer questions
accompany each document and the multiple-choice quiz based on the project as a whole can
be submitted through LaunchPad. Each chapter also has the sources and critical thinking
questions from the companion documents collection Sources for World Societies. In
LaunchPad, the analytical questions that appear with these sources as well as the multiple
choice quizzes based on the sources, can be assignments that students complete and submit in
LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary sources for each chapter, we selected even more primary sources for
you to use in your LaunchPad course if you wish.

QuizQuiz
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents from the
reader provided in LaunchPad.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

Research, Analysis, and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, and Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism are all useful tools to combine with primary
source work and writing assignments.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding date, and click
submit when they are done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what
they got correct and what they missed.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Summative QuizSummative Quiz

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Test BankTest Bank
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The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?"
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Roark, The American Promise: A ConciseRoark, The American Promise: A Concise
History, 5eHistory, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for the Combined Volume of The American Promise: A
Concise History, here for Volume I, and here for Volume II.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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History Research and Writing HelpHistory Research and Writing Help

The History Research and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism, and the Introduction to Primary Source
Analysis from Reading the American Past are all useful tools to combine with primary source
work and writing assignments.
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Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases---
there are Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. To test themselves,
students drag and drop the correct term to the given definition. Students see right away
whether they're correct or not, making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new
words and phrases.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map ActivitiesMap Activities

To help students think critically about the role of geography in American history, LaunchPad
includes a Map Activity with two maps in each chapter. One set of questions in these activities
prompts map analysis, while a second set of questions helps students connect the maps to
main points in the narrative. In LaunchPad, the answers to these questions can be submitted
directly to the gradebook for convenient assessment.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

One map quiz per chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are indicated
by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with each
letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and what
they missed.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s Quizzes hold students accountable for reading the special features and the
primary documents from the reader provided in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be
assigned for each of the special features from the book--Documenting the American Promise,
Visualizing History, and Beyond America’s Borders--as well as for the primary sources in
Reading the American Past.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One Timeline Activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.
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Video ResourcesVideo Resources

From New York City "Ghetto" Fish Market: Scenes of Urban Immigrant Life, 1901 (filmed by
Edison) to documentary footage from the Reel Teaching DVD, video clips bring your LaunchPad
course to life and appeal to students.

Visual ActivitiesVisual Activities
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To give students ample opportunity to practice thinking critically about primary source images,
one image in each LaunchPad chapter includes a special Visual Activity in the caption that
reinforces this essential skill. One set of questions in these activities prompts analysis of the
image, while a second set of questions helps students connect the images to main points in the
narrative. In LaunchPad, the answers to these questions can be submitted directly to the
gradebook for convenient assessment.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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i>clicker Questions - PPTi>clicker Questions - PPT

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an i>clicker during lectures.

i>clicker Questions - Wordi>clicker Questions - Word
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Each chapter includes multiple choice critical thinking questions made to be used with an
i>clicker during lectures in Word format.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDF and Word formatsInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF and Word formats

Available in both PDF and Word formats, the Instructor's Resource Manual offers both
experienced and first-time instructors tools for preparing lectures and running discussions. It
includes chapter review material, teaching strategies and a guide to chapter-specific
supplements available for the book, plus suggestions on how to get the most out of
LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching assistants.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

Blank outline maps suitable for each chapter are provided for use in presentations and
quizzing.

PowerPoint Lecture OutlinesPowerPoint Lecture Outlines
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Work directly from these or use them as a starting point to customize--they include not only
text outlines but also maps, figures, and select images from the book.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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Roark, The American Promise, 6e and ValueRoark, The American Promise, 6e and Value
EditionEdition

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for The American Promise, 6e and Value Edition.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chronological ReasoningChronological Reasoning

The Chronological Reasoning activity at the end of each chapter prompts students to practice
their skill at explaining how key events in the chapter are connected, what happened, and why
it matters.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.

Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Loaded into the Chapter Review, the Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn
the important events and phrases that were selected as key terms in each chapter. To test
themselves, students drag and drop the correct term to the given definition. Students see right
away whether they're correct or not, making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with
new words and phrases.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for The American Promise includes written and visual primary sources. Not only
does the LaunchPad include all of the primary sources and critical thinking questions from the
companion documents collection Reading the American Past, but it also includes primary
source special features from throughout the book--Documenting the American Promise and
Visualizing History. Each of these features comes with a multiple choice quiz that can be
assigned and submitted right in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary source features and documents from Reading the American Past for
each chapter, we selected even more primary sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course,
if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s Quizzes hold students accountable for reading the special features and the
primary documents from the reader provided in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be
assigned for each of the special features from the book—Documenting the American Promise,
Visualizing History, Beyond America’s Borders, Seeking the American Promise, and Historical
Question—as well as for the primary sources in Reading the American Past.

ReflectionsReflections

The Reflections quizzes, provided once at the end of each major section within a chapter, help
students understand that all historical writing--including the narrative of a textbook--is
interpretation. These interactive exercises prompt students to think about the points the author
makes and how he or she uses evidence in making these claims. Reflections quizzes also make
the reading memorable and the critical thinking questions within them make students more
aware of how evidence should be used in writing--a skill they need to master for exams and
papers.
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Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The Research, Analysis, and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, and Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism are all useful tools to combine with primary
source work and writing assignments.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One Timeline Activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.
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Video ResourcesVideo Resources

From New York City "Ghetto" Fish Market: Scenes of Urban Immigrant Life, 1901(filmed by
Edison) to documentary footage from the Reel Teaching DVD, video clips bring your LaunchPad
course to life and appeal to students.

What's Your Question?What's Your Question?
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The What’s Your Question? activity at the end of each chapter guides students to formulate a
strong historical question related to a chapter topic they would like to explore. These questions
can later be used in class discussions or to begin research papers.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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Roark et al., The American Promise, 7eRoark et al., The American Promise, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The American Promise.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there are
Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students type the correct term in
the space provided below the definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for The American Promise includes written and visual primary sources. The
features include Making Historical ArgumentsMaking Historical Arguments which offers skills-based activities that
demonstrate to students how historians make and support historical arguments, AnalyzingAnalyzing
Historical EvidenceHistorical Evidence which gives students the opportunity to practice skills through analysis of
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text and visual sources, Experiencing the American PromiseExperiencing the American Promise which includes essays that
illuminate the stories of individuals, and Beyond America’s BordersBeyond America’s Borders which gives students a
global perspective. Not only does the LaunchPad include all of the documents from the
textbook, but it also includes documents from the companion reader, Reading the American
Past. The autograded multiple choice quizzes available for these sources can be assignments
that students complete and submit right in LaunchPad.

Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.
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QuizzesQuizzes

Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents provided
in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be assigned for the documents in the chapter
narrative as well as for the documents in the reader, Reading the American Past.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities
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One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students select events from drop-down boxes that correspond with the list
of dates shown, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and
students can see what they got correct and what they missed.

VideosVideos

We include dozens of short digital movie files of twentieth-century American historical events
for you to add to your LaunchPad chapters. From the wreckage of the battleship Maine, to
FDR's Fireside Chats, to Oliver North testifying before Congress, these clips engage your
students with dynamic scenes from key events and challenge them to think critically.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Guide to Changing EditionsGuide to Changing Editions
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Designed to facilitate an instructor’s transition from one edition of the book to the next, this
guide presents an overview of major changes as well as changes in each chapter.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations are built around chapter outlines that are
embedded with maps, figures, and images from the textbook and are supplemented by more
detailed instructor notes on key points and concepts. All of the images are also available
without lecture outlines as zipped JPEG files and as image slides.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

This LaunchPad includes 46 pdf outline maps for instructors to download for quizzing or
assignments.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?" If you want to download the test bank files to use them outside of
LaunchPad, click on the test bank link in the Resources menu and then choose files for Mac or
PC.
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Roark, Understanding the American Promise,Roark, Understanding the American Promise,
2e2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for the Combined Volume of Understanding the
American Promise, here for Volume I, and here for Volume II.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards

Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there
are Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students drag and drop the
correct term to the given definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map ActivitiesMap Activities

To help students think critically about the role of geography in American history, LaunchPad
includes a Map Activity with two maps in each chapter. One set of questions in these activities
prompts map analysis, while a second set of questions helps students connect the maps to
main points in the narrative. In LaunchPad, the answers to these questions can be submitted
directly to the gradebook for convenient assessment.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

Two map quizzes in each chapter sharpen students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for Understanding the American Promise includes all of the primary sources
and critical thinking questions from the companion documents collection Reading the American
Past. In LaunchPad, the analytical questions that appear with these sources as well as the
multiple-choice quizzes based on the sources, can be assignments that students complete and
submit in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Reading the American Past sources for each chapter, we selected even more
primary sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents from the
reader provided in LaunchPad.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The History Research and Writing Help resources provide students with the tools they need to
conduct research, analyze primary sources, and properly cite their sources while avoiding
plagiarism. Build a Bibliography, Checklist for Primary Source Analysis, History Research and
Reference Sources, Tips on Avoiding Plagiarism, and the Introduction to Primary Source
Analysis from Reading the American Past are all useful tools to combine with primary source
work and writing assignments.
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Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding dates, and click
submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they
got correct and what they missed.
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VideosVideos

From New York City "Ghetto" Fish Market: Scenes of Urban Immigrant Life, 1901(filmed by
Edison) to documentary footage from the Reel Teaching DVD, video clips bring your LaunchPad
course to life and appeal to students.

Visual ActivitiesVisual Activities
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To give students ample opportunity to practice thinking critically about primary source images,
one image in each LaunchPad chapter includes a special Visual Activity in the caption that
reinforces this essential skill. One set of questions in these activities prompts analysis of the
image, while a second set of questions helps students connect the images to main points in the
narrative. In LaunchPad, the answers to these questions can be submitted directly to the
gradebook for convenient assessment.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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i>clicker Questions - PPTi>clicker Questions - PPT

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an i>clicker during lectures.

i>clicker Questions - Wordi>clicker Questions - Word

Each chapter includes a Word file with multiple choice critical thinking questions made to be
used with an i>clicker during lectures.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Available in both PDF and Word formats, the Instructor's Resource Manual offers both
experienced and first-time instructors tools for preparing lectures and running discussions. It
includes chapter review material, teaching strategies and a guide to chapter-specific
supplements available for the book, plus suggestions on how to get the most out of
LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching assistants.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Available in both PDF and Word formats, the Instructor's Resource Manual offers both
experienced and first-time instructors tools for preparing lectures and running discussions. It
includes chapter review material, teaching strategies and a guide to chapter-specific
supplements available for the book, plus suggestions on how to get the most out of
LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching assistants.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

Blank outline maps suitable for each chapter are provided for use in presentations and
quizzing.

PowerPoint Lecture OutlinesPowerPoint Lecture Outlines

Work directly from these or use them as a starting point to customize--they include not only
text outlines but also maps, figures, and select images from the book.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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Strayer, Ways of the World with Sources, 2eStrayer, Ways of the World with Sources, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for the Combined Volume of Ways of the World with
Sources, here for Volume I, and here for Volume II.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Author Preview VideoAuthor Preview Video

Each chapter opens with a brief 2 minute video of Bob Strayer giving an overview of the main
ideas of the chapter. This reinforces reading for understanding, appeals to students who prefer
watching a video, and also gives them a sense that there is a human being behind their
textbook.
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Considering the Evidence QuizzesConsidering the Evidence Quizzes

Two of these quizzes are found in each chapter, one following each primary source project.

e-Booke-Book
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The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.

Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Found in each chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the students
to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the chapter.
Each Guided Reading Exercise is framed on the "Seeking the Main Point" question that starts
each chapter.

Key Term FlashcardsKey Term Flashcards
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Key Term Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn unfamiliar terms and places---there's
a Flashcard exercise for each chapter. Students drag and drop the correct term to the given
definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not, making this a great practice
exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help. It's
adaptive quizzing created to get students reading. Each question drives the student back to the
specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to the quiz
question. Sometimes called, fondly, "Reading Bully" by other history instructors.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

Two map quizzes in each chapter sharpen students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.

Note-Taking OutlinesNote-Taking Outlines
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Note-Taking Outlines give students a tidy framework for creating their own study materials.

Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
Ways of the World's LaunchPad includes two primary source projects (the same projects found
in the printed book). In LaunchPad, the questions that follow each source, and the questions
that encourage readers to synthesize the projects, can be made into assignments that students
complete and submit right in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

Self-TestsSelf-Tests
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Self-tests are a great, low-stakes way for students to assess how well they understood the
basics of each chapter. There is one self-test per chapter. The self-tests are multiple choice,
comprised of 30 questions. They are graded automatically.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

There is one timeline activity in each chapter of LaunchPad, to assist students in knowing the
order of events covered in that chapter. Students drag and drop events to their corresponding
dates, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and students
can see what they got correct and what they missed.
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Working with Primary SourcesWorking with Primary Sources

Found at the start of the Ways of the World's LaunchPad course are two primers to help
student develop their primary source skills: "Working with Written Documents" and "Working
with Visual Sources."

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual contains chapter learning objectives, part and chapter
outlines, lecture strategies, suggested classroom activities, suggested discussion topics, and
answer guidelines for the Big Picture Questions, Seeking the Main Point Question, Margin
Review Questions, Portrait Question, and Documents and Visual Sources Feature Questions in
every chapter.
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Lecture Outlines in PowerPoint formatLecture Outlines in PowerPoint format

Work directly from these or use them as a starting point to customize---they include not only
text outlines but also images and maps.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which allows students to practice or instructors
to assign it for higher-stakes assessment.

Other Instructor Resources: Test BankOther Instructor Resources: Test Bank
The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank? "
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Strayer and Nelson, Ways of the World withStrayer and Nelson, Ways of the World with
Sources, 3eSources, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Ways of the World with Sources.

What resources are available for my studentsWhat resources are available for my students

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

The e-Book is every word on every page of the printed text, including all primary sources,
images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right of each e-Book page is a page reference
number so that students can go back and forth between their e-Book and their printed book, if
they wish.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Flashcards provide students an exercise to learn important events and phrases--there are
Flashcard exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter. Students type the correct term in
the space provided below the definition. Students see right away whether they're correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Tired of trying to get students to read *before* class? Assigning LearningCurve can help.
LearningCurve’s adaptive quizzing gets students reading. Each question drives the student back
to the specific page in the e-Book (via a live link) where she can read and learn the answer to
the quiz question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students' geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students' history skills. Each chapter in
the LaunchPad for Ways of the World includes written and visual primary sources. Not only
does the LaunchPad include all of the Working with Evidence documents from the textbook, but
it also includes Thinking through Sources, interactive activities that guide students in assessing
their understanding of the sources, in organizing those sources for use in an essay, and in
drawing useful conclusions from them. Designed to build arguments and to practice historical
reasoning, this unique pedagogy does for skill development what LearningCurve does for
content mastery and reading comprehension. In LaunchPad, the analytical questions that
appear with these sources as well as the multiple choice quizzes based on these sources, can
be assignments that students complete and submit right in LaunchPad.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary documents provided
in LaunchPad. Multiple choice quizzes can be assigned for the Working with Evidence document
sets as well as for each source in Thinking through Sources.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The Research, Analysis, and Writing Help page includes instructions for analyzing written
documents and visual sources.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities
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One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students select events from drop-down boxes that correspond with the list
of dates shown, and click submit when they're done. The activity is graded automatically, and
students can see what they got correct and what they missed.

VideosVideos

Each LaunchPad unit (chapter) for Ways of the World has two videos: one at the beginning with
author Robert Strayer that provides an overview of the chapter and another lecture capture
video later in the chapter with author Eric Nelson that delves into a particular topic within the
chapter. Titled “Another Voice with Eric Nelson,” this feature demonstrates that history is a
dynamic and constantly evolving discipline.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Guide to Changing EditionsGuide to Changing Editions
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Designed to facilitate an instructor’s transition from one edition of the book to the next, this
guide presents an overview of major changes as well as changes in each chapter.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

The Instructor's Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time instructors tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations are built around chapter outlines that are
embedded with maps, figures, and images from the textbook and are supplemented by more
detailed instructor notes on key points and concepts. All of the images are also available
without lecture outlines as zipped JPEG files and as image slides.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

This LaunchPad includes 45 pdf outline maps for instructors to download for quizzing or
assignments.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which instructors can assign for student
practice or higher-stakes assessment.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank allows instructors to easily view, select, modify, and assign questions for student
practice or higher stakes assessment. To learn more about this resource, visit the article "How
do I find the Test Bank?" If you want to download the test bank files to use them outside of
LaunchPad, click on the test bank link in the resources menu and then choose files for Mac or
PC.
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Strayer, Nelson, Ways of the World: A GlobalStrayer, Nelson, Ways of the World: A Global
History with Sources for the AP® Course, 3eHistory with Sources for the AP® Course, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Ways of the World for AP®.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all primary sources, images, maps, and pedagogical tools. At the top right
of each e-Book page is a page reference number so that students can go back and forth
between their e-Book and their printed book, if they wish. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and
highlighting features, teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their
course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into
the e-Book.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter of the text. LearningCurve provides a unique
learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each question
includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to the reading
they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a
formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many instructors have found it to be an
ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students coming to class more prepared to
participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a post-lecture review. Instructors
have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade further
incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for class.
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AP® Practice Questions (PDF)AP® Practice Questions (PDF)

Be prepared for the 2016-2017 AP® World History Redesign with these practice questions,
available to download as PDF files. AP® Practice Questions are available for all six parts of the
text and include multiple-choice, short-answer, document-based, and long-essay questions in
the style of the redesigned exam.

FlashcardsFlashcards

With exercises for all of the key terms in each chapter, Flashcards provide students with an
exercise to learn important events and phrases. In quiz mode, students type the correct term in
the space provided below the definition; they can see right away whether they’re correct or not,
making this a great practice exercise to get familiar with new words and phrases.
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Guided Reading ExercisesGuided Reading Exercises

Provided once per chapter, the Guided Reading Exercises are active reading grids for the
students to use while reading the chapter. They help students read for the main points of the
chapter and prompt them to think about how the information they gather can be used to
answer a central essay question.
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Map QuizzesMap Quizzes

The map quiz for each chapter sharpens students’ geography skills. Places on a map are
indicated by letters; students use drop-down menus to select a location that corresponds with
each letter. The activity is graded automatically, and students can see what they got correct and
what they missed.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

We know how important primary sources are to building students’ historical thinking skills. Not
only does the LaunchPad include all of the Working with Evidence documents from the
textbook, but it also includes Thinking through Sources: interactive activities that guide students
in assessing their understanding of the sources, in organizing those sources for use in an essay,
and in drawing useful conclusions from them. Designed to build arguments and to practice
historical reasoning, this unique pedagogy does for skill development what LearningCurve does
for content mastery and reading comprehension.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the Primary Source Projects in each chapter, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your LaunchPad course, if you wish.

QuizzesQuizzes
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Each chapter’s quizzes hold students accountable for reading the primary source documents
provided in LaunchPad. Multiple-choice quizzes can be assigned for the Working with Evidence
document sets as well as for each source in Thinking through Sources.

Research, Analysis, and Writing HelpResearch, Analysis, and Writing Help

The Research, Analysis, and Writing Help page includes instructions for analyzing written
documents and visual sources.

Timeline ActivitiesTimeline Activities

One timeline activity per chapter can be assigned to help students solidify their knowledge of
the order of events. Students select events from drop-down boxes that correspond with the list
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of dates shown, and click submit when they’re done. The activity is graded automatically, so
students can see what they got correct and what they missed.

VideosVideos

Two videos accompany each chapter of the textbook: one at the beginning with author Robert
Strayer that provides an overview of the chapter, and another later in the chapter with author
Eric Nelson that delves into a particular topic within the chapter. These videos demonstrate
that history is a dynamic and constantly evolving discipline.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual offers both experienced and first-time teachers tools for
preparing lectures and running discussions. It includes chapter review material, teaching
strategies and a guide to chapter-specific supplements available for the book, plus suggestions
on how to get the most out of LearningCurve and a survival guide for first-time teaching
assistants.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

These fully customizable multimedia presentations are built around chapter outlines that are
embedded with maps, figures, and images from the textbook and are supplemented by more
detailed instructor notes on key points and concepts.
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Outline MapsOutline Maps

This LaunchPad includes 45 pdf outline maps for teachers to download for quizzing or
assignments.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Each chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which teachers can assign for student practice
or higher-stakes assessment.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Create online tests from questions also available in our ExamView® Test Bank CD. Note that the
CD might include questions not available in LaunchPad. Contact your sales representative for
more information on this particular ExamView® Test Bank.
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LaunchPad Solo for Bedford/St. Martin's, TheLaunchPad Solo for Bedford/St. Martin's, The
Bedford Digital Collections for African AmericanBedford Digital Collections for African American
HistoryHistory

The Bedford Digital Collections contains resources for you and your students. In this
tutorial, we'll take a detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student
resources. Click the following link to go to the landing page of the Bedford Digital
Collections for African American History.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From the Bedford Digital Collections home page, click on one of the document projects. You'll
see a list of project elements available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Each project begins with a learning objective to help students focus on the central questions
they should be able to answer after reading or viewing the documents in the project.

Historical BackgroundHistorical Background
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The Historical Background page offers historical context for the primary sources as well as a
timeline so students can see a chronology of major events relating to the project topic.

Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

Each project in the Bedford Digital Collections contains 5-7 primary sources centered on a
single topic. The projects include both written and visual sources; facsimiles of the original
documents are shown where available. Document-specific short-answer questions follow each
source.
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QuizQuiz

You can hold your students accountable for reading the primary documents by assigning the
multiple-choice quiz in each document project unit. The quizzes are auto-graded and report to
a gradebook within the Bedford Digital Collections.

Project QuestionsProject Questions
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Short-answer Project Questions follow the multiple-choice quiz and ask students to analyze the
key concepts in the documents, address the strengths and weaknesses of different source
types, and demonstrate how the documents fit in with the political, social, and cultural events
of the time in which they were created. The central question from the top of the project unit is
also repeated here.

Additional AssignmentsAdditional Assignments

Suggestions for additional assignments accompany each document project, including online
research projects, short paper assignments, visual presentations, and creative writing exercises.

Additional Sources for ResearchAdditional Sources for Research
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Each project ends with a short bibliography of suggested sources for additional research.

Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary sources for each document project, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your course if you wish. You can access the additional sources by
clicking on “Browse Resources for this Unit” at the top of the document project or by clicking on
the Resources icon on the left side of the homepage and then choosing “Content by type.”
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

Rubric for Grading Essay-Based AssignmentsRubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments

Visible to both students and instructors, the Rubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments
identifies basic criteria for writing an effective historical essay and provides a numbered tier
system for evaluating the quality of students’ work. You can access the rubric in the Resources
menu.
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LaunchPad Solo for Bedford/St. Martin's, TheLaunchPad Solo for Bedford/St. Martin's, The
Bedford Digital Collections for Native AmericanBedford Digital Collections for Native American
HistoryHistory

The Bedford Digital Collections contains resources for you and your students. In this
tutorial, we'll take a detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student
resources. Click the following link to go to the landing page of the Bedford Digital
Collections for Native American History.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From the Bedford Digital Collections home page, click on one of the document projects. You'll
see a list of project elements available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Each project begins with a learning objective to help students focus on the central questions
they should be able to answer after reading or viewing the documents in the project.

Historical BackgroundHistorical Background

The Historical Background page offers historical context for the primary sources as well as a
timeline so students can see a chronology of major events relating to the project topic.
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Primary SourcesPrimary Sources

Each project in the Bedford Digital Collections contains 5-7 primary sources centered on a
single topic. The projects include both written and visual sources; facsimiles of the original
documents are shown where available. Document-specific short-answer questions follow each
source.
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QuizQuiz

You can hold your students accountable for reading the primary documents by assigning the
multiple-choice quiz in each document project unit. The quizzes are auto-graded and report to
a gradebook within the Bedford Digital Collections.

Project QuestionsProject Questions

Short-answer Project Questions follow the multiple-choice quiz and ask students to analyze the
key concepts in the documents, address the strengths and weaknesses of different source
types, and demonstrate how the documents fit in with the political, social, and cultural events
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of the time in which they were created. The central question from the top of the project unit is
also repeated here.

Additional AssignmentsAdditional Assignments

Suggestions for additional assignments accompany each document project, including online
research projects, short paper assignments, visual presentations, and creative writing exercises.
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Additional Sources for ResearchAdditional Sources for Research

Each project ends with a short bibliography of suggested sources for additional research.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

Rubric for Grading Essay-Based AssignmentsRubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments

Visible to both students and instructors, the Rubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments
identifies basic criteria for writing an effective historical essay and provides a numbered tier
system for evaluating the quality of students’ work. You can access the rubric in the Resources
menu.
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LaunchPad Solo for Bedford/St. Martin's, TheLaunchPad Solo for Bedford/St. Martin's, The
Bedford Digital Collections for Women's HistoryBedford Digital Collections for Women's History

The Bedford Digital Collections contains resources for you and your students. In this
tutorial, we'll take a detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student
resources. Click the following link to go to the landing page of the Bedford Digital
Collections for Women’s History.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From the Bedford Digital Collections home page, click on one of the document projects. You'll
see a list of project elements available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Learning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Each project begins with a learning objective to help students focus on the central questions
they should be able to answer after reading or viewing the documents in the project.

IntroductionIntroduction

The introduction provides a brief overview of the project topic and highlights the significant
concepts the documents address.
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Historical BackgroundHistorical Background

The Historical Background page extends the introduction and offers historical context for the
primary sources as well as a timeline so students can see a chronology of major events relating
to the project topic.

Primary SourcesPrimary Sources
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Each project in the Bedford Digital Collections contains 5-7 primary sources centered on a
single topic. The projects include both written and visual sources; facsimiles of the original
documents are shown where available. Document-specific short-answer questions follow each
source.

QuizQuiz

You can hold your students accountable for reading the primary documents by assigning the
multiple-choice quiz in each document project unit. The quizzes are auto-graded and report to
a gradebook within the Bedford Digital Collections.
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Project QuestionsProject Questions

Short-answer Project Questions follow the multiple-choice quiz and ask students to analyze the
key concepts in the documents, address the strengths and weaknesses of different source
types, and demonstrate how the documents fit in with the political, social, and cultural events
of the time in which they were created. The central question from the top of the project unit is
also repeated here.

Additional AssignmentsAdditional Assignments
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Suggestions for additional assignments accompany each document project, including online
research projects, short paper assignments, visual presentations, and creative writing exercises.

Additional Sources for ResearchAdditional Sources for Research

Each project ends with a short bibliography of suggested sources for additional research.
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Primary Sources - AdditionalPrimary Sources - Additional

In addition to the primary sources for each document project, we selected even more primary
sources for you to use in your course if you wish. You can access the additional sources by
clicking on “Browse Resources for this Unit” at the top of the document project or by clicking on
the Resources icon on the left side of the homepage and then choosing “Content by type.”
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

Rubric for Grading Essay-Based AssignmentsRubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments

Visible to both students and instructors, the Rubric for Grading Essay-Based Assignments
identifies basic criteria for writing an effective historical essay and provides a numbered tier
system for evaluating the quality of students’ work. You can access the rubric in the Resources
menu.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
MathematicsMathematics
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COMAP, For All Practical Purposes, 9eCOMAP, For All Practical Purposes, 9e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for For All Practical Purposes.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapters from Prior Editions of FAPPChapters from Prior Editions of FAPP

The Launchpad includes two chapters from previous editions of FAPP for your reference,
Chapter 16: Theory of Moves: A Dynamic Approach to Games and Chapter 19: New Geometries
for a New Universe.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Math AppletsMath Applets

A series of applets to help students master key mathematical concepts and work exercises from
the text.

MathClipsMathClips
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MathClips allow students to view animated lecture videos and whiteboard lessons that illustrate
key mathematical concepts in the text by showing students step-by-step solutions to selected
exercises.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Contains full, worked solutions to the odd-numbered problems in the text.
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Student Study GuideStudent Study Guide

Offers study tips and tools to help students gain a better understanding of source material.

Sudoku PuzzlesSudoku Puzzles
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A series of Sudoku puzzles that uses lessons from the text to explain the concepts behind the
popular Japanese pastime.

Suggested WebsitesSuggested Websites

Recommended websites for each chapter that expand upon the concepts discussed and offer
students more information outside of the text.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Writing ProjectsWriting Projects

Each chapter has accompanying essay questions that check students’ critical thinking abilities
by testing their knowledge of the mathematical concepts presented in the chapter as they are
applied to real-world situations.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Algebra Review QuizzesAlgebra Review Quizzes

Quizzes designed to test students’ algebra skills to ensure that they are keeping up with the
book’s material.
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iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Editable slides of images, tables, and figures found in the text.
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Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual

Includes teaching support for each chapter and full solutions for all problems in the text.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentations of mathematical concepts covered in each
chapter.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Solutions to Algebra Review QuizzesSolutions to Algebra Review Quizzes
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Full solutions for all algebra review quizzes.

Sudoku Puzzle SolutionsSudoku Puzzle Solutions

Full solutions for all supplementary Sudoku puzzles.
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Teaching Guide for First-Time InstructorsTeaching Guide for First-Time Instructors

This guide for new instructors, adjuncts, and teaching assistants will help make planning your
course and teaching with For All Practical Purposes easier and more effective. Ideas set forth in
this guide also offer fresh perspective and ideas to experienced instructors.

Test BankTest Bank
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The Test Bank offers over 75 multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank questions and 35 short-
answer questions per chapter in a format that lets you add, edit, and resequence questions to
suit your needs.
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COMAP, For All Practical Purposes, 10eCOMAP, For All Practical Purposes, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for For All Practical Purposes.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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3 and 4 Candidates Alternative Spreadsheets for Voting3 and 4 Candidates Alternative Spreadsheets for Voting

Interactive spreadsheets to help simulate different voting scenarios.

Algebra Review AppendixAlgebra Review Appendix
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Offers reviews on basic concepts used in the text and includes straightforward examples,
technology tips, and practice exercises.

Chapters from Prior Editions of FAPPChapters from Prior Editions of FAPP

The LaunchPad includes two chapters from previous editions of FAPP for your reference,
Chapter 16: Theory of Moves: A Dynamic Approach to Games, and Chapter 19: New Geometries
for a New Universe.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all the interactive study tools specific to
the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters, add and share
notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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Example PlusExample Plus

Multiple examples of problems for each chapter that include clear, comprehensive explanations
of every step required to reach the solution.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Math AppletsMath Applets

A series of applets to help students master key mathematical concepts and work exercises from
the text.
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MathClipsMathClips

MathClips allow students to view animated whiteboard lessons that illustrate key mathematical
concepts in the text by showing students step-by-step solutions to selected exercises.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

Spreadsheet ProjectsSpreadsheet Projects

Multi-step, spreadsheet-based projects for selected chapters that use examples and related
tasks to help students master the concepts discussed.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Contains full, worked solutions to the odd-numbered problems in the text.

Student Study GuideStudent Study Guide
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Offers study tips and tools to help students gain a better understanding of source material.

Sudoku PuzzlesSudoku Puzzles

A series of Sudoku puzzles that uses lessons from the text to explain the concepts behind the
popular Japanese pastime.

Suggested WebsitesSuggested Websites
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Recommended websites for each chapter that expand upon the concepts discussed and offer
students more information outside of the text.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher-stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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Writing ProjectsWriting Projects

Each chapter has accompanying essay questions that check students’ critical thinking abilities
by testing their knowledge of the mathematical concepts presented in the chapter as they are
applied to real-world situations.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Algebra Review QuizzesAlgebra Review Quizzes

Quizzes designed to test students’ algebra skills to ensure that they are keeping up with the
book’s material.
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Answers to Algebra Review ExercisesAnswers to Algebra Review Exercises

PDF version of the answers to all practice exercises in the Algebra Review Appendix in the book.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Slides of images, tables, and figures found in the text.
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Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual

Includes teaching support for each chapter and full solutions for all problems in the text.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Customizable, detailed lecture presentations of mathematical concepts covered in each
chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Solutions to Algebra Review QuizzesSolutions to Algebra Review Quizzes

Full solutions for all algebra review quizzes.

Sudoku Puzzle SolutionsSudoku Puzzle Solutions
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Full solutions for all supplementary Sudoku puzzles.

Teaching Guide for First-Time InstructorsTeaching Guide for First-Time Instructors

This guide for new instructors, adjuncts, and teaching assistants will help make planning your
course and teaching with For All Practical Purposes easier and more effective. Ideas set forth in
this guide also offer fresh perspective and ideas to experienced instructors.
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Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank offers over 75 multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank questions and 35 short-
answer questions per chapter in a format that lets you add, edit, and resequence questions to
suit your needs.
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Crauder et al., Quantitative Literacy, 1eCrauder et al., Quantitative Literacy, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Quantitative Literacy.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Applications IndexApplications Index

The applications index shows students where to find problems based on particular subject
matter, including education, finance, medicine, physical and life science, sports, and more.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Math AppletsMath Applets

A series of applets to help students master key mathematical concepts and work exercises from
the text.

MathClipsMathClips

MathClips allow students to view narrated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons that illustrate key
mathematical concepts.
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Personalized Study PlanPersonalized Study Plan

Student self-quizzes that help students assess strengths and weaknesses within each chapter to
determine where they need more practice.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, presentations of figures, tables, and images found in each chapter.
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Instructor's GuideInstructor's Guide

Instructor Resources for teachers, sorted out by chapter.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual
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Guide with detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of mathematical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank contains hundreds of multiple-choice, fill-in, and short-answer questions to
generate quizzes and tests for each chapter of the text that can be downloaded, edited, and
resequenced to suit each instructor’s needs.
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Crauder et al., Quantitative Literacy, 2eCrauder et al., Quantitative Literacy, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Quantitative Literacy.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Applications IndexApplications Index

The applications index shows students where to find problems based on particular subject
matter, including education, finance, medicine, physical and life science, sports, and more.

Dynamic ActivitiesDynamic Activities
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Interactive Figures from the text meant to foster active learning by letting students manipulate
variables and interpret the results for themselves.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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MathClipsMathClips

MathClips allow students to view narrated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons that illustrate key
mathematical concepts.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Customizable, presentations of figures, tables, and images found in each chapter.

Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual

Guide with detailed solutions for all text exercises.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of mathematical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Test BankTest Bank

The Test Bank contains hundreds of multiple-choice, fill-in, and short-answer questions to
generate quizzes and tests for each chapter of the text that can be downloaded, edited, and
resequenced to suit each instructor’s needs.
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Crisler, Modeling with Mathematics: A Bridge toCrisler, Modeling with Mathematics: A Bridge to
Algebra II, 2eAlgebra II, 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Modeling with Mathematics: A Bridge to Algebra II.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all images and exercises. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and
highlighting features, teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their
course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into
the e-Book.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

CorrelationsCorrelations
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Complete lists of Mathematics Modeling state standards from Common Core, New Mexico and
Tennessee, and where you can find these standards in the textbook.

English/Spanish GlossaryEnglish/Spanish Glossary

All of the vocabulary terms from the textbook and their definitions in both English and Spanish.
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ErrataErrata

A list of corrected errors for the textbook.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Present mathematics concepts more easily with each image and graph from the textbook,
available to download as PPT files.

Lesson PlansLesson Plans

Editable and downloadable lesson plans for every lesson in the book, including background
information, teaching tips, and suggested homework problems.
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Master Quizzes with AnswersMaster Quizzes with Answers

With over 150 additional questions, editable multiple-choice quizzes are available for each
chapter.

Teacher's Resource MaterialsTeacher's Resource Materials
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A downloadable version of this valuable ancillary includes classroom handouts, blackline
masters, and more.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Contact your sales representative for more information on our ExamView ® Test Bank.
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Holt, Linear Algebra, 1eHolt, Linear Algebra, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Linear Algebra.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes
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Multiple-choice online quizzes for each chapter that test student knowledge.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

This manual provides full solutions for all the odd-numbered problems in the text.
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Student Study GuideStudent Study Guide

Student learning goals for each chapter.

Student Technology Manuals for Maple, Mathematica, and MatlabStudent Technology Manuals for Maple, Mathematica, and Matlab
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Student technology manual files for Maple, Mathematica, and Matlab.
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Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

This manual includes detailed instructor notes that are referenced in the marginal notes
throughout the instructor’s edition of Linear Algebra with Applications. These notes provide
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additional content background on several topics in the lessons and suggested explanations and
advice for teaching particular topics. This resource manual also provides full solutions to all
exercises in the text.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Includes full solutions for all problems in the text.
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Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentations of mathematical concepts covered in each
chapter.

Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank
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The Test Bank contains hundreds of multiple-choice, fill-in, and short-answer questions to
generate quizzes and tests for each chapter of the text that can be downloaded, edited, and
resequenced to suit each instructor’s needs.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Rogawski/Cannon, Calculus for AP® 2eRogawski/Cannon, Calculus for AP® 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Calculus for AP®.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

An online version of the textbook, the e-Book is fully integrated into LaunchPad and includes
features such as answers to odd-numbered exercises, flexible notes and highlighting features.
In addition, instructors can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their course,
rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into the e-
Book.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Applications IndexApplications Index

A complete list of all of the real-life applications in the textbook.
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ErrataErrata

A list of corrected errors for the textbook and test bank.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Present calculus concepts more easily with every image found in the textbook, available to
download as PPT files.

Master Quizzes with AnswersMaster Quizzes with Answers

With over 200 additional questions, editable multiple-choice quizzes are available for each
chapter.
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Teacher's Resource BinderTeacher's Resource Binder

The Teacher’s Resource Binder PDFs contain a wealth of additional resources for teachers to
employ, including pacing guides, complete lesson plans, worksheets with solutions, and
downloadable flash cards.

ExamView® test bankExamView® test bank

ExamView® test bank files updated for the AP® Calculus redesigned curriculum are also
available through your sales representative.
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Rogawski/Cannon, Calculus for AP® EarlyRogawski/Cannon, Calculus for AP® Early
Transcendentals, 2eTranscendentals, 2e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Calculus for AP® Early Transcendentals.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

An online version of the textbook, the e-Book is fully integrated into LaunchPad and includes
features such as answers to odd-numbered exercises, flexible notes and highlighting features.
In addition, instructors can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their course,
rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into the e-
Book.
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More Resources for Student and Instructor UseMore Resources for Student and Instructor Use

All four of the textbook’s appendices, available to download as PDF files.

Study GuideStudy Guide
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Be prepared for the 2016-2017 AP® Calculus Redesigned Curriculum with a downloadable PDF
study guide. Designed for use along with the textbook, the Study Guide provides chapter and
section overviews, exam tips and advice, and additional multiple-choice and free response
practice problems in the style of the redesigned exam.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Applications IndexApplications Index

A complete list of all of the real-life applications in the textbook.

ErrataErrata

A list of corrected errors for the textbook and test bank.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Present calculus concepts more easily with every image found in the textbook, available to
download as PPT files.

Master Quizzes with AnswersMaster Quizzes with Answers
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With over 200 additional questions, editable multiple-choice quizzes are available for each
chapter.

Study Guide Answer KeyStudy Guide Answer Key

Provides answers for all practice problems in the Study Guide.

Teacher's Resource BinderTeacher's Resource Binder

The Teacher’s Resource Binder PDFs contain a wealth of additional resources for teachers to
employ, including pacing guides, complete lesson plans, worksheets with solutions, and
downloadable flash cards.

ExamView® test bankExamView® test bank

ExamView® test bank files updated for the redesign are also available through your sales
representative.
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Sowder, Sowder, and Nickerson,Sowder, Sowder, and Nickerson,
Reconceptualizing Mathematics, 2eReconceptualizing Mathematics, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Reconceptualizing Mathematics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Data Sets for Part IVData Sets for Part IV

Relevant data sets and spreadsheets that correspond to problems in the text.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Electronic ManipulativesElectronic Manipulatives

Games and visual online resources for teaching mathematical concepts in each chapter.
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Gradable Vocabulary FlashcardsGradable Vocabulary Flashcards

Flashcards that offer additional practice to students learning key terms.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

MathClipsMathClips

MathClips present animated whiteboard videos illuminating key concepts in each chapter.
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Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Multiple-choice online quizzes for each chapter that test student knowledge.

Printable ManipulativesPrintable Manipulatives
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Printable sheets of manipulative blocks for use in the classroom.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

This manual provides full solutions for all the Supplementary Learning Exercises in the text.
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Suggested WebsitesSuggested Websites

Recommended websites for each chapter that expand upon the concepts discussed and offer
students more information outside of the text.

TablesTables
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Files for an appendix from the text, “Using the Table of Randomly Selected Digits (TRSD).”

Thinking Blocks ActivitiesThinking Blocks Activities

A website containing online games and modeling tools to aid students in understanding the
text’s concepts.
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Video ClipsVideo Clips

A series of questions meant to accompany a selected set of video clips.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Additional Instructor’s Resource Manual MaterialAdditional Instructor’s Resource Manual Material

Additional teaching guides not included in the printed instructor’s resource manual.
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Additional Instructor ResourcesAdditional Instructor Resources

Resources for teachers intended for use with the text that are not included in Reconceptualizing
Mathematics 2e.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Pre-made PowerPoint Slides containing relevant images from each chapter.
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Instructor’s EditionInstructor’s Edition

The full text of Reconceptualizing Mathematics 2e with instructor annotations for each chapter.

Instructor’s Resource ManualInstructor’s Resource Manual
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This manual includes detailed instructor notes that are referenced in the marginal notes
throughout the instructor’s edition of Reconceptualizing Mathematics 2e. These notes provide
additional content background on several topics in the lessons and suggested explanations and
advice for teaching particular topics. This resource manual also provides full solutions to all
exercises in the text.

Instructor’s Solutions ManualInstructor’s Solutions Manual

Includes full solutions for all problems in the text.
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Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentations of mathematical concepts covered in each
chapter.

Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank
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More than a thousand multiple choice multiple-choice, true/false, and short answer questions
to generate quizzes and tests for each chapter of the text.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

A web-based version of the solutions in the instructor’s resource manual. This easy-to-use tool
allows instructors to generate a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Sullivan and Miranda, Calculus, 1eSullivan and Miranda, Calculus, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Calculus.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CalcClipsCalcClips

Whiteboard tutorials provide animated and narrated step-by-step solutions to exercises that
are based on key problems in the text.

Diagnostic QuizzesDiagnostic Quizzes
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Chapter quizzes meant to be taken during the beginning of a chapter.

Dynamic FiguresDynamic Figures

Interactive figures from the text book that allow students and instructors to manipulate and
explore, making the visual aspects and dimensions of calculus concepts easier to grasp. Brief
tutorial videos accompany selected figures and explain the concepts at work.
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Dynamic Figure Voice-overDynamic Figure Voice-over

100 of the Dynamic Figures have narrated voice overs, explaining what is occurring in the figure
as tolerances shift.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Maple ManualMaple Manual

Manual for Maple.

Mathematica ManualMathematica Manual
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Manual for Mathematica.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to the odd numbered exercises; available in LaunchPad or as a print resource.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Flashcards for each chapter that features key terminology for that chapter.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Dynamic Figure QuestionsDynamic Figure Questions
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Multiple choice questions that can be assigned with particular dynamic figures.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

Clicker questions prepared in the form of PowerPoint slides to be tailored for classroom use.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

PowerPoint slides that contain the images for each chapter.
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Instructor Resource ManualInstructor Resource Manual

Instructor Resources for the text sorted by chapter.

Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual
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Instructor Solutions for the text sorted by chapter.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

Projects with SolutionsProjects with Solutions
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Projects to compliment material learned in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Taalman and Kohn, Calculus, 1eTaalman and Kohn, Calculus, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Calculus.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CalcClipsCalcClips

Whiteboard tutorials provide animated and narrated step-by-step solutions to exercises that
are based on key problems in the text.

Dynamic FiguresDynamic Figures
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Interactive figures from the text book that allow students and instructors to manipulate and
explore, making the visual aspects and dimensions of calculus concepts easier to grasp. Brief
tutorial videos accompany selected figures and explain the concepts at work.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Maple ManualMaple Manual
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Manual for Maple.

Mathematica ManualMathematica Manual

Manual for Mathematica.
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Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Chapter quizzes.

Personalized Study PlanPersonalized Study Plan
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Self Tests and Post Tests for each chapter created so students can gauge knowledge of chapter
content before and after chapter content is learned.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to the odd numbered exercises; available in LaunchPad or as a print resource.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

Clicker questions prepared in the form of PowerPoint slides to be tailored for classroom use.
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Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

PowerPoint slides that contain the images for each chapter.

Instructor's Resource ManualInstructor's Resource Manual

Instructor Resources for the text sorted by chapter.
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InstructorInstructorʼs Solutions Manuals Solutions Manual

Instructor Solutions for the text sorted by chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
PsychologyPsychology
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Belsky, Experiencing the Lifespan, 4eBelsky, Experiencing the Lifespan, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Experiencing the Lifespan.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter ObjectivesChapter Objectives

Each chapter provides students with a list of topics they should be able to master and
processes they should be able to understand after completion of the chapter.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Frequently Asked Questions about Developmental PsychologyFrequently Asked Questions about Developmental Psychology

The LaunchPad unit contains an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about
Developmental Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides
various web links to sites with more information.
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NEW - Immersive ActivitiesNEW - Immersive Activities

Each Something to Consider activity encourages students to apply research to everyday life and
to possible future careers. Each activity concludes with a quiz to assess what students have
learned.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built practice quiz which is built using pools of questions from each
section of the text. This allows students to take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive
randomized questions on the same topic. It also allows instructors to use these quizzes for
higher stakes as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Student Study QuestionsStudent Study Questions

Broken down by subject matter within each chapter, students are given a list of open ended
questions to help connect concepts and prepare for tests or quizzes.

Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes
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These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorial.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

PsychSim 6.0 uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse students in the world
of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or participant in activities that
highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental approaches.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

VideosVideos
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In collaboration with dozens of instructors and researchers, Worth has produced more than
200 video clips for classroom or online use in human development--a collection that covers the
full range of the course, from classic experiments (like the Strange Situation and Piaget's
conservation tasks) to investigations of children's play, adolescent risk taking, or the devastation
of Alzheimer disease.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Each chapter includes presentation slides with multiple choice critical thinking questions made
to be used with an iClicker during lectures.

Downloadable Test Bank DriveDownloadable Test Bank Drive

Instructors can download the test bank (based on Diploma software) for either PCs or Macs.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with presentation slides of all the images from each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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A PDF version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussions, and handouts to aid with student learning
is available for each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

A Word version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussions, and handouts to aid with student learning
is available for each chapter.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” presentation slides gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter includes pre-assembled presentation slides that can be used during lectures.
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Berger, Developing Person through ChildhoodBerger, Developing Person through Childhood
and Adolescence, 10eand Adolescence, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Developing Person Through Childhood and
Adolescence.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Case Study ExercisesCase Study Exercises

Students are given individual case studies where they are given a scenario and various external
internet links and asked to diagnose or form opinions on real world psychological problems or
situations.

Data ConnectionsData Connections
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Understanding how we use data as developmentalists is an important part of what students
learn in their courses. Data is a crucial part of understanding that developmental science is a
science – and not just common sense. In this edition, we have created an interactive activity
based on important data from rates of breastfeeding to risk-taking in adolescence. These are
designed for students to be able to practice manipulating data. These interactive activites are
designed to engage students, make them more active learners, help them retain important
material and develop a deeper understanding for the quantitative data that we use in
development.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Frequently Asked QuestionsFrequently Asked Questions

The LaunchPad unit contains an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about
Developmental Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides
various web links to sites with more information.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which is built using pools of questions from
each section of the text. This allows students to take the quiz multiple times for practice and
receive randomized questions on the same topic. It also allows instructors to use these quizzes
for higher stakes as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Answers to What Have You Learned?Answers to What Have You Learned?

Instructors are provided answers for the “What Have You Learned?” questions students are
asked that test knowledge and retention.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions
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Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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A PDF version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and assignments to
aid with student learning is available for each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

A Microsoft Word® version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines,
learning objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and
assignments to aid with student learning is available for each chapter.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go PowerPoint® Slides developed by professors who currently use
this Developmental Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.

NAEYC StandardsNAEYC Standards
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This resource clearly outlines the standards tested in the NAEYC and correlates them to the
concepts covered in the text.

The NCLEX-RN TestThe NCLEX-RN Test

This resource clearly outlines the standards tested in the NCLEX-RN Test and correlates them to
the concepts covered in the text.
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Berger, Developing Person Through the LifeBerger, Developing Person Through the Life
Span, 9eSpan, 9e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Developing Person Through the Life Span.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Case Study ExercisesCase Study Exercises

Students are given individual case studies where they are given a scenario and various external
internet links and asked to diagnose or form opinions on real world psychological problems or
situations.

Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Frequently Asked QuestionsFrequently Asked Questions

The LaunchPad unit contains an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about
Abnormal Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides various web
links to sites with more information.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines adaptive
question selection, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. LearningCurve is written
specifically for each text. A perfect resource for those looking to flip the class, or for instructors
who would like students to come to class prepared to discuss the content.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.
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Clicker Question Presentation SlidesClicker Question Presentation Slides

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.
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Instructor Resource Manual - PDFInstructor Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more - in PDF format.

Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more - in Word format.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.

NAEYC StandardsNAEYC Standards
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This resource clearly outlines the standards tested in the NAEYC and correlates them to the
concepts covered in the text.

The NCLEX-RN TestThe NCLEX-RN Test

This resource clearly outlines the standards tested in the NCLEX-RN Test and correlates them to
the concepts covered in the text.
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Berger, Invitation to the Life Span, 2e withBerger, Invitation to the Life Span, 2e with
DSM-5 updateDSM-5 update

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Invitation to the Life Span.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Intro VideosChapter Intro Videos

Each chapter has an introductory video that briefly walks students through all the topics that
will be covered in the chapter. The introductory videos use quick clips that relate to topic
material to connect concepts with real world situations.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

GlosarioGlosario

Key terms and definitions from the text in Spanish.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines adaptive
question selection, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. LearningCurve is and is written
specifically for each text. A perfect resource for those looking to flip the class, or for instructors
who would like students to come to class prepared to discuss the content.

Student Video ActivitiesStudent Video Activities
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In collaboration with dozens of instructors and researchers, Worth has recently produced more
than 150 new video clips for classroom or online use in human development. This brings
Worth's entire archive of video clips to more than 500--a collection that covers the full range of
the course, from classic experiments (like the Strange Situation and Piaget's conservation tasks)
to investigations of children's play, adolescent risk taking, or the devastation of Alzheimer
disease. Instructors can assign these videos to students through LaunchPad or choose one of
50 popular video activities, which combine videos with short-answer and multiple-choice
questions.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which is built using pools of questions from
each section of the text. This allows students to take the quiz multiple times for practice and
receive randomized questions on the same topic. It also allows instructors to use these quizzes
for higher stakes as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the photos from each
chapter.

Clicker Questions - PPTClicker Questions - PPT

Each chapter includes a PowerPoint presentation with multiple choice critical thinking questions
made to be used with an iClicker during lectures.
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Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint presentation of all the figures from each chapter.

Instructor Resources - PDFInstructor Resources - PDF
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A PDF version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussions, and handouts to aid with student learning
is available for each chapter.

Interactive Presentation Slides for Human DevelopmentInteractive Presentation Slides for Human Development

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.
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Lecture Guides - PDFLecture Guides - PDF

A PDF version of a lecture outline that includes a preview of the chapter, main ideas of the
chapter, and various speaking points is provided for each chapter.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Each chapter includes pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations that can be used during
lectures.

Test Bank - NEWTest Bank - NEW

Revised Test Bank Questions with updates and edits.
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Video Tool Kit: Instructor VideosVideo Tool Kit: Instructor Videos

With the Instructor Videos, instructors can play clips to introduce key topics, to illustrate and
reinforce specific core concepts, or to stimulate small group and full classroom discussions.
Clips may also be used to challenge students’ critical thinking skillseither in class or via
independent, out-of-class assignments.
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What Have You Learned? AnswersWhat Have You Learned? Answers

Instructors are provided answers for the “What Have You Learned?” questions students are
asked that test knowledge and retention.
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Berger, Invitation to the Life Span, 3eBerger, Invitation to the Life Span, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Invitation to the Life Span.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Case Study ExercisesCase Study Exercises

Students are given individual case studies where they are given a scenario and various external
internet links and asked to diagnose or form opinions on real world psychological problems or
situations.

Chapter Intro VideosChapter Intro Videos
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Each chapter has an introductory video that briefly walks students through all the topics that
will be covered in the chapter. The introductory videos use quick clips that relate to topic
material to connect concepts with real world situations.

Data ConnectionsData Connections

Understanding how to use data is an important part of what students learn in their courses.
Data is a crucial part of understanding that developmental science is a science – and not just
common sense. In this edition, we have created interactive activities based on important data
from rates of breastfeeding to risk-taking in adolescence. These are designed for students to be
able to practice manipulating data. These interactive activities are designed to engage students,
make them more active learners, help them retain important material and develop a deeper
understanding for the quantitative data that we use in development.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Frequently Asked QuestionsFrequently Asked Questions

The LaunchPad unit contains an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about
Developmental Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides
various web links to sites with more information.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built practice quiz which is built using pools of questions from each
section of the text. This allows students to take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive
randomized questions on the same topic. It also allows instructors to use these quizzes for
higher stakes as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

VideosVideos
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In collaboration with dozens of instructors and researchers, Worth has produced more than
200 video clips for classroom or online use in human development--a collection that covers the
full range of the course, from classic experiments (like the Strange Situation and Piaget's
conservation tasks) to investigations of children's play, adolescent risk taking, or the devastation
of Alzheimer disease.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Answers to What Have You Learned?Answers to What Have You Learned?

Instructors are provided answers for the “What Have You Learned?” questions students are
asked that test knowledge and retention.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the photos from each
chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Each chapter includes presentation slides with multiple choice critical thinking questions made
to be used with an iClicker during lectures.
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Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Instructors can download the test bank (based on Diploma software) for either PCs or Macs.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with presentation slides of all the images from each chapter.
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Instructor ResourcesInstructor Resources

A PDF and Word version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines,
learning objectives, key terms, media resources, discussions, and handouts to aid with student
learning is available for each chapter.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This series of “next generation” presentation slides gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter includes pre-assembled presentation slides that can be used during lectures.
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NAEYC StandardsNAEYC Standards

This resource clearly outlines the standards tested in the NAEYC and correlates them to the
concepts covered in the text.

The NCLEX-RN TestThe NCLEX-RN Test
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This resource clearly outlines the standards tested in the NCLEX-RN Test and correlates them to
the concepts covered in the text.
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Blair-Broeker, Thinking About Psychology, 3eBlair-Broeker, Thinking About Psychology, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Thinking About Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, this e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all AP® Exam Tips, images, and key terms. In addition to LaunchPad’s
notes and highlighting features, you can easily hide chapters or sections that you do not cover
in your course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add your own content directly
into the e-Book.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Clicker Questions SlidesClicker Questions Slides

Multiple-choice questions designed for use with the iClicker, presented in a customizable
PowerPoint file.

Clicker Questions - WordClicker Questions - Word
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Multiple-choice questions designed for use with the iClicker, presented in a customizable Word
document.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each module.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Created by Kent Korek of Germantown High School in Wisconsin, these enhanced PowerPoint
lecture slides are designed to assist teachers with lecture preparation and presentations. The
slides contain graphs, figures, data tables, links, video clips, and explanations of key concepts
suitable for lecture presentation. They may be personalized by adding personal data, questions,
and additional lecture notes.
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Lesson PlansLesson Plans

Complete lesson plans provide everything you need to know to successfully teach each module,
including pacing, lesson objectives, and useful resources.

Module Figures, Photos, and TablesModule Figures, Photos, and Tables
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For teachers who prefer to build their own presentation materials, we offer each figure, photo
and table from the textbook, available to download as JPEG files.

Module QuizzesModule Quizzes

These customizable quizzes with answers for each module are available to download as a Word
file.
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Pacing GuidesPacing Guides

The pacing guides provide suggestions for pacing content for each module and help you decide
what to teach on a daily basis. The guides offer a day-by-day plan for teaching learning
objectives, vocabulary, class activities and homework.

Psychology Fair GuidePsychology Fair Guide
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This guide, written by veteran Illinois high school teacher Carol Dean, will make conducting your
own psychology fair easier by helping you both showcase student work and present psychology
to the general public.

Teacher's EditionTeacher's Edition

This includes every page of the Teacher’s Edition, which provides a wealth of guidance and
support for teachers. Our philosophy for this Teacher’s Edition centers on providing tools and
teaching tips that teachers will actually use. These tools include Building Vocabulary activities,
Beyond the Classroom and Interconnections, Differentiation tips, and more.
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Teacher's Resource MaterialsTeacher's Resource Materials

The Teachers Resource Materials, written by Amy Fineburg, is a comprehensive accompaniment
to Thinking About Psychology. This resource offers suggestions for numerous multimedia
resources, classroom activities, demonstrations, and enrichment lessons that give teachers
tools for active and differentiated learning. The Teacher’s Resource Materials is a toolkit for
planning exciting, challenging, and engaging lessons.
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Teaching TipsTeaching Tips

This valuable resource provides a wide variety of activities that are closely aligned with the text,
written by Psychology teachers from all over the country.

Thinking Critically ExercisesThinking Critically Exercises
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Give students more critical thinking practice with these exercises for every module, which probe
relevant module topics.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Create online tests from questions also available in our ExamView® Test Bank CD. Note that the
CD might include questions not available in LaunchPad. Contact your sales representative for
more information on this particular ExamView ® Test Bank.
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Cervone, Psychology: The Science of Person,Cervone, Psychology: The Science of Person,
Mind, and Brain, 1eMind, and Brain, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology: The Science of Person, Mind, and Brain.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by CervoneImmersive Learning Activities by Cervone
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These online activities, one per chapter, engage students in the scientific process, by allowing
them to participate in simulations of psychological research.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.

Topic TutorialTopic Tutorial
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re‑imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.
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Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides
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Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each chapter.

Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory PsychologyInteractive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Each chapter has ready to go PowerPoint® Slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Comer, Abnormal Psychology, 9eComer, Abnormal Psychology, 9e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Abnormal Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Clinical ChoicesClinical Choices

Through an immersive mix of video, audio, and assessment, each interactive case allows the
student to simulate the thought process of a clinician by identifying and evaluating a virtual
“client’s” symptoms, gathering information about the client’s life situation and family history,
determining a diagnosis, and formulating a treatment plan. The student will also answer
various questions about each case to help reinforce the chapter material. Each answer will
trigger feedback, guidance, and critical thinking in an active-learning environment.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Abnormal PsychologyFrequently Asked Questions about Abnormal Psychology

Students have access to an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about Abnormal
Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides various web links to
sites with more information.

Handout SlidesHandout Slides
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Lecture slides are available for each chapter where content is displayed in fill in the blank
format and is able to be used as handouts for students.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Research ExercisesResearch Exercises

Research exercises are links that lead students to articles or studies on the web that contain
supplemental information about topics studied in the chapter. After the articles or studies have
been read, students are then asked to answer a series of questions and e-mail you their
responses.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Student Video Activities give students the opportunity to view videos about real life scenarios
and test their understanding with a quiz.

VideosVideos
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This video series offers 132 clips that depict disorders, show historical footage, and illustrate
clinical topics, pathologies, treatments, experiments, and dilemmas.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide
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Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Abnormal Psychology Video
Collection.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
chapter.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Each chapter comes with an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and assignments to
aid with student learning.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word
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Each chapter comes with an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and assignments to
aid with student learning.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go lecture slides developed by professors who currently use this
Abnormal Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Comer, Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology,Comer, Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology,
7e7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Crossword PuzzlesCrossword Puzzles

Crossword Puzzles comprising of key terms are available for each chapter.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, or terms shown, as well as use quiz mode to test themselves.
Students can utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure
they understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are more suitable for study and practice than for for-stakes assignments. However,
since students find them extremely helpful, many instructors make them visible in the pre-built
units or build a separate folder to house all the flashcards that pertain to the course or to
particular in-class assessments.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Abnormal PsychologyFrequently Asked Questions about Abnormal Psychology

Students have access to an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about Abnormal
Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides various web links to
sites with more information.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Research ExercisesResearch Exercises

Research exercises are links that lead students to articles or studies on the web that contain
supplemental information about topics studied in the chapter. After the articles or studies have
been read, students are then asked to answer a series of questions and e-mail you their
responses.
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Student Video ActivitiesStudent Video Activities

Student Video Activities give students the opportunity to view videos about real life scenarios
and test their understanding with a quiz.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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Each chapter includes a summative quiz with pre-loaded questions or questions you create
yourself that covers all content learned in the unit.

Web-based Case StudiesWeb-based Case Studies

Web-based Case Studies give students descriptions of patients with symptoms and family
history and ask them to diagnose the patient through a series of questions.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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You are provided with a downloadable folder of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
chapter.

Crossword Puzzle SolutionsCrossword Puzzle Solutions

You have access to the Solutions to the Crossword Puzzles students have available to them for
each chapter.
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Handout SlidesHandout Slides

PowerPoint slides are available for each chapter where content is displayed in fill in the blank
format and is able to be used as handouts for students.

Handout Slides AnswersHandout Slides Answers
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You are provided with all the fill in the blank answers from the PowerPoint Handout Slides.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

You are provided with a PowerPoint Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter.
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Instructor ResourcesInstructor Resources

Each chapter comes with an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and assignments to
aid with student learning.

Instructor VideosInstructor Videos
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You are provided with extra Instructor Videos that demonstrate chapter objectives.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoints for each chapter that you can use for your
lectures.
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Comer, Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology,Comer, Fundamentals of Abnormal Psychology,
8e8e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Fundamentals of Abnormal
Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Clinical ChoicesClinical Choices

Through an immersive mix of video, audio, and assessment, each interactive case allows the
student to simulate the thought process of a clinician by identifying and evaluating a virtual
“client’s” symptoms, gathering information about the client’s life situation and family history,
determining a diagnosis, and formulating a treatment plan. The student will also answer
various questions about each case to help reinforce the chapter material. Each answer will
trigger feedback, guidance, and critical thinking in an active-learning environment.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Abnormal PsychologyFrequently Asked Questions about Abnormal Psychology

Students have access to an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about Abnormal
Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides various web links to
sites with more information.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Research ExercisesResearch Exercises

Research exercises are links that lead students to articles or studies on the web that contain
supplemental information about topics studied in the chapter. After the articles or studies have
been read, students are then asked to answer a series of questions and e-mail you their
responses.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Student Video Activities give students the opportunity to view videos about real life scenarios
and test their understanding with a quiz.

VideosVideos
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This video series offers clips that depict disorders, show historical footage, and illustrate clinical
topics, pathologies, treatments, experiments, and dilemmas.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide
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Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Abnormal Psychology Video
Collection.

Handout SlidesHandout Slides

Lecture slides are available for each chapter where content is displayed in fill in the blank
format and is able to be used as handouts for students.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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Each chapter comes with an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and assignments to
aid with student learning.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Each chapter comes with an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and assignments to
aid with student learning.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Abnormal Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Corty, Using and Interpreting Statistics, 3eCorty, Using and Interpreting Statistics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Using and Interpreting Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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EESEE StoriesEESEE Stories

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises (EESEE) Story modules present
students with a real-world statistical problem and walk them through a series of questions and
offer supplementary projects that relate to the statistical concept.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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FormulasFormulas

A handy list of formulas found in the book for students to quickly reference.

General Social Survey CodebookGeneral Social Survey Codebook
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The General Social Survey Codebook is intended to support students’ use and understanding of
the GSS dataset and the GSS in general.

General Social Survey DataGeneral Social Survey Data

Students are given access to GSS, a flagship survey that contains a standard ‘core’ of
demographic and attitudinal questions, plus topics of special interest.
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Immersive Learning ActivitiesImmersive Learning Activities

Based on real data, fifteen Data Visualization Activities guide students through understanding
and applying specific statistical concepts.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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SnapshotsSnapshots

Snapshots are videos that pick one topic covered in the chapter and use examples and figures
to explain the concept further in depth.

Solutions to Odd-Numbered End-of-Chapter ProblemsSolutions to Odd-Numbered End-of-Chapter Problems
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The solutions to the Odd-Numbered End-of-Chapter Problems found in the book.

Solutions to Part TestsSolutions to Part Tests

The solutions to the Part Tests found in the book.
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Solutions to Practice ProblemsSolutions to Practice Problems

The solutions to the Practice Problems found in the book.

SPSS ManualSPSS Manual
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SPSS Manuals guide students through assignments done on the SPSS software.

StatClipsStatClips

StatClips are short videos directed by a professor at Texas A&M University that briefly cover key
concepts in introductory statistics.
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StatClips ExamplesStatClips Examples

StatClips Example videos further explore the concepts students are taught in StatClips videos by
presenting them with a related real world problem and offering them a video guided solution.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets
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These Statistical Applets that allow students to manipulate and interpret graphs are designed to
help students master concepts covered in Introductory Statistics.

Stats SheetsStats Sheets

Stats sheets are a great study tool for students. The sheets provide a brief overview of all the
concepts learning in the chapter, including any formulas or key terms they need to know.
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Supplementary Data SetSupplementary Data Set

Supplementary Data Sets are extra assignments--complete with solutions- for every chapter.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter in the order they appear.
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Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Available for PCs or Macs, a downloadable test bank driver is available using Diploma software.

Faculty Guide for Data Visualization ActivitiesFaculty Guide for Data Visualization Activities

A guide to using and assigning the Data Visualization Activities.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the images from each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDF and WordInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF and Word
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The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
statistics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes chapter objectives;
chapter summaries; and lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled presentations for each chapter that instructors can use for
lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

The Solutions Master places all the solutions to every question asked in the text in one
convenient place. Instructors can search for specific answers or browse answers by chapter or
section.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual
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Instructors are provided with solutions to all of the end of chapter questions.
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Gray, Psychology, 7eGray, Psychology, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski of The University of San Diego, this document lists in detail the
advantages of a degree in psychology and the possible career opportunities that await your
students after college.

Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with a live host who
interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational activities, generate
real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader implications of those
findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Topic Tutorial PDF WorksheetsTopic Tutorial PDF Worksheets

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These PDF worksheets can be used as in-class or homework
handouts.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the
concepts presented in the tutorial.
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Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

APA Correlation GuideAPA Correlation Guide

In this handy document, instructors will find an outline of APA Principles and how they correlate
to the learning objectives in the text.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All chapter art in jpeg format--easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Faculty Guide for Interactive Presentation Slides for IntroductoryFaculty Guide for Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory
PsychologyPsychology
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A guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Interactive Presentation Slides for
Introductory Psychology Collection and it's use.

Faculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video CollectionFaculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video Collection

A guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology
Video Collection.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides
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All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.

Instructor Resource Manual - PDFInstructor Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory PsychologyInteractive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology

This extraordinary series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures give instructors a dynamic,
yet easy-to-use new way to engage students during classroom presentations of core psychology
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topics. Each lecture provides opportunities for discussion and interaction and enlivens the
psychology classroom with an unprecedented number of embedded video clips and
animations (including activities from Worth’s ActivePsych). Each interactive lecture features:
embedded videos, a number of activities, ready-to-use clicker questions, and vivid images.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.

Topic Tutorial TranscriptsTopic Tutorial Transcripts
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Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. Transcripts from the Topic Tutorial Videos are provided for ease of
access.

Topic Tutorial Worksheet Answer KeyTopic Tutorial Worksheet Answer Key

Your solutions guide to the Topic Tutorial PDF Worksheets.
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Greenberg, Social Psychology: The Science ofGreenberg, Social Psychology: The Science of
Everyday Life, 1eEveryday Life, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Social Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Immersive Learning ActivitiesImmersive Learning Activities

These activities help students develop quantitative reasoning skills by asking them to evaluate
information and data from published research.

Immersive Learning Activities for Social PsychologyImmersive Learning Activities for Social Psychology
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Provides interactive online activities that offer students insights into research in social
psychology and how it applies to everyday life. After reading a short introduction, students
participate in trials or answer questions related to an actual social psychology experiment or
research study. Students will later see their responses as compared to the original study. A
closing short quiz tests what students learned.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All chapter art in jpeg format--easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Clicker Question Presentation SlidesClicker Question Presentation Slides
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Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDF and WordInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF and Word
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Available for download in both PDF and Word, this resource includes Chapter-by-chapter
teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides, discussion topics,
activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and more.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.
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Griggs, Psychology: A Concise Introduction, 5eGriggs, Psychology: A Concise Introduction, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology: A Concise
Introduction.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets of
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly reimagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures and PhotosChapter Figures and Photos

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures and
photos from each chapter.
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Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection for Introductory Psychology.

Image Slides and TablesImage Slides and Tables
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Instructors are provided with presentation slides of all the photos and tables from each
chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book and that are made to simplify lecturing.

Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Instructors can download the test bank (based on Diploma software) for either PCs or Macs.
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Hockenbury, Discovering Psychology, 7eHockenbury, Discovering Psychology, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Discovering Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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Critical Thinking ExercisesCritical Thinking Exercises

Short answer exercises that promote critical thinking and test students’ knowledge of various
concepts in the text.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Hockenbury/NolanImmersive Learning Activities by Hockenbury/Nolan
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Developed for Discovering Psychology by co-authors Susan Nolan and Sandy Hockenbury, each
digital activity provides students with the opportunity to apply their critical thinking and
scientific thinking skills. These active learning exercises combine video, audio, text, and
assessment to help students hone and master scientific literacy skills they will use well beyond
the introductory course. In these activities, students will be invited to critically explore questions
they encounter in everyday life, such as “Can you learn to tell when someone is lying?” and “Are
some people ‘left-brained’ and some people ‘right-brained’?”

These activities employ a simple four-step model introduced in the new Critical Thinking box
“How to Think Like a Scientist” in Chapter 1. These four steps include:

1. Identify the Claim
2. Evaluate the Evidence
3. Consider Alternative Explanations
4. Consider the Source of the Research or Claim

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.
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Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.
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Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Instructors are provided with presentation slides of all the figures, photos, and tables from each
chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This series of “next generation” presentation slides gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.

Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.
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Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Hockenbury, Psychology, 7eHockenbury, Psychology, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Concept Practice" height="501"
width="604">

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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Critical Thinking ExercisesCritical Thinking Exercises

Short answer exercises that promote Critical Thinking and test students knowledge of various
concepts in the text.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Hockenbury/NolanImmersive Learning Activities by Hockenbury/Nolan

Developed for Psychology by co-authors Susan Nolan and Sandy Hockenbury, each digital
activity provides students with the opportunity to apply their critical thinking and scientific
thinking skills. These active learning exercises combine video, audio, text, and assessment to
help students hone and master scientific literacy skills they will use well beyond the
introductory course. In these activities, students will be invited to critically explore questions
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they encounter in everyday life, such as “Can you learn to tell when someone is lying?” and “Are
some people ‘left-brained’ and some people ‘right-brained’?”

These activities employ a simple four-step model introduced in the new Critical Thinking box
“How to Think Like a Scientist” in Chapter 1. These four steps include:

1. Identify the Claim

2. Evaluate the Evidence

3. Consider Alternative Explanations

4. Consider the Source of the Research or Claim

LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s PsychInvestigator Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with
a live host who interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational
activities, generate real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader
implications of those findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re‑imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.

Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go PowerPoint® Slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Kolb,Kolb, Introduction to Brain and Behavior, 5eIntroduction to Brain and Behavior, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introduction to Brain and
Behavior, 5e.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Hasson/ShavitImmersive Learning Activities by Hasson/Shavit

Thirty interactive activities focus on the core topics and mechanisms in neuroscience. These
activities offer students an engaging way to learn about key concepts in the text.
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Immersive Learning Quizzes by Hasson/ShavitImmersive Learning Quizzes by Hasson/Shavit

Assessment quizzes to accompany the Immersive Learning Activities by Hasson/Shavit.

Index of DisordersIndex of Disorders
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This downloadable PDF lists where in the text students can learn about specific disorders.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

VideosVideos
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Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for psychology courses, combining both
research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS News, and other
sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way to experience the
classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge research conducted
by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts in the book to life and
make the content more memorable.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Instructors can download the test bank (based on Diploma software) for either PCs or Macs.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and more.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and more.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Licht, Hull, and Ballantyne, Scientific American:Licht, Hull, and Ballantyne, Scientific American:
Presenting PsychologyPresenting Psychology

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Presenting
Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Infographic ActivityInfographic Activity

Driven by extensive research into the concepts students and instructors consider difficult,
innovative infographics help unravel complex concepts by combining memorable images and
clear, step-by-step explanations into a single, large-scale storyboard. In LaunchPad, these
infographics are carried over as a part of each LaunchPad unit, with assessment tied to each
infographic.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 topic tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re imagined and retooled. The new release of PsychSim by Thomas
Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse students in the world of
psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or participant in activities that
highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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Video ProfileVideo Profile

Video Profiles from the text called "In Their Own Words" and "You Asked, They Answered" are
seamlessly built into each chapter's LaunchPad.

Video Profile ActivityVideo Profile Activity
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Video Profiles from the text called "In Their Own Words" and "You Asked, They Answered" are
seamlessly built into each chapter's LaunchPad. With added assessment, the Video Profile
Activities further reinforce the connection between the book's stories and important
psychological concepts.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All chapter art in jpeg format which is easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Faculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video CollectionFaculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video Collection
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Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter.
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Instructor Resource Manual - PDFInstructor Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” presentation lecture slides gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-
to-use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Licht, Hull, and Ballantyne, Scientific American:Licht, Hull, and Ballantyne, Scientific American:
PsychologyPsychology

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Scientific American: Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Infographic ActivityInfographic Activity

Driven by extensive research into the concepts students and instructors consider difficult,
innovative infographics help unravel complex concepts by combining memorable images and
clear, step-by-step explanations into a single, large-scale storyboard. In LaunchPad, these
infographics are carried over as a part of each LaunchPad unit, with assessment tied to each
infographic.
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LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with a live host who
interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational activities, generate
real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader implications of those
findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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NEW Chapter QuizzesNEW Chapter Quizzes

Revised Chapter Quizzes with updates and edits.

Topic Tutorial PDF WorksheetsTopic Tutorial PDF Worksheets
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Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These PDF worksheets can be used as in-class or homework
handouts.

Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the
concepts presented in the tutorial.
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Topic Tutorial TutorialsTopic Tutorial Tutorials

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities
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Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.

Video ProfileVideo Profile

Video Profiles from the text called "In Their Own Words" and "You Asked, They Answered" are
seamlessly built into each chapter's LaunchPad.
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Video Profile ActivityVideo Profile Activity

Video Profiles from the text called "In Their Own Words" and "You Asked, They Answered" are
seamlessly built into each chapter's LaunchPad. With added assessment, the Video Profile
Activities further reinforce the connection between the book's stories and important
psychological concepts.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All chapter art in jpeg format which is easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Faculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video CollectionFaculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video Collection

Instructors have access to the entire video faculty guide library including Video Tool Kits, Video
Collection for Human Development, and Worth International Video Collection for
Developmental Psychology.
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Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.

Instructor Resource Manual - PDFInstructor Resource Manual - PDF
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.
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Topic Tutorial Worksheet Answer KeyTopic Tutorial Worksheet Answer Key

Your solutions guide to the activities in the Topic Tutorials.
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Lightfoot, Development of Children, 7eLightfoot, Development of Children, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Development of Children.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter OutlinesChapter Outlines

Students are provided with basic outlines of each chapter that include all major topics and sub-
topics to be covered in the chapter.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FAQsFAQs

The LaunchPad unit contains an information page for Frequently Asked Questions about
Developmental Psychology that answers basic questions about the subject and provides
various web links to sites with more information.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

In the NewsIn the News

Each “In the News” segment takes a major concept learned in the chapter and relates it to
current news stories that are presently being discussed with sources coming from The New
York Times, abc News, CNN News, and more.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Based on the latest findings from learning and research, LearningCurve combines adaptive
question selection, personalized study plans, immediate valuable feedback, and state-of-the-art
analysis reports. LearningCurve’s unique game-like nature keeps students engaged in the
material while helping them learn and remember the concepts. LearningCurve is and is written
specifically for each text. A perfect resource for those looking to flip the class, or for instructors
who would like students to come to class prepared to discuss the content.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built summative quiz which is built using pools of questions from
each section of the text. This allows students to take the quiz multiple times for practice and
receive randomized questions on the same topic. It also allows instructors to use these quizzes
for higher stakes as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips available to accompany the text, highlighting fundamental
research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable folder containing all the photos from each
chapter.
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Faculty GuidesFaculty Guides

Instructors have access to the entire video faculty guide library including Video Tool Kits, Video
Collection for Human Development, and Worth International Video Collection for
Developmental Psychology.

Human Development Video Tool Kit Faculty GuideHuman Development Video Tool Kit Faculty Guide
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Instructors are provided with a faculty guide that contains a table of contents including all
topics and sub-topics for videos in the Video Tool Kit.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint presentation of all the figures from each chapter.
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Instructor Resources (PDF)Instructor Resources (PDF)

A PDF version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines, learning
objectives, key terms, media resources, discussions, and handouts to aid with student learning
is available for each chapter.

Instructor Resources (Word)Instructor Resources (Word)
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A Microsoft Word version of an Instructor Resources packet that includes lecture outlines,
learning objectives, key terms, media resources, discussion topics, class activities, and
assignments to aid with student learning is available for each chapter.

Interactive Presentation Slides for Childhood and AdolescenceInteractive Presentation Slides for Childhood and Adolescence

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.
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Interactive Presentation Slides for Human DevelopmentInteractive Presentation Slides for Human Development

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.

Journey through Childhood Video GuidesJourney through Childhood Video Guides
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Instructors are provided with a faculty guide that contains a table of contents including the
topics and sub-topics for all the videos in the Journey through Childhood Videos series, a copy
of the student workbook with the answer guide, and a list of suggested further readings.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter includes pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations that can be used during
lectures.
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Topical Table of ContentsTopical Table of Contents

Instructors are provided with a guide of discussions that is separated by specific aspects of
development. The guide breaks topic matter up by the period of development and the
characteristic of development.
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Myers, DeWall,Myers, DeWall, Exploring Psychology, 10eExploring Psychology, 10e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Exploring Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

Students take inventories and questionnaires developed by researchers across psychological
science. These self-assessments allow students to apply psychology’s principles to their own
lives and experiences. After taking each self-assessment, students will find additional
information about the strength being tested (for example, personal growth initiative, sleep
quality, empathizing/systemizing, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, mindfulness, self-control, and
hope), as well as tips for nurturing that strength more effectively in their own lives.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski at University of San Diego, this PDF gives students information
about what they can do with a degree in Psychology.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice
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Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWallImmersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWall

These online activities, one per chapter, engage students in the scientific process, showing
them how psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter
the meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students
learn about important aspects of research design and interpretation.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 topic tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re imagined and retooled. The new release of PsychSim by Thomas
Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse students in the world of
psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or participant in activities that
highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.
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Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This series of “next generation” presentation lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.

Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.
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Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Myers, DeWall,Myers, DeWall, Exploring Psychology 10e inExploring Psychology 10e in
ModulesModules

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Exploring Psychology in Modules.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

Students take inventories and questionnaires developed by researchers across psychological
science. These self-assessments allow students to apply psychology’s principles to their own
lives and experiences. After taking each self-assessment, students will find additional
information about the strength being tested (for example, personal growth initiative, sleep
quality, empathizing/systemizing, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, mindfulness, self-control, and
hope), as well as tips for nurturing that strength more effectively in their own lives.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski at University of San Diego, this PDF gives students information
about what they can do with a degree in Psychology.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice
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Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWallImmersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWall

These online activities, one per chapter, engage students in the scientific process, showing
them how psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter
the meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students
learn about important aspects of research design and interpretation.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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TimelineTimeline

Written by Charles L. Brewer at Furman University, this PDF gives students information about
the history of Psychology.

Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes
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These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 topic tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re imagined and retooled. The new release of PsychSim by Thomas
Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse students in the world of
psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or participant in activities that
highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental approaches.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

VideosVideos
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Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide
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Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” presentation lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.
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Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Module Figures, Photos, and TablesModule Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.
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Myers, Psychology, 11eMyers, Psychology, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

Students take inventories and questionnaires developed by researchers across psychological
science. These self-assessments allow students to apply psychology’s principles to their own
lives and experiences. After taking each self-assessment, students will find additional
information about the strength being tested (for example, personal growth initiative, sleep
quality, empathizing/systemizing, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, mindfulness, self-control, and
hope), as well as tips for nurturing that strength more effectively in their own lives.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski at University of San Diego, this PDF gives students information
about what they can do with a degree in Psychology.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice
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Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards
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To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWallImmersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWall

These online activities, one per chapter, engage students in the scientific process, showing
them how psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter
the meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students
learn about important aspects of research design and interpretation.
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LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s PsychInvestigator Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with
a live host who interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational
activities, generate real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader
implications of those findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re‑imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.
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Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.
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Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go PowerPoint® Slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Myers, Psychology for High School, 11eMyers, Psychology for High School, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology for High School.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

Students take inventories and questionnaires developed by researchers across psychological
science. These self-assessments allow students to apply psychology’s principles to their own
lives and experiences. After taking each self-assessment, students will find additional
information about the strength being tested (for example, personal growth initiative, sleep
quality, empathizing/systemizing, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, mindfulness, self-control, and
hope), as well as tips for nurturing that strength more effectively in their own lives.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski at University of San Diego, this PDF gives students information
about what they can do with a degree in Psychology.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice
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Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.

Downloadable Student ResourcesDownloadable Student Resources

These resources include:

• Helpful Websites for AP® Students - These are websites that might help you in your
studies or on projects that your teacher might assign.

• Key Contributors Study Guide - This study guide highlights a thorough list of the most
important people students should know in psychology.

• Message to the AP® Students - Long-time high school teachers and psychology exam
readers Charlie Blair-Broeker and Randy Ernst offer the AP® tips and suggestions for
getting the most out of the course and conquering the exam.

• Student Preface: Time Management—Or, How to be a Great Student and Still Have a Life
- Balancing school and life isn’t easy. This document provides strategies for planning
and sticking to a study schedule.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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How Would You Know?How Would You Know?

These online activities, one per chapter, engage students in the scientific process, showing
them how psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter
the meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students
learn about important aspects of research design and interpretation.
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LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s PsychInvestigator Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with
a live host who interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational
activities, generate real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader
implications of those findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re‑imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events. FlipIt videos are
also included. If you have flipped your classroom, you can assign these short lecture videos so
students can be ready for the day’s activity before they even walk into the classroom. Students
can also watch these videos as a refresher while studying and reflect on what they’ve learned.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Correlation Guide to AP® PsychCorrelation Guide to AP® Psych
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This alignment to the AP® course description enables you to find the required AP® content
faster and easier. The correlation also provides the percentage at which each unit is
represented on the AP® exam.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.
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Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go PowerPoint® Slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Professional Development VideosProfessional Development Videos

These videos from Teacher’s Edition author Amy Fineburg offer advice on what to emphasize in
a given module, suggestions on anticipating and overcoming common pitfalls, and tips for
helping students realize success in the course and on the AP® exam.
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Myers, Psychology for AP, 2eMyers, Psychology for AP, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology for AP.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, this e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all AP® Exam Tips, images, and key terms. In addition to LaunchPad’s
notes and highlighting features, you can easily hide chapters or sections that you do not cover
in your course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add your own content directly
into the e-Book.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Flashcards2GoFlashcards2Go

Practice key terms on the go with these audio recordings. The recording recites a definition, and
then gives students time to think before providing the correct term.

Flip It VideosFlip It Videos

These short lecture videos give students additional help in understanding different
psychological concepts and theories. Students can also watch these videos as a refresher while
studying and reflect on what they’ve learned.
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Helpful Web Sites for AP StudentsHelpful Web Sites for AP Students

This document contains a list of links that could be useful for AP® students, including the
College Board and APA web sites, web sites that can help with studying psychological ideas, and
topic-specific web sites.

How Would You Know? – Winter 2015How Would You Know? – Winter 2015
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These online activities engage students in the scientific process, showing them how
psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter the
meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students learn
about important aspects of research design and interpretation.

Key Contributors Study GuideKey Contributors Study Guide

A handout that highlights the most important people students should know in psychology and
their contributions to the field.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every unit of the text. LearningCurve provides a unique
learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each individual’s correct and incorrect
answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more LearningCurve focuses on it. And
the better a student does, the more difficult the questions become. Feedback for each question
includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at hand, guiding students to the reading
they need to do to address areas that are giving them difficulty. Because LearningCurve is a
formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many instructors have found it to be an
ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students coming to class more prepared to
participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a post-lecture review. Instructors
have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage of the overall grade further
incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for class.
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Message to the AP StudentMessage to the AP Student

This short message written to AP® Psychology students contains suggestions to achieve
success in the course, from expert AP® teachers and authors Charles Blair-Broeker and Randal
Ernst.

Quizzes2GoQuizzes2Go

Students can quiz themselves on the go with these audio recordings. The recording asks either
multiple-choice, complete the statement, or true or false questions; after a few seconds, the
recording provides the correct answer and a helpful explanation.

Reviews2GoReviews2Go

These audio recordings give a complete review of many of the textbook’s modules and units.
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Student QuizzesStudent Quizzes

These short quizzes for every unit in the book offer multiple-choice questions that help assess
whether students have mastered the unit’s concepts.

Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes
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These multiple-choice questions can be assigned in homework assignments or quizzes, and
help to reinforce key concepts for each unit of the book.

Time Management TipsTime Management Tips

This handout contains advice on how to get the most out of your classes using an appropriate
amount of time.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Correlation to AP Course OutlineCorrelation to AP Course Outline

View a list of every topic in the AP® Psychology course and where you can find these topics in
the textbook.
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Critical Thinking Clicker QuestionsCritical Thinking Clicker Questions

Critical thinking assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker
system.

ErrataErrata

A list of corrected errors for the textbook.
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Faculty GuidesFaculty Guides

Guides for instructors outlining the content included in the Active Psych collection, the Digital
Media Archive, and the Mind Teaching Modules video collection.

Formative Clicker Questions – PPTFormative Clicker Questions – PPT
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Formative multiple-choice questions presented in a customizable PowerPoint file.

Formative Clicker Questions – WordFormative Clicker Questions – Word

Formative multiple-choice questions presented in a customizable Word document.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each module.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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These popular PowerPoint Lecture Slides created by Kent Korek of Germantown High School in
Wisconsin closely follows the text. They are designed to assist teachers with lecture preparation
and presentations. The slides contain graphs, figures, data tables, links and explanations of key
concepts suitable for lecture presentation. They may be personalized by adding personal data,
questions, and additional lecture notes.

Professional Development VideosProfessional Development Videos

These videos from Teacher’s Edition author Amy Fineburg offer advice on what to emphasize in
a given module, suggestions on anticipating and overcoming common pitfalls, and tips for
helping students realize success in the course and on the AP® exam.
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Sample FRQsSample FRQs

Assign more FRQ practice to your students with these sample FRQs, which include a grading
rubric specific to each question.

Strive for a 5 AnswersStrive for a 5 Answers
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Find solutions to all questions from the Strive for a 5 study guide.

Teacher's EditionTeacher's Edition

This includes every page of the Teacher’s Edition, which provides a wealth of guidance and
support for AP® teachers. It includes an introduction with advice about teaching AP®
Psychology; a complete listing of Flip It Videos, Student Activities, and Teacher Demonstrations
from the Teacher’s Resource Materials; answers to all of the end-of-module Multiple-Choice
Questions and Practice FRQs; answers to all the unit AP® Exam Practice Questions, including
full sample rubrics to the FRQs with page number cross references indicating where each
portion of the answer may be found. Other features incorporated into the wraparound margins
include: common pitfalls to alert students to; suggestions for activities to promote active
learning and critical questioning; lesson-opening discussion starters and lesson-closing
formative assessment questions; and more.
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Teacher's Resource MaterialsTeacher's Resource Materials

The Teacher’s Resource Materials, written by Amy Fineburg in collaboration with Steve Jones,
includes discussion starter questions, activities, and worksheets; teacher demonstrations;
classroom and homework activities for students, and lecture enhancers.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Create online tests from questions also available in our ExamView® Test Bank CD. Note that the
CD might include questions not available in LaunchPad. Contact your sales representative for
more information on this particular ExamView ® Test Bank.
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Myers, Psychology in Modules, 11eMyers, Psychology in Modules, 11e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology in Modules.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

Students take inventories and questionnaires developed by researchers across psychological
science. These self-assessments allow students to apply psychology’s principles to their own
lives and experiences. After taking each self-assessment, students will find additional
information about the strength being tested (for example, personal growth initiative, sleep
quality, empathizing/systemizing, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, mindfulness, self-control, and
hope), as well as tips for nurturing that strength more effectively in their own lives.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski at University of San Diego, this PDF gives students information
about what they can do with a degree in Psychology.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice
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Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWallImmersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWall

These online activities, one per part, engage students in the scientific process, showing them
how psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter the
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meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students learn
about important aspects of research design and interpretation.

LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s PsychInvestigator Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with
a live host who interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational
activities, generate real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader
implications of those findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Summative QuizzesSummative Quizzes

Every module offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re‑imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
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students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide
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Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a PowerPoint® Presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables
from each module.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Topic-by-topic teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides, discussion
topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and more.

Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word
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Topic-by-topic teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides, discussion
topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-
use way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides
opportunities for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips
and animations.
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Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF

Suggestions for organizing and presenting module material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide- WordLecture Guide- Word
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting module material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each module has ready to go PowerPoint® Slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Module Figures, Photos, and TablesModule Figures, Photos, and Tables

Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each module.
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Myers, Psychology in Everyday Life, 3eMyers, Psychology in Everyday Life, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology in Everyday Life.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

The Assess Your Strengths Feature consists of 4 tabs: An introduction to the concept (usually
one that pertains to students’ lives outside the classroom i.e. sleep, time management, etc.), a
questionnaire, a score, and then suggestions for building the particular life skill included in the
activity.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski of The University of San Diego, this document lists in detail the
advantages of a degree in psychology and the possible career opportunities that await your
students after college.

Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Focus on VocabularyFocus on Vocabulary

In-depth definitions of the key terms and concepts in each chapter.
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LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with a live host who
interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational activities, generate
real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader implications of those
findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Topic Tutorial PDF WorksheetsTopic Tutorial PDF Worksheets

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These PDF worksheets can be used as in-class or homework
handouts.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the
concepts presented in the tutorial.
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Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities
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Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.

VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

APAAPA
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A collection of American Psychological Association documents that outline both the learning
goals and objectives, and the APA standards for quality undergraduate education.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All chapter art in jpeg format--easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Clicker Question Presentation SlidesClicker Question Presentation Slides

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.
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Clicker Questions in WordClicker Questions in Word

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Complete Correlation Guide for Psychology in Everyday Life, 3rdComplete Correlation Guide for Psychology in Everyday Life, 3rd
edition to the APA Principles for Quality Undergraduate Education inedition to the APA Principles for Quality Undergraduate Education in
Psychology (2011)Psychology (2011)

In this handy document, instructors will find an outline of APA Principles and how they correlate
to the learning objectives in the text.
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Critical Thinking Clicker QuestionsCritical Thinking Clicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.

Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Instructor guides outlining the content included in their respective media collections. Guides
included here are for the following: ActivePsych, Digital Media Archive, Digital Media Archive
Second Edition, Instructor Media Guide, Instructor Video Tool Kit Volumes 1, 2, and 3, Scientific
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American Frontiers Video Collection for Introductory Psychology Third Edition, & Worth
Introductory Psychology Videos.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.

Instructor Resource Manual - PDFInstructor Resource Manual - PDF
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Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides

This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.

Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.

MCAT Correlation GuideMCAT Correlation Guide

A comprehensive list detailing the foundational concepts that are covered in the MCAT and
shows instructors where these concepts are taught in the text.

Multimedia SuggestionsMultimedia Suggestions
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A collection of external multimedia resources, both online and offline, for instructors to use or
integrate into their courses.

Topic Tutorial Answer KeyTopic Tutorial Answer Key

Your solutions guide to the Topic Tutorial PDF Worksheets.
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Topic Tutorial TranscriptsTopic Tutorial Transcripts

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. Transcripts from the Topic Tutorial Videos are provided for ease of
access.
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Myers/DeWall, Psychology In Everyday Life, 4eMyers/DeWall, Psychology In Everyday Life, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology in Everyday Life.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Assess Your Strengths ActivitiesAssess Your Strengths Activities

Students take inventories and questionnaires developed by researchers across psychological
science. These redesigned self-assessments start by playing an introductory video featuring
David Myers and Nathan DeWall, and then allow students to apply psychology’s principles to
their own lives and experiences. After taking each self-assessment, students will find additional
information about the strength being tested (for example, personal growth initiative, sleep
quality, empathizing/systemizing, intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, mindfulness, self-control, and
hope), as well as tips for nurturing that strength more effectively in their own lives, and then will
take a short quiz on what they have read.
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Careers in PsychologyCareers in Psychology

Written by Jennifer Zwolinski at University of San Diego, this PDF gives students information
about what they can do with a degree in Psychology.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice
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Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors. Worth’s acclaimed e-Book
platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale University) who taught
undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.

Immersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWallImmersive Learning Activities by Myers/DeWall

These online activities, one per chapter, engage students in the scientific process, showing
them how psychological research begins with a question, and how key decision points can alter
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the meaning and value of a psychological study. In a fun, interactive environment, students
learn about important aspects of research design and interpretation.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 topic tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials
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PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re imagined and retooled. The new release of PsychSim by Thomas
Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse students in the world of
psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or participant in activities that
highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental approaches.

Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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VideosVideos

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures and PhotosChapter Figures and Photos
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Instructors are provided with a downloadable images folder containing all the figures, photos,
and tables from each chapter.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.
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Faculty GuideFaculty Guide

Guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology Video
Collection and the Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology.

Image Slides and TablesImage Slides and Tables
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Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter.

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Lecture Guide - PDFLecture Guide - PDF
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Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.

Lecture Guide - WordLecture Guide - Word

Suggestions for organizing and presenting chapter material in class, in its own file separate
from the Instructor Resources.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Each chapter has ready to go presentation slides developed by professors who currently use
this Introductory Psychology book that are made to simplify lecturing.
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Nolan & Heinzen, Essentials of Statistics for theNolan & Heinzen, Essentials of Statistics for the
Behavioral Sciences, 3eBehavioral Sciences, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Essentials of Statistics for the
Behavioral Sciences.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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EESEE StoriesEESEE Stories

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises (EESEE) Story modules present
students with a real-world statistical problem and walk them through a series of questions and
offer supplementary projects that relate to the statistical concept.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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General Social Survey CodebookGeneral Social Survey Codebook

The General Social Survey Codebook is intended to support students’ use and understanding of
the GSS dataset and the GSS in general.

Immersive Learning ActivitiesImmersive Learning Activities
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Based on real data, fifteen Data Visualization Activities guide students through understanding
and applying specific statistical concepts.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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SnapshotsSnapshots

Snapshots are videos that pick one topic covered in the chapter and use examples and figures
to explain the concept further in depth.

SPSS Data SetsSPSS Data Sets
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SPSS data sets are used in accordance with assignments in the SPSS Manuals.

SPSS ManualSPSS Manual

SPSS Manuals guide students through assignments done on the SPSS software.
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StatClipsStatClips

StatClips are short videos directed by a professor at Texas A&M University that briefly cover key
concepts in introductory statistics.

StatClips ExamplesStatClips Examples
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StatClips Example videos further explore the concepts students are taught in StatClips videos by
presenting them with a related real world problem and offering them a video guided solution.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

These Statistical Applets that allow students to manipulate and interpret graphs are designed to
help students master concepts covered in Introductory Statistics.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the figures, photos, and tables from
each chapter in the order they appear.

Clicker Question Presentation SlidesClicker Question Presentation Slides

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system.
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Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Contents include multiple-choice questions, many of which include figures and graphs; fill-in-
the-blank questions based on corresponding graphs and figures; and essay questions, many of
which are multipart and similar in style to the end-of-chapter exercises. Available for PCs or
Macs using Diploma software.

Faculty Guide for Data Visualization ActivitiesFaculty Guide for Data Visualization Activities
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A guide to using and assigning the Data Visualization Activities.

General Social Survey DataGeneral Social Survey Data

Students are given access to GSS, a flagship survey that contains a standard ‘core’ of
demographic and attitudinal questions, plus topics of special interest.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Instructors are provided with a slide presentation of all the images from each chapter.

Instructor Resource Manual HandoutsInstructor Resource Manual Handouts
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Downloadable handouts from the Instructor’s Resource Manual

Instructor's Resource Manual - PDF and WordInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF and Word

The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
statistics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes chapter objectives,
chapter summaries, lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Lecture Slides are pre-assembled presentations for each chapter that instructors can use for
lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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The Solutions Master places all the solutions to every question asked in the text in one
convenient place. Instructors can search for specific answers or browse answers by chapter or
section.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Instructors are provided with solutions to all of the end of chapter questions.
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Nolan & Heinzen, Statistics for the BehavioralNolan & Heinzen, Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences, 3eSciences, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book integrates the text with an assortment of media-powered learning tools,
and a variety of customization options for students and instructors.

EESEE StoriesEESEE Stories
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Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises (EESEE) Story modules present
students with a real-world statistical problem and walk them through a series of questions and
offer supplementary projects that relate to the statistical concept.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Flashcards are not suited for assignment for stakes, but since students find them extremely
helpful many instructors have made sure students are aware of their availability by either
making them visible in the pre-built units or building a separate folder to house all the
flashcards that pertain to the course or to particular in class assessments.
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FormulasFormulas

A handy list of formulas found in the book for students to quickly reference.

General Social Survey CodebookGeneral Social Survey Codebook
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The General Society Survey Codebook is intended to support students’ use and understanding
of the GSS dataset and the GSS in general.

General Social Survey DataGeneral Social Survey Data

Students are given access to GSS, a flagship survey that contains a standard ‘core’ of
demographic and attitudinal questions, plus topics of special interest.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Our game like adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter/section of the text. Based on
learning research LearningCurve encourages students to actively participate in their learning
and provides immediate feedback and reinforcement. LearningCurve questions are tagged
directly to the text providing a tight integration with the material and both quality and quantity
that truly distinguishes LearningCurve from the rest.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale but rather on
completion many instructors have found that these quizzes are a perfect pre-lecture
assignment that aids them in making the classroom more active, or flipped. LearningCurve is
equally effective when used as a review element post-lecture. By making LearningCurve a small
percentage of the overall grade instructors have found students come to class having regularly
read and more prepared to apply the concepts to their learning.
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SnapshotsSnapshots

Snapshots are videos that pick one topic covered in the chapter and use examples and figures
to explain the concept further in depth.

Solutions to Check Your Learning ProblemsSolutions to Check Your Learning Problems

The solutions to the Check Your Learning Problems found in the book.
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Solutions to Odd-Numbered End-of-Chapter ProblemsSolutions to Odd-Numbered End-of-Chapter Problems

The solutions to the Odd-Numbered End-of-Chapter Problems found in the book.

SPSS Data SetsSPSS Data Sets
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SPSS data sets are used in accordance with assignments in the SPSS Manuals.

SPSS ManualSPSS Manual

SPSS Manuals guide students through assignments done on the SPSS software.
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StatClipsStatClips

StatClips are short videos directed by a professor at Texas A&M University that briefly cover key
concepts in introductory statistics.

StatClips ExamplesStatClips Examples
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StatClips Example videos further explore the concepts students are taught in StatClips videos by
presenting them with a related real world problem and offering them a video guided solution.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

These Statistical Applets that allow students to manipulate and interpret graphs are designed to
help students master concepts covered in Introductory Statistics.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos and TablesChapter Figures, Photos and Tables
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Instructors have access to a downloadable zip file with all the images from each chapter in the
order they appear.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

Illustration Slides are PowerPoint presentations with the images from each chapter displayed
on slides in the order they appear.

Instructor's Resource Manual HandoutsInstructor's Resource Manual Handouts

Derived from the Instructors Resource Manual, these helpful handouts can be passed out to
your students to use as study guides that go over key topics from the text.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - PDFInstructor's Resource Manual - PDF

The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
statistics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes chapter objectives,
chapter summaries, lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section.
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Instructor's Resource Manual - WordInstructor's Resource Manual - Word

The Instructor’s Resource Manual is the perfect tool for busy instructors who want to make the
statistics course more engaging for their students. This manual includes chapter objectives,
chapter summaries, lecture, discussion, and classroom activity suggestions organized by
section.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Lecture Slides are pre-assembled PowerPoint presentations for each chapter that instructors
can use for lectures, or as an outline for custom lecture presentations.

Solutions ManualSolutions Manual

Instructors are provided with solutions to all of the end of chapter questions.

Solutions MasterSolutions Master
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The Solutions Master places all the solutions to every question asked in the text in one
convenient place. Instructors can search for specific answers or browse answers by chapter or
section.

Test Bank QuestionsTest Bank Questions

Contents include multiple-choice questions, many of which include figures and graphs; fill-in-
the-blank questions based on corresponding graphs and figures; and essay questions, many of
which are multipart and similar in style to the end-of-chapter exercises. The Test Bank also
includes the Web quizzes from the book’s companion Web site and all the questions in and
solutions to the end-of-chapter exercises.
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Research Methods in PsychologyResearch Methods in Psychology
LaunchPadSoloLaunchPadSolo

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of Research Methods in Psychology LaunchPad Solo.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Immersive Learning ActivityImmersive Learning Activity

Data Visualization activities help students develop quantitative reasoning skills by asking them
to evaluate information and data from published research.

Research in Action ActivitiesResearch in Action Activities
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These realistic activities allow students to step into the shoes of a psychological scientist,
making decisions that guide the design and execution of a study. These activities are an ideal
way to make sure students understand when to use a particular design and its associated
manipulations, measures, and protocols.

Research in Action Essay QuizzesResearch in Action Essay Quizzes

Assignable quizzes featuring essay questions to test student comprehension of the Research in
Action Activities.
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Research in Action Multiple Choice QuizzesResearch in Action Multiple Choice Quizzes

Assignable quizzes featuring multiple choice questions to test student comprehension of the
Research in Action Activities.

StatClips ExamplesStatClips Examples
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StatClips Example videos cover key concepts in introductory statistics. These videos present
with a related real world problem and offering them a guided solution.

VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips available to accompany any text, highlighting fundamental
research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Instructors can download the test bank (based on Diploma software) for either PCs or Macs.
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Faculty Guide for Research in Action ActivitiesFaculty Guide for Research in Action Activities

An instructor guides outlining the content included in Research in Action Activities.
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Schacter, Introducing Psychology, 3eSchacter, Introducing Psychology, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introducing Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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Immersive Learning ActivitiesImmersive Learning Activities

These activities help students develop quantitative reasoning skills by asking them to evaluate
information and data from published research.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.

Topic Tutorial QuizzesTopic Tutorial Quizzes

These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.
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Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter ImagesChapter Images

All chapter art in jpeg format--easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Clicker Question Presentation SlidesClicker Question Presentation Slides
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Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system, in lecture
slide format.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

Assessments written by experienced educators, compatible with any clicker system, in Word
format.
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Faculty GuidesFaculty Guides

Instructor guides outlining the content included in their respective media collections. Guides
included here are for the following: Data Visualization Activities, Worth Anthology for
Introductory Psychology, The Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides
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All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.

Instructor's Resource ManualsInstructor's Resource Manuals

Available for download in both PDF and Word, this resource includes Chapter-by-chapter
teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides, discussion topics,
activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and more.
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Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory PsychologyInteractive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology

Another great way to introduce Worth’s dynamic media into the classroom without lots of
advance preparation. Each presentation covers a major topic in psychology and integrates
Worth’s high quality videos and animations for an engaging teaching and learning experience.
These interactive presentations are complimentary to adopters of Introducing Psychology,
Third Edition, and are perfect for technology novices and experts alike.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.
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Schacter, Psychology, 3eSchacter, Psychology, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Psychology.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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AnimationsAnimations

A variety of 2-D style animations demonstrate a number of the more biological and complex
processes covered in Introductory Psychology.

Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes
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Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.

Concept PracticeConcept Practice

Tutorial style animation and interactive activities designed by award-winning multimedia
author, Thomas Ludwig. These cover a range of key topics and include assessment questions
that are interactive and engaging. These activities help students solidify their understanding of
key concepts.
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Data Visualization ActivitiesData Visualization Activities

These activities help students develop quantitative reasoning skills by asking them to evaluate
information and data from published research.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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LabsLabs

LaunchPad’s Labs provide students with a web-based virtual laboratory with a live host who
interacts with students as they participate in experiments or observational activities, generate
real data, analyze data against national data, and review the broader implications of those
findings in psychological science.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Multimedia in the ClassroomMultimedia in the Classroom

A collection of external multimedia resources, both online and offline, for use or integration
into the course.

Topic Tutorial Quizzes (NEW)Topic Tutorial Quizzes (NEW)
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These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the concepts presented in the
PsychSim 6.0 tutorials.

Topic TutorialsTopic Tutorials

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With it’s new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches.
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Topic Tutorials (NEW)Topic Tutorials (NEW)

PsychSim 6.0 is thoroughly re‑imagined and retooled for the mobile web. The new release of
PsychSim by Thomas Ludwig uses interactive videos, charts, and simulations to immerse
students in the world of psychological research, placing them in the role of scientist or
participant in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and experimental
approaches.
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Topic Tutorials PDF WorksheetsTopic Tutorials PDF Worksheets

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These PDF worksheets can be used as in-class or homework
handouts.
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Topic Tutorials QuizzesTopic Tutorials Quizzes

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. These quizzes are multiple choice questions that address the
concepts presented in the tutorial.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.

VideosVideos
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There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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Additional Instructor ResourcesAdditional Instructor Resources

Additional Instructor Resources" height="466"
width="425">

This includes an APA Learning Goals and Outcomes correlation and an MCAT 2015 Correlation.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables
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All chapter art in jpeg format--easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Faculty Guide for Interactive Presentation Slides for IntroductoryFaculty Guide for Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory
PsychologyPsychology

A guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Interactive Presentation Slides for
Introductory Psychology Collection and its use.
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Faculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video CollectionFaculty Guide for Worth Introductory Psychology Video Collection

A guide for instructors outlining the content included in the Worth Introductory Psychology
Video Collection.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides

All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.
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Instructor Resource Handouts - PDFInstructor Resource Handouts - PDF

Derived from the Instructors Resource Manual, these helpful handouts can be passed out to
your students to use as study guides that go over key topics from the text.

Instructor Resource Handouts - WordInstructor Resource Handouts - Word

Instructor Resource Handouts - Word"
height="532" width="478">
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Derived from the Instructors Resource Manual, these helpful handouts can be passed out to
your students to use as study guides that go over key topics from the text.

Instructor Resource Manual - PDFInstructor Resource Manual - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor Resource Manual - WordInstructor Resource Manual - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation Slides for Introductory PsychologyInteractive Presentation Slides for Introductory Psychology
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This extraordinary series of “next generation” PowerPoint® lectures give instructors a dynamic,
yet easy-to-use new way to engage students during classroom presentations of core psychology
topics. Each lecture provides opportunities for discussion and interaction and enlivens the
psychology classroom with an unprecedented number of embedded video clips and
animations (including activities from Worth’s ActivePsych). Each interactive lecture features:
embedded videos, a number of activities, ready-to-use clicker questions, and vivid images.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.
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Topic Tutorial TranscriptsTopic Tutorial Transcripts

Topic Tutorials provide a re-imagined and retooled version of PsychSim. With its new look, new
format, and new resources, it immerses students in psychological research, placing them in the
role of scientist or subject in activities that highlight important concepts, processes, and
experimental approaches. Transcripts from the Topic Tutorial Videos are provided for ease of
access.
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Topic Tutorial Worksheet Answer KeyTopic Tutorial Worksheet Answer Key

Your solutions guide to the Topic Tutorial PDF Worksheets.
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Siegler, How Children Develop, 4eSiegler, How Children Develop, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for How Children Develop.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Chapter QuizzesChapter Quizzes

Every chapter offers a pre-built chapter quiz drawn from pools of questions for each section of
the text. Students can take the quiz multiple times for practice and receive different sets
questions on the same topic. This also allows instructors to use these quizzes for higher stakes
as each attempt will offer differing questions on similar material.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Worth’s acclaimed e-Book platform was developed by a cognitive psychologist (PhD, Yale
University) who taught undergraduate psychology at the University of Massachusetts.
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FAQsFAQs

A helpful document for students that answers some frequently asked questions about the
subject of Developmental Psychology and provides links to outside resources.

FlashcardsFlashcards

To make sure students understand the language of the course, virtual flashcards are available
for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table mode, definitions shown,
terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

Developed in light of the latest advances in learning research, LearningCurve’s game-like
adaptive quizzing is available for every chapter or module of the text.

LearningCurve provides a unique learning path for each student, with quizzes shaped by each
individual’s correct and incorrect answers. The less a student knows about a topic, the more
LearningCurve focuses on it. And the better a student does, the more difficult the questions
become. Feedback for each question includes live links to e-Book pages relevant to the topic at
hand, guiding students to the reading they need to do to address areas that are giving them
difficulty.

Because LearningCurve is a formative assessment and not graded on a A-F scale, many
instructors have found it to be an ideal source for pre-lecture assignments, with students
coming to class more prepared to participate. LearningCurve is equally effective when used as a
post-lecture review. Instructors have also found that making LearningCurve a small percentage
of the overall grade further incentivizes students to take advantage of it when preparing for
class.
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Video ActivitiesVideo Activities

Worth’s videos span the full range of standard topics for the introductory psychology course,
combining both research and news footage from Scientific American, BBC Motion Library, CBS
News, and other sources. Our expansive collection of brief clips give students a fresh new way
to experience the classic experiments at the heart of psychological science and cutting-edge
research conducted by the field’s most influential investigators. The videos bring the concepts
in the book to life and make the content more memorable.
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VideosVideos

There are a variety of video clips (with assessment) available to accompany the text, highlighting
fundamental research, intriguing case studies, and high-impact news events.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Chapter Figures, Photos, and TablesChapter Figures, Photos, and Tables

All chapter art in jpeg format--easy to integrate into lecture presentations.

Illustration SlidesIllustration Slides
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All figures, tables, and photos for a chapter, preloaded into PowerPoint.

Instructor Resources - PDFInstructor Resources - PDF

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.
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Instructor Resources - WordInstructor Resources - Word

Chapter-by-chapter teaching support for the text/media package, including lecture guides,
discussion topics, activities, student projects, suggestions for integrating digital resources, and
more.

Interactive Presentation SlidesInteractive Presentation Slides
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This series of “next generation” PowerPoint lectures gives instructors a dynamic, yet easy-to-use
way to engage students during classroom presentations. Each lecture provides opportunities
for discussion and interaction, and includes a wide array of embedded video clips and
animations.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

In this convenient resource, a longtime adopter of the textbook provides a point-by-point
illustrated outline of a lecture for each chapter’s main topics in PowerPoint.
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LaunchPad Solo for Yantis, Sensation andLaunchPad Solo for Yantis, Sensation and
Perception Tool Kit, 1ePerception Tool Kit, 1e

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for your students. Click the following link to go to the
landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Sensation and Perception Tool Kit.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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DemonstrationsDemonstrations

LaunchPad Solo for Sensation and Perception offers students the opportunity to work like
researchers, manipulating experimental factors and interpreting consequences as they go. The
50 demonstration activities here—on topics ranging from binocular disparity to change
blindness—were developed by a team of experts, including Steven Yantis, Richard Abrams
(Washington University, St. Louis), Larence Becker (Salisbury University) and Robert
Rauchenberger.
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LaunchPad Solo for Yantis, Sensation andLaunchPad Solo for Yantis, Sensation and
Perception, 2ePerception, 2e

LaunchPad Solo contains resources for your students. Click the following link to go to the
landing page of LaunchPad Solo for Sensation and Perception.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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DemonstrationsDemonstrations

LaunchPad Solo for Sensation and Perception allows students to reinforce their knowledge of
course content using expertly designed interactive activities. In the more than 40 topic-relevant
demonstrations and activities students are provided opportunities to:

• interact with simulations of perceptual processes that are best presented dynamically;
• test their own perceptual abilities
• works as a researcher as they manipulate experimental factors and interpret the

consequences
• reinforce their learning via drag and drop activities.

All Launchpad Solo demonstrations end with multiple choice Test Yourself questions checking
students understanding of the activities key concepts. Further all activities features in-depth
explanations tied to coverage within the textbook.
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What's in your LaunchPad?What's in your LaunchPad?
StatisticsStatistics
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Baldi and Moore, The Practice of Statistics inBaldi and Moore, The Practice of Statistics in
the Life Sciences, 3ethe Life Sciences, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Practice of Statistics in the Life Sciences.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 26-28 on topics including analysis of variance, two-way ANOVA,
nonparametric tests, and multiple and logistic regression.

Crunchit!Crunchit!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

CrunchIt! Help VideosCrunchIt! Help Videos

Videos to help students use the CrunchIT! statistical software program with ease.
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Data SetsData Sets

Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.
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Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat

Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Post-Test QuizzesPost-Test Quizzes

Online quizzes meant to be used after chapter content has been taught.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

Pre-Test QuizzesPre-Test Quizzes
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Online quizzes meant to be used before chapter content has been taught.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.
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Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work
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Simulations that put students in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.
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Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

These multimedia tutorials explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video audio, and interactive features. The newly revised format includes built-in
assessments.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Slides of images and tables from the text.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.
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Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank

Word test bank files.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Cannon et al., STAT2Cannon et al., STAT2

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for STAT2.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Data SetsData Sets

Available in Excel, Minitab, R, .csv, and .txt formats.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all the interactive study tools specific to
the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters, add and share
notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

Student Minitab ManualStudent Minitab Manual

An introduction to using Minitab to perform specific statistical tasks.
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Student R ManualStudent R Manual

An introduction to using R to perform specific statistical tasks.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the book.

Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos for working with Minitab and R to perform specific statistical
calculations.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Instructor's GuideInstructor's Guide
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Tips for teaching with the book, including discussion of specific topics and exercises and
different alternatives for scheduling the material.

Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual

Solutions to all exercises in the book.
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Instructor’s Guide with SolutionsInstructor’s Guide with Solutions

Tips for teaching with the book, including discussion of specific topics and exercises and
different alternatives for scheduling the material, plus solutions to all exercises in the book.
(This is a combination of the Instructor’s Guide and the Instructor Solutions Manual.)

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

Lecture Slides Using RLecture Slides Using R

Detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter, including specific
examples using R.
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Tests and QuizzesTests and Quizzes

Multiple versions of exams and quizzes for each unit, and of a final exam, in Word format.
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Kokoska, Introductory Statistics: A Problem-Kokoska, Introductory Statistics: A Problem-
Solving Approach, 2eSolving Approach, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introductory Statistics: A Problem-Solving Approach.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CrunchIt!CrunchIt!

W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets
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Data Sets are available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

FormulasFormulas

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.
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Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work
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Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.
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Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

These multimedia tutorials explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video audio, and interactive features. The newly revised format includes built-in
assessments.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors

Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE version.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Images and tables from the text.

Instructor’s Solutions ManualInstructor’s Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Test BankTest Bank

Word test bank files.
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Larose, Discovering Statistics, 2e Media UpdateLarose, Discovering Statistics, 2e Media Update

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Discovering Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChapterCompanion Chapter

Companion chapter 14 on Nonparametric Statistics.

CrunchIt!CrunchIt!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in CSV, Excel, TI, JMP, Mac-Text, Minitab, PC-Text, R, SPSS, and TI-Calc formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.
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Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos
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StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.
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StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors

Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE version.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.
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InstructorInstructorʼs Solutions Manuals Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Test BankTest Bank
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Word test bank files.
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Larose, Discovering Statistics, 3eLarose, Discovering Statistics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Discovering Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChapterCompanion Chapter

Additional online chapter 14 on nonparametric statistics.

CrunchIt!CrunchIt!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Discovering Statistics, it
allows editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in CSV, Excel, JMP, Mac-Text, Minitab, PC-Text, R, SPSS, and TI-Calc formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all the interactive study tools specific to
the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters, add and share
notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Ohio State
University Statistics Department, teaches students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using real data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher-created Excel add-in helps Excel perform more advanced statistical calculations
more accurately.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher-stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

StatBoardsStatBoards
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Brief whiteboard videos that illustrate difficult topics through additional examples, written and
explained by a select group of statistics educators.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.
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Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work
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Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.
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Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

Centered on algorithmically generated quizzing with step-by-step feedback to help students
work their way toward the correct solution.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables from the textbook to seek the information they need.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIt!, Excel, JMP,
Minitab, R, R Cmdr, SPSS, and TI-83/84 calculators.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors

Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE version.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor's Edition InsertsInstructor's Edition Inserts
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Tips for teaching the material of each chapter.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Test BankTest Bank

Hundreds of multiple-choice questions in Word format and correlated by chapter.
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Moore et al., The Practice of Statistics forMoore et al., The Practice of Statistics for
Business and Economics, 3eBusiness and Economics, 3e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Practice of Statistics for Business and Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 15-17 on topics including two-way analysis of variance,
nonparametric tests, and logistic regression.

CrunchIt!CrunchIt!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Quizzes at the chapter level.

Post-Test QuizPost-Test Quiz
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Chapter quizzes meant to be used after chapter content has been taught.

Pre-Test QuizPre-Test Quiz

Chapter quizzes meant to be used before chapter content has been taught.
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Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos
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StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.
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StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors

Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE problems.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions
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PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Slides of images and tables from the text.

Instructor’s Guide with SolutionsInstructor’s Guide with Solutions
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Full set of instructor resources with notes for each chapter.

Instructor’s Solutions ManualInstructor’s Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides
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Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank

Word test bank files.
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Solution MasterSolution Master

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Moore, et al., The Practice of Statistics forMoore, et al., The Practice of Statistics for
Business and Economics, 4eBusiness and Economics, 4e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Practice of Statistics for
Business and Economics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 15-17 on topics including two-way analysis of variance,
nonparametric tests, and logistic regression.

CrunchIt!CrunchIt!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for PSBE, it allows editing and
importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in CSV, Excel, JMP, Mac-Text, Minitab, PC-Text, R, SPSS, and TI-Calc formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all the interactive study tools specific to
the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters, add and share
notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Ohio State
University Statistics Department, teaches students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using real data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher-created Excel add-in helps Excel perform more advanced statistical calculations
more accurately.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher-stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.
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StatBoardsStatBoards

Brief whiteboard videos that illustrate difficult topics through additional examples, written and
explained by a select group of statistics educators.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets
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Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.
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Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor
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Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

Centered on algorithmically generated quizzing with step-by-step feedback to help students
work their way toward the correct solution.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text.

Tables and FormulasTables and Formulas
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Allows students to use statistical tables from the textbook to seek the information they need.

Tech AppendicesTech Appendices

Appendices to each chapter provide basic instructions for exploring technology concepts using
Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, CrunchIt!, R, and TI-83/84 calculators.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos for working with Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, CrunchIt!, R, and TI-83/84
calculators to perform specific statistical calculations.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors

Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE version.
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Image SlidesImage Slides

Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor's GuideInstructor's Guide
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Includes detailed recommendations to help instructors teach with the textbook, including
different options for scheduling the material, specific comments on each chapter, and
references to web resources.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.
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Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Test BankTest Bank

Hundreds of multiple-choice questions in Word format and correlated by chapter.
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Moore, McCabe, and Craig, Exploring theMoore, McCabe, and Craig, Exploring the
Practice of Statistics, 1ePractice of Statistics, 1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Exploring the Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 15-17 on topics including nonparametric tests, bootstrapping
methods and permutation tests, and statistics for quality: control and capability.

CrunchIT!CrunchIT!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

CrunchIT! Help VideosCrunchIT! Help Videos

Videos to help students use the CrunchIT! statistical software program with ease.
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Data SetsData Sets

Data Sets are available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.
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Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat

Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Quizzes at the chapter level.
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Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos
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StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.
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StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

Student Technology Manuals - Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, TIStudent Technology Manuals - Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, TI

Provides instruction to students through the use of examples and exercises for a variety of
statistical software including Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, and TI 83/84 calculators.
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TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.

Video Technology Manuals: EXCEL, JMP, MINITAB, SPSS, TIVideo Technology Manuals: EXCEL, JMP, MINITAB, SPSS, TI
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Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with Excel, SPSS, TI-83/84
calculators, JMP, and Minitab.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.
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EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors

Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE version.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.
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Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank

Word test bank files.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Moore, McCabe, and Craig, Introduction to theMoore, McCabe, and Craig, Introduction to the
Practice of Statistics, 7ePractice of Statistics, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introduction to the Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters.

Crunchit!Crunchit!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies
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Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Quizzes at the chapter level.

Post-Test QuizzesPost-Test Quizzes
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Chapter quizzes meant to be used after chapter content has been taught.

Pre-Test QuizzesPre-Test Quizzes

Chapter quizzes meant to be used before chapter content has been taught.
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Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos
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StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats@WorkStats@Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.
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StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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WHFStat Excel Add-inWHFStat Excel Add-in

Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides
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Slides containing all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor Guide with SolutionsInstructor Guide with Solutions

Full set of instructor resources with notes for each chapter.
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Instructor Solutions ManualsInstructor Solutions Manuals

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.
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Printed TestBankPrinted TestBank

Word test bank files.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Moore, McCabe, and Craig, Introduction to theMoore, McCabe, and Craig, Introduction to the
Practice of Statistics, 8ePractice of Statistics, 8e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introduction to the Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Online chapters 14-17 on topics including logistic regression, nonparametric tests,
bootstrapping methods and permutation tests, and statistics for quality: control and capability.

Crunchit!Crunchit!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies
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Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Post-Test QuizzesPost-Test Quizzes

Chapter quizzes meant to be used after chapter content has been taught.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

Pre-Test QuizzesPre-Test Quizzes

Chapter quizzes meant to be used before chapter content has been taught.
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Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos
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StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats@WorkStats@Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.
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StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials
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These multimedia tutorials explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video audio, and interactive features. The newly revised format includes built-in
assessments.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.
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TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.

Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals
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Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

WHFStat Excel Add-inWHFStat Excel Add-in

Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Slides containing all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor's GuideInstructor's Guide

Instructor notes for each text chapter.
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Instructor's Solutions ManualsInstructor's Solutions Manuals

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.
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Printable TestBankPrintable TestBank

Word test bank files.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Moore, McCabe, and Craig, Introduction to theMoore, McCabe, and Craig, Introduction to the
Practice of Statistics, 9ePractice of Statistics, 9e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Introduction to the Practice of
Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click Resources, then Content by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Answers to Odd-Numbered Exercises for Companion Chapters 14 - 17Answers to Odd-Numbered Exercises for Companion Chapters 14 - 17

Answers to odd-numbered exercises for online companion chapters 14-17.

Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters
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Online chapters 14-17 on topics including logistic regression, nonparametric tests,
bootstrapping methods and permutation tests, and statistics for quality: control and capability.

Crunchit!Crunchit!

W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for IPS, 9e, it also allows editing
and importing additional data.
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Data SetsData Sets

Available in CSV, Excel, JMP, Mac-Text, Minitab, PC-Text, R, SPSS, and TI-Calc formats.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all the interactive study tools specific to
the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Instructors can customize and rearrange chapters, add and
share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Ohio State
University Statistics Department, teaches students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using real data.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
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utilize this resource to prepare for higher-stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

Formulas and Key IdeasFormulas and Key Ideas

Includes formulas and summaries of key ideas from each chapter of the text.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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Practice quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

R Code for Chapter 16 Bootstrap Methods and Permutation TestsR Code for Chapter 16 Bootstrap Methods and Permutation Tests

Details all R commands used to generate Chapter 16’s output and figures.
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StatBoardsStatBoards

Brief whiteboard videos that illustrate difficult topics through additional examples, written and
explained by a select group of statistics educators.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets
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Applet-based activities let students work hands-on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbook show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.
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Stats@WorkStats@Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor
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Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

Centered on algorithmically generated quizzing with step-by-step feedback to help students
work their way toward the correct solution.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for odd-numbered exercises from the textbook.

TablesTables
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Allows students to use statistical tables from the textbook to seek the information they need.

Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos for working with Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, CrunchIt!, R, Rcmdr, and
TI-83/84 calculators to perform specific statistical calculations.
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WHFStat Excel Add-inWHFStat Excel Add-in

Our publisher-created Excel add-in helps Excel perform more advanced statistical calculations
more accurately.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Downloadable version of the Test Bank for PC and Mac, where questions can be edited and
resequenced to suit each instructor’s needs.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor's GuideInstructor's Guide

Includes teaching suggestions and chapter comments.
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Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides
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Detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Test BankTest Bank

Hundreds of multiple-choice questions in Word format and correlated by chapter.
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Moore and Notz, Statistics: Concepts andMoore and Notz, Statistics: Concepts and
Controversies, 8eControversies, 8e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Statistics: Concepts and Controversies.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CrunchIt!CrunchIt!

W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets
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Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.

e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Online chapter quizzes.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets
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Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.
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Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor
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Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

TablesTables

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

EESEE For InstructorsEESEE For Instructors
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Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE problems.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Images and tables from the text.
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Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.
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Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank

Word test bank files.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Moore and Notz, Statistics: Concepts andMoore and Notz, Statistics: Concepts and
Controversies, 9eControversies, 9e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Statistics: Concepts and Controversies.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click Resources, then Content by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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CrunchIt!CrunchIt!

W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for SCC 9e, it also allows editing
and importing additional data.

Note:Note: Data sets from Part II Review and Part IV review can be accessed in CrunchIt in Chapters
16 and 24 respectively, and are marked with the suffix “p.”
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Data SetsData Sets

Available in CSV, Excel, JMP, Mac-Text, Minitab, PC-Text, R, SPSS, and TI-Calc formats.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all the interactive study tools specific to
the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and personalization
for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier to access key
content and organize studying. Instructors can customize and rearrange chapters, add and
share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Ohio State
University Statistics Department, teaches students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using real data.
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Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat

Our publisher-created Excel add-in helps Excel perform more advanced statistical calculations
more accurately.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher-stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes
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Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

StatBoardsStatBoards

Brief whiteboard videos that illustrate difficult topics through additional examples, written and
explained by a select group of statistics educators.
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Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands-on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbook show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos
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StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.
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StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials
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Centered on algorithmically generated quizzing with step-by-step feedback to help students
work their way toward the correct solution.

Student Lab Manual MaterialsStudent Lab Manual Materials

A variety of projects and exercises help students develop a fuller appreciation of statistical
concepts, including computer lab and hands-on activities illustrating key concepts in the text as
well as additional end-of-chapter-type problems and activities.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for odd-numbered text exercises.

Tables and FormulasTables and Formulas
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Allows students to use statistical tables from the textbook to seek the information they need.

Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos for working with Excel, JMP, Minitab, SPSS, CrunchIt!, R, Rcmdr, and
TI-83/84 calculators to perform specific statistical calculations.
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Web ExercisesWeb Exercises

Exercises for each chapter that direct students to the web to investigate topics and think
critically about statistical data and concepts.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Downloadable Test BankDownloadable Test Bank

Downloadable version of the Test Bank for PC and Mac, where questions can be edited and
resequenced to suit each instructor’s needs.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor Lab Manual MaterialsInstructor Lab Manual Materials

Provides learning objectives, lesson plans, and solutions for the exercises in the student lab
manual.
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Instructor’s GuideInstructor’s Guide

Includes teaching suggestions and chapter comments.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual
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Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Test BankTest Bank
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Hundreds of multiple-choice questions in Word format and correlated by chapter.
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Moore, Notz, and Fligner, The Basic Practice ofMoore, Notz, and Fligner, The Basic Practice of
Statistics, 6eStatistics, 6e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Basic Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 26-29 on nonparametric tests, statistical process control, multiple
regression, and additional analysis of variance content.

CrunchIt!CrunchIt!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

CrunchIt! Help VideosCrunchIt! Help Videos

Videos to help students use the CrunchIT! statistical software program with ease.
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Data SetsData Sets

Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.

e-Booke-Book
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LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.
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Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat

Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

LearningCurveLearningCurve
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This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes

Online chapter quizzes.
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Post-Test QuizzesPost-Test Quizzes

Online quizzes meant to be used after chapter content has been taught.

Pre-Test QuizzesPre-Test Quizzes
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Online quizzes meant to be used before chapter content has been taught.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.
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Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats@WorkStats@Work
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Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorsStatTutors

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.
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Student Study Guide with Selected SolutionsStudent Study Guide with Selected Solutions

Student solutions study guide with select solutions to help students prepare and master
chapter content.

Tables and FormulasTables and Formulas
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Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.

Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors
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Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE problems.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Slides of images and tables from the text.
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Instructor Solutions ManualInstructor Solutions Manual

Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

PowerPoint Lecture SlidesPowerPoint Lecture Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.
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Printed TestBankPrinted TestBank

Word test bank files.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Moore, Notz, and Fligner, The Basic Practice ofMoore, Notz, and Fligner, The Basic Practice of
Statistics, 7eStatistics, 7e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Basic Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 28-31 on nonparametric tests, statistical process control, multiple
regression, and additional analysis of variance content.

CrunchIt!CrunchIt!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in CSV, Excel, TI, JMP, Mac-Text, Minitab, PC-Text, R, SPSS, and TI-Calc formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.

EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies
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Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Oho State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat

Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

FlashcardsFlashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
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utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

StatBoardsStatBoards
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Brief whiteboard videos that illustrate difficult topics through additional examples, written and
explained by a select group of statistics educators.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.
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Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.

Stats @ WorkStats @ Work
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Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor

Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.
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Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

These multimedia tutorials explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video audio, and interactive features. The newly revised format includes built-in
assessments.

Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual
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Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

Tables and FormulasTables and Formulas

Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.
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Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Clicker QuestionsClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.

EESEE for InstructorsEESEE for Instructors
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Provides solutions to the exercises in the student EESEE version.

Image SlidesImage Slides

Slides that contain all textbook figures and tables.

Instructor's Solutions ManualInstructor's Solutions Manual
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Detailed solutions for all text exercises.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

SolutionMasterSolutionMaster
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An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.

Test BankTest Bank

Word test bank files.
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Moore, Notz, and Fligner, Statistics in Practice,Moore, Notz, and Fligner, Statistics in Practice,
1e1e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click here to go
to the landing page of LaunchPad for Statistics in Practice.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Companion ChaptersCompanion Chapters

Additional online chapters 27-30 on topics including nonparametric tests, statistical process
control, multiple regression, and additional content on analysis of a variance.

CrunchIT!CrunchIT!
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W.H. Freeman’s online statistical software handles every computation and graphing function an
introductory statistics student needs. Preloaded with data sets for Freeman texts, it allows
editing and importing additional data as well.

Data SetsData Sets

Available in ASCII, Excel, TI, Minitab, SPSS, and JMP formats.
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e-Booke-Book

LaunchPad’s e-Book offers the complete textbook with all of the interactive study tools specific
to the book and the course linked in at point of use--plus easy customization and
personalization for students and instructors. Students can search and highlight, making it easier
to access key content and organize studying. Teachers can customize and rearrange chapters,
add and share notes and discussions, and link to quizzes, activities, and other resources.
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EESEE Case StudiesEESEE Case Studies

Electronic Encyclopedia of Statistical Examples and Exercises, developed by the Ohio State
University Statistics Department, teach students to apply their statistical skills by exploring
actual case studies using read data.

Excel Add-in: WHFStatExcel Add-in: WHFStat
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Our publisher created Excel Add-in, an add-in that can be loaded into Excel to help Excel
perform more advanced statistical calculations more accurately.

LearningCurveLearningCurve

This game-like adaptive quizzing system puts the concept of “testing to learn” into action,
motivating students to engage with their course. Easy-to-use reporting tools help teachers
pinpoint areas to focus on in class.
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Practice QuizzesPractice Quizzes

Practice Quizzes are designed to be used as a study tool for students. Questions are based on
chapter content.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets
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Applet-based activities let students work hands on with statistical concepts and procedures,
manipulating variables and seeing the results graphically. Icons in the textbooks show when
applets are available.

Statistical VideosStatistical Videos

StatClips, StatClips Examples, and Statistically Speaking “Snapshots” allow students to view
animated lecture videos, whiteboard lessons, and documentary-style footage that illustrate key
statistical concepts and help students visualize statistics in real-world scenarios.
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Stats @ WorkStats @ Work

Simulations that put student in the role of the statistical consultant, helping them better
understand statistics interactively within the context of real-life scenarios.

StatTutorStatTutor
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Multimedia tutorials that explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video, audio, and interactive features.

Stepped Out TutorialsStepped Out Tutorials

These multimedia tutorials explore important concepts and procedures in a presentation that
combines video audio, and interactive features. The newly revised format includes built-in
assessments.
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Student Solutions ManualStudent Solutions Manual

Solutions to odd-numbered exercises in the text; available electronically within LaunchPad.

TablesTables
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Allows students to use statistical tables interactively to seek the information they need.

Video Technology ManualsVideo Technology Manuals

Brief instructional videos provide basic introductions for working with CrunchIT!, Excel, SPSS,
TI-83/84 calculators, JMP, Minitab, R, and RCmdr.

Vocabulary FlashcardsVocabulary Flashcards

Virtual flashcards are available for every key term. Students can view these in stack mode, table
mode, definitions shown, terms shown, or use quiz mode to test themselves. Students can
utilize this resource to prepare for higher stakes assessments and to make sure they
understand the language of the course.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

iClicker QuestionsiClicker Questions

PowerPoint slides for each chapter meant to be used with clicker technology in the classroom.
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Image PowerPoint SlidesImage PowerPoint Slides

Instructor slides containing images and tables from the text.

Instructor's Guide with Full SolutionsInstructor's Guide with Full Solutions

Full set of instructor resources with notes for each chapter.
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Lecture PowerPoint SlidesLecture PowerPoint Slides

Customizable, detailed lecture presentation of statistical concepts covered in each chapter.

Printable Test BankPrintable Test Bank

Word test bank files.
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SolutionMasterSolutionMaster

An easy-to-use web-based version of the instructor’s solutions, allowing instructors to generate
a solution file for any set of homework exercises.
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Starnes, The Practice of Statistics, 3eStarnes, The Practice of Statistics, 3e
LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a detailed
look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click on the following link to
go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all images and exercises. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and
highlighting features, teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their
course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into
the e-Book.
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Starnes, The Practice of Statistics, 5eStarnes, The Practice of Statistics, 5e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for The Practice of Statistics.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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Data SetsData Sets

Complete data sets that accompany the text in a variety of formats, including minitab, TI-Calc,
TI-Inspire, and more.

e-Booke-Book
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A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all images and exercises. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and
highlighting features, teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their
course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into
the e-Book.

FRAPPY! Student SamplesFRAPPY! Student Samples

Worked out solutions, completed by students, to each of the FRAPPY! problems.
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HP Prime Technology CornersHP Prime Technology Corners

Complete instructions on how to create graphs, analyze data, and more on HP Prime.

Online QuizzesOnline Quizzes
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Students can take the online quizzes with guided feedback through LaunchPad.

Statistical AppletsStatistical Applets

Fourteen applets provide students with opportunities to perform statistical simulations, explore
data, and generate results.
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Student's ErrataStudent's Errata

A list of corrected errors for the textbook and web chapters.

Technology Corner VideosTechnology Corner Videos
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Detailed, key-stroke-level instructional videos by Leigh Nataro show students how to use their
TI-83/84, TI-89, or TI-Nspire graphing calculators

Worked Example VideosWorked Example Videos

Experienced AP® teacher Jason Molesky walks through key examples to give step-by-step
instructions, just as teachers do in the classroom.
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Worked Exercise VideosWorked Exercise Videos

The “For Practice, Try…” exercises are featured in step-by-step instructional videos by Doug
Tyson and Paul Buckley to give students help when they need it.

What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?
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From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Activity Overview VideosActivity Overview Videos

Beth Benzing’s Activity Overview videos introduce each Activity in the text and provide guidance
on how to use them most effectively in class. Also featured is Jason Molesky’s “Mastering the
FRQ with the FRAPPY” video.
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FRAPPY! ResourcesFRAPPY! Resources

Scoring guidelines for each of the FRAPPY! problems.

Free-Response Question Index (Chapter)Free-Response Question Index (Chapter)
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An index of released free-response questions from previous AP® exams that are appropriate
for each chapter of the book, describing the content of each question and sorted by chapter.

Free-Response Question Index (Topic)Free-Response Question Index (Topic)

An index of released free-response questions from previous AP® exams that are appropriate
for each chapter of the book, describing the content of each question and sorted by topic.
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Image jpgsImage jpgs

For teachers who prefer to build their own presentation materials, we offer each image and
graph from the textbook, available to download as JPEG files.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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For teachers who prefer to build their own presentation materials, we offer each image and
graph from the textbook, available to download as PPT files.

Lecture SlidesLecture Slides

Created by Jason Molesky, the PowerPoint presentation slides are a great tool for both new and
experienced teachers. The slides highlight the important ideas in each section and include
many examples from the book.
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PD VideosPD Videos

Brief chapter and section overviews by Daren Starnes, Josh Tabor, and Doug Tyson offer advice
with ideas about what to emphasize in the section, how to anticipate and overcome common
pitfalls, and tips for helping students succeed in the course and on the AP exam.

Teacher's Resource HandoutsTeacher's Resource Handouts
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A wide selection of handouts, organized by chapter, from the teacher’s resource materials:
including alternate examples, exercises, FRAPPY! questions, and learning objectives grids.

Teacher's ErrataTeacher's Errata

A list of corrected errors for the Annotated Teacher’s Edition.
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Tests and QuizzesTests and Quizzes

Three prepared quizzes for each section and four prepared tests for each chapter are available
to download in PDF format. Look for the test and quizzes errata document for updates on the
questions and answers.

Worked SolutionsWorked Solutions
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Complete step-by-step solutions by Ann Cannon for every exercise, practice problem, and
review question in the book, available to download.

ExamView® Test BankExamView® Test Bank

Contact your sales representative for more information on our ExamView ® Test Bank.
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Starnes, Statistics Through Applications, 2eStarnes, Statistics Through Applications, 2e

LaunchPad contains resources for you and your students. In this tutorial, we'll take a
detailed look at both types separately. Let's begin with student resources. Click the
following link to go to the landing page of LaunchPad for Statistics Through Applications.

What resources are available for my students?What resources are available for my students?

From your LaunchPad home page, click ResourcesResources, then Content by TypeContent by Type. You'll see a list of all
the resources available to your students. We'll now take a closer look at each.
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e-Booke-Book

A complete online version of the textbook, the e-Book is every word on every page of the
printed text, including all images and exercises. In addition to LaunchPad’s notes and
highlighting features, teachers can easily hide chapters or sections that they don’t cover in their
course, rearrange the order of chapters and sections, and add their own content directly into
the e-Book.
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What resources are available for instructors?What resources are available for instructors?

From the same screen where you've been viewing student resources, you can scroll down to
see those available to instructors. Let's now take a closer look at each.

Image SlidesImage Slides
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Present statistics concepts more easily with each image and graph from the textbook, available
to download as PPT files.

Master Quizzes with AnswersMaster Quizzes with Answers

The Quiz Master with answers is provided for each of the chapters in the book. Provided in
Word format, teachers may edit the document for use as a paper quiz.
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Pacing GuidesPacing Guides

Prepare for your entire course with downloadable pacing guides, available for a single trimester
and the whole year.
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Get more helpGet more help
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I have LaunchPad access, but I'm having troubleI have LaunchPad access, but I'm having trouble
getting to my log-in page. Can you help?getting to my log-in page. Can you help?

We've changed the log in process to make it easier for students to get into the correct
course, especially when they try to do so without their unique course URL. If you've
attempted to log in to your LaunchPad title by going to
www.macmillanhighered.com/coursename, then you may be redirected to the screen
below. Here's how you can navigate to your title and save your course URL for future
reference.

If you see a screen like this:If you see a screen like this:
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Click Choose a Different ProductClick Choose a Different Product

And Switch to InstructorAnd Switch to Instructor
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Search for your author or titleSearch for your author or title

As you type, the list will filter and your title will appear. Click Go to productGo to product to the right of your
title.

Log in to your LaunchPadLog in to your LaunchPad
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Bookmark your dashboardBookmark your dashboard

As usual, the first page you'll see is your dashboard. Bookmark it so that you can easily return
to any of the courses within this title.

For student registration, distribute the course URL with theFor student registration, distribute the course URL with the
unique IDunique ID

When you're ready for students to register for your current course, use the Activation Message
or our First Day of Class materials to distribute your course URL with its unique ID.
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Accessibility Services: LaunchPad AccessibilityAccessibility Services: LaunchPad Accessibility
StandardsStandards
Our PresentOur Present
Screen Views and Settings: LaunchPad is designed to honor high-contrast settings a user has
set on their system. Additionally, custom style sheets can be used to alter both text and colors
on the website. Text can be resized using both browser zoom and text resize functions to make
the on-screen text easier to read. We do not use any ‘blinking’ functionality in the product, so
that won’t be an issue. We do use alt-text for many photos in the book-specific content that
appears within our digital products.

Captioning Content: The text of our books can generally be read aloud by screen reading
software such as JAWS. The majority of our videos include captioning and, upon request, we can
usually make a script available for the videos.

Assignment Settings: The system is designed to allow instructors to give individual students or
groups of students unique assignment settings, such as a quiz with no time constraints, that
differ from the assignment settings of the full class. You can adjust these settings by student
and by assignment for maximum flexibility.

Our FutureOur Future
Navigation: Many elements in the LaunchPad product cannot currently be accessed using only
the keyboard or by users that depend upon screen reader software (such as JAWS or
VoiceOver).

Screen Views and Settings: LaunchPad uses alt-text for many pictures within the book-specific
content; going forward, as new editions are released, we plan to have all the images have alt-
text and have that text be both accurate and useful for someone who is unable to see the basic
image; this will be an ongoing effort on our part.

Captioning Content: Although the text of our books can generally be read aloud by screen
reading software such as JAWS, the ordering of the content on the page doesn’t always match
the intention of the author. Additional multimedia, however, such as animations and
PowerPoints may not include captioning or voice-overs; that will depend on the title in question,
so please ask us for more information regarding a specific book’s LaunchPad.
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Some screens in LaunchPad seem to be missingSome screens in LaunchPad seem to be missing
a scrollbar. What can I do to fix this?a scrollbar. What can I do to fix this?

Some of our instructors and students are reporting an inability to scroll. It seems to be
happening most often with Windows 7, 8, or any operating system that has touchscreen-
enabled functionality, whether you're actually using a touchscreen or not. If you've
experienced this issue, you might try the following:

Firefox usersFirefox users

Under the red x in the upper-right corner of your browser--that is, the button that closes your
browser--you'll see the Open MenuOpen Menu, which is a button with three lines. Click it to open it.

Click Add-ons.Click Add-ons.
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Search for Grab and Drag.Search for Grab and Drag.

A new tab will open in your browser. In the Search for all add-onsSearch for all add-ons box in the upper-right corner
of the tab, search for Grab and DragGrab and Drag.

Install Grab and Drag.Install Grab and Drag.

Grab and Drag should be the first add-on in the list. Click InstallInstall.
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Click Accept and Install.Click Accept and Install.

The End-User License Agreement will pop-up. Click Accept and InstallAccept and Install.

Click Restart Now.Click Restart Now.

You must restart your browser to complete installation. Click Restart nowRestart now.
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Configure Grab and Drag and click Finished.Configure Grab and Drag and click Finished.

Your browser will close then open again. A second window, the Grab and Drag Startup Wizard,
will also open. Select your configuration preferences then click Finished.

Make additional preference selections.Make additional preference selections.
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If you've chosen to Open the main preferences dialog afterwardsOpen the main preferences dialog afterwards, select your additional
preferences, click ApplyApply, and click OKOK.

Log out of LaunchPad and log back in.Log out of LaunchPad and log back in.

If you haven't already, log out of LaunchPad, close your browser, and log back in. You should
now see a scrollbar where expected.

Google Chrome usersGoogle Chrome users

Under the blue x in the upper-right corner of your browser--that is, the button that closes your
browser--you'll see Customize and control Google ChromeCustomize and control Google Chrome, which is a button with three lines.
Click it to open it.

Select Tools then Extensions.Select Tools then Extensions.
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Click Get More Extensions.Click Get More Extensions.

Search for Scrollbar Anywhere.Search for Scrollbar Anywhere.

In the Search the Store box in the upper-left corner of the screen, search for Scrollbar
Anywhere. Select Scrollbar Anywhere ExtensionScrollbar Anywhere Extension.
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Click + Free.Click + Free.

Click Add.Click Add.

Log out of LaunchPad and log back in.Log out of LaunchPad and log back in.

Chrome will give you a confirmation message if the installation was successful. If you haven't
already, log out of LaunchPad, close your browser, and log back in. You should now see a
scrollbar where expected.
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A loading screen led to an error page or timedA loading screen led to an error page or timed
out. What should I do?out. What should I do?
If you are experiencing long loading times or errors while accessing your assignments or
gradebook, you may need to clear your cache.

 In most browsers, you can type Ctrl+Shift+DelCtrl+Shift+Del to skip straight to the cache options. Or,
you can follow the steps below for your browser type.

Clear your cacheClear your cache
Click the links below to see how to clear your cache in each internet browser.

• Chrome
• Microsoft Edge
• Internet Explorer
• Firefox
• Safari
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What other help resources do you have toWhat other help resources do you have to
answer my questions?answer my questions?
To search additional instructor and student help articles, to sign up for training, or to contact
our customer support team, visit our online support center:

Higher Ed Support Center

High School Support Center
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How do my students and I get in touch withHow do my students and I get in touch with
tech support?tech support?
You can reach tech support:You can reach tech support:

By filling out an online formBy filling out an online form

This will help us have all the information we need about what you are experiencing.

Higher Ed Tech Support Form

High School Tech Support Form

By phoneBy phone

Call 1-800-936-6899.

Technical Support HoursTechnical Support Hours (Eastern Time)

• Monday - Thursday: 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
• Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
• Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
• Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.
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